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Welcome to QW'97
27-30 May 1997

THEME: Quality In The Marketplace
Welcome to the Tenth International Software Quality Week Conference (QW'97).
We are delighted you could be part of our 10th Anniversary event.
The continuing goal in the International Software Quality Week Conferences beginning with the first Quality Week held in 1988 - has been to give a balanced
picture of applied test and quality control technologies, current
academic/industrial research and development, and real-world management
experience. Our purpose is to illuminate the all-important issue of improving
quality and productivity in software as it affected by developments in all three
areas. As we all already know, and as many in the broader technical community
are beginning to learn, software projects depend increasingly for success on
modern methods of assuring software quality, including software testing techniques and all allied disciplines.
The QW'97 program is particularly strong. With ten half-day tutorials, six carefully selected keynote talks, over 45 technical papers and specially selected
quick-start mini-tutorials, together with two panel presentations and a two-day
Vendor Exhibition with continuous vendor presentations, QW'97 is an excellent
way to learn about the state of the art and practice in all software quality disciplines.
The conference theme, Quality In The Marketplace, is addressed throughout the
QW'97 Conference in papers that deal with software process, real-world results,
and the realities of quality management in a modern client-server, Web based,
network enabled, embedded-system, real-time, object-oriented, Javaimplemented, multi-threaded, world that faces, among other minor challenges,
the Year 2000 (Y2K) problem. Quality relates to and is a key factor in nearly
everything we do or think about in the modern information marketplace.
Thank you for attending QW'97!
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acclaimed / Want You To Cheat: the Unreasonable Guide to Service and Quality
in Organizations. In 1996 he published a cd-rom for managers entitled Change
Management Thinking and this year he is publishing In Pursuit of Quality: the
Case Against ISO 9000.
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San Francisco, California

In Pursuit of Quality: the Case Against ISO 9000
There are ten arguments in the case against ISO 9000:

1. ISO 9000 encourages organisations to act in ways which make things worse for
their customers.

2. Quality by inspection is not quality.

3. ISO 9000 starts from the flawed presumption that work is best controlled by
specifying and controlling procedures.

4. The typical method of implementation is bound to cause sub-optimisation of
performance.

S. The Standard relies too much on people's and particularly assessors'
interpretation of quality.

6. The Standard promotes, encourages, and explicitly demands actions which cause
sub-optimisation.
7. When people are subjected to external controls, they will be inclined to pay
attention to only those things which are affected by the controls.

8. ISO 9000 has discouraged managers from learning about the theory of variation.

9. ISO 9000 has failed to foster good customer-supplier relations.
10. As an intervention, ISO 9000 has not encouraged managers to think differently.
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If UK pie were a 'quality organisation' and its 'product' was the quality Standard, on the
basis of what we know about the impact of this Standard on performance would we not
'stop production' now? ISO 9000 is not 'fit for purpose'. It is, on the contrary, getting in
the way.

But ISO 9000 is only part of a wider problem:

"We will win and you will lose. You cannot do anything because your failure is
an internal disease. Your companies are based on Taylor's principles. Worse,
your heads are Taylorized too. You firmly believe that sound management means
that executives on the one side and workers on the other, on the one side men who
think and on the other side men who only work."

Konosuke Matsushita, 1988

(abbreviated).

What he is talking about our way of thinking. We have developed a way of thinking about
management which I like to call 'command and control' and ISO 9000 is no more than a
particular manifestation of this thinking. Command and control has its roots in Taylorism,
and was developed through the work of Ford, Sloan and others. The issue is not that
command and control was not of value but we have not continued to learn, we have not
learned to question the assumptions which govern the way we run our organisations;
assumptions which stand in the way of quality. Today these assumptions are manifest in
something claiming to be a quality management standard.

Henry Ford achieved a great deal by standardising production. Functional specialisation
enabled Ford to drastically cut the costs of production. Since Ford, we have accepted the
value of working to standards. The thinking lives on in organisation and methods
departments. Others, and in particular the Japanese by contrast, have dropped the notion
of standards and instead work on reducing variation (an idea still alien to most British
managers). The theory of variation is central to an understanding of quality, but it is not
fostered by ISO 9000.

Sloan introduced management by the numbers. Like Ford, it solved a problem of his time.
He was able to put a financial structure over a complex business operation and hence bring
some order to it. But with 'management by the numbers' has come functional, output
(numerical) control. In practice such controls cause sub-optimisation of performance, they
increase variation. In short, they are dysfunctional controls and are, unfortunately,
manifest in most of our organisations. ISO 9000 promulgates a complementary control control of work in procedures.

ISO 9000 solved a problem of its time. The original standard on which ISO 9000 is based
was developed in the second World War by the Ministry of Defence. Its purpose was to
control production in munitions factories in order to prevent accidents. As a tool this
original standard achieved control of output. It was not designed to improve output. ISO
9000 was promulgated to solve a second problem - standardising the third party
assessment process. Tickit was designed to solve further problems - poor quality
assessors and the need to improve software quality (the sector chosen for a 'better'
approach to ISO 9000). Today, adherence to procedures, independent control of work
and the concept of service standards damage the flexibility of our organisations and
prevent the development of high quality service. I am totally convinced that ISO 9000
registration sub-optimises performance. Poor quality service organisations lose customers
and cost more to run.

In essence, many of the management practices that we have come to think of as 'normal'
were originally developed in response to problems of their time. Today they are causing
damage to our organisations; they are the causes of sub-optimisation.

What relevance does this have to information technology (IT)? Today, IT is the backbone
of an organisation. An organisation that is managed by attention to output will have an IT
system designed to produce the numbers the managers have to manage with. Today you
can access information about the budgets of individuals, teams, functions, divisions information is more available than ever. Management attention to these numbers damages
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performance. When a culture is managed by attention to output, people are encouraged to
cheat to achieve their numbers. They can either falsify information or distort the work to
suit what is demanded. Such organisations cannot learn; they lack the fundamentals for
continuous improvement.

IT is also used to control procedures; IT systems determine what is allowed and not
allowed when entering fields of data, or passing an item from one person to another.
Functional specialisation has resulted in controlling work at each step in a process. Such
control can lead to inflexibility, poor customer service and inefficiency. The only way to
improve performance is to redesign the way an organisation works. Hence the rise in
interest business process re-engineering. But people do not question the thinking that has
caused the problems which provided the 'opportunity' for business process re-engineering.

If our organisations had been managed as systems (following Deming) for the last twenty
years rather than command and control hierarchies, perhaps BPR would never had
occurred.

But never mind the history, lets look at the future for IT.

"We are providing the infrastructure in the operating system for the development
for the next generation of applications - those that empower groups ofpeople and
bring together our vision of information at your fingertips. " Bill Gates

The future belongs to group-ware solutions, but what do we find in practice?.

"The failure to improve the effectiveness of work-groups often lies far less in any
technical dimension than deep in the management style and culture of an
organisation.,, Prof Clive Holtman

here have we seen this before - an intervention being fought off by the receiving culture?
We have seen customer care programmes where people were trained to care for the

customer but put back into a 'system, (or organisation) that wouldn,t let them do it. With
TQM we have seen that people become trained in quality, but do quality at 4 o,clock
Tuesdays, and treat quality as extra work. Inevitably such initiatives are killed off by the
prevailing culture; the way the business currently runs is antithetical to a quality culture.
Quality is not additional work, its a different way of running a business. With business
process re-engineering (BPR) we have seen reports of 85% failure, and failure being put
down to culture. And we see IT solutions not working for the same reasons.

The problem is a problem of culture. IT solution providers are trapped by the same
thinking as their clients. They, like their clients, have learned command and control
thinking. When you watch broadcasts aimed at developers explaining how to exploit the
benefits of group-ware technologies, you find examples of the same 'traditional'
managerial thinking. The way they think about organisations is in terms of functional
control. The measures they design into their solutions are the measures that currently serve
us ill.

Improving organisation performance is dependent on a change in culture. A change in
culture starts with a change in thinking. It is only a change in thinking that will release the
power of information technology as a means to an end.

Lets talk first about changing thinking.

Thinking

!
System

Performance
Figure I
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There is a story of a Japanese guru working with a board of management on what to do to
improve their organisation's performance. He drew up a flip-chart list of
recommendations and the top recommendation was "The board should resign". He got
their attention but the point he wanted to make was that unless you change the way you
think, your system won't change and therefore its performance won't change. But the
question is "what thinking needs to change?"

Thinking
The organisation is a

Vs

The organisation
IS

collection of functions

a

system

Figure 2

In the short time today, we need to focus on what you might call the core paradigm shift.

It is a shift from thinking of our organisations as collections of functions to thinking of our
organisations as systems.

Let's start our exploration of this difference with a story:
Recently I was asked to take a look at an organisation which had a BPR project which
was faltering. Thinking of the organisation as a system, I wanted to start at the point
where it touched the customer. I started in the finance department. Within finance was
credit control, which I regard as a service function. The first thing I found in credit
control was that customers who had a problem with their bill would be likely to abandon
their call. In fact, more than half of the customers calling in abandoned their call.
Management didn't know this.

I asked to look at a bill. On the bill was another telephone number for customer services,
which was in another town. Immediately I drove to the other town, thinking as I was
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travelling "This is why managers have company cars!". On arriving in customer services, I
found it was in fact a sales operation. Investigating the nature of calls coming in we
discovered 40% of the incoming calls were customers calling with billing problems.
Management didn't know this. It was no surprise, people who are concerned about their
bill and who can't get through to one number are bound to try another. When a billing
problem was taken in the sales organisation the agent had to write it down, pass it to a
supervisor who then batched them and sent them on to credit control town in order for
them to be processed. On average it took six days to process a customer query by this
route. Guess what the customer did? Called in again. How did I find that out? By asking
the agents. "Have you ever had customers calling in here who say they've already logged
a problem?" and the answer was "Yes". And management didn't know any of this.

The company had been running an advertising campaign which resulted in many calls to
their sales operation. Of all the customers who called in response to the advertising
campaign, only 1 in 22 became customers. Management didn't know this. When you
looked at the system from the customer's point of view, it became obvious as to why.
Essentially the systems response was "Hang on in there - its gong to take more than three
weeks, there will be two or three hurdles put in your way, but if you manage us through
this process you can become one of our customers." The irony was that their slogan was

"Easy to do business with". When I discovered this, I kept bumping into people who
nearly became one of their customers. It's obvious when you think about it. 21 our of 22
people are likely to have tried.

I also discovered that a direct marketing campaign had been tried in Reading. Every
household with a Reading postcode received information through their door. Reading
postcodes include villages outside Reading who were not connectable to this company's
switch. People in the villages called up wanting to receive the service only to be told it
was not available to them. What do you suppose they talked about at dinner? And
management didn't know this either.
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This is just some of what management didn't know about. Why not? Because the
numbers they looked at told them a difference story. In finance they were looking at
reports of aged debt. In customer service, i.e. sales, they were looking at reports of time
to answer the 'phone and revenue. These numbers ensured they were entirely out of touch

with their system. These numbers were enshrined in the organisations executive
information system. Acting on such information executives could only cause distortion of
the system.

In our experience, all organisations manifest problems of this sort. The solution lies in
changing thinking. So how do you make a change?

"~nyone that comes to try and help us must understand all about our
business'. All evidence points to the fallacy of this supposition. Competent
men in every position, if they are doing their best, know all there is to know
about their work except how to improve it. Help towards improvement can
only come from some other ldnd of knowledge. Help may come from outside
the company, combined with knowledge already possessed by people within the
company but not being utilised. " W Edwards Deming
The role of an outsider, or a change agent, is to be a catalyst - to show a perspective from
which management can make change, to help managers see a better way. To help us
understand how to do this, we have to turn to occupational psychology.

Approaches to change in human systems

+
+
+

coercion
rational
normative/re-educative

Figure3
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There are only three approaches to change in any human system. Coercion might be
useful as a tactic, but as a strategy for change it is likely to cause sub-optimisation. People
are bound to hide things through fear. But just one example of coercion as a tactic: In the
software support organisation which we will discuss later, the leader found that some of
his managers were trying to work in the new way but others would not. The leader dealt
with this problem by announcing a new format for their monthly meeting. Instead of
discussing the usual measures of activity and costs, his managers were to come to the
meeting prepared to discuss the type and frequency of customer demand on the processes,
the way in which the processes dealt with different types of demand, and how the
professionals, the solution providers, felt about the way the processes were working for
the customer. Of course his managers couldn't do this without getting out of their offices
and finding out information. Those who were reluctant to act had to act, and as a
consequence they learned. Coercion as a tactic can be useful in encouraging change.
However, as a strategy for change it is likely to be counter-productive.

Rational approaches to change are very common. For example, people try training as a
means to change. The usual problem with training is that the ideas promoted are fought
off by the receiving culture. They are antithetical. The object of change is to change the
system. Training doesn't change the system. Training usually results in projects 'on the
side of an inappropriate system'. Training, however, as a strategy for change works well
with the converted. When people think about things in the right way, they will beat a path
to a cupboard door to get the tool. However, most managers are not "converted". They
understand management the way they have been taught to understand management. They
are prisoners of the current culture.

The methods by which IT systems are typically built are also 'rational' strategies: A
steering committee - made up from senior executives - decides what they want from IT.
Having chosen an area for IT development a business analyst works on what the business
does and how IT can contribute. The analyst typically talks to managers of the area under
focus. The business analyst produces a statement of requirements for the IT system and a
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business case for the investment. If this document is accepted by the steering committee a
system specification is prepared, specifying the hardware and software requirements.
Consider the assumptions implicit in this approach: that the managers involved have first
hand knowledge of and think about their business in the right way; that the business
analyst thinks about the business and its analysis in the right way; that between them these
groups will come up with the right answers. Yet the majority of IT projects fail; and the
economies which have shown the fastest growth spend the least on IT. There must be a
better way.
Normative or re-educative strategies

Normative strategies by definition change thinking, or norms. Re-education implies giving
up practices one is used to as well as taking up new practices or managing in a better way.

Today I want to talk about three principles for normative design - designing for a change
in thinking and, therefore, culture

Approaches to change in human systems

• the problem is not assumed, a priori, to be one which can be met by any
particular solution
You don't assume a priori that the problem can be met by an IT solution, customer-care
training, quality training, new procedures, leadership development or any other such
intervention. In fact one should always be wary of 'solution-based' interventions.
Managers of command and control cultures conceptualise their problems as people
problems, IT problems, leadership problems, teamwork problems and so on. In practice
their problems are caused by the system. The problems evident amongst their people are
symptoms and not causes - they are the symptoms of working in a system which
discourages enterprise, initiative and pride (although managers cannot see it).
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Let's take a simple example of a problem solved by a normative approach. An IT director
had spent a significant budget on a voice-mail system for his organisation. He was
targeted with establishing 200 users amongst the senior management. He set up the
system, allocated numbers to managers and sent all managers a package telling them how
to use the system. Only 20 of the top 200 became users. In order to solve the problem
he had decided to buy £20,000 worth of training. "How do you know you have a training
problem?" we asked. We took a look at the differences between users and non users.
The few users were using the system because they had established amongst themselves a
set of norms. They knew, for example, when each other would access the system so they
could leave each other messages knowing that they would be returned. They had limited
their use of the system to giving and receiving information rather than allocating work or
problem solving (for which the medium is unsuited).

Having understood this a solution was devised. The remaining non-users were invited to a
seminar. Each seminar brought together 'natural networks', people who had to deal with
each other frequently. The purpose of the seminars was to help the groups establish their
'natural norms' for working together with voice mail. Groups left the seminars
understanding how they would be using the system, for what common purposes, and how
not to use the system. The rate of use rose immediately. As an aside it is important to
note that the efficacy of this system was not tested; whether or not the company improved
productivity, service or profits as a result of this means of communication.

A related example is the firm of London solicitors who spent more than £Sm on a groupware solution, only to find it wasn't being used by the partners. As a result the IT
company concerned sold a further £2m worth of consulting support in applications and
training work which was supposed to get people to use it. The training was not
successful. Using a new IT system usually means changing norms, changing work
practices. The advantages of a new system will not be realised unless behaviour changes.
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Normative design

•

emphasises involvement of the client system in
working out the problems and its solution

People won't change practices without knowing why their current behaviour is
dysfunctional - you have to know what is wrong with the current system. To diagnose the
system you should use the people who work in it. An example:
In a software support organisation the people were helped to analyse their current system:
Customers called in for support, their request was logged and allocated to a queue, the
queue was picked up by level one, whose job it was to solve the customers problem in 30
minutes or pass it on to level two. At level two there are more experienced personnel,
specialists in different areas of the business, and if they were unable to solve the problem
they would pass it on to level three. A further purpose of level one was to make a pay/no
pay decision. Was this problem down to the customer or to us?

Taking a view of this as a system, they asked the question "What type and frequency of
demand do we have? What different types of problems do customers call in about and in
what volumes?" The types varied enormously. It soon became apparent that all different
types were treated to the same process. It seemed reasonable to assume that this was not
optimal. The professionals, the solution providers, went out to find out what mattered to
their customers. What they learned was interesting. The customers, by their nature, were
very similar to the personnel in levels two and three; they were experts. They spent their
time working in machine rooms and needed help from people who they considered to be
equal or superior in technical terms. For many of them the current process was no more
than a series of hurdles to get to the person they wanted to speak to. The teams
experimented with designing different processes against different types of customer
demand. In the end, they resolved to move the specialists to the front-line so that they
could have a direct discussion with the customer and locate their call with a further person
who was best able to meet their need. In this way, processes were now designed against
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customer demand. It was a far more optimal solution. More efficient and a better service
for the customers. Productivity and quality improved.

Normative design
•

elements of the system which managers are
not aware of, yet which impede the
problem's solution must be brought to light,
publicly examined and re-constructed

The challenge for the managers of the software unit was to give up activity measurement,
the number of calls taken per person per day, the number of calls outstanding. Their old
thinking led them to believe that it was optimal to keep their best technicians away from
the customer so that their time would be used to best effect (a good example of
'productivity thinking' resulting in less productivity).

This system was now managed by understanding type and frequency of demand,
throughput and customer satisfaction. Working in this way the specialists halved the time
it took to deal with customer problems and improved customer satisfaction for the first
time in fifteen years.

Functional, budgetary and activity measures can adversely impact performance. To
improve the system they are best removed as tools of management. That is not to say that
activity measures might not have value as temporary measures on occasions. For example,
in understanding the differences between methods of operators, but to manage and
improve a system you need system measures. And the system measures inevitably reside
in the IT system. Changing management thinking is the pre-requisite to getting the most
from current IT solutions.
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The place to start is Check. Many IT solutions providers start with a blue sky vision of
the way the organisation could be ('Plan'). As an approach it can only result in a 'tell'
approach to change. How can we be sure that the analysis has led to a solution that will
improve performance? How can we be sure that people will 'do it'? The place to start is
Check. Understanding the current system, warts and all, shows two thin~: The extent of
sub-optimisation and, therefore, the opportunities for improvement and, most importantly,
their points of leverage.

"Of course it is important to take the competition into account, but that should
not come first in making strategy. First comes painstaking attention to the
needs of customers. First comes analysis of a company's real degrees of
freedom in respondi.ng to those needs. First comes the willingness to rethink,
fundamentally, what products are and what they do, as well as how best to
organise the business system that designs, builds and markets them".
Kenichi Ohmae
What Ohmae is arguing is that you improve competitive position first by understanding
your current organisation and then acting on that organisation as a system to improve
performance continually. He is talking about strategy. In service organisations strategy
depends upon flexibility to respond to the immediacy of customer needs. Work-group
computing could become the tool of such a system. In the hands of operators, IT could
provide the means to achieve very high levels of flexibility and thus enable these
'knowledge workers' to become the competitive weapon. However, such organisations
will only exist if we first change the way we think..
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Changing thinking is the priority, not registration to ISO 9000

"It makes a lot of sense if you don't think about it" Dagwood Bumstead

Hindsight is a wonderful thing. It is easy to see how we would have been far better-off
today if, in 1979, we had embarked on a programme of education for all managers to help
them understand and manage their organisations as systems rather than foisting ISO 9000
on them. It was the fundamental assumption behind Deming's teachin~ in Japan and an
assumption which remains against the grain of what we have described as traditional,
'command and control' management thinking. Instead, we have adopted and promulgated
a quality management standard which has led us away from understanding quality and suboptimised the performance of our organisations.

Despite the accumulation of evidence which ought to make us all profoundly antagonistic
to ISO 9000, the bandwagon rolls on. Today the power lies with the little-known
committees whose job it is to amend ISO 9000's clauses for it's continued promulgation.
They claim they are 'listening to the voice of the customer' but their actions indicate they
are not acting on it. The committees will not call a halt - they work on the assumption it is
here to stay - , nor will the plethora of others who have emotional or financial investments
in ISO 9000's continuation. If a halt is to be called it will be the managers in organisations
who will be the ones who will have to act. It is in their interests to do so. They are the
ones who face the tragic consequences of this misguided phenomenon; they are the ones
who stand to gain when they are no longer subject to the strictures of the Standard; they
are the ones who will become empowered through learning that there is a better way.
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1. ISO 9000 encourages organisations to act in ways which
make things worse for their customers
2. Quality by inspection is not quality

John Seddon
Managing Director

3. ISO 9000 starts from the flawed presumption that work is
best controlled by specifying and controlling procedures

Vanguard Consulting

4. The typical method of implementation is bound to cause
sub-optimisation of performance

5. The Standard relies too much on people's and
particularly assessors' interpretation of quality
VANGUARD

6.

The Standard promotes, encourages, and explicitly demands
actions which cause sub-optimisation

7.

When people are subjected to external controls, they will be
iaclined to pay attention to only those things which are affected
by the controls

8.

ISO 9000 has discouraged managers from learning about the
th.eory of variation
.

9.

ISO 9000 has failed to foster good customer-supplier relations

10. As an intervention, ISO 9000 has not encouraged managers to
th.ink differently
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'"We will win and you will lose. You cannot do
anything because your failure is an internal
disease. Your companies are based on Taylor's
principles. Worse, your heads are Taylorised too.
You firmly believe that sound management
means that executives on the one side and
workers on the other, on the one side men who
think and on the other side men who only work."
Konosuke Matsushita (1988) (abbreviated)
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'Anyone that comes to t,y and help us must
understand all about our business'. All evidence
points to the fallacy of this supposition. Competent
men in eve,y position, if they are doing their best,
know all there is to know about their work except
how to improve it. Help towards improvement can
only come from some other kind of knowledge. Help
may come from outside the company, combined with
knowledge already possessed by people within the
company but not being utilised."
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In June, 1994, a hacker pled guilty to rigging promotional contests on a local radio
station. He "won" two Porsches, two trips to Hawaii, and $20,000 in cash1. In
December, 1993, The Guardian reported that a·nurse broke into a hospital computer and
altered patient records2. He changed prescriptions, "scheduled" an X-ray, and
"recommended" discharge of a patient. In 1994, a Russian and his accomplices
perpetrated a $10 million computer fraud against Citibank3 • After obtaining the
identification numbers and passwords for the accounts of three banks, the Russian dialed
into Citibank's computer from his office in St. Petersburg and transferred funds from the
victims' accounts into accounts opened by the accomplices. In 1988, a graduate student
at Cornell launched a "worm" program on the Internet. Within a few hours, the program
had infected several thousand computers, causing them to shut down4 . In 1996,
electronic vandals defaced several home pages on the World Wide Web, including those of
the Department of Justice and the Central Intelligence Agency. They also shut down
several Internet service providers.
These cases illustrate the diverse and potentially serious nature of attacks on computers
and networks. Attacks can serve a variety of objectives, including fraud, extortion, theft
of information or services, revenge, and the challenge of cracking a system. They can be
perpetrated by insiders who misuse their access capabilities or by outsiders who penetrate
a system or intercept network traffic. Some attacks involve a combination of both. After
an employee of an east-coast university created a guest account for his friend, the friend
logged into the system and disabled the entire telecommunications and financial systems.
It took the staff two weeks to determine the culprits and operationally restore the
systems5 •
About 73% of the 205 respondents to the 1996 information systems security survey of
Fortune 1000+ firms conducted by WarRoom Research, LLC reported catching insiders
misusing their systems. About 48% reported that they had detected a successful intrusion
by an outsider6. The reported losses for the cases varied considerably, with 33% of the
respondents reporting losses in excess of $500,000. In a larger survey of 1,300

information security and information technology managers conducted by InformationWeek
and Ernst & Young in 1996, a third (42% in larger companies) reported malicious acts by
company insiders; 17% (25% in larger companies) cited malicious acts by people outside
the company7 . More than 25% said they suffered losses ofup to $250,000, with a few
reporting losses of $1 million or more.
In the 1997 CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey of information security
practitioners, 49°/o of 533 respondents reported unauthorized use of computer systems
within the past 12 months 8. This was up from 42% in the 1996 survey. The total losses
reported by 249 organizations was just over $100 million, with average company losses of
about $1 million for incidents involving financial fraud and telecommunications fraud.
Only 18% said they had reported intrusions to law enforcement. Although the number of
incidents attributable to insiders exceeded those attributable to outsiders, the survey also
showed that the Internet is becoming a more frequent point of attack, with 4 7% citing
Internet attacks in 1997 compared with 38% in 1996. The number of incidents reported
to the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) has been growing at approximately
the same rate as the Intemet9 •
Two independent studies suggest that many if not most systems on the Internet are
vulnerable to relatively simple outside attacks. The first, conducted by the Defense
Intelligence Agency, involves an on-going penetration test of Defense Department
systems 10 . As of May 1996, they had successfully penetrated 65% of over 30,000
systems. The second, conducted by Dan Farmer, was a one-time non-intrusive survey of
approximately 1700 high-profile Web sites 11 • He found that over 60% could be broken
into or disabled, and that an additional 10-20% could be compromised using more
advanced and intrusive techniques. Although a random sample of 500 lower-profile sites
showed they were only about half as vulnerable, even that represents a significant number
of systems.
This article describes methods and tools of attack and safeguards for protecting against
the attacks. It is not intended to provide an exhaustive list of threats or safeguards, but
rather a survey of some common methods employed in practice, particularly on the
Internet. Neither is the article a manual for cracking a system or for protecting it from
attack.
All attacks exploit vulnerabilities in a system or its operation. The countermeasures either
eliminate specific vulnerabilities or mitigate their effect under an attack. Information
security or assurance refers to the effective use of safeguards to ensure the confidentiality,
integrity, authenticity, availability, and non-repudiation of information and information
processing systems. Safeguards include both technology and human practices.
Table I summarizes the attacks and safeguards, showing which countermeasures protect
against which attacks. The methods are characterized according to whether they are used
primarily to prevent attacks (P), detect their occurrence (D), or facilitate recovery after an
incident (R). The reader may wonder why there is no column labeled "passwords" or
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"firewalls." The reason is that passwords are a method of authentication (column 2) and
firewalls are a method of access control and monitoring (column 3), with other types of
controls included. Although finer grained categories could be defined, the categories
selected here have the property of differentiating the entries in Table I without going into
too much detail. Cryptography is separated into two categories: methods used for secrecy
(encryption) and methods used for authentication, because the two types of methods
counter very different attacks. However, cryptographic authentication methods are
combined with other methods of authentication because they generally address the same
threats.
The categories used here are not definitive in any sense. There are other ways of
characterizing threats and safeguards, and a more comprehensive study could lead to new
or different categories.
Methods and Tools of Attack
In the early days, attacks generally involved little technical sophistication. Insiders would
misuse their access privileges to browse through files or tamper with records. Outsiders
would gain entry by guessing a password. Over the years, more sophisticated forms of
attack have been created to exploit subtle flaws in the design, configuration, and operation
of systems. These attacks have allowed outsiders to get in through other means, and
anyone in the system to take over the complete system. At the same time, attacks have
become increasingly automated, so that in many cases only modest technical knowledge is
needed to perform them. The would-be intruder can download programs and scripts from
numerous "hacker" bulletin boards and web sites, and then run the programs to gain entry
or launch an attack.
The methods of attack described here are divided into eight general categories. The
categories are interrelated in that the use of a method in one category might enable the use
of methods in another. For example, after cracking a password, an intruder might login
and masquerade as a legitimate user, browsing through files and exploiting system
vulnerabilities. Eventually, the attacker might acquire root access and leave behind a
destructive logic bomb.
Eavesdropping and Packet Sniffing
Most networks are vulnerable to eavesdropping, or the passive interception of network
traffic. On the Internet, eavesdropping is performed with a packet sniffer, which is a
program that monitors network packets flowing through the computer on which it is
installed 12 . The sniffer could be installed by a user with legitimate access to the computer,
or by an intruder who has gained access by some other means. There are kits available to
facilitate installation.
A packet sniffer could be placed in a workstation on a local area network or in an Internet
gateway or router machine which directs and relays Internet traffic. Normally, a
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workstation on a local area network would only receive packets addressed to it.
However, with some LAN technologies, for example Ethernet, it is possible to operate the
network interface in "promiscuous mode" so as to intercept all traffic regardless of the
destination.
Packet sniffers have been used extensively to capture login IDs and passwords as users log
into remote systems. Passwords are typically transmitted in the clear, so the intruder can
acquire them without recourse to any cracking tools. Sniffers could also be used to filter
out credit card numbers, e-mail to or from a particular user, or messages with certain
keywords. The filtered data can be saved in a file, which is hidden from normal view and
later accessed by the attacker.
Rather than picking up the contents of messages, an eavesdropper might simply observe
patterns of traffic, including sources and destinations. Traffic analysis can be used to
determine relationships among organizations and individuals.

Snooping and Downloading
Attacks in this category have the same objective as packet sniffing, namely the acquisition
information without changing it. However, the methods are different. Rather than
intercepting network traffic, the attacker browses through documents, e-mail messages,
and other information stored on disk or loaded into the memory of a computer, often
downloading information to the attacker's personal computer. Although accessing
information can be a perfectly legitimate activity, in this context we are considering only
acts which have not been authorized by the owner of the data. Snooping can be
performed out of curiosity, but it can also be done for the purpose of espionage, acquiring
software or documents without paying, or finding exploitable weaknesses in the system.
The attacker can use standard system commands to list the contents of a directory or file,
or to find out who else is on the system and what programs are running. A keyboard
sniffer program could be used to monitor the keystrokes typed by a user. Applications
software could be used to mine information from documents, spreadsheets, and databases.
In more esoteric attacks, sensitive information might be inferred by correlating data or
observing timing effects of certain operations ( covert channels).
Snooping can be performed by insiders who misuse the access pri..ileges they have been
granted as part of their job responsibilities, or by outsiders who gain access to the system
using one of the other methods of attack listed below, for example, by cracking
passwords. Two hackers were convicted of downloading 1,700 credit-card numbers from
a Tower Records computer system they had penetrated 13 • A German student was charged
with extortion for demanding $30,000 in ransom for data taken off a U.S. company's
computer14 •
Outsiders can also acquire access by stealing computers and disks from their owners. The
Safeware agency in Columbus, Ohio, reported that 208,000 laptops were stolen in 1995,
up 39°/o from 1994 15 . The Federal Aviation Agency has warned travelers of teams of
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thieves who steal laptops off the conveyor belt while their victims go through security.
United Nations officials reported that four computers containing data on human rights
violations in Croatia were stolen from their New York offices, dealing a heavy blow to
efforts to prosecute war crimes 16 .

Tampering or Data Diddling
Tampering or data diddling refers to making unauthorized modifications to data or
software stored on a system, including file deletions. Attacks in this category are
particularly serious when the perpetrator has obtained root access to a system, with the
capability to issue any command and retrieve, alter, or delete any data on the system. The
effect can be to shut down the computer or network. Even if the attacker does not crash
the system, the system administrator may need to shut it down for hours or days in order
to check for and restore corrupted files.
Like snooping, tampering can be done by insiders or by outsiders who have gained access
to the system. It is often performed for the purpose of fraud or embezzlement.
Employees of banks and other companies have embezzled money from their institutions by
creating false accounts, changing accounting records, and inserting payroll records for
bogus employees. In what was called the largest tax fraud case in New York City, city
workers accepted bribes from property owners to remove $13 million of unpaid taxes
from their computerized records 17 .
Students have gained access to school records and altered their grades or the grades of
classmates. A prison inmate broke into a computer and altered the date for his release so
that he could be home in time for Christmas 18 . Computer hackers changed the recording
on the New York Police Department's phone system so that callers received a message
that began: "You have reached the New York City Police Department. For any real
emergencies, dial 119. Anyone else - we're a little busy right no\v eating some donuts and
having coffee." 19
Several sites on the World Wide Web have been the target of vandals. After gaining
access to the site's web server, the vandals modify or replace the home pages, often with
material that is vulgar. The Department of Justice home page was replaced with a page
containing a swastika and nude photo20 .
Most system break-ins include some degree of tampering, even if the purpose of the attack
is espionage or freeloading. If nothing else, attackers will hide their activities by disabling
audits and removing traces of their activity from log files.
Many attacks involve the replacement of system utilities or applications software with
Trojan horse versions of the software, so named because the software appears to perform
the intended function, but in fact executes hidden malicious code. An example is a Trojan
horse login program, which behaves like the normal login program, except that after the
user types the password, the program squirrels away the password in a hidden file, sends a
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failure message to the user, and then transfers control to the real login program, which
prompts the user for a password. With such a program, an insider or intruder who has
only managed to compromise an account with limited privilege may be able to acquire a
root password.
Trojan horses have been used to deliver logic bombs, which detonate in response to some
event. Before quitting, one disgruntled employee left behind a time bomb disguised inside
a Cleanup program21 . Had it not been caught before the scheduled date, it would have
destroyed a computer program used to build missiles.

Spoofing
Attacks in this category use impersonation of other users or computers, usually for the
purpose of launching other attacks such as snooping or tampering. A common form of
spoofing, made possible by acquiring the login ID and password of a legitimate user, is to
log into the user's account and masquerade as that user. Once on, the intruder can access
the victim's files and e-mail, and take actions that appear to come from the victim.
An intruder will often use one system as a springboard to log into another, and then use
that to log into another, and so forth. This process, called looping, has the effect of
concealing the identity and location of the intruder. The path from origin to destination
may include several legs that cross national boundaries. For example, computers at the
Rome Air Development Center in New York were compromised by an intruder in the
U.K. who traversed through computers in multiple countries in South America and
Europe, as well as in Mexico and Hawaii22• The intruder then used the Rome Labs
computers to break into other systems, including the South Korean Atomic Research
Institute. One consequence of looping is that a company could be led to believe they were
being attacked by a competitor or foreign government, when in fact the perpetrator was an
insider or teenager fooling around.

Looping can make investigations of computer intrusions all but impossible. To trace an
intruder, the investigator must get the cooperation of every system administrator and
network service provider on the path. This can be a daunting task, especially when
multiple jurisdictions are involved. Cliff Stoll spent months tracing the "wily hacker" to
Germany23 • In the Rome Labs attack, the investigators used informants to identify the
likely intruder, and then obtained the cooperation of Scotland Yard to monitor his
communications.
Network protocols are also vulnerable to spoofing. With IP spoofing, the attacker
generates Internet packets with a false network address, called an IP (Internet Protocol )
address, in the From field. The false address is that of a host which is trusted by the target
of the packet so that the packet will be accepted and acted upon. In one form of IP
spoofing, the attacker hijacks a connection between the trusted host and target by first
flooding the trusted host with packets so as to disable it, and then hijacking the connection
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by sending spoofed packets to the target. The consequences of IP forgery can be serious:
damaged files, leaked data, or denial of service.
E-mail forgery is another form of spoofing enabled by networks. Here the attacker
generates messages with a false Internet address in the From field . At Dartmouth, a
student spoofed an e-mail message from the department secretary canceling an exam. Half
the students did not show up. At the University of Wisconsin, someone forged a letter of
resignation from the Director of Housing to the Chancellor. In another case, a New Jersey
housewife discovered that a Chicago man was sending obscene messages in her name.
Researchers at Princeton show how the entire World Wide Web can be spoofed in a giant
24
con game . The attacker intercepts all web traffic to and from a victim, presenting to the
victim an edited version of selected web sites, and squirreling away passwords and credit
card numbers sent by the victim to those sites. Encryption does not help the victim
because it effectively establishes ~ secure channel only to the attacker's web server.
Many attacks start with social engineering, or the use of lies and deception to con another
human being into providing information or performing some operation which facilitates an
attack. It is usually performed over the telephone so that the true identity of the attacker
is concealed. Typically, the attacker pretends to be an employee of the organization
called, in desperate need of an account or password in order to fix some problem or
perform an essential service.

Jamming or Flooding
Attacks in this category disable or tie up system resources. For example, an attacker
could consume all available memory or disk space on a machine, or flood a network with
so much traffic than nobody else can use it. Flooding could bring a system or network to
its knees.
Several Internet Service Providers have had their systems temporarily disabled through
SYN attacks, which exploit the Internet's TCP protocol. Here the attacker floods the
target machine with SYN messages requesting establishment of a connection. However,
instead of providing the sender's return IP address, the messages contain fake return
addresses (thus, this attack also involves spoofing). The target machine responds to the
messages, but because it receives no replies back, its storage buffers fill up with
information about the half-opened connections, leaving no room for legitimate
connections25 .
Internet hosts have also been shut down with the "ping of death," a booby-trapped version
of the ping command. Whereas the normal command simply probes a system to see if it is
hooked to the network, the booby-trapped version causes it to reboot or shut down26 .
There have been several reported attacks of e-mail flooding. Joshua Quittner, co-author
with Michelle Slatalla of Masters of Deception, a book about the hacker group of the
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same name, reported that he was mail bombed with thousands of pieces of unwanted mail
that jammed his mailbox and eventually shut down his Internet access on Thanksgiving
weekend, 199427 • One way of flooding a victim's e-mailbox is to place the victim on
hundreds or thousands of e-mail distribution lists. Attackers can conceal their identity by
using a forged return address or by directing the message through an anonymous remailer
that replaces the From field with an anonymous return address.

Injecting Malicious Code
This category of attack differs from tampering attacks in that the malicious code is
injected into the system via an external device (typically a floppy disk) or computer
network (through e-mail or other network protocol). Malicious code can be transmitted
with any message or data which can contain code, including source code, machine code,
command scripts, and macros. The code is activated when the file or data stream is
opened (loaded into memory) and executed. Code that is stored in non-executable objects
such as ASCII text files and the main (ASCII) body of an e-mail message cannot activate.
Malicious code often takes the form of self-replicating code, for example viruses and
worms. Computer viruses are fragments of code that attach themselves to a host that is
executable, for example, the boot sector of a hard or floppy disk, an executable file (e.g, a
*.EXE file containing an application program), or a macro 28 . They are activated during
the booting process or when an infected application is started. During activation, they
propagate by making a copy of their own code and attaching that to a host which has not
yet been infected. They may also perform some other operation, which can be extremely
destructive or relatively benign. Some viruses behave as time bombs, hiding their presence
and destructive nature until they have had a chance to spread. The 11ichelangelo virus
overwrites the first few cylinders of the hard disk if the computer is booted on the artist's
birthday, March 6.
Macro viruses were generally unheard of prior to reports about Concept, a virus which
attaches itself to Microsoft Word templates (*.DOT files), which can be disguised as
documents (* .DOC files) 29 . Word macro viruses can be activated when a document is
opened or closed, or during Word startup or exit. Their potential for spreading is great as
they can spread through file attachments in electronic mail. Some are quite destructive.
After about 14 days, the Hot macro virus will wipe out a document as it is opened.
Virus writers often use stealth techniques to conceal the code from virus scanners
(described later). For example, some viruses alter directory information so as to hide the
additional bytes of code added to the host, or they may intercept file size requests and
report erroneous information. Some use encryption to conceal part of their code (the
unencrypted code decrypts that when it is activated). Polymorphic viruses infect new
hosts with mutated versions of the code.
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In the U.K., cryptoviruses have been introduced into several business systems for the
30
purpose of extortion . Rather than destroying the victim's data, these viruses encrypt it.
The attacker then demands payment for the decryption key.
Viruses are quite common. Of the more than 1290 respondents to the 1995 Information
Week I Ernst & Young Information Security Survey, 67% of companies reported being hit
by a virus 31 . Some 63% of respondents (and 76% of those at companies with more than
1000 employees) to the 1996 survey reported virus outbreaks32 . The 1996 survey also
showed viruses were the largest source of financial loss (inadvertent errors being the
second). Viruses were the most common type of security breach reported in the 1996
UK. Information Security Breaches Survey33 . Of 661 respondents, 51 % reported virus
incidents, although only 5% of the incidents had a serious or significant impact. Viruses
were also the most common type of incident reported in the 1997 CSVFBI Survey, with
an average company loss of$75,746.
Al 996 virus prevalence survey conducted by the National Computer Security Association
34
and Seven Locks Software, Inc., showed the virus problem to be large and growing .
Respondents reported about ten virus encounters per month for every 1,000 PCs, with
about 90% of the organizations experiencing at least one encounter each month. Some
29% experienced a virus incident involving at least 25 PCs, diskettes, or files in the
preceding 14 months, with an average cost of $8,100. Whereas the most common virus
had been the Form boot-sector virus for many years, as of early 1996, the Word Concept
virus was found about three to four times as often, most likely because of its ability to
travel by e-mail or floppy disk, whereas Form propagates only by disk. The Concept virus
. had infected 36% of sites surveyed.
Worms are similar to viruses except that they spread only through networks and do not
attach themselves to particular programs. The Internet Worm, which spread to thousands
of computers, was an example.
Exploiting Flaws in Design, Implementation, or Operation

Many systems are riddled with security holes which can be exploited to gain access to
systems, files, an account, or root privileges, or to sabotage a system or its files. These
vulnerabilities occur for a variety of reasons including software bugs, lack of attention to
security, and poor configuration. They may arise during product development,
installation, or maintenance, and can generally be characterized as flaws in design,
implementation, or operation. Although all of the preceding methods of attack might be
said to exploit some form of security weakness, this category refers to the wide variety of
methods that go beyond the specific attacks in the other categories.
Thousands of vulnerabilities have been found in systems software and network protocols
that support electronic mail, the World Wide Web, remote login, file transfer, and other
network services on local and wide area networks. For example, there have been many
reports of buffer overflow problems in web browsers. Because the browsers did not
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check the length of a URL before loading it on the execution stack, a long URL would
over-write other data on the stack. The effect could be to allow execution of malicious
code on the client's (user's) machine. Hence, a user could unknowingly click on a link
only to get hit by malicious code. Buffer overflow problems have been found in numerous
other programs, including the finger demon program, which was exploited by the Internet
Worm35 . Failure to check the validity of program input has been a major source of
security problems.
The Internet is constantly abuzz with reports and discussions of security holes related to
the web. Scripts have been found on web servers which allow access to any file on the
server. There have been many reported problems with Java "applets," programs that are
downloaded onto the user's computer when the web pages are ,isited . While programs
written in the Java language can be extremely useful, they are also ripe for transmitting
malicious code. Researchers have found that Java applets could cause denial or
36
degradation of service, leak data on the user's machine to a third party, and corrupt data .
CERT advisories frequently describe vulnerabilities in operating systems and network
services which allow unauthorized access to root. In 1995 they received reports of2,412
incidents involving 732 successful break-ins37 . Among the most serious intruder activities
were attacks that exploited weaknesses in the Network File Sef\-ice (NFS) and sendmail
program, both of which can allow root access. Programs that automate the attacks are
widespread in the intruder community. CERT has reported that many web servers operate
with the "phf' program installed by default38 . This program contains a weakness that can
allow execution of any program on the server. Sample scripts that exploit this
vulnerability to access the server's password file have been widely posted on the Internet.
While many security holes are eventually plugged, new ones arise, sometimes in a fix or
security module. Also, because configuration problems cannot be solved by vendors
alone, they persist. For example, many sites still operate with default passwords that are
widely known in the hacker community or run versions of software with known security
holes. Even if a vendor corrects a software problem, a customer might not install the
patch.
There are several tools that assist an attacker in finding and exploiting vulnerabilities on a
system or network. These include Trojan horse utility programs, attack scripts, packaged
tools such as RootKit39 which help an attacker acquire root access, and network scanners
such as SATAN4° and the Internet Security Scanner (ISS) which probe a network for
vulnerabilities and open doors. These programs can be obtained for free on the Internet
from publicly accessible web sites and FTP servers. Newer tools have graphical user
interfaces so that only moderate technical sophistication is needed to run them.
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Cracking Passwords, Codes, and Keys
This method of attack typically involves guessing or finding by brute force search a
password or encryption key. It could also involve ascertaining secret methods that are
used to encrypt or copy protect data.
Many passwords are easily guessed or vulnerable to systematic attack. For example, a
system may be shipped with default accounts and passwords that are never changed, or a
user may pick their first name as a password. In some cases, the attacker may be lucky
and find the password for an account by simple trial and error.
More systematic attacks are launched with the aid of a dictionary and a password cracking
program, e.g., Crack. Typically, the passwords for user accounts are stored in a system
file in encrypted form where the password is used as a key to encrypt a known block of
data. This protects the passwords from direct exposure. The cracking program takes
each word in the dictionary, uses it as a key to encrypt the known block of data, and then
compares the result with an entry in the password file. If they match, then the word is the
desired password for that account. In addition to dictionary words, the program might try
commonly used patterns, for example, a word spelled backwards.
To perform such an attack, the cracker must first acquire the password file for a system.
This file is often directly accessible to anyone who can get on the system, either
legitimately through their own account or by exploiting some security hole. In December,
1995, an Internet user reported that a friend of his was able to find several password files
on web servers using a web search engine41 . He copied out several encrypted root
passwords, launched a cracker program, and had a root password in under 30 minutes.
Passwords and encryption keys are potentially breakable by brute force, that is, by trying
all possible character or bit combinations until one is found that works. The feasibility of
perfonning such an attack will depend on the bit length, as every additional bit doubles the
number of combinations to try, and on the resources available to the cracker. In 1995, a

French student cracked a 40-bit key used with Netscape's Navigator in 8 days using 120
workstations and a few supercomputers42 .
The Internet has made it possible to assemble massive computing resources to crack a key.
In 1994, a 129-digit RSA key was broken through the combined efforts of 1600
computers around the world 43 • The attack, which was coordinated through e-mail and
involved finding the prime factors of the 129-digit number, consumed 5000 MIPS-years
over an 8-month period, where 1 MIPS-year is the number of operations performed in one
year by machine executing one million instructions per second (M]PS). In 1996, a 130digit number was factored on the Internet using just 500 MIPS-years. The factor of 10
speedup was the result of using a faster method of factoring.

It is often possible to crack a key much faster than would be expected by exploiting a hole
in the implementation of the encryption algorithm or key management functions. Shortly
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after the French student cracked the 40-bit key in 8 days, two Berkeley students, David
Wagner and Ian Goldberg, found that the keys generated for Netscape could be hacked in
44
less than a minute because they were not sufficiently random • Thus, it was not necessary
to search over all possible bit combinations. Paul Kocher found that some encryption
45
systems could be readily cracked by observing the time it took to decrypt a message .
Encryption implemented on smart cards and other tokens is potentially breakable if the
attacker can induce certain types of errors on the card ( e.g., with ionizing or microwave
radiation) and observe their effect. Richard Lipton, Rich DeMillo, and Don Bonney at
46
Bellcore devised potential hardware fault attacks against public-key cryptosystems ; Eli
Biham and Adi Shamir followed shortly with attacks against the Data Encryption Standard
47
and other single-key systems . Ross Anderson suggested another approach to cracking
DES keys that he believed to be more practical48 •

Countermeasures
Countermeasures to the preceding attacks are divided into seven general categories.
These categories are also interrelated in that the effective operation of a countermeasure in
one category can depend on the effective operation of countermeasures in other
categories. For example, encryption may be useless if the algorithms or protocols for key
management have serious implementation errors or if users are not properly authenticated.
Also, a countermeasure in one category can indirectly protect against threats it does not
directly address. For example, authentication protects against masquerading, which in
tum protects against snooping, tampering, and other threats. Password encryption
protects against packet sniffing, which protects against masquerading.
Specific security tools often include methods from more than one category. For example,
a login program authenticates users while controlling access to the system. Firewalls
typically provide a range of services, including access control and monitoring,
authentication, auditing, and encryption.
As noted earlier, cryptographic methods are separated according to whether they provide

secrecy (encryption) or authentication. Not only do the two categories protect against
different attacks, but they are also subject to different export regulation (authentication
technologies are generally exempt from export control).

Encryption (Secrecy)
A cryptographic system is a set of functions which are parameterized by keys and used for
the purpose of secrecy or authenticity49 • Although the term "encryption" is frequently
used synonymously with "cryptography," here it is used to refer to cryptographic
functions used only for secrecy. An encryption system consists of an encrypt function
which scrambles (encrypts) data and an inverse decrypt function which restores the data to
its original (plaintext) form. Encryption conceals data from anyone not knowing the
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secret key needed for decryption. It provides security and privacy protection for
information that is vulnerable to eavesdropping (e.g., through a packet sniffer) or
browsing.
There are two types of encryption systems. With symmetric (single key) encryption, a
common secret key is used both for encryption and decryption. The Data Encryption
Standard (DES), which was adopted as a federal standard in 1977, is a single key system.
Normally, a different session key is used with each communication, and each party to the
communication must know the secret key. In addition, each user may have a long-term
key that is shared with a trusted server and employed by the server to authenticate the user
and to distribute session keys. The Kerberos system, developed at MIT to protect their
network from intrusions and unauthorized use, employs DES and a trusted server in this
way to implement authentication and secrecy services on UNIX TCP/IP networks.
Asymmetric (public key) encryption uses a pair of keys, one public and one private.
Typically, each user has a personal key pair, and the user's public key is used by other
persons to send encrypted messages to the user, while the private key is employed by the
user to decrypt messages received. The RSA system, named after its inventors Ronald
Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman, is an example. Because of their mathematical
structure, public key systems (at least those that have been published) are several orders of
magnitude slower than most single key systems, making them less attractive for encrypting
real-time communications or large files . However, they are attractive for key
establishment. In particular, the sender can generate a random session key, use the key to
encrypt the message, and then transmit the encrypted message with a header containing
the session key encrypted under the receiver's public key. The receiver decrypts the
session key using their private key, and then decrypts the message. Current
implementations of Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), an Internet standard for protecting
electronic mail, use DES for data encryption and RSA for key transfer (and digital
signatures)5°. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), which is also used on the Internet, uses the
single key algorithm IDEA with RSA. The Diffie-Hellman system offers an alternative
public-key method for key establishment.
Encryption is used primarily to protect against passive eavesdropping on networks
(although it does not prevent traffic analysis). It can be used to implement a virtual
private Internet (Intranet), which uses Internet protocols and services, but is closed to a
selected group of computers, say those owned by a company. An Intranet allows an
organization which is physically distributed to create a logically protected enclave.
Encryption can be used to protect files stored on disk from browsing in the event that
access controls and authentication mechanisms fail, but not so badly that the attacker also
gets the encryption key. For example, a laptop owner could encrypt files using a
cryptographic smart card, where the key is stored on the smart card. Encryption will not,
however, protect data while it is being processed in the memory of the computer, where it
is in the clear. Thus, it will not protect against keyboard sniffers or the use of system
utilities that monitor activity on a system.
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Encryption has been the subject of considerable controversy as it can be used to conceal
criminal activity as well as prevent it. It can thwart law enforcement efforts to intercept
communications or seize stored files. Governments worldwide have been struggling to
find an approach that effectively balances privacy and security with public safety and law
enforcements1.

Authentication
Authentication technologies are used to determine the authenticity of users, network
nodes, files, and messages. This includes authentication of the source of information
(sender authentication) as well as the contents (data integrity). Authentication methods
can be used to validate the source and contents of messages, files, and packets (to protect
against spoofing, tampering, and injection of potentially malicious code from unreliable
sources) and to validate the identity of users during login (to protect against
masquerading).
Authentication tools include passwords and PINs, cryptography, tokens (e.g., smart cards
and PCMICIA cards), call-back devices, biometrics, and location signatures.
Cryptographic methods of authentication can be based on either single key cryptography
(as in Kerberos) or public key cryptography. In both cases, possession of the
secret/private key establishes proof of origin.
Single key cryptography can be used by two or more parties, all of whom share a secret
key, to mutually authenticate each other, messages sent between them, and shared files.
For message (or file) authentication, the sender computes a message authentication code,
which is a cryptographic function of the message and secret key, and appends this block of
data to the message. The receivers verify that the message has not been tampered with or
sent by someone outside the group by recomputing the MAC and comparing the result
with the MAC attached to the message.
Public-key cryptography can be used by any single party to construct a digital signature
for a message which can be validated by anyone. To sign a message, the sender first uses
a public "hashing function" to compute a block of data called a message digest, which, like
a MAC, is a function of the entire message. The digest is then transformed with the
sender's private key, and the resulting signature appended to the message. Upon receipt
of the message, the receiver computes the digest and uses the sender's public key to check
the validity of the signature. If the message has been tampered with or sent by an
impostor, verification will fail. Digital signatures provide non-repudiation in the sense that
the sender cannot deny having sent it, assuming the sender's private key has not been
compromised. Algorithms for computing digital signatures include the RSA cryptosystem
and the Digital Signature Standard (DSS).
Digital signatures are used to protect the authenticity and integrity of the public keys used
for encryption and for authentication. When a new public-private key pair is generated, a
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trusted third party first authenticates the identity of the owner of the key. This may be
done off-line, for example, using a drivers license or employee badge. The trusted party,
called a certificate authority (CA), then creates a certificate which identifies the owner and
contains the public key. The certificate, which is signed by the CA and stored in a
directory, also specifies a period of validity for the key. If the key is ever compromised or
revoked, it is put on a revocation list. The public key of the CA itself is authenticated
through a higher level CA, up to some root which provides the initial certification of trust.
A network of CAs, certificates, revocation lists, and directories is referred to as a publickey infrastructure.
File integrity can also be established through non-cryptographic checksums, which are
essentially the same as message digests computed with public hashing functions. The
checksums are stored on a separate physical device which is physically protected. Every
time the file is opened (or at periodic intervals), its checksum is re-computed and
compared with the one in storage. This approach is used by the Tripwire package written
at Purdue University to track changes to files and directories in UNIX systems52 . Integrity
checkers can be useful for detecting file modifications that could signal infection with a
virus or substitution of a Trojan horse.
The most common method of user authentication is fixed (reusable) passwords. Although
such passwords can provide a reasonable level of security, they can be vulnerable to
sniffing, guessing, and cracking. Encryption can protect against sniffing, but does nothing
to thwart guessing and cracking.
Some systems use one-time passwords, where the password changes with each successive
login according to some method, known by both the user and server. The method must be
such that it is practically impossible for an eavesdropper to derive any future password
from one that has been intercepted. The SecureID card, for example, generates a new
password every 60 seconds. The password is a function of the time and a secret 64-bit
seed that is unique to the card and shared with the server. Bellcore' s S/Key, which is
implemented in software, implements a method invented by Leslie Lamport which does
not depend on a clock. Because an intercepted password is useless to the attacker, onetime passwords protect against packet sniffers without using any encryption.
Access tokens and cryptographic cards can provide a higher level of security than
software-only approaches. When such devices are used, users are typically required to
authenticate themselves to their device, e.g., through a PIN, so that the device is protected
in case of theft. Some access tokens implement one-time passwords. Cryptographic
smart cards and PCMCIA cards provide user authentication through a challenge-response
protocol. First the server generates a random number and sends it to the card. Then, in
the case of public key cryptography, the card digitally signs the number and returns it to
the server. The server validates the signature. With single-key cryptography, the card
encrypts the number and returns that to the server. The server has a copy of the private
key so that it can compare the result with its own encryption of the number.
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Call-back devices are sometimes used to authenticate users coming in through modems.
After the user dials in and gives their identity, the system disconnects the user. The user is
then called back on the phone number previously registered for that user. Call-back
devices increase security, but can sometimes be spoofed via call forwarding.
With passwords, PINs, and cryptography, authentication is based on knowledge of secret
information. With access tokens, smart cards, and call-back devices, it is based on
possession of an object (device or phone line). Authentication can also be based on a
personal characteristic, e.g., voice or fingerprint, as determined through biometrics. Iris
recognition, which has been developed at the David Sarnoff Research Center in Princeton,
New Jersey, is regarded as particularly promising because it is non-invasive (the image can
be captured with an ordinary video camera) and has a low probability of error53 .
Users can be authenticated by geodetic location as well. International Series Research,
Inc. of Boulder, Colorado, has developed a technology for authentication, called
CyberLocator™, which uses space geodetic methods to authenticate the physical
locations of users, network nodes, and documents54 . This is accomplished through a
location signature sensor, which uses signals transmitted by the twenty-four satellite
constellation of the Global Positioning System to create a location signature that is unique
to every location on Earth at every instant in time. This signature is used to verify and
certify geodetic location to within a few meters or better. Because the GPS observations
at any given site are unpredictable in advance (at the required accuracy level), constantly
changing, and everywhere unique, it is virtually impossible to spoof the signature. By
revealing the exact location of anyone attempting to access a system, location-based
authentication could defeat looping as the origin of an attack would be readily determined
without the need for a trace back.
Access Control and Monitoring

Methods in this category are used to monitor and control access to system resources and
information, including networks, computers, programs, transactions, files, records, and
hardware devices. Controls may be based on individual users, groups or organizational
roles, network hosts, domains, and time of day or location. They rely on authentication
mechanisms to confirm the identity of users, hosts, or processes attempting access.
Access controls mainly protect against snooping and tampering.
Systems that support multiple users use some type of login program to control access to
the system and to individual accounts. The login program prompts the user for the
account name and then proceeds to authenticate the user through a password or some
other means. Standard operating systems on personal computers do not normally require
that users login, but the addition of such controls can protect files stored on the PC in case
the PC is stolen or physical access to the PC is not protected. Controlling use of a PC is
an alternative to encryption that protects against tampering as well as browsing.
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The root account, which is found on many systems including UNIX, serves to control
access to certain systems programs and data files. Files restricted to the root account
cannot be accessed by other users. However, the root account is privileged to run any
command and access any file, so if the account is compromised, the consequences can be
disastrous. Secure Computing Corporation's Sidewinder™ and LOCK systems55 reduce
this vulnerability with type checking. Each file is assigned a type and each process a
domain. A fixed table specifies which domains can access which types. A process with
root access, therefore, can only access files with types that have been permitted to the
domain in which it is running. Execution of system calls also can be restricted by domain
to limit the capabilities of processes running in a particular domain as root.
Systems which support multiple user accounts use some form of access control list to
specify which accounts can access a particular file or directory, and which operations
(e.g., read, write, execute, directory search) those accounts can perform. In UNIX, the
access control list for a file ( or directory) is a list of three items. The first specifies the
operations that the owner can perform, the second the operations permitted to the owner's
work group, and the third those permitted to every other account on the system. Some
UNIX systems also allow access to be controlled based on individual user accounts.
Access control lists implement a form of discretionary access controls, so-named because
the permissions granted are at the discretion of the owner's of the data. Discretionary
access controls are distinguished from mandatory controls based on classification labels
assigned to the data. Mandatory controls grant a user access to data only if the user's
clearance allows access to data of that classification. For example, a user with a SECRET
clearance would be allowed to read files labeled SECRET, but not those labeled TOP
SECRET. Systems that securely manage data at multiple classification levels are called
multilevel-secure systems.
Access capabilities are often encapsulated in systems and applications programs to protect
the integrity of data managed by the programs and to allow applications-specific access
controls. For example, a user might be able to access a database table only by running the
database application software. The database program could restrict that user's access to
particular records or fields within the table.
In UNIX, access capabilities can be encapsulated using SUID (set user ID) and SGID (set
group ID) . If the SUID or SGID bit is set on a program file, then the program will
assume the access privileges of the program's owner or group when it is executed from
another account. The SUID/SGID feature generally enhances security. For example, it
allows users to run a program to change their passwords without having direct access to
the password file. However, it has also been the source of numerous security problems.
Intruders have exploited weaknesses in UNIX to create and then execute a command shell
owned by root, allowing them to run any UNIX command.
Programs can be encapsulated inside other programs using wrappers. The tcpwrapper
program, for example, encapsulates the Internet daemon program (inetd), which listens to
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network ports for incoming traffic and then invokes the appropriate network service
(telnet, ftp, finger, etc.}56 . Tcpwrapper performs security checks to see if the service
should be invoked and logs the results before passing control to inetd.
Proxies are used to encapsulate Internet service programs. A proxy provides an
application level gateway between a client program, running on the user's machine, and a
server program, running at some other Internet site. Rather than running the normal client
program, the user runs a proxy, which controls access to the Internet server and filters
data sent to and from the server. Proxies can deny access to certain sites or use of certain
protocols.
A firewall is an access control and monitoring system which is placed between an
organization's internal network and the Internet for the purpose of keeping intruders and
malicious code out and proprietary or sensitive data in. Firewalls typically use proxies,
wrappers, and packet filtering to monitor traffic to or from the internal network in order to
determine which traffic should be allowed to pass. Decisions can be based on protocol,
source or destination address, port number (which identifies the Internet service), or
packet content. A firewall can be used to block access to particular sites (from the inside
going out or vice versa) or execution of potentially dangerous protocols. It can use
authentication mechanisms to validate the source and integrity of packets, and encryption
to protect traffic on the internal network. A firewall can be used to monitor traffic volume
to a particular host or e-mailbox in order to avoid flooding. However, a firewall itself is
potentially vulnerable to jamming if it is flooded with traffic.
Another major function of firewalls is auditing of network-related events. Whereas access
controls can prevent attacks, auditing can detect them.

Auditing (Logging) and Intrusion Detection
Auditing refers to recording security related events in a log which is examined for possible
security breaches. When breaches are found, the log can facilitate an investigation or
prosecution. The types of events that are logged include login anempts (successful and
unsuccessful), attempts to become root, execution of system commands, and network
activity. Applications can perform their own logging, beyond that provided by the
· operating system and network support programs. Because auditing can produce volumes
of records, an audit reduction program may be used to cull out particular events.
The term intrusion detection system (IDS) is used to refer to a system which monitors the
audit logs of a system for the purpose of uncovering intrusions and acts of computer
misuse. An IDS can process (reduced) audit logs after the fact or in real time, with the
objective of catching an intruder in the act or stopping an attack before damage occurs.
The IDS can look for specific patterns of activity defined by attack signatures, for
example, three successive login failures or packets from a particular IP address.
Alternatively, it might check that the recorded activity conformed to specifications of what
was specified as appropriate.
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The signatures used by an IDS can be specified a priori by experts. Alternatively, they
might be learned through some method of adaptive learning, for example, neural
networks. A signature may specify execution of a single command or sequence of
commands, or a more complex pattern of events.
In addition to looking for predefined signatures, an intrusion detection system can look for
anomalous behavior, that is, activity that deviates statistically from that which is usually
associated with a particular user or process. Anomaly detection can be useful for catching
masqueraders and insiders who may deviate from their normal activity when misusing their
privileges. It might also be used to detect Trojan horses and programs infected with
viruses, as the programs would not exhibit their normal behavior.
Anomaly detection is analogous to the operation of the human immune system, which
detects deviations from self In one approach, normal behavior is defined by short-range
.
•m process system ca11s57 .
correIatlons
An IDS can monitor a single host or a network. The Distributed Intrusion Detection
System (DIDS), combines distributed monitoring and data reduction with centralized data
analysis to monitor a heterogeneous network58 .

Virus Scanners and Disinfectors
This category of defense refers to programs which scan for malicious code, particularly
viruses, and which remove such code after it is found . These programs look for virus
signatures, which may be fragments of code or data. Anti-viral software can be invoked
before data is allowed onto a system, for example, to scan a floppy disk, or after data has
already entered the system, for example, to scan memory, stored files, or received
messages. Most anti-viral tools come with both a scanner and a disinfectant.

Backup
Backup is essential to recover from accidental or intentional data loss and data diddling,
including file deletions and cryptoviruses. Integrity checking and auditing can detect
tampering, but backup is needed to recover the original data. Because many if not most
intrusions result in modification of system files, for example, substitution of Trojan horse
utility programs, backup is needed to recover from the intrusion and restore system
integrity. It is best to keep backup files at a separate physical location in case of fire or
other disaster.
System security data must be backed up as well as user data. This includes any long-term
keys (e.g., private keys of an organization or its users) which might be needed to decrypt
stored files, records, or electronic mail messages. Systems which implement key archive
59
and recovery services are called key recovery or key escrow systems . With most
approaches, encrypted data are preceded with a header that includes the data encryption
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key encrypted under an archive key. An organization could archive its keys internally or
with an independent, trusted third party. Because of their sensitive nature, keys could be
split and their separate components escrowed with different entities. Key recovery is a
potential solution to the encryption dilemma, as it would provide a mechanism for lawful
60
access to keys in the case of a crime .

Secure Design, Implementation, and Operation
This category encompasses the tools and practices for designing, implementing,
maintaining, installing, and operating secure systems. It includes good software
engineering practices, formal methods, testing and vulnerability analysis, configuration
management, human practices, and user training. It involves those responsible for the
development and maintenance of products, system administrators, and providers of
security services.
Security mechanisms can be useless if they are not properly designed and implemented.
For example, the ssh client of SSH 1.2.0 (Secure Shell) had a bug which allowed any user
on the system to acquire the host's secret key and masquerade as the host until the key
was changed61 . The hole was caused by ssh giving up its root privileges too quickly,
leaving the key exposed in memory. Numerous errors have been found in the
implementation or configuration of encryption and authentication systems. A version of
the one-time password system, S/Key, for example, was vulnerable to one user
impersonating other62 . The anti-viral tool flushot was found contaminated with a Trojan
horse6 3 .
Many of the tools in the attacker's toolkit, for example SATAN and the Internet Security
Scanner, which scan a network for vulnerabilities, were designed to help the system
administrator detect (and fix) security holes. These tools locate flaws and configuration
problems, such as system accounts with default passwords. Password crackers such as
Crack are also useful to the security administrator, as they allow weak passwords to be
identified before they are attacked. A password checker could be invoked periodically or
whenever a user attempts to change passwords. If the password fails the test, it would be
rejected and the user asked to pick a different password.
Risk management and incident handling are also included in this category of
countermeasures. It is never possible to achieve 100% security. Systems are too
complex. Humans make mistakes. Unanticipated events arise. New technology arrives
before its security implications are fully understood. Vendors rush products to market in
response to customer demand. In addition, security is a tradeoff with flexibility, openness,
ease of use, performance, and interoperability, and so must be balanced with these other
objectives. Thus, it is necessary to make practical choices about where to invest resources
for security. The process of risk analysis can assist an enterprise in making those choices.
Risk analysis involves identification of the assets to be protected, potential threats to those
assets, vulnerabilities in the systems that permit realization of threats, losses that result
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when threats materialize, and safeguards that can reduce the likelihood of threat
occurrence or reduce their impact64 . The attacks discussed in this paper are examples of
threats against vulnerabilities, but risk analysis usually includes other types of threats such
as natural disasters and user errors. About 58% of organizations responding to the 1996
CSI/FBI survey said they performed some risk analysis65 .
Because it is not possible to prevent all potential threats, it is useful to have an emergency
capability to handle intrusions and other security incidents when they arise. In response to
the Internet worm and other attacks on Internet sites, the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARP A) established in 1988 the Computer Emergency Response Team
Coordination Center at the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University.
The CERT/CC provides a 24-hour point of contact for emergencies, a central point for
identifying vulnerabilities and working with the vendor community to get them resolved,
and a center for security research and education. It keeps a database of reported incidents
and vulnerabilities, and issues advisories informing users of particular vulnerabilities and
how to correct them66 . Since establishment of the CERT at CMU, other incidence
response centers have been created in the government and private sector.

Conclusions
Security requires a variety of safeguards, including encryption, authentication, monitoring,
auditing, backup, good design, correct implementation, and careful operation. Although
encryption (or, more generally, cryptography) is often heralded as the solution to
cyberspace security woes, it is but one piece of a much larger picture. Indeed, without
other safeguards, encryption can provide a very false sense of security.
To be effective, security must be integrated into the design, implementation, and operation
of an entire operating environment - from the lowest level programs which provide core
operating system and network services - to the applications which browse the web and
manage electronic mail, documents, spreadsheets, and databases - to the procedures and
practices which govern the management, operation, and use of the system. It requires
awareness of potential attacks and constant vigilance. Even so, it is an elusive goal, never
fully attainable and always competing with the desire for flexibility, access, and
performance. Ultimately, security is about risk management.
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Software testing often results in delays to market and high cost without assuring
product reliability. Software-reliability-engineered testing carefully engineers testing
to overcome these weaknesses. Operational profiles are a key activity in the
software-reliability-engineered testing process.
The testing of software systems is subject to strong conflicting forces. A system must function sufficiently
reliably for its application, but it must also reach the market at the same time as its competitors (preferably
before) and at a competitive cost. Some systems may be less market-driven than others, but balancing
reliability, time of delivery, and cost is always important. One of the most effective ways to do this is to
engineer the test process through quantitative planning and tracking. Unfortunately, most software testing
is not engineered, and the resulting product may not be as reliable as it should be, and/or it may be too late
or too expensive.
Software-reliability-engineered testing [1] combines the use of quantitative reliability objectives and
operational profiles (profiles of system use) [2]. The operational profiles guide developers in testing more
realistically, which makes it possible to track the reliability actually being achieved.
AT&T was a major application field for SRET. Hence in this paper, I describe SRET in the context of
an actual project at AT&T, which I call Fone Follower. I selected this example because of its simplicity; it
in no way implies that SRET is limited to telecommunications systems. SRET is based on the AT&T Best
Current Practice of Software Reliability Engineering, approved in May 1991. Qualification as an AT&T
best current practice requires use on typically eight to 10 projects with documented large benefit/cost
ratios, as well as a probing review by two boards of high-level managers. Some 70 project managers also
reviewed this particular practice. Standards for approval as a best current practice are high; only five of 30
proposed best current practices were approved in 1991 .

SRET PROCESS OVERVIEW
The standard definition for software reliability [3] is the probability of execution without failure for
some specified interval, called the mission time . This definition is compatible with that used for hardware
reliability, though the failure mechanisms may differ. In fact, SRET is generally compatible with
hardware reliability technology and practice. This is important because no system is purely software; all
systems mix software and hardware components. A "software system" is really a "software-based system."
Application scope
You can apply SRET to any software system and for most kinds of testing. The only requirement is that
testing be spread broadly across system functions. For example, you can apply it to feature, load,
performance, regression, certification, or acceptance testing. However, it is not appropriate for testing an
isolated set of functions, such as recovery testing of a few specific capabilities. SRET should be applied
over the entire software life cycle, including all releases, with particular focus on testing the phases from
subsystem test to delivery. Testers are the prime movers in implementing SRET, but system engineers,
architects, and users are also involved.
Testing types
There are two types of SRET: development testing, in which you find and remove faults, and
certification testing, in which you either accept or reject the software. In many cases, the two types of
testing are applied sequentially. Development testing precedes certification testing, which in turn serves as
a rehearsal for customer acceptance testing.
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During development testing, you estimate and track failure intensity, which is the failures per unit
execution time, say, six failures per 1,000 execution hours. Execution time is the actual time used by a
processor or processors in executing a program's instructions. Failure intensity is an alternative way of
expressing software reliability. Testers use failure intensity information to determine any corrective
actions to the testing process that might need to be taken and to guide release. The release decisions
include release from system test to beta test and release from beta test to general availability. Development
testing typically comprises feature, load, and regression testing. It is generally used for software developed
in your own organization.
Certification testing, on the other hand, does not involve debugging. There is no attempt to "resolve"
failures you identify. Certification testing typically comprises only load testing. It is generally used for
software you acquire, including off-the-shelf or packaged software, reusable software, and software
developed by an organization other than your own.

Application activities
SRET has five major activities. Figure 1 shows the activities along with the development life-cycle
stages in which they typically occur.
• Define "necessary" reliability. This activity consists of determining operational modes, defining
failure in terms of severity classes, setting failure intensity objectives for the developed software, and
engineering the reliability strategies you will employ (the latter for development test only). Although
this activity is performed primarily by system engineers and architects, it affects testers also.
• Develop operational profiles. An operation is a major task the system performs. Some examples of
operations are a command activated by a user, the processing of a transaction sent from another
system, a response to an event occurring in an external system, and a routine housekeeping task
activated by your own system controller. An operational profile is simply the set of operations and
their probabilities of occurrence. There are two types of operational profiles (described in detail later)
to be developed.
• Prepare for testing. This activity includes preparing test cases, test procedures, and any automated
tools you decide to use.
• Execute tests. This activity entails conducting testing and then identifying failures, determining when
they occurred, and establishing the severity of their impact.
• Interpret failure data . The interpretation of failure data is different for development testing and
certification testing. In development testing, the goal is to track progress and compare present failure
intensities with their objectives. In certification testing, the goal is to determine if a software
component or system should be accepted or rejected, with limits on the risks taken in making that
decision. For development testing, failure data is generally interpreted at fixed intervals. For
certification testing, interpretation is done after each failure.
The SRET process follows a spiral model, in a manner analogous to the software development process.
Iteration occurs frequently. Figure l represents an "unwound coil" of this model. "Execute tests" and
"interpret failure data" occur simultaneously and are closely linked, with the relative emphasis on
interpretation increasing with time.
Testers define necessary reliability and develop operational profiles in partnership with system
engineers and architects. My AT&T colleagues and I originally thought that these activities should be
assigned solely to system engineers. However, this did not work well in practice. Testers depend on these
activities and are hence more strongly motivated than system engineers to ensure their successful
completion. We solved the problem by making testers part of the system engineering and architecture
team. This approach also had unexpected side benefits. Testers had much more contact with users, which
was very valuable in knowing what system behavior would be unacceptable and how unacceptable it
would be, and in understanding how users would employ the product. The result was more realistic
testing. System engineers and architects obtained a greater appreciation of testing and of where
requirements and design needed to be made less ambiguous and more precise so that test-case and testprocedure design could proceed. System testers made valuable contributions to architecture reviews, often
pointing out important capabilities that were missing.
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System Test and
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Figure 1. The activities of software-reliability-engineered testing and the
corresponding development life-cycle stages.
FONE FOLLOWER
Fone Follower is a system that lets telephone calls "follow" users anywhere in the world (even to
cellular phones). Users dial into a voice-response system and enter the telephone numbers at which they
plan to be at various times. Most of these entries are made between 7 am and 9 am each day.
Calls (fax or voice) that would normally be routed to a user's telephone are then sent to Fone Follower,
which forwards them in accordance with the program entered. If there is no response to a voice call and
the user has pager service, the system pages. If there is still no response or if the user doesn't have pager
service, the system forwards calls to the user's voice mail.
In the following description of how we applied SRET to the Fone Follower project, I have changed
certain information to keep the explanation simple and to protect proprietary data.

OPERATIONAL PROFILES
Before we can define operational profiles, we must first determine the operational modes of the system.
An operational mode is a distinct pattern of system use and/or environment that needs separate testing
because it is likely to stimulate different failures . A separate operational mode may also be established to
provide for accelerated testing of rarely occurring but critical operations. "Critical" in this context means
that an operation adds considerable extra value when it executes successfully, or results in an extreme
impact when it fails. "Value" and "impact" refer to safety with respect to human life, cost, or service.
Factors that may yield different operational modes include day of the week or time of the day (prime
hours vs. off hours), time of the year (year-end processing for accounting systems), traffic levels, user
profiles, user experience, system maturity, reduced system capability, and rare critical events. Division
into operational modes is based on engineering judgment: more operational modes can increase the
realism of test but they can also increase the effort and cost of selecting test cases and performing system
test.
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We selected four operational modes for Fone Follower:

• Peak hours. Heavy incoming calls and entries (of phone numbers) traffic, no administration or audit
functions permitted.
• Prime hours. Average incoming calls and entries traffic, administration functions permitted but audit
functions limited.
• Off hours. Low incoming calls and entries traffic, low administration traffic, extensive audit traffic.
• Recovery. System is recovering from hardware failures.
Develop operational profiles
You will need to develop two kinds of operational profiles, system (across all operational modes) and
operational mode. The system profile is used to select the test cases to prepare. The operational profile for
each operational mode is used to select operations for execution when that mode is tested.
Fone Follower expected an average of 100,000 operations per clock hour over all operational modes.
Table 1 shows a segment of its operational profile and how we obtained it from the occurrence rates of
individual operations. This is a tabular representation. You can also represent the operational profile
graphically as a network of nodes and branches. The tabular representation is generally better for systems
whose operations have few (often one) attributes. The graphical representation is generally better for
systems whose operations have multiple attributes, such as telecommunications switching systems. The
operations ofFone Follower had only one attribute, so we chose the tabular representation.
Table 1. Part of an operational profile.

Operation
Process voice call, no pager, answer
Process voice call, no pager, no answer
Process voice call, pager, answer
Process fax call

Operations/hr
18,000
17,000
17,000
15,000

Occurrence
Probability
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.15

•
•
•
Total

100,000

For the sake of illustration, Figure 2 shows part of a graphical representation of a telecommunications
switching system. The nodes represent attributes of an operation, the branches attribute values. An
operation is represented by a path through the network The occurrence probabilities of attribute values
can be conditional on the previous path to that point.
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of an operational profile for a
telecommunications switching system. The graphical representation is better than
the tabular representation (Table 1) when there are multiple attributes.
Regardless of which representation you choose, the procedure to develop an operational profile is
similar. Here is the procedure for tabular representation (with the variations for graphical representation
in parentheses):
•

•

•

•

Identify the initiators of operations. System users are most commonly the initiators of operations, but
initiators can also be external systems and the system's controller. To identify the users, you fi.rst
determine the expected customer types on the basis of information such as the system business case
and marketing data for related systems. You can then analyze the customer types for the expected
user types or sets of users who will tend to use the system in the same way. User types are often highly
correlated with job roles.
List the operations (attributes and attribute values) each initiator produces. The system requirements
are perhaps the most useful source of information for this task. Other sources include work-process
flow diagrams for various job roles, draft user manuals, prototypes, and previous versions of the
system. Direct discussions with "typical'' expected users are usually highly enlightening and highly
recommended. Bear in mind that an operation is actually a logical rather than a physical concept, in
that it can be executed over several machines in noncontiguous time segments.
Determine the occurrence rate per clock hour of the operations (attribute values) . Many people using
SRET for the fi.rst time expect this task to be very difficult; our experience generally indicates it is
much less difficult than expected. Frequently, field data already exists for previous versions of the
same or similar systems. If not, you can often collect it. If the operations are event driven, you can
often simulate the environment that determines event frequency. Finally, even if there is no direct
data, there is usually some related information that lets you make reasonable estimates.
Determine the occurrence probabilities. To do this, you divide the occurrence rates for each operation
(attribute value) by total operation (attribute) occurrence rates.
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Use operational profiles to prepare for and execute tests
First you will use the operational profiles to specify the test cases and test procedures. Before
discussing this, we need to define a few terms.
A run is a specific instance of an operation and is characterized by that operation and a complete set of
values of its input variables. Input variables are variables that exist external to the run and influence it. In
Fone Follower, for example, a run for the connect call operation is specified by seven input variables: call
type (for example, fax), dialing type (standard or abbreviated), destination, billing type, operational mode,
database state, and resource state.
The first four input variables are direct because they control processing in a known, designed way. The
last three are indirect because although they influence processing, it is not in any predictable way. For
example, if an operational mode has heavy traffic, it may change processing because of resource conflicts.
A different database state, due to, say, increasing data corruption with time, may also change processing
as a result of its different values.
A run differs from a test case . In a test case, you provide the values of only direct input variables. A test
case becomes a run when you also specify the values of indirect input variables. This has implications for
testing productivity because, by changing the indirect input variables, testers can use a moderate number
(perhaps hundreds) oftest cases to generate a very large number of different runs.

l.

2.

You specify test cases in two steps:
Select the operations in accordance with their occurrence probabilities, using the system operational
profile. Make sure that each critical operation is selected at least once. For Fone Follower, occurrence
probability of the process fax call operation was 0.15 (Table 1), so 15 percent of the test cases were
from the process fax call operation.
Start the second step in the selection of the test case by specifying levels for all direct input variables.
A level is a value or a range of values of an input variable for which failure behavior is expected to be
the same because of processing similarities. For example, in Table 2, "Local calling area" would be a
level of the input variable "Destination" because the system would probably behave in the same way
for all local phone numbers. A value of the input variable would be a specific phone number.. You
need establish only one value within each level. Complete the step of specifying the test case by
choosing among possible levels of each input variable with equal probability. For example, in Table
2, a possible test case is "originator is on screenlist, destination is local calling area, billing type is flat
rate, dialing type is standard, screening is on."

Table 2. Selecting test case within fax call operation of Fone Follower.
ORIGINATOR

DESTINATION

BILLING TYPE

DIALING TYPE

On screenlist
Not on screenlist

Local calling area
Within area code
Outside area code
International
800 number
Other carrier
Wireless

Flat rate
Per call
Discount
Per minute

Standard
Abbreviated

SCREENING
On
Off

A test procedure is the specification of the set of runs and environment associated with an operational
mode. You generally specify the set of runs statistically by providing values of operation occurrence rates.
When executed, the test procedure will select test cases at random times from the prepared set, following
these occurrence rates.
You can apply SRET without test automation, but test-management tools usually make the process
faster and more efficient. You should also provide for recording operations executed so that you can
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collect use data for comparing the test operational profile with the profile expected in the field. Actually,
operation recording should be more than a feature of the test platform; it should be an integral part of the
system itself. You can then collect extensive field data, both to evaluate the current system and to provide
a base for engineering future systems.
Execute tests
In executing tests, development testing starts with feature testing and follows that with load testing. In
feature testing, test runs are executed essentially independently of each other, with the database
reinitialized frequently to reduce interactions. In load testing, large numbers of test runs are executed in
the context of an operational mode, driven by a test procedure. Load testing stimulates failures that can
occur as a result of interactions among runs, both directly and through the slowly corrupting database.
Then in regression testing, feature test runs are repeated after each build to see if any changes made to the
system have spawned faults that cause failures. Certification testing generally consists only of load
testing. For Fone Follower, we tested the peak hours, prime hours, off hours, and recovery operational
modes.

SUCCESS STORIES.
Those incorporating software reliability engineering into their development practices are enjoying
significant improvement. In AT&T's Operations Technology Center of the Network Computing Services
Division, software reliability engineering is part of the standard software development process, which is
currently undergoing ISO certification. This organization, which has the highest percentage use of
software reliability engineering in AT&T, is the primary software development organization for the
AT&T business unit that won the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in 1994. In addition, four of
the first five software winners of the AT&T Bell Laboratories President's Quality Award used software
reliability engineering.
AT&T's International Definity project illustrates the benefits that result from applying software
reliability engineering along with related technologies. In comparison with a previous release that did not
use these technologies, reliability increased by a factor of 10. Customer satisfaction with the product
increased correspondingly-sales increased by a factor of 10. Moreover both the system test interval and
system test costs decreased by a factor of two, the total project development time decreased by 30 percent,
and maintenance costs decreased by a factor of lO.
These successes are not limited to AT&T. Alcatel, Bellcore, Bell-Northern Research (Canada), CNES
(France), ENEA (Italy), Ericsson Telecom, Hewlett Packard, Hitachi, IBM, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Loral, Microsoft, Mitre, Tandem Computers-just to name a few-have also used software reliability
engineering profitably. See [4] for a bibliography of papers published by users of software reliability
engineering.
As benefits like these become more widely publicized, software reliability engineering can be expected
to grow even more. Many areas that are as yet untouched might benefit greatly from this discipline. In
object-oriented technology, for example, there seems to be potential in applying software reliability
engineering to certify object libraries. Although object-oriented concepts have made better modularization
possible, the promise and benefits of reuse are not being fully realized because developers (and probably
rightly so) strongly resist using objects whose reliability they cannot vouch for.
Practitioners have generally found SRET unique in offering a standard proven way to engineer and
manage testing in a way that lets them increase their confidence in the reliability of the software-based
system they delivered. They have also appreciated the decrease in time to market and increase in testing
efficiency. Given these reactions, I expect the use of SRET and operational profiles to grow in the same
way that the slightly more inclusive discipline of software reliability engineering has been growing.
Software reliability engineering is maturing to the extent that standards bodies and publishers are
undertaking activities to promote it. An AIAA standard for software reliability engineering was approved
in 1993, for example, and IEEE standards are under development. McGraw-Hill and the IEEE Computer
Society Press recently recognized the rapid maturing of the field, publishing a handbook on the topic (5].
The IEEE Computer Society's Technical Committee on Software Reliability Engineering has grown in the
six years since its founding from around 40 people to more than 1,000, an annual growth rate of about 70
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percent. It publishes a newsletter, sponsors the annual International Symposium on Software Reliability
Engineering, and engages in numerous other activities, including standards.
Growth of the software reliability engineerinc research community is about 35 percent per year, as
judged by the number of papers submitted to ISSRE. There is also an active software reliability
engineering bulletin board on the Internet [6].

DEPLOYMENT
This growth gives rise to the important issue of how to effectively deploy SRET. I and my colleagues
have tried several approaches and have found marked differences in their effectiveness:

•

•

•
•

•

Consultant does all. Hiring a consultant to do everything is the most expensive and probably the
worst approach; true commitment of development projects is often lacking and company personnel do
not gain skills in SRET.
Self-teaching. This is only slightly better than having a consultant do everything. The main drawback
is that project personnel have no one to answer their questions or give them feedback on what they are
doing. Consequently, there is a high risk that they are not applying SRET correctly.
Course without a workshop. Participants acquire knowledge, but they don't get the opportunity to try
what they have learned or to receive feedback
Course with a workshop. This approach is probably the most cost-effective one. It teaches participants
the necessary skills, allows them to try out what they've learned, to get feedback, and to ask
questions. The course with the workshop is most effective when done on site, with work groups
organized by projects. Each project team brings its requirements specification and architecture
documents. Each should leave with the initial outline of a plan for applying SRET to their project.
Custom or group jump starts. Jump starts also teach participants the necessary skills, allow them to
try out what they've learned, to get feedback, and to ask questions----but they cost considerably more
than a course with a workshop. In a jump start, a consultant participates in projects over a substantial
period of time, answers questions, and reviews the work of the projects. The custom jump start,
which is dedicated to one project, is more expensive than the group jump start, in which consulting
resources are shared.

Jump starts are very nice for projects that can afford them, but they aren't essential. You can choose the
course with a workshop and supplement it with access to a consultant for questions without the investment
in time that project participation involves. The principal high cost element is the time the consultant must
spend to learn and follow the project. Organizations can avoid this cost by selecting a project
representative to work with the consultant. The project representative attends the course with a workshop
along with the project team. The representative then translates project issues into questions that relate to
SRET practices and poses them to the consultant.
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Software-Rel iabil ity-Engi nee red
Testing (SRET)
1 VVhat is SR ET?
Testing of software-based system that employs reliability
objectives and profiles of system use to speed testing while
ensuring necessary reliability
2 VVhy use SRET?
A Unique in giving testers more power to ensure necessary
reliability in minimum delivery time and cost
B Increases tester productivity and reduces test time
C Improves customer satisfaction, reduces risk of angry users
D Standard, proven best practice
lnlroduction

OPSRET0-2

"1

Software-Reliability-Engineered
Testing (SRET)
3 VVhere do we use SRET?
A Any software-based system
B Any kind of testing that is broadly spread across
functions of system
1 Feature testing: consists of single executions of
operations, with system reinitialized between to
minimize interactions

lnlroduction
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Software-Rel iabil ity-Engi nee red
Testing (SRET)
2 Load testing: testing representative of field use and
environment, with many executions of operations
and full interactions (usually includes certification,
acceptance, performance testing)
3 Regression testing: consists of set of feature tests
executed after each system build involving
significant change

Introduction

OPSRETD - 4
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Software-Rel iabil ity-Engi nee red
Testing (SRET)

4 When do we use SRET?
Entire life cycle, all releases, with focus on testing from
subsystem test through delivery
5 Who uses SRET?
Testers, partnering with systems engineers, architects,
and users

Introduction
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SRET - Based on Software Reliability
Engineering (SRE)
SRE is standard, proven best practice:
1 AT&T Best Current Practice since 5/91 (based on
widespread practice, documented strong benefit/cost
ratio, probing review)
2 Widespread standard
A McGraw-Hill handbook [4]
B AIAA standard since 1993
C IEEE standards under development

Introduction
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FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Product Description
1 Subscriber calls FONE FOLLOWER and enters planned
phone numbers for where he/she plans to be vs time.
2 Incoming calls (voice or fax) from network to subscriber
are forwarded as per program. Incomplete voice calls go
to pager (if subscriber has one) and then voice mail.

SRETProce••
OPSRETD-7
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SRET Process Activities for Each System
Define "Necessary"
Reliability
Develop Operational Profiles
Prepare for Testing

Requirements
and Architecture

Design and
Implementation

System Test and
Acceptance Test

SRET Fl"ocess
OPSRETD-8
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Determine Operational Modes

1 Operational mode: distinct pattern of system usage and/or
set of environmental conditions needing separate testing
because:
A Likely to stimulate different failures
B Extra testing required for rarely-occurring critical
operations (increase by criticality acceleration factor)
Critical: having great extra value when successful or
great extra impact when failing with respect to risk to
human life, cost, or capability

Determine OpBr8tione/ Modes

OPSRETD-9
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Determine Operational Modes
2 Factors that may yield different operational modes:
A Day of week or time of day (prime hours vs off hours),
time of year (year end processing)
B Traffic levels
C User type profile (analyze customer types first)
D User experience
E System maturity (degree of data base population)
F Reduced capability (all or certain operations)
G Rare critical events
3 Cost and time for test preparation and execution increase
with number of operational modes
Determine Optlr8tionsl Modes
OPSRETO-10

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Determine Operational Modes
We will select four operational modes:
1 Peak hours - heavy calls and entries traffic, no
administration or audit
2 Prime hours - average calls and entries traffic,
administration but limited audit
3 Off hours - low calls and
administration, extensive audit

entries

traffic,

low

4 Recovery - system recovering from hardware failures

Delarmine 0ptlr8tiona/ Modes
OPSRETD -11
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Develop Operational Profiles

* 1 Definition

* 2 Which ones?

* 3 Procedure

Develop Open,tional Profile

OPSRETD-12
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Operational Profile Definition What Is an Operation?
An operation is a major task performed by a system .

1 "Major'' implies it should be related to an enumerated
functional requirement or feature, not a subtask in the
design
2 Logical rather than machine-oriented concept:
A Can be executed over several machines
B Can be executed in noncontiguous time segments
3 Can be initiated by a user, another system, or system's
own controller

Develop Operational Profile - Definition

OPSRETD -13
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Operational Profile Definition Illustrations of Operations
1 Command activated by a user
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Phone number entry
2 Response to inputfrom external system
A Processing of transaction (e.g., purchase, sale, service
delivery, reservation)
B Processing of event (e.g.,
movement, change in state)

alarm,

mechanical

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Process voice call, no
pager

Develop Operaf;ona/ Profile - Definition

OPSRETD-14
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Operational Profile Definition Illustrations of Operations

3 Routine housekeeping (e.g. , security audit, file backup,

data base audit, data base cleanup) task activated by own
system
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Audit phone number data
base

Develop Operational Profile - Definition

OPSRETD - 15
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Operational Profile Definition What Is an Operational Profile?
Operational profile: set of operations with probabilities of
occurrence

FONE FOLLOWER system operational profile illustration
(100,000 operations/ hr):
OPERATION

OPER./HR

PROB.

Process voice call, no pager, ans.
Process voice call, no pager, no ans.
Process voice call, pager, ans.
Process fax call
•
•
•

18,000
17,000
17,000
15,000

0.18
0.17
0.17
0.15

100,000

1

Dt!lve/op Operational Profile - Dt!lfinition
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Which Operational Profiles
Should We Develop?

1 Each operational mode:
during load testing

to select runs for execution

2 System (across all operational modes): to select test
cases and to select runs for execution during other kinds
of testing
3 If system has accurate field load recording for release very
similar to current one, operational profile development and
test case preparation aren't needed; just add critical rarely
occurring test cases
Dt!lvelop Operavonal Profile - Which Ones?

OPSRETD -17
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Develop Operational Profiles Procedure
System testers and .system engineers work closely with
expected users to:
* 1 Identify initiators of operations

* 2 Choose tabular or graphical representation
* 3 Create operations "list" for each operation initiator; then
consolidate
* 4 Determine occurrence rates
* 5 Determine occurrence probabilities

Develop Operational Profdes - Procedure
OPSRETO-18
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Identify Initiators of Operations
1 List user types (sets of users who are expected to employ
system in same way):
A List expected customer types, based on system
business case, marketing data for related systems
B Analyze customer types for expected user types,
considering job roles
2 List external systems that might initiate operations in
system under study
3 System itself (usually initiates administrative
maintenance functions such as audits and backups)

and

Develop Operational Profilt>S - Procedure
OPSRETD -1 9
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FF System OP Illustration:
Identify Initiators of Operations
1 User types:
Subscriber
System administrator
2 External systems:
Network
3 FONE FOLLOWER

Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
OPSRETD-20

Choose Tabular or
Graphical Representation
1 Tabular representation:
entered in table

operation represented by name

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:

OCCUR
PROB_

Process
Process
Process
Process

voice call, no pager, ans.
voice call, no pager, no ans_
voice call, pager, ans.
fax call
•
•
•

0.18
0.17
0_17
0.15
1

Develop Operational Profil8s - Procedure
OPSRETD-21
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Choose Tabular or
Graphical Representation

2 Graphical representation: operation represented by path
through graph
A Node = attribute of operation
B Branch = attribute value with occurrence probability
(conditional on previous branches in path)

Develop Operational Profiles. Procedure
OPSRETD -22
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Illustration: Graphical Representation
Telecommunications switching system

r- - ---- - --- - ---- r-- - - ----------~
"CALL
DESTINATION"
ATTRIBUTE

"DIALING
TYPE"
ATTRIBUTE

:

Internal= 0.9

-- -- -- - -- ---- - - ~- - - -- --------- ,'
Develop Operational Profiles • Procedure
OPSRETD -23
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Choose Tabular or Graphical
Representation - Criteria

1 Tabular: if operations can be described by very small
number (typically one or two) of attributes (e.g. ,
Operations described by the one attribute "function")
2 Graphical:
if operations are described by multiple
attributes, so that it's easier to consider them attribute by
attribute

Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
OPSRETD -24
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Create Operations "List"
1 Preferred information source is system requirements, but
also ask systems engineers; check work process flow
diagrams, draft user manuals, prototypes, and previous
versions of system; and hold discussions with expected
users
2 Tabular representation: List operations directly
3 Graphical representation: List operations indirectly by
graphing attributes and attribute values
Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
OPSRETD-25
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Create Operations "List"
4 Assign new operation or attribute value for each case of
substantially different processing
5 Refine operations list as requirements, design, and
implementation proceed:
A Reasons are changes in:
1 Operational architecture
2 Needed granularity of resource allocation, test
realism
3 Knowledge of processing differences
B Modify occurrence probabilities when operations list
changes [5]
OtJvelop Operational Profiles. Procedure

•3

OPSRETD - 26

Determine Occurrence Rates
1 Information sources (in order of preference)
A Use existing field data
B Record field operations
C Simulate associated systems that determine arrival
rates of events that invoke different operations
D Make estimates
2 Tabular representation: occurrence rates of operations
3 Graphical representation:
values
OtJvelop Operational Profiles • Procedure
OPSRETD-27
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Determine Occurrence Probabilities

1 Tabular representation:
Divide occurrence rates of
operations by total occurrence rates

2 Graphical representation:
Divide occurrence rates of
attribute values by total occurrence rates of attributes

Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
OPSRETD-28
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FF Illustration: Tabular Rep.:
Create Operations List
INITIATOR

OPERATIONS LIST

Phone number entry
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Proc. voice call, no pager, ans.
Network
Proc. voice call, no pager, no ans.
Proc. voice call. pager, ans.
Proc. voice call, pager, ans. on page
Proc. voice call, pager, no ans.
Proc. fax call
System controller Audit phone number data base
Recover from hardware failure

Subscriber
System admin.

Develop Operational Profiles - Procedum
OPSRETD-29
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FF Illustration: Determine
Occurrence Rates (Per Hr)
OPERATION
Phone number entry
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Proc. voice call, no pager, ans.
Proc. voice call, no pager, no ans.
Proc. voice call , pager, ans.
Proc. voice call, pager, ans. on page
Proc. voice call, pager, no ans.
Proc. fax call
Audit phone number data base
Recover from hardware failure

OCC. RATE
10,000
50
50
18,000
17,000
17,000
12,000
10,000
15,000
900
0.01
100,000

Total
Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
OPSRETD-30
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FF Illustration: Determine
Occurrence Probabilities
OPERATION
Proc. voice call, no pager, ans.
Proc. voice call, no pager, no ans.
Proc. voice call, pager, ans.
Proc. fax call
Proc. voice call, pager, ans. on page
Proc. voice call, pager, no ans.
Phone number entry
Audit phone number data base
Add subscriber
Delete subscriber
Recover from hardware failure
Total
Develop Operational Profflt1s - Procedure
OPSRETD-31
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OCC. PROB.
0.18

0.17
0.17
0.15

0.12
0.10

0.10
0.009
0.0005
0.0005
0.0000001
1
•3
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Illustration: Graphical Rep. - Create
Operations "List" (Attribute Values)
For prime hours operational mode:

DIALING TYPE
ATTRIBUTE

CALL DESTINATION
ATTRIBUTE

Standard

External

Abbreviated

Internal

Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
OPSRETD-32
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Illustration: Graphical Rep. Determine Occurrence Rates
Using existing field data (per hr):

- ----- -------- - -,------ --- --- -- ,
"DIALING
TYPE"
ATTRIBUTE

I

:

"CALL
DESTINATION"
ATTRIBUTE

Internal= 240
Total= 800

...

Abbrev = 200
Total= 1000
Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
OPSRETD-33
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Illustration: Graphical Representation
- Determine Occurrence Probabilities
---------- - ---- -T --------------~
"DIALING
"CALL
TYPE"
DESTINATION"
ATTRIBUTE
ATTRIBUTE

...
--------- 1.0 - - - - 1

Develop Operational Profiles - Procedure
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Definitions
1 input variable: variable that exists external to
and affects its execution

a system

A direct controls operation directly in a known, designed
way, such as argument, menu selection, entered data
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Destination, whose
value might be "within area code"
B indirect: influences operation, such as Operational
mode, Data base state, or Resource state
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Operational mode, with
value "prime hours"
Prepare for Testing

OPSREfD -35
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Definitions
2 Run:
specific instance of execution of operation,
characterized by complete set of input variables and their
values
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: For operation "process
fax call," a run might be characterized by the input
variables:
DIRECT

INDIRECT

Originator = on screenlist
Operational mode = prime hours
Destination = within area code Data base state: signified by time
Billing type = per call
Resource state: signified by time
Dialing type = standard
Screening= yes
Prepa19 for T9Sting
·1
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Definitions
3 Test case: partial specification of a run through providing
values of direct input variables
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Process fax call with:
Originator = on screenlist
Destination = within area code
Billing type = per call
Dialing type = standard
Screening = yes
This test case executing in the context of an operational
mode yields a run . V\t11en the same test case executes in
different operational modes, you have different runs.
Prepare for TNling
OPSRETD -37
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Definitions

o

Test

....._ CaseY

0
....._

Operation X

t!! Y ..--Operation X

...-

Operational
Model

...- Op~::o;al

RunY2
Represents
all _possible
runs for program
Two different runs use same test case
Prepare for Testmg
OPSRETD-38
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Definitions
4 Test procedure: Load testing controller that sets up
environmental conditions and that invokes test cases based on
occurrence rates of operations or sets of attribute values.
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration for load testing of peak hours
operational mode:

OCC. RATES (PER 1-R)
3),(XX)
110,(XX)
rn pager, 8'lS.
00,(XX)
rn pager, rn a,s,
00,(XX)
~ WCB call, pager, 8'lS.
00,(XX)
~ WCB call, J)EVI", 8'lS. a , ~
50,(XX)
~ WCB call, J)EVI", rn a,s,
70,(XX)
A-ooess fa>c call
~ n.n1>EI" e1ry
~ WCB call,
~ WCB call,

Prr,p- for TNtin{/
OPSRETD - 39
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Prepare for Testing - Procedure

1 Specify test cases
2 Prepare test procedures

Prepare for Tes ting
OPSRETD - 40

·1

Specify Test Cases

Two stage process:
1 Select operation with probability equal to occurrence
probability of system (not operational mode)
operational profile, making sure each critical operation
is selected at least once.
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration: Choose process fax
call operation with probability 0.15

Prepare for Testing
OPSRETD - 41
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Specify Test Cases

2 Select test case with equal probability among choices
defined by all possible levels of all direct input variables
A Level: value or range of values of input variable
expected to yield the same failure behavior because of
processing similarities (FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
all destinations within the local calling area)
B Preferably select levels randomly; if deterministically,
avoid bunching because this reduces information
added by each test case

Prepare for Tes ting
OPSRETD - 42
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FONE FOLLOWER Illustration Selection of Test Case
In operation "Process fax call", select calls with equal probability
from 5-dimensional matrix defined by direct input variables and
levels noted:

ORIGINA.TOO

CESTINA.TIQ\J

BIWI\X31YPE

[lAIJl'.(3

1YPE
Local c:aling crea
Not a, saeeriist Wttin crea rode
QJtside a-ea rode

0, saeeriist

lntematia,a

800rurber
Ohercalier

Rat rate

Per cal

Stcl1CBd
~ated

[lsoou,t

Perrrirute

SCREENING
Yes
No

Wreless
Prepare for Testing
OPSRETD -43
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Prepare Test Procedures

1 Prepare one test procedure for each operational mode,
using occurrence rates of operations or attribute values
for that mode
2 Specify environment (may depend on operational mode)
A Use same data base cleanup procedure as used in field
B Represent other significant environmental conditions

Prepare for TMting
OPSRETD-44
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Prepare Test Procedures

3 Set up test case invocation to occur at random times
A Assures occurrence probabilities are stationary
B Virtually assures all runs are different if not reinitialized
(same test cases execute with different indirect input
variables, so that testing is efficient)

Prepare for Tes ting
OPSRETD - 45
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Invoke Tests
1 Feature testing: invoke complete set of test cases,
choosing in random order
2 Load testing: invoke each operational mode each day for
allocated proportion of time, using appropriate test
procedure
3 Regression testing: invoke all or randomly selected subset
of test cases, choosing in random order, after each build
involving significant change

Execua Tests
OPSRETD-46

*2

Invoke Tests
4 Repeat a run only to:
A Collect more data to improve failure identification (find
more failures or better describe known failures)
B Verify failure resolution (fault removal)
This may be difficult to do in load testing anyway

Execute Tests
OPSRETD-47
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Conclusions

1 SRET is unique in providing you with a standard, proven,
powerful way to engineer and manage your testing so you
can be confident in the reliability of the software-based
system you deliver as you deliver it in minimum time with
maximum efficiency
2 SRET is a vital skill for being competitive

OPSRETD - 48
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To Explore Further
1 Musa,
lannino,
Okumoto;
Software
Reliability:
Measurement, Prediction, Application, McGraw-Hill, 1987.
2 Musa, J. D., "Software Reliability Engineering," Duke
Distinguished Lecture Series Video, University Video
Communications, 415-813-0506
3 Musa, J . D., "Software-Reliability-Engineered Testing,"
Computer, November, 1996.
4 Lyu, M. (Editor), Software Reliability Engineering
Handbook, McGraw-Hill, 1996 (includes diskette of
CASRE program).
5 Musa, J. D., Software-Reliability-Engineered Testing
Practice, book in preparation, to be published by McGrawHill.
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To Explore Further
6 IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Software
Reliability Engineering (publishes newsletter, sponsors
ISSRE annual international conference): membership
application at
http://www.tcse.org/tcseform.html
7 Electronic bulletin board
A Subscribe
vishwa@hac2arpa.hac.com
B Post
sw-rel@igate1.hac.com
8 Course information
http://members.aol.com/JohnDMusa/
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The Challenge of Testing Innovative Science Software on a Rapidly
Evolving Production Platform
(When Unseasoned Software Meets a Spicy System)
Jennifer Davis 1 , Dr. Daniel Ziskin2 , and Dr. Bryan Zhou 1
NASNGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland

Abstract
Testing both science data production software and the
production and archive system on which it runs presents
unique challenges, including handling system instability,
sorting out the sources of bugs, and working with a
metadata interface. These challenges were solved through
test automation, test modularity, and rigorous
configuration management and problem tracking.
The authors are members of a team whose charter is to support a new earth science data set
that will be produced as part of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth Program. This support
includes ensuring that the science data production software runs reliably and continuously
on the production and archive system; thus, our team must perform software integration
and testing.
This test environment is unusual because the test subjects are not only the science data
production software but also the production and archive system on which the science
software runs. This paper describes that environment, the problems encountered in testing
so far, and some solutions.

Introduction
As part of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth Program, a network of eight data centers has
been established to process, archive, and distribute satellite data. The data centers are
called Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAACs), and each is specialized to serve a
1
2

Hughes STX Corporation
George Mason University
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particular user community. The DAAC at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Maryland archives and distributes data relating to the upper atmosphere,
atmospheric dynamics, hydrology, and the global biosphere. The Goddard DAAC is
preparing to support data collected by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS), which is an instrument that will be launched on the Earth Observing System
(EOS) AM-1 satellite in 1998.
The MODIS data will come to the Goddard DAAC in an unprocessed format. Science data
processing software delivered to the DAAC will geolocate and calibrate the data and will
produce various oceanic, atmospheric, and land-based science products. This processing
software is complex, containing almost 600,000 lines of source code (SLOCs), and will be
run on the EOS Data Information System (EOSDIS) Core System (ECS).
ECS is an amalgam of production and archive system software, developed by a team of
several hundred programmers, integrated with multiple customized Commercial Off-theShelf (COTS) tools. ECS will serve as the production and archive system at the eight
geographically distributed DAACs. (See Figure 1 for a map of the data centers which will
run ECS.) The system will run millions of SLOCs and process terabytes of data daily. In
this paper, all references to system or production and archive system refer to ECS and not
to the underlying UNIX operating system.

Pa~e2
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Figure 1: Map of U.S. Data Centers Running ECS
Beyond the inherent complexity of the production and archive system and the science
software, however, is the difficulty of integrating the two. (See Figure 2 for a diagram of
this integration.) ECS and the science data processing software are being built and
delivered by independent, external teams, in three loosely coupled development phases.
Communication between the teams is sometimes minimal, resulting in potential
incompatibilities. The development phases allow early testing of the system but also mean
that each phase is almost completely different from the last, with much new functionality.
Each new delivery entails a new learning curve. In addition, the key element that integrates
the science software and the production and archive system--the data model--is in constant
flux.
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Figure 2: The Integration of the Science Data Production Software with the
Production and Archive System
Finally, like all software testing, the integration testing is being done in a high-pressure
environment in which the amount of testing needed is enormous, the time to test is limited,
and the immediate customers may not realize the full value of the testing.
Both the science software and the production and archive system are being delivered in
three versions. The first version of the science software was integrated and tested with the
production and archive system last year ( 1996) and the second version will be integrated
and tested in the summer of 1997. The following sections provide an overview of the
lessons learned in the first round of testing and the plans to improve the testing effort for
the second version.

The Challenge
In theory, both the science software and the production and archive system are tested and
ready for use at delivery. However, during the initial system testing, stubs are usually used
instead of science software. Also, the science software developers do not have access to the
production and archive system and can only test the science software on standard UNIX
platforms. This means that the integration testing after delivery is the first time the science
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software and the production and archive system have met. Meanwhile, the system is being
tested at other sites and is continually upgraded by the system developers during the
integration testing process.
This section outlines some of the more pressing concerns in the integration testing
environment.

•

No access to the system until intemtion testini beiins
Probably the most limiting factor is that there is no access to the system before
integration testing. This means there is no chance to test the system using stable test
software, and there is no chance to learn about the system other than through
documentation, meetings, and workshops. There is also no chance to try out custom
test tools on the system until integration testing begins.

•

Have to work toward rapid insert
After the satellite is launched, the science developers will be updating the science code
frequently based on what is learned from real data. Science software upgrades are
scheduled to be commissioned into the operational system in four hours, so rapid-insert
testing has to be planned in order to maintain the integrity of the system.

•

Science software is large and complex
The science software consists of 30 schedulable processes, each made up of multiple
executables. The 30 processes interact with each other through highly structured data
files, increasing the potential for disconnects.

• Wtadata
The main interaction between the system and the science software is through metadata.
Metadata are data that describe the science data, such as temporal range, point of
contact, and quality flags. Much of the science software is run based on metadata
attributes; for instance, a science software unit may be run only if a particular piece of
data is available and its quality is above a certain threshold. The system uses the
metadata to retrieve data from the archive, so the science software has to create accurate
metadata in order for the data to be accessible. There are close to 300 separate metadata
attributes in the data model, and the data model changes frequently.
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Experience from Testing the First Version
From February through July, 1996, the first version of the science software was integrated
and tested on the first version of the production and archive system. While the science
software ran fairly well, not all of the code met standards (such as ANSI-compliance),
causing a large portion of the testing effort to be spent on inspection testing instead of on
the interaction of the science software with the system. Also, this was the first time science
software had met the production and archive system, and the integration effort had to
accommodate the results of some erroneous assumptions made by both groups of
developers.
This section discusses some of the lessons learned during this first test effort and some of
the test strategies that worked well.

• Coordination of testers and tests was difficult
Even with only four testers who sat in close proximity and communicated regularly
and easily, it was still difficult to assimilate what was being learned amongst the
science software units. It was not easy to see the status of the science software from
a chart posted in one of the rooms or to remember to update the chart as testing
progressed. Most interestingly, although the test procedures were written out to the
level of the exact UNIX command, each of the four testers still inadvertently found
ways to test differently. The procedures were not detailed enough.
•

Production and archive system upiuades were random and disrnptive
Because the production and archive system itself was a testbed, the developers
continually modified the system without implementing rigorous configuration
management (CM) control. The integration group had control of CM over the
science software but not the production and archive system. A science software unit
that ran successfully in the past would suddenly crash, and a considerable amount
of time was spent tracking down problems that turned out to be attributable to
unplanned and unscheduled system changes.

•

Science software problem trackin& was a disaster without an automated tool
The production and archive system did not come with a problem tracking tool that
could be used for science software problems, and the addition of such a tool to the
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system was not possible. All science software problem reports were tracked solely
through email. This quickly became unmanageable. Also, the procedures were
written so that each instance of a problem prompted the generation of a report,
resulting in the science software developers sometimes getting three or four
problem reports for the same bug. The integrity of the problem reports decreased,
and the developers were not as quick to respond to them; this dramatically increased
the wait time between reporting a bug and having it fixed.
•

It was hard to tell when a problem was due to the science software or the system

In cases where the bug involved interaction between the system and the science
software, there was no easy way to track down the origin. The analysis was a slow
method of trial and error, helped only by advance knowledge of the system
(discussed below).
•

It was difficult to see the interaction between the system and the software

The heavy focus on inspection testing, the difficulty of communication amongst the
testers, the frequent problems with the system, and the sheer volume of the testing
all combined to obscure the most important observations: the interaction between
the science software and the system. The main interaction in this first version
occurred through exit codes produced by the science software and passed to the
system. It was not immediately obvious that these exit codes were not accurate due
to an omission on the part of the science software developers (i.e., the science
software unit would fail but would return a default exit code of success).
•

Modular. progressive approach to testing was helpful
The testing process was methodical. First, a single science software process would
tested away from the production and archive system. This was possible because the
science software uses a toolkit that is an interface to the system functionality and
allows for development on a standard platform (such as a UNIX-based SGI). Next,
a single science software process would be tested in the production and archive
system. Finally, several integrated science software processes would be tested in
the production and archive system. By testing in this way it was easier to analyze
and understand problems.

•

Use of a COTS tool for CM of the science software worked gµite well
The integration team did have control of the CM of the science software and used a
CM COTS tool to manage version control. This allowed tracking when and why
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upgrades were made and, sometimes more importantly, who made them. It also
allowed the option of regressing to a previous version for bug verification.
•

Advance study of both science software and the system was invaluable
Through copious documentation, meetings, workshops, and informal
conversations, the integration team learned as much as it could about the science
software and the production and archive system before they were delivered. The
team attended design reviews, spoke frequently with the developers, and even
analyzed early versions of the code. All of this meant that when a bug had to be
traced to the science software or the production and archive system, there was some
method in how it was tracked down and some idea of how to fix the problem once
it was found.

Plans for the Next Version
The second version of the science software and system will be delivered in May, 1997. The
production and archive system has many more functions, and the science software has been
enhanced. The second integration and test effort will benefit from the advantage of having
happened once before but will have the disadvantage that the production and archive system
was developed on an entirely different track compared with the last one (as opposed to
having been cumulatively enhanced) and may have new, untested quirks even in the old
functionality.
The problems from the last round of testing have been addressed so that the test effort can
concentrate on the new functionality and the system-science software interaction. This
section discusses these and other enhancements.

•

Buildini customized test tools
The DAAC has come to rely on the World Wide Web (WWW) for communication.
Thus, it was natural to turn to the Web when designing testing and reporting tools. An
evaluation of the test management tool market revealed that a custom tool would best
handle this unusual test environment. The custom test tool uses a Web User Interface

cwun to lead a tester through test procedures and accepts custom inputs (such as tester
comments) from the tester. It automatically sends results to a log file which can be read
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as a table through another WUI. Eventually, the tool will be enhanced with a test
management interface that will allow the test lead to schedule testing based on the
availability of the testers and the status of the science software. The WUis are driven by
Perl scripts that create the Web interfaces.
•

Continuing a modular approach
Testing will again be carried out in a modular, progressive fashion. However, the offsystem unit testing has been eliminated and extensive stress testing has been added.

•

Spending less time on inspection and more on integration
In order to get past the inspection testing and into the integration testing, the tedious

inspection process will be automated through the custom tool described above.
•

Pushing for more rigorous CM of the system so that upgrades are not unexpected
The production and archive system administrators are putting more stringent CM into
place for the production and archive system.

•

Continuing to use a COTS tool for CM of the science software and using it to build the
software as well
The CM COTS tool includes a function for linking and compiling the executables. This
will help track what versions were used to build software.

•

Using a COTS problem tracking system
For this version of testing, the system includes a COTS problem tracking tool for
problem reporting. This will help track problems to make sure they get fixed. Also, it
will collect metrics on how long it takes to fix problems to help prepare for the rapid
insert testing procedure.

•

Learning about the science software and the production and archive system beforehand
Our team has continued to read as much documentation as possible about the science
software and the production and archive system, to attend meetings and workshops,
and to talk to the developers and the testers to know as much as possible what to
expect.
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Summary
Though a challenge, testing science software and a new system simultaneously can be
successfully accomplished. The keys to success are:
1. automating the testing;
2. fostering high levels of communication through the Web;
3. following a modular approach;
4. focusing on the most critical element (integration);
5. using rigorous CM to reduce instability;
6. using a good problem tracking tool;
7. and learning as much as possible about both systems before they are available for
testing.

More information on our test efforts can be found through our Web site at:
http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/CAMPAIGN_DOCS/EOSAM. Visit the Goddard Distributed
Active Archive Center at http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov.
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Abstract
One of the key aspects of Data Flow Based Criteria to the Structural Testing
of Programs is the definition and identification of Data Flow Associations. A
recent source of concern is the influence of the occurrence of pointer variables
over the existent Testing Criteria. In this paper a conservative approach to the
determination of data flow associations in programs with pointers is presented.
This approach is based on the concept of potential uses and on the data flow
model used by POKE-TOOL, a tool that implements the Potential Uses Criteria
to perform Data Flow Based Program Testing. A comparison with previous works,
stating the drawbacks and advantages of each one is also presented.
I( eywords:

1

Software Testing

Data Flow

Pointer Treatment

Introduction

Testing a program is usually a very hard activity. The tester frequently face a duality,
to ensure with a certain level of confidence that the program will perform according
to its specification, he tries to make it fail. Since it is usually not possible to execute
the program on all its input domain, it is necessary to select a subset that with high
probability might cause the program to fail.
A challenge goal is to define a criterion (or a set of criteria) to select test data in
such a way that maximizes the probability of revt aling a fault but minimizes the cost
involved. Most of the recent research effort are on defining and comparing test data
selecting criteria.
*This work was partially supported by CNPq, CAPES and Fulbright.

1

2 PREVIOUS WORK

2

Test data selection criteria can be defined based on specification-only information;
this kind of criteria are called Functional Criteria. When implementation-based information are used, the criteria are called Structural Criteria. This work concentrates on
a class of structural criteria called data flow based criteria, which investigate data flow
information within the program to establish testing requirements.
One of the precursors of data flow based criteria is Herman [5]. Afterwards many
others were defined [7, 9, 11, 12, 8]. According to Rapps and Weyuker [11] the motivation behind the data flow based criteria was to overcome the weaknesses of previous
control-flow based criteria defined: All-Paths, requires the selection of test data to execute every path within the program; All-Edges, requires every edge to be executed and,
All-Nodes, requires every node to be executed. The problem is that executing every
path is practically impossible, since even simple programs may have an infinite number
of paths; while All-Edges and All-Nodes are considered to be very limited criteria.
One of the key aspects of the data flow based approach is the definition and identification of data flow associations, each approach differing basically on the data flow
model used (the way definitions and use of variables are considered), and/or the way
associations are required to be exercised.
The identification of data flow associations is complicated by the occurrence of
pointers, arrays and structured variables, all of them very common structures on real
programs. On the past few years authors have been working on this field and some
approaches to treat it are available. Ostrand and Weyuker [10] proposed a set of criteria
that scrutinly analysis the program on searching for data flow associations, even in the
presence of pointers. Horgan and London [6] proposed a less demanding approach
which does not treat all the memory positions that a pointer might point to separetly,
but instead treat them all as a compound data flow variable.
In this work a pointer treatment approach that combines the potential uses concept
proposed by Maldonado [8] and a conservative data flow model proposed for the Potential Uses Criteria [1, 8] is presented. Potential Uses Criteria differs from the other
data flow based criteria as they do not require necessarily an explicit use of a variable
to establish a data flow association. This slightly but fundamental difference and the
data flow model used are the key aspects of the approach presented.

2

Previous Work

Rapps and Weyuker [11] defined that a data flow association exists between a definition
and a further use of a variable. Maldonado [8] modified this concept and defined a
potential data flow association, which exists between a definition and every reachable
node where the variable could have been used - there is a potential use on that node.
The identification of data flow associations is reduced to the identification of definitions
and uses in the Rapps and Weyuker's approach and of definitions and redefinitions of
variables in the Maldonado's approach.
Some further work addressed more specific problems concerning data flow testing,
like language related and implementation problems (Horgan and London for C [6]) or
the problem of defining data flow associations in programs with pointers (Ostrand and
Wey1Jkyr [10]), ThiG Gvvtion briefly preBentB the family of dutu flow testing criteria
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defined by Rapps and Weyuker and show how further works tried to enhance or adapt
such approach to treat specific problems.

2.1

Rapps and Weyuker's Data Flow Family

Rapps and Weyuker [11] first defined a criterion that requires at least a use of every
definition within the program. The All-Defs criterion requires that a subpath between
a def of a variable to a use of that variable, reachable within a def-clear path 1 , be
covered by a test case.
They classified the type of usage into computation-use ( c-use) and predicate-use
(p-use); a p-use occurs in each outcome of a decision statement where the variable is
used to evaluate the associated expression; while a c-use occurs when the variable is
used to define another variable or when it is an output of the program. Based on these
definitions a set of criterion that deals with each different kind of usage was defined; the
All-C-Uses, which requires that every ( def, c-use) pair within the program be executed
at least once and All-P-Uses which requires that every ( def, p-use) pair within the
program be executed at least once.
In addition, they defined a criterion which requires that every use ( c-uses or p-uses)
reachable from a def of a variable be covered. The All-Uses criterion requires at least
one def-clear path from each def to each use and the successor of the use, if it is a
p-use. At last they defined a criterion called All-DU-Paths which requires that every
simple cycle or cycle-free subpath between a def and a use in a program be executed
at least once.
Basically there are two major problems involving the determination of data flow
associations. First is the pointer variable; a pointer is a variable that stores the address
of another variable. Consequently to deal with pointers two different things should be
considered: the pointer itself, and the variable to which it is pointing to (sometimes
called the pointer reference or, the dereferenced variable). It is impossible to know, by
static analysis, which variable a pointer is pointing to at a certain execution time of the
program. What can be done is determine the set of variables ( the alias set) that could
be dereferenced by a pointer. The other but similar problem occur with aggregated
variables like arrays [3].

2.2

Ostrand and Weyuker's Approach

The Family of Data Flow Testing Criteria originally presented by Rapps and Weyuker
was implemented for Pascal in the ASSET system [3]; this tool uses a simplistic model
to deal with pointers and aggregated structures. The purpose of Ostrand and Weyuker
[10] was to extend the theory presented by Rapps and Weyuker in such a way that it
could be used on languages with extensive use of pointers and aggregated structures
like C.
Ostrand and Weyuker first extended the definition of def and use to include a
modifier which represents the certainty of the existence of the def (or the use): the

definitt and the possible modifiern. So, for example, if the §tti,tic llmlly11i11 of the progrnm
1A

def-clear path is a path (n , k 1 , ... , kj, m) where n has a definition of a variable V and there is
no redefinition of Vin k1, ... , ki.
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can determine unambiguously that a program variable is being defined (or used) a
definite def (or definite use) of the variable exists. On the other hand, if the static
analysis cannot determine which variable is being defined (or used), which can occur
with pointers when the alias set contains more than one variable, a possible def ( or
possible use) of the dereferenced pointer (or array) variable exists. In addition to these
definitions a path (n, k1 , .•. , kj, m) is a definite def-clear path w.r. t a variable V if there
is no defs (definite or possible) in k1 , ••. , kj. Otherwise if there isn't any definite def
and at least one possible def of variable V, it's a possible def-clear path.
Following these definitions Ostrand and Weyuker established four levels of def-use
associations, classified according to the certainty of the existence of such associations.
For an association (n,m, V) where n has a (definite or possible) def of V and m has a
(definite or possible) use of V, if the def, the use and every def-clear path from n to m
is definite def-clear path w .r. t V, the association is called strong. If at least one of the
def-clear path is possible the association is firm. If every def-clear path is possible the
association if weak. And if either the def or the use or both are possible the association
is very weak. This leads to the definition of four new data flow testing criteria: strong
all-uses, firm all-uses, weak all-uses and very weak all-uses.
proc(condition1, condition2)
int condi tion1, condition2;
{

int x, y, z, *p;
z = 17;
X = 13;
if (condition1) {

24:
25:
26:
28:
29:

p = &y;
*P = z;
}

else {

if (condition2)
p = &x;

35:
36:
37:
38:
40:
42:
43:

else

p = &z;
7 + z;
=
*P
y = 53;
p = &x;
}

+ y + z·,
*P = *P + 5;
y = X + y;

49:
50:
51:

X

=

X

}

Figure 1: Ostrand-Weyuker's C Program Example
Figure 1 shows a program presented as an example by Ostrand and Weyuker [10];
obviously it is a build up program and was used only to illustrate the ideas explored
by the authorg, it ig not intended to perform :my sp~dfit task, not even is an example
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of common or good programming practice. Nevertheless, the same example is used
throughout this paper to point out the differences between the approaches analyzed.
The list of associations found by Ostrand and Weyuker in this program is shown in
Table 1.
This approach besides requiring the calculation of the alias set for each occurrence
of a dereferenced pointer variable in the program, also requires a run-time monitoring
as a way to identify the actual execution of an association. Another drawback is the
appearance of a number of spurious associations that would never be executed but are
still being required.

2.3

Horgan and London's Approach

Horgan and London [6] pointed out some of the difficulties of applying Data Flow
Coverage on C programs, based on their experience on the development of ATAC (a
data flow coverage testing tool for C).
They also discussed the problem of pointers on their work; but the approach is
substantially different from the one taken by Ostrand and Weyuker. They first defined
a data flow variable as: a name that refers to a memory position allocated statically
or all the expressions that involves a variable that is dereferenced as a pointer.
But instead of considering each dereferenced pointer with its alias set and establishing levels of associations depending on the certainty of the existence of such associations, they just consider any occurrence of a pointer variable as the occurrence of an
integrated data object or "a compound data flow variable"; so *P, (* * p), *(P + 10),
p[i] all refer to the same data object.
At first the cost of the application of this approach is much lower than the one
proposed by Ostrand and Weyuker. The problem is that they are using the same
family of criteria defined by Rapps and Weyuker [11), and consequently still looking
for the occurrence of a definition and the occurrence of a use of a variable to establish
an association; this leads to a lack of testing requirements (measured in number of
associations required) as can be seen on Table 1.

3

Potential Uses and Pointers

3.1

The Potential Uses Criteria

The Potential Uses Criteria [8] differ from the Data Flow Family of Criteria defined
by Rapps and Weyuker [11), fundamentally because they do not require the actual
existence of a use of a variable to establish an association. So if the def of a variable
is alive2 at a certain point of the program and can be used at that point a potential
use exists. Similarly there is a Potential Use Association between the' point where the
variable is defined and all the points reachable from this definition within a def-clear
path.
2

A variable definition is alive at a certain point in the program if there is a def-clear path from the
definition to that point in the program.
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With this approach it is possible to alleviate one of the weaknesses of program based
testing; not only the faults due to erroneous usage of variables are being detected, but
there is an attempt to detect faults due to the absence of the usage, which is also an
error.
This approach to the data flow based testing has led to the definition of a Family of
Criteria (The Potential Uses Criteria, Maldonado [8]); which includes basic, feasible and
cycle-extended criteria. The basic criteria are informally defined as: All-Potential-Uses:
requires that all potential-use association be covered; All-Potential-Uses/DU: requires
that at least one potential-du-path be executed for each association; All-Potential-DUPaths: requires that all potential-du-path be executed at least once.
The Data Flow Model used in the definition and implementation of the Potential
Uses Criteria, as it was presented by Maldonado [8] and by Chaim [l] respectively, is
explained below. There are basically three types of variables occurrences: definition,
use and undefinition. An use occur when the variable value is accessed in its memory
position; this type of variable occurrence do not have to be identified on what concerns
the Potential Uses Criteria. An undefinition of a variable occurs when its location is not
bind to a memory address or its value is not accessible [2]. A variable undefinition can
occur due to the termination of a procedure execution, so the exit node of a procedure
has an undefinition of all its local variables.
The Potential Uses Criteria only require that each node i in the program graph be
associated with the set of variables defined in that node. This extended version of the
program graph is called graph-def
A variable definition occurs when a value is stored in a memory position. Generally
a variable occurrence is a def if it is in: i) the left side of an assignment statement;
ii) an input statement; or iii) a procedure call as an output parameter. A parameter
in a procedure call can be of three different types: value, reference or name [4]. If the
variable is used as a reference or name parameter it is considered an output parameter.
The definitions that may possible occur due to a procedure call are distinguished
from the others and named as defined by refere~ce. This influences the determination
of the def-clear paths of the variables defined in a node i. Briefly, a variable Vi defined
by reference is part of the set of variables defined in i, Vi E defg(i), when constructing
the graph{i) 3 , bu~ any definition by reference of Vi in a node j =/ i is not considered a
redefinition of Vi. This is clearly a conservative approach, since it's not possible to tell
(by static analysis) if the variable was redefined or not during a procedure call. The
same approach is used with pointer variable determining the difference in our approach.

3.2

Treating Pointers

The intention it to combine the Potential Uses Criteria establishing associations based
on the notion of potential uses and apply the same strategy considered to variables
defined by reference in the Data Flow Model proposed by Maldonado (8) to treat
dereferenced pointer variables like *P, i.e. a variable Vi defined by reference is part of
the set of variables defined in a node i, but any definition of Vi in any other node is not
considered a redefinition of Vi. This is a conservative approach, since it is not possible
3

The graph(i) is a subgraph that contains all the nodes where the variables defined in node i still
alive.
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to tell (by static analysis) whether or not the variable has been redefined during a
procedure call.

3.3

Example

Considering the program graph on Figure 2, corresponding to the program presented by
Ostrand and Weyuker (10]; let's analyze some of the differences among the approaches
presented.
24: z=l7

28 : p=&y
29: *p=z

2

49: x=x+y+z
50: *p=*p+5

51 : y=x+y

Figure 2: Graph Corresponding to O-W Example
A complete list of associations identified by Ostrand and Weyuker (O-W), Horgan
and London (H-L), and a partial list of associations identified by the Potential Uses
(P-U) approach on the program of Figure 2, can be found on Table 1. Additional
associations identified by the Potential Uses approach are presented on Table 2.
Analyzing Table 1 and Figure 2 six different situations are of interest:
Situation 1 - Associations {3,16,21}: there is a def of a pointer variable and a subsequent
use of a variable in the alias set of the pointer; or on the other way around, a def of a
variable and a use of the pointer.
0-W: Identifies the association by the calculation of the alias set.
H-L: Does not identify the association.
P-U: Identifies the association because there is a def-clear path w .r .t. the pointer or to
the variable.
Situation 2 - Association {12}: Ostrand and Weyuker consider it a spurious association
since *P is redefined on statement 50.
0-W: Requires the association because the alias set of p on statement 50 is { x ,y ,z} and
by their approach it is not possible to identify the redefinition of y dereferenced by *P·
H-L: Does not identify the association because it looks for the explicit occurrence of
the pointer.
P- U : Requires the association due to the data flow model used on the Potential Uses
Criteria, it does not consider the redefinition of a pointer variable to stop searching for
potential associations.
Situation 3 - Association {13}: it is classified as weak by O-W; but, as they pointed out, it
is a strong association since *Pon 50 would never point toy from the execution of 42.
H-L and P-U classify this association on the same level as any other else.
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Situation 4 - Association {15}: def and use of a pointer variable.
0-W: Requires one association for each element on the alias set of the pointer. In this
example there is only one element {y}.
H-L & P-U: Only one association is required.
Situation 5 - Associations {17,18,19,20}: def of a pointer and use of a variable on the alias
set.
0-W: Requires one association for each element on the alias set of the pointer.
H-L: Does not identify the association because it looks for the explicit occurrence of
the pointer.
P- U: An association from the def of the pointer to the use of the variable in the alias
set is required . Besides there will also be required an association from each point where
the pointer was assigned to a variable to the point where the variable is being used if
there is a def-clear path; associations {17,18}.
Situation 6 - Association {22}: def of *P, redefinition of p and use of *P· 0-W does not
require this associations due to the redefinition of pin 43.

Table 1: List of Required Associations

I# I
- 21
-3

-4
- 56

,---Strong

-7

--8
9

------10

F irm

11

12
13
14
15
16

Wea.k

17

Very

18
,___

19
20
21
I 22

Weak

1--

I

H-L
(24,29,z)
(24,40,z)

0-W
(24,29,z)
(24,40,z)
(29,49,y)
(42,49,y)
(28,29,p)
(28,50,p)
(36,40,p)
(38,40 ,p)
(43,50,p)
(24,49,z)
(25,49,x)
(29,51,y)
(42,51 ,y)
(49,51,x)
(29,50,y)
(42,50,y)
(50,51 ,y)
(50,51,x)
(40 ,49 ,z)
(40,49,x)
(49,50 ,x)

Pot-Uses
(24,29,z)
(24,40,z)
(29,49,*P)
(42,49,y)
(28,29,p)
(28 ,50,p)
(36,40,p)
(38 ,40,p)
(43,50,p)
(24,49,z)
(25,49,x)
(29,51,*P)
(42,51,y)
(49,51,x)
(29,50,*p)
(42,50,y)
(28,51,p)
(50,51,*P)
(43,51,p)

-

(42,49,y)
(28,29,p)
(28,50,p)
(36,40,p)
(38,40,p)
(43,50,p)
(24,49,z)
(25,49,x)
-

(42,51,y)
(49,51,x)
(29,50,*p)
-

-

-

-

1

(4o,5o,*p)

1

(40,49,*p)
(49,50,x)
(40,50,*P)

Observe that the approach used by Horgan and London although being less expensive fails on several situations. The Potential Uses approach still less ~?\p~n§iYE; ~inc~ it
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Table 2: Additional POT-USES Associations
1
4
7
10
13
16
19
22
25
28

Additional
(24,25,z)
(24,50,z)
(24,36,z)
(24,43,z)
(25,29,x)
(25,38,x)
(25,43,x)
(36,43,p)
(40,42,*P)
(42,43,y)

Potential Uses Associations
2 (24,26,z)
3 (24,28,z)
5 (24,51,z)
6 (24,35,z)
8 (24,38,z)
9 (24,42,z)
11
12 (25,28,x)
(25,26,x)
14 (25,35,x)
15 (25,36,x)
17 (25,40,x)
18 (25,42,x)
20 (28,49,p)
21 (36,42,p)
23 (38,42,p)
24 (38,43,p)
26 (40,43,*p) 27 (40,51,*p)
29 (43,49,p)

is not necessary to calculate the alias set for each pointer and there is no run-time monitoring, but completely overcomes the weaknesses of Horgan and London's approach in
terms of testing requirements over the Ostrand and Weyker's approach.
Moreover the Potential Uses approach will also require the set of 29 associations
listed on Table 2. Some interesting characteristics of this set of associations can be
highlighted, like: associations {7,8} show that from a unique definition of z both true
and false branch of the if on statement 35 are being required (a similar situation
occurs for associations {15,16} and variable x ); associations {1,9,18,21,23,25} connect
a definition of a variable to a point where another variable is being defined; such
characteristic is not present on any of the previously discussed criteria.

3.4

Theoretical Comparison

In the following discussion the definitions of strong, firm, weak and very weak associations, as they were presented by Ostrand and Weyuker [10] are shown, there is also
an analysis of their relation to the Potential Uses Criteria in a general point of view.
First observe the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Def-Clear Paths) Consider a data flow association (n,m,V ). Every
definite def-clear path { m, k1 , · · · , kj, n} where m has a definition of a variable and n
has a use of this variable is considered a def-clear path on the Potential Uses Data
Flow Model.
Proof two cases must be analysed:
Case 1 : m has a definition of a variable z (or a pointer p), since {m, k1, · · ·, kj, n} is definite def-clear path there is no redefinition of z (or p) in {k1, · · ·, kj}; consequently
{m, k 1 , · · ·, kj, n} is a def-clear path on the Potential Uses Data Flow Model.
Case 2 : m has a definition of a dereferenced variable *Pi in this case two situations can
occur: i) there is no redefinition of *Pin the path; or ii) there is a redefinition of *P but
the alias set of this occurrence is completely different from the alias set of *P on n. On
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situation i the path is obviously a def-clear path; on situation ii the path is considered
a def-clear path according to the Data Flow Model, in spite of the redefinition of *P·
Consider Theorem 1 and an association (n,m,V):
Strong : n has a definite def of V, m has a definite use of V, and every def-clear path from
n tom is definite def-clear path w.r.t. V.
- Since there is a definite def-clear path from n to m w.r.t. V; there is a potential
association from n tom w.r.t. V.
Firm : n has a definite def of V, m has a definite use of V, at least one path from n to m is
definite def-clear w.r.t. V, and at least one path from n tom is possible def-clear w.r.t.

V.
- Since there is at least one definite def-clear path from n to m w .r. t. V, there is a
potential association from n tom w.r.t. V.
Weak : n has a definite def of V, m has a definite use of V, and no path from n to m is
definite def-clear w.r.t. V.
Consider a pointer variable p pointing to V (p=& V).
Case 1: Neither the def nor the use are through a dereferenced pointer (*P="value").
A possible def-clear path w.r.t. V would contain a possible redefinition of V by a
dereferenced pointer; the potential uses approach does not identify this redefinition and
consider the path a def-clear path, so a potential association is required.
Case 2: The use is done through a dereferenced pointer. The redefinition of V is done
through a dereferenced pointer; since there is no explicit redefinition of V, the potential
uses approach will consider this a def-clear path and though require the association.
Case 3: The def is done through a dereferenced pointer. There is a intervening definition of the variable through a dereferenced pointer; this definition is not considered
a redefinition of the variable due to the conservative data flow model applied in the
Potential Uses approach; so the association will be required.
Very Weak : either the def or the use or both are possible instead of definite.
- Considering that there is no undefined pointer variable, the potential uses approach
will always require at least one of the associations involved in a very weak association.

4

Conclusion

It was shown a couple of works which try to improve or adapt the work initially proposed by Rapps and Weyuker, a program testing strategy based on data flow analysis,
to some specific aspects of programming languages.
Another aspect considered was the treatment of pointer variables. Basically two
distinct approaches were described: Horgan-London's approach, which extends the
theory originally proposed for Pascal to the C language, they consider that when there
is a def or a use of a variable *P, no matter the specific address that pis pointing to, it is
actually a def or use of a compound data flow variable represented by *P; and OstrandWeyuker's approach which define four levels of data flow associations depending on the
certainty of the existence of such associations; they perform an static analysis using
the alias set of each pointer to establish the associations and a run time monitoring to

d~t~rmin~ the

actually covered ones.
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Ostrand and Weyuker's approach is quite scrutinly due to the detailed analysis on
the data flow aspects of a program, but still carrying some drawbacks. Obviously the
cost is one of the concerns since the alias set of each dereferenced pointer occurrence
in the program has to be calculated and stored; and a run-time monitoring has to
be performed in order to determine what associations were actually covered by the
execution of a path.
Horgan and London came up with a different approach, which is basically much
simpler than Ostrand-Weyuker's and seems to lessen the cost of the application of data
flow analysis on programs with pointers. Even though their approach is still dragged
by the fact that they have to identify both the def and the use of a variable to establish
a data flow association. Consequently they end up lacking on testing requirements, in
terms of data flow associations , which can result on a depreciation of the effectiveness
of the criteria.
A data flow based testing approach that treats programs with pointers was introduced. The potential uses concept presented by Maldonado [8] and a conservative
data flow analysis based on the data flow model of the Potential Uses Criteria were
combined leading to a less expensive but as efficient approach.
It was shown that for every strong, firm and weak association required by 0-W's
approach there is always a Potential Use Association required by our approach. The
problem with the very weak associations is that it has actually changed the concept of
a data flow association; now to cover an association more than one path will usually
have to be executed, as a way to have the pointer variable point to a different variable
each time the association is executed.
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Data Flow Testing
• Structural testing.
• Based on the investigation of
DF information.
• Establish Testing Requirements.
• Definition and Identification of
Data Flow Assoc.
Rapps & W eyuker: A DF Assoc. exists between a variable
definition and it's further usage.

Potential Uses: A Potential DF Assoc. exists between the definition
and any node reachable from the definition within a def-clear-path.

Treating Pointers
Ostrand-Weyuker

Horgan-London

• Scrutinly analysis the pointer • Consider each occurrence
occurrences;
of a pointer variable as the
occurrence of a compound
• Define 4 new criteria:
data flow variable.
{strong, firm, weak and very
weak};
• Requires a run-time
monitoring.
They both look for a definition and a further use of a variable
to establish a Data Flow Association.

Potential Uses Approach
24: Z=17

25: x=13
28: p=&y
29: *p=z

35: if(condition2)

40: *p=7+z
42: y=53
43: p=&x
49: x=x+y+z
50: *p=*p+5
51: y=x+y

• Very weak associations
are "strong";
• No alias set calculation;
• No run-time monitoring.

Some of the Associations
#
3
12
13
15
17
18

0-W
(29,49,y)
(29,51,y)
(42,51,y)
(29,50,y)
(50,51,y)
(50,51,x)

H-L
----(42,51,y)
(29,50, *p)
-----

Pot-Use
(29,49,*p)
(29,51,*p)
(42,51,y)
(29,50, *p)
(50,51,*p)
(50,51, *p)

Analysis
• Situation 1: Assoc. {3, 16,21}, there is a def of a pointer
variable and a use of a variable in the pointers alias set.
- O-W: identifies the association by the calculation of the
alias set.
- H-L: does not identify the association.
- P-U: identifies the association because there is a defclear path w.r.t. the pointer or to the variable.

• Situation 2: Assoc. {12}, it's considered a spurious
association since *pis redefined on statement 50.
- 0-W: requires the association
- H-L: does not identify the assoc. Looks for the explicit
occurrence of the pointer.
- P-U: requires the assoc. due to the DF Model.

Analysis

• Situation 3 :Assoc. {13}, it 1s classified as weak by O-W;
but, as they pointed out, it is a strong assoc. since *p on 50
would never point toy from the execution of 42. H-L and
P-U classify this assoc. on the same level as any other else.

• Situation 4:Assoc. {15}, def and use of a pointer.
- 0-W: requires one assoc. for each element on the alias
set of the pointer.
- H-L & P-U: only one assoc. is required.

• Situation 5: Assoc. {17,18,19,20}, def of a pointer and
use of a variable on the alias set.
- 0-W: requires one assoc. for each element on the alias
set of the pointer.
- H-L: does not identify the assoc.
- P-U: an assoc. from the def of the pointer is required,
plus an assoc. from each previous pointer assignment.

Conclusion
• Ostrand & Weyuker: quite scrutinly.
- calculate and store the alias set.
- run time monitoring of the program.
• Horgan & London: reduce the costs.
- still have to identify def and use.
- lack on testing requirements
• Potential Uses: conservative approach.
- concept of potential uses.
- data flow model -
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Practical Experience in Automated Testing
The information for this article comes from three primary sources. Much of it
came from my own experience in automating testing having been involved with it
for over 6 years at Pacific Bell. I've been involved in the implementation of both
character based and GUI test automation as well as having acted as an internal
consultant on automated testing within the company In the last few years I've
also tried to gather insights from others' experiences by talking with people at
several testing conferences, conversing with others via e-mail and newsgroups
and by reading published articles on automated testing. Finally, it's hard to be
completely unbiased having had personal experiences, so there might be some
'opinions' thrown in, but I've tried to keep them at a minimum. I apologize for not
having much in terms of statistical data. As I was gaining experience and
learning from others I didn't intend to write about it, so I never bothered to collect
the data.
There are usually many ways to be successful in anything . What I suggest here
comes from what I've seen and heard. I hope by sharing some of this that you'll
find some value which translates into saved time, money and less frustration in
your efforts to implement test automation back on the job.
KEY POINTS
I've listed the 'key points' up front instead of waiting until the end. The rest of the
article will add detail to some of these key points.
•

First, it's important to define the purpose of taking on a test automation effort.
There are several categories of testing tools each with its own purpose.
Identifying what you want to automate and where in the testing life cycle will
be the first step in developing a test automation strategy. Just wishing that
everything should be tested faster is not a practical strategy. You need to be
specific.

•

Developing a test automation strategy is very important in mapping out what's
to be automated , how it's going to be done, how the scripts will be maintained
and what the expected costs and benefits will be. Just like every testing effort
should have a testing strategy, or test plan , so should there be a 'plan' built for
test automation.

•

Many of the testing 'tools' provided by vendors are very sophisticated and use
existing or proprietary coding 'languages'. The effort of automating an
existing manual testing effort is no different than a programmer using a coding
language to write programs to automate any other manual process. Treat the
entire process of automating testing as you would any other software
development effort. This includes defining what should be automated, (the
requirements phase), designing test automation , writing the scripts, testing the
scripts, etc. The scripts need to be maintained over the life of the product just
as any program would require maintenance. Other components of software
development, such as configuration management also apply.
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•

The effort of test automation is an investment. More time and resources are
needed up front in order to obtain the benefits later on. Sure, some scripts
can be created which will provide immediate payoff, but these opportunities
are usually small in number relative to the effort of automating most test
cases. What this implies is that there usually is not a positive payoff for
automating the current release of the application. The benefit comes from
running these automated tests every subsequent release. Therefore,
ensuring that the scripts can be easily maintained becomes very important.

•

Since test automation really is another software development effort, it's
important that those performing the work have the correct skill sets. A good
tester does not necessarily make a good test automator. In fact, the job
requirements are quite different. Good testers are still necessary to identify
and write test cases for what needs to be tested. A test automator, on the
other hand, takes these test cases and writes code to automate the process
of executing those tests. From what I've seen, the best test automation
efforts have been lead by developers who have put their energies into test
automation. That's not to say that testers can't learn to be test automators
and be successful, it's just that those two roles are different and the skill sets
are different.

POINTS
Here are some other important points to consider.
•

When strategizing for test automation , plan to achieve small successes and
grow. It's better to incur a small investment and see what the effort really
takes before going gung ho and trying to automate the whole regression suite.
This also gives those doing the work the opportunity to try things, make
mistakes and design even better approaches.

•

Many software development efforts are underestimated, sometimes grossly
underestimated. This applies to test automation as well, especially if the effort
is not looked upon as software development. Test automation is not
something that can be done on the side and care should be taken when
estimating the amount of effort involved. Again, by starting small and growing,
estimating the work can be gauged.
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•

When people think of testing tools, many first think of the 'capture/playback'
variety where the application is tested at the end during system test. There
are several types of testing tools which can be applied at various points of
code integration. Test automation can be applied at each of the levels of
testing including unit testing, one or more layers of integration testing, and
system testing (another form of integration). The sooner tests can be
executed after the code is written, before too much code integration has
occurred, the more likely bugs will not be carried forward. When strategizing
for test automation, consider automating these tests as early as possible as
well as later in the testing life cycle.

•

Related to this last point is the idea that testers and software developers need
to work as a team to make effective test automation work. I don't believe
testing independence is lost when testers and developers work together, but
there can be some excellent advantages which I'll later point out.

•

Testing tools, as sophisticated as they have become, are still dependent upon
consistency in the test environment. This should be quite obvious, but having
a dedicated test environment is absolutely necessary. If testers don't have
control of their test environment and test data, the required setup for tests
may not meet the requirements of those tests. When manual testing is done
testers may sometimes 'work around' test setup issues. Automated test
scripts are less flexible requiring specific setup scenarios thereby needing
more control.

•

Test automation is not the only answer to delivering quality software. In fact,
test automation in many cases is a last gasp effort in an attempt to find
problems after they've been made instead of eliminating the problems as they
are being created. Test automation is not a substitute for walkthroughs,
inspections, good project management, coding standards, good configuration
management, etc. Most of these efforts produce a higher pay back for the
investment than does test automation. Testing will always need to be done
and test automation can assist, but it should not be looked upon as the
primary activity in producing better software.
The truth is that developers can produce code faster and faster with more
complexity than ever before. Advancements in code generation tools and
code reuse is making it difficult for testers to keep up with software
development. Test automation, especially if applied only at the end of the
testing cycle, will not be able to keep up with these advances. We must pull
out all stops along the development life cycle to build in good quality software
and test as early and often as possible with the assistance of test automation.
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BENEFITS
To many the benefits of automation are pretty obvious. Tests can be run faster,
they're consistent, and tests can be run over and over again with less overhead.
As more automated tests are added to the test suite more tests can be run each
time thereafter. Manual testing never goes away, but these efforts can now be
focused on more rigorous tests.
There are some common 'perceived' benefits which I like to call 'bogus' benefits.
Since test automation is an investment it is rare that the testing effort will take
less time or resources in the current release. Sometimes there's the perception
that automation is easier than testing manually. It actually makes the effort more
complex since there's now another added software development effort.
Automated testing does not replace good test planning, writing of test cases or
much of the manual testing effort.

COSTS
Costs of test automation include personnel to support test automation for the long
term. As mentioned, there should be a dedicated test environment as well as the
costs for the purchase, development and maintenance of tools. All of the support
of software development, such as planning, designing, configuration
management, etc. apply to test automation as well.
COMMON VIEW
Now that some of the basic points have been noted, I'd like to talk about the
paradigm of testing automation. When people think of test automation, the
'capture/playback' paradigm is commonly perceived. The developers create the
application software and turn it over to the testing group. The testers then busily
use capture/playback functionality of the testing tool to quickly create test scripts.
Capture/playback is used because it's easier than 'coding' scripts. These scripts
are then used to test the application software.
There are some inherent problems with this paradigm . First, test automation is
only applied at the final stage of testing when it is most expensive to go back and
correct the problem. The testers don't get a chance to create scripts until the
product is finished and turned over. At this point there is a tremendous pull on
resources to just test the software and forgo the test automation effort. Just
using capture/playback may be temporarily effective, but using capture/playback
to create an entire suite will make the scripts hard to maintain as application
modifications are made.
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TEST and AUTOMATE EARLY
From observations and experience, a different paradigm appears to be more
effective. Just as you would want to test early and test often if you were testing
manually, the same applies to test automation. The first level of testing is the
unit testing performed by the developer. From my experience unit testing can be
done well or not done well depending on the habits and personality of the
developer. Inherently, developers like to develop, not write test cases. Here's
where an opportunity for developers and testers to work together can begin to
pay off. Testers can help document unit tests and developers can write utilities
to begin to automate their unit tests. Assisting in documenting test cases will give
a better measurement of unit tests executed. Much success of test automation
comes from homegrown utilities. This is because they integrate so well with the
application and there is support from the developer to maintain the utilities so that
they work with the application. More effective and efficient unit testing, through
the use of some automation, provides a significant bang for the buck in trying to
find bugs in the testing life cycle. Static analyzers can also be used to identify
which modules have the most code complexity and may require more testing.
WORK WITH DEVELOPERS
The same approach should be applied at each subsequent level of testing. Apply
test automation where it makes sense to do so. Whether homegrown utilities are
used or purchased testing tools, it's important that the development team work
with the testing team to identify areas where test automation makes sense and to
support the long term use of test scripts.
Where GUI applications are involved the development team may decide to use
custom controls to add functionality and make their applications easier to use.
It's important to determine if the testing tools used can recognize and work with
these custom controls. If the testing tools can't work with these controls, then
test automation may not be possible for that part of the application. Similarly, if
months and months of effort went into building test scripts and the development
team decides to use new custom controls which don't work with existing test
scripts, this change may completely invalidate all the effort that went into test
automation. In either case, by identifying up front in the application design phase
how application changes affect test automation, informed decisions can be made
which affect application functionality, product quality and time to market. If test
automation concerns aren't addressed early and test scripts cannot be run, there
is a much higher risk of reduced product quality and increased time to market.
Working with developers also promotes building in 'testability' into the application
code. By providing hooks into the application testing can sometimes be made
more specific to any area of code. Also, some tests can be performed which
otherwise could not be performed if these hooks were not built.
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Besides test drivers and capture/playback tools, code coverage tools can help
identify where there are holes in testing the code. Remember that code coverage
may tell you if paths are being tested, but complete code coverage does not
indicate that the application has been exhaustively tested. For example, it will not
tell you what has been 'left out' of the application.
CAPTURE/PLAYBACK
Here's just a note on capture/replay. People should not expect to install the
testing tool, turn on the capture function and begin recording tests which will be
used forever and ever. Capturing keystrokes and validating data captured within
the script will make the script hard to maintain. Higher level scripts should be
designed to be modular which has options to run several tests scripts. The lower
level test scripts which actually perform tests also should be relatively small and
modular so they can be shared and easily maintained. Data for input should not
be hard coded into the script, but rather read from a file or spreadsheet and loop
through the module for as many times as you wish to test with variations of data.
The expected results should also reside in a file or spreadsheet and read in at the
time of verification. This method considerably shortens the test script making it
easier to maintain and possibly reuse by other test scripts. Bitmap comparisons
should be used very sparingly. The problem with bitmap comparison is that if
even one pixel changes in the application for the bitmap being compared, the
image will compare as a mismatch even if you recognize it as a desirable change
and not a bug. Again, the issue is maintainability of the test suite.

Capture/playback functionality can be useful in some ways. Even when creating
small modular scripts it may be easier to first capture the test then go back and
shorten and modify it for easier maintenance. If you wish to create scripts which
will obviously provide immediate pay back, but you don't care if it's maintainable,
then using capture/playback can be a very quick way to create the automated
test. These scripts typically are thrown away and rebuilt later for long term use.
The capture/playback functionality is also good to use during the design phase of
a product if there's a prototype developed. During usability testing, which is an
application design technique, users sit at the computer using a mock up of the
actual application where they're able to use the interface, but the real functionality
has not yet been built. By running the capture/playback tool in capture mode
while the users are 'playing' with the application, recorded keystrokes and mouse
movements can track where the users move on the system. Reading these
captured scripts help the designers understand the level of difficulty in navigating
through the application.
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PLAYERS
Test automation is not just the responsibility of the testers. As noted, getting
developers involved is important as well as getting the understanding and support
of management. Since test automation is an investment, it's important that they
understand the up front costs and expected benefits so that test automation stays
around long enough to show the benefits. There is the tendency to 'give up'
when results are not shown right away.
If the project is just beginning with test automation then having someone who can
champion the test automation effort is important. This 'champion' should have
skills in project management, software testing and software development
(preferably a coding background). This 'champion' is responsible for being the
project manager of the test automation effort. This person needs to interact well
with both the testers and the application developers. Since this person may also
be actively involved with writing scripts as well, good development skills are also
desirable. This person should not be involved with the designing of test cases or
manual testing other than to review other team member's work. Typically there is
not enough time to both design test cases and design test automation. Nor is
there time to build test scripts and run manual tests by the same person. Where
the testing effort is large the distinction between these two roles apply to teams of
automators and testers as well. Too many times test automators are borrowed
to performed manual testing never to realize the benefits of test automation in the
current or future releases of the application.
This is not to say that the role of testers is reduced . Test planning still needs to
be done by a test lead, test cases still need to be designed and manual testing
will still be performed. The added role for these testers is that they most likely will
begin to run the automated test scripts. As they run these scripts and begin to
work more closely with the test automation 'champion' or test automators, they
too can begin to create scripts as the automated test suite matures.
Experience has shown that most bugs are not found by running automated tests.
Most bugs are found in the process of creating the scripts, or the first time the
code is tested. What test automation mostly buys you is the opportunity to not
spend valuable man hours retesting code that has been tested before, but which
has to be tested in any case because the risk is too high not to test it. The other
benefit comes from the opportunity to spend these man hours rigorously testing
new code for the first time and identifying new bugs. Just as testing in general is
not a guarantee, but a form of insurance, test automation is a method to have
even more insurance.
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SOME NUTS AND BOLTS
When learning to use testing tools it's common to make mistakes. One way to
mitigate these mistakes is to create scripts which will provide immediate pay
back. That is, create scripts which won't take too much time to create yet will
obviously save manual testing effort. These scripts will be immediately useful
and it's all right if they're not intended to be part of the permanent test suite.
Those creating the scripts will learn more about the tool's functionality and learn
to design even better scripts. Not much is lost if these scripts are thrown away
since some value has already been gained from them. As experience is gained
with the testing tool, a long term approach to test automation design can start to
be developed.
Again, start off small when designing scripts. Identify the functional areas within
the application being tested. Design at a higher level how each of these
functional areas would be automated, then create a specific automated test
design for one of the functional areas. That is, what approach will be used to
create scripts using test cases as the basis for automating that function. If there
are opportunities to use common scripting techniques with other testing modules,
then identifying these common approaches as potential standards would be
useful in creating maintainable scripts.
Use a similar approach to design and create scripts for some of the other
functional areas of the application. As more experience is gained from
automation then designing and building scripts to test the integration of these
functional areas would be the next step in building a larger and more useful
testing suite.
Since the purpose of automating testing is to find bugs, validations should be
made as tests are performed. At each validation point there is a possibility of
error. Should the script find an error, logic should be built into it so that it can not
only report the error it found but also route back to an appropriate point within the
automated testing suite so that the automated testing can continue on. This is
necessary if automated tests are to be run overnight successfully. This part of
test automation is the 'error recovery process' . This is a significant effort since it
has to be designed in for every validation point. It's best to design and create
reusable error recovery modules which can be called from many validation points
in many scripts. Related to this are the reports that get generated from running
the tests. Most tools allow you to customize the reports to fit your reporting
needs.
It's also important to write documented comments in the test scripts to help those
who would maintain the test scripts. Write the scripts with the belief that
someone else will be maintaining them.
In the automation test design or documented within the test scripts also identify
any manual intervention which is necessary to set up the test environment or test
data in order to run the scripts. Perhaps databases need to be loaded or data
has to be reset.
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TEST DATA
I know of three ways to have the test data populated so that the test environment
is setup correctly to run automated tests. If complete control of the test
environment is available to testers, then reloading preset databases can be a
relatively quick way to load lots of data. One danger in having several preset
databases is if a future release requires a reconstruction of data structures and
the effort to convert the current data structures to the desired state is a large
effort.
Another method of setting up the data is to create tests scripts which run and
populate the database with the necessary data to be used in automated tests.
This may take a little longer to populate, but there's less dependency on data
structures. This method also allows more flexibility should other data change in
the database.
Even though I mention 'databases' specifically, the concepts apply to other types
of data storage as well.
Other people with test automation experience have used 'randomly' generated
data successfully to work with their test scripts. Personally, I have no experience
using randomly generated data, but this is another option worth looking into if
you're looking for other ways to work with data.
POTENTIAL RISKS
Some common risks to the test automation effort include management and team
members support fading after not seeing immediate results, especially when
resources are needed to test the current release. Demanding schedules will put
pressure on the test team, project management and funding management to do
what it takes to get the latest release out. The reality is that the next release
usually has the same constraints and you'll wish you had the automated testing in
place.
If contractors are used to help build or champion the test automation effort
because of their experience, there is the risk that much of the experience and
skills will 'walk away' when the contractor leaves. If a contractor is used, ensure
there is a plan to back fill this position since the loss of a resource most likely will
affect the maintenance effort and new development of test scripts. It's also just
as important that there is a comprehensive transfer of knowledge to those who
will be creating and maintaining the scripts.
Stnce the most significant pay back for running automated tests come from future
releases, consider how long the application being tested will remain in its current
state. If a rewrite of the application is planned in the near future or if the interface
is going to be overhauled, then it probably makes sense to only use test
automation for immediate pay back. Again, here's where working with application
designers and developens @n make a gjffer~nce, especially if internal changes
are planned which may not appear to affect the testing team, but in reality can
affect a large number of test scripts.
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SUMMARY
As mentioned earlier, most of the concepts identified here came from experiences
and as also noted there's not a lot of facts to back up these ideas. The intent
here wasn't to prove any particular technique worked, but, rather just to share
methods which appear to be more successful. If nothing else, this information
can be used to look at test automation from a little different perspective and
assist in planning.

If you have experiences which are different than these which you've found
successful, or if you've experienced hardships using some of these
recommendations, I'd be grateful to hear from you. Many people, including
myself, are interested in finding out what really works in creating higher quality
software more quickly. As we learn from each other we'll use opportunities, such
as this conference, to share what we can.
Comments can be sent to me at:
zallar@crl.com
I also support a testing web page which has links to quality organizations, tool
vendors, consultants, and other testing references. It is not the best testing web
page out there, but there are pointers to some other excellent web pages and
they are noted. This URL for this page is:
http://www.crl.com/-zallar/testing.html
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Key Points
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define purpose for automation
Test automation IS software development
Design test automation strategy
Work closely with developers
Choose people with the correct skillsets
Test automation is an 'Investment'
- Maintainability is key

Points
• Achieve small successes and grow
• Most efforts are very underestimated
• Apply test automation throughout lifecycle
- May use several tools including homegrown

• Dedicated test environment recommended
• Test automation alone can't keep up
- Automation is only one part of quality efforts

~

REAL Benefits
•
•
•
•

Automated testing is faster - Once built
Automated testing is consistent
Manual verification is error prone
Application needs to be tested many times
over for many releases
• As automated tests are added, subsequent
complete test runs cover more
• Manual testing efforts can focus on more
rigorous tests

Bogus Benefits
• Current release will be tested more quickly
• If it's automated · ust be easier
~ _

f
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tdonewell,
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• Test planning, cas , on't have to be done
• Little manual testing will have to be done

Costs of Automation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated resources - Long term
Dedicated test environment
Purchase and creation of testing tools
Maintenance fees to vendors for upgrades
Learning tools - Training and learning
Planning, designing, configuration
management and other development stuff

Types of Testing Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test Planning tools
Test Design tools
Test Management tools
Static Analysis Tools
Test Drivers
Capture/Playback:Regression:Test Drivers
Code Coverage Tools (evaluation of tests)
Performance / Load Testing Tools
Other tools

I.Q. Test
Which Does Not Belong?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Automate payroll process
Automate accounting process
Automate testing process
Automate reservation process
Coordinate annual group picnic

Automating a process isn't something
you do in your spare time.
Resources should be dedicated.

PlayeisJt
• Management & Funding Client who "get it"
- Benefits & costs, investment, software development

• Coding Team willing to work with automators
• Test Automation Champion
- Leads effort
- Project Management, implementation knowledge
- Not expected to write test cases or do manual testing

• Other Test Automators - have coding perspective
• Testers
- Designs tests, runs automated tests, manual testing

Can Testers Keep Up?
• Technology advances assist developers'
efforts faster than testers
• Code can be generated faster and faster
using advanced development tools
• Reuse of code assists in creating
applications more quickly
• Schedules don't allow
-Codeit/Testitall
- Fix it/ Test it all again...

---~

~
-

I- We're losing the battle
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What Can Testers Do?
• Use other proven quality techniques
- Effective walkthroughs and inspections
- Controlled release management, etc.

• Plan and strategize to test early
(while the code is still warm)

• Build in testability - Team with development
• Automate through all levels of testing

-Automation works best when it's planned as
part of the development and test strategy

T

Automation Strategies
Popular
View

Design & Code

Run Automated Tests
Capture/Playback

(I don 't recommend)
Design Application (review)
Design Test Automation (review)
Code Application (inspect)
Build Test Automation (inspect)
Run simple automated tests

' More '
Successful View

Release on Test Environment
Run Automated Tests
Build Test Automation (inspect)
Integrate code
Run Automated Tests

Why Team with Developers?

:::~

•
•
•
•
•

Testers learn internal structure of product
Developers gain testing assistance from testers
Introduce 'testability' in product design
Other testen' requirements can be included
Less likely changes in code or code design will
invalidate test scripts
- Application and test scripts are considered in design

• Testing independence is not lost

Setting up for Success

{!bJf.

Z

• Support for automation

- Management, Project Management, Developers

• Stable test system which is under the control
of Testers
• Identify dedicated resource (recommended)
• Identify which tool works well with your
application - tool evaluation and acquisition
• Application software which is at least
75% stable

Getting Started
• Training and learning - investment
• Create short lived throw away scripts

1....;ngd,oXJ

-Ald, , . _ In
- Quick benefits from tool

~
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• Work with Developers to plan integration
of test automation
• Create an test automation design

T•t Automation Design
• Identify what will be automated - start small
• Breakdown application's functional areas
• Identify tactical approach for scripting
functional areas including validation
• Identify tactical approach for scripting tests
for integration of functional areas & validation
• Identify Manual Intervention
• Error Recovery Process - very important
• Test Reports

Automated Test Script Creation
Depends Upon
• Design of automated testing
• Test cases - documentation of what's to
be tested and expected results
• Test data

Automated Test Scripting
Guidelines
tJ
• Follow Design (as you would code) '
• Keep modules small and structured, then
integrate them (as you would code)
• Write and follow scripting standards
• Use variables with input files instead of
recording keystrokes (i.e. don't hardcode)
• Document test scripts within the script
• Script according to the setup and
instructions documented in the test case

D

Test Data

• Testers must have control of test data for
automation to be effective
• Methods of prepopulating data to set up
test cases for test automation
- Reload databases at various points in test cycle
- Generate specific test data using test scripts
- Generate random test data using test scripts

Capture/Playback
• Capturing and playing back is not a ~"""'"""'c:!.
recommended long term strategy
- Too difficult to maintain scripts

• Capture/Playback can be used to assist with:
- Coding of small modules which can later be integrated
- Creation of'short lived' scripts for immediate use
- Usability testing with prototype in application design
phase

Potential Risks
• Management support fading after not
seeing immediate results

A

• Schedules driving resources a w a y .
from automation
Test environment is not stable
• Expertise walking away - contractors
• Application changes so dramatically
requiring a rewrite of most test scripts

8

- Including changes in custom controls

,, ·'

Bull's Eyes

~

• It's more of an effort than you t h i n ~
• Programmen who care about testing
appear to make the best test automaton
• Home grown utilities compliment
purchased testing tools
• Most bugs are found in the effort of
creating test scripts
• Automation is an investment, designing
and scripting for maintainability is key

The End
Kerry Zal.l.ar ...,..,..
MCIFICftaELL

eaail zallar@crl . coa
http://www.crl.coa/~zallar/teatin9 . html
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0.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes use of the Software Sigma Predictive Engine to predict escaping
defects and rework costs in delivered software. The engine utilizes defect containment
history data and .estimated si7.e (delivered source lines of code), estimating defect 1eve1s
and as&>ciated rework costs and providing confidence intervals for these estimates.
Current efforts are underway to validate the engine against actual project data.
Preliminary rework cost data for defects generated in some stage, but discovered in a later
stage, has been collected from 14 software projects. Results suggest that the cost
avoidance of software defects during software development can easily run into the millions
of dollars. A principal observation is that a mature software process can produce
substantial cost avoidance by reduction of defect rework.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Objectives

This paper briefly reviews the software sigma methodology , reviews the sigma predictive
engine [l], and describes a recent initiative to associate the cost of defect rework with the
sigma predictive engine. Ao outcome of this effort had been the ability to estimate
expected rework costs for both observed in process defects and escaping defects, which
impact the cost of product warranty. The objectives of this paper are to explain:
• The context for software Sigma deployment and its relationship to continuous
process improvement
• The framework for product quality improvement with initial steps to identify
critical defect types, make process improvements, and identify a kernel set of sigma
metrics
• Explain the mechanisms required, including defect containment, to estimate
escaping DPU and software product sigma.
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• Demonstrate the relationship between the defect containment matrix and the cost
of rework.

2.

CONTINUOUS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

The "Six Sigma" quality improvement program is designed to improve competitiveness by
providing higher customer satisfaction at reduced development cost The fundamental
measure of quality in this program is the number of defects in the product, otherwise
known as the "defects per unit" (DPU). Fewer defects results in cost savings because
there is less rework and cycle times are shorter. Discovery of defects that escaped from
an earlier process step can call attention to weaknesses in the software process step that
created them. Defect rates in a current process step, above expected norms, call attention
to problem areas in the current step. The decision to reduce defects is a "common-sense"
decision that yields a "value-added" result. This value-added approach must be maintained
when setting defect goals for each phase of the program and must encompass several careabouts for the program and its customer. These care-abouts include, but are not limited
to, these factors:
•

Life-cycle cost (LCC).

•

Defects escaping from the process. This isa function of the process capability and
the test effectiveness.

•

Field reliability requirements.

The cost of each defect reduction task is evaluated as an investment that provides value
and payback to the corporation and satisfies a customer requirement
2.1. Process
The Software Sigma Process serves as an enabler for achieving level 4 in the SEI
Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [4]. This level has two key process areas (KPAs) that
benefit from this process: Quantitative Software Management and Software Quality
Management. The Software Sigma Process also enables the CMM Level 5 KPA, Defect
Prevenaon. The feedback of defect data from intermediate forms of the product during
development provides basic parametric data on the performance of the process and the
quality of the intermediate product form. Figure 1 indicates the feedback loop of sigma
product metrics, which, together with process metrics, provide the data for analysis of the
process and product
A six sigma organiz.ation will spend 1% or less of each sales dollar on rework; a four
sigma organization will spend as much as 25%. [5] Defects created early, but discovered
late in the development cycle can cost 1OOX more to remove. Each defect repaired causes
redesign, recoding, reinspection, and retesting, which add to the development cost. In
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manufacturing. these costs are often called the "hidden factory". This "hidden factory" is a
large factor in development costs as well as costs in production. By improving software
quality through defect prevention and reduction we reduce cycle time and decrease
software cost by reducing rework of software defects. [6]

• Increase product quality
• Prevent defects

Figure 1. Software~ Quality Control Paradigm
3.

SOFTWARE SIGMA

3.1.

Product Sigma as Defects Per Million Opportunities (DPMO)

While defects per unit is an important metric for understanding the quality of a given
product, the differences in the sizes of various software products requires that we
introduce a different term for understanding the overall quality of an organization's
products. We introduce two terms for this purpose: Defects per Million Opportunities
(DPMO) and Sigma. DPMO is simply a way to normalize the defect measure across
multiple products. Sigma is a way of relating this to the quality of other, non-software
products. Details of the relationship between sigma and DPMO can be found in [5].

As a shorthand notation, we use the term "sigma" to represent the standardiz.ed measure
of the defect level of a product at the time it is delivered to a customer. The defects
contained in the product at this point are called "escaping defects". When the software
product is under development, we can predict this value based on observed defects in the
intermediate software artifacts. This intermediate defect data is maintained in a Defect
Containment Matrix (Figure 2). In order to predict "sigma" we also require an estimate
of the siz.e of the product in Delivered Source Lines of Code (DLOC). Generated DPU
are a result of the Predictive Engine's statistical estimate based upon defect history data
and observed DPU. The formula for predicted sigma is:

dpmo = [(Generated DPU - Observed DPU) I DLOC] * 1,000,000
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where Generated DPU is the number of defects in the product since its inception, as
estimated by the model, and Observed DPU is the number of defects caught and corrected
during product development. as recorded in the Defect Containment Matrix.
The estimate of escaping defects is obtained by several independent techniques, including:
•
•
•

Estimates of fault density
Weibull estimates made during software integration and test
The Software Sigma predictive engine

The defect containment matrix [3], in figure 2, is collected for each software product and
retains a history of defects observed during the intermediate stages of product
development. The columns represent development stages where a defect originated and
rows represent the development stage of defect detection. Thus the number 158 in the
cell (PD,RA) represents 158 defects that originated in stage RA and were detected in
stage PD.

total

4
0

555

999

439

13

2

67

Figure 2.Defect Containment Matrix

3.2.

Causal Analysis Loop

The process of finding and correcting defects involves a sequence of events starting with
defect identification, origin, type and reason codes to aid in defect classification, and
finally causal analysis to determine the process step responsib1e for recurring defects.
Defect containment data is critical and plays a dual role. Historical defect containment
data (ie., past history) represents analysis of the process capability to contain and prevent
defects. Current defect containment data (on an active project) provides feedback on
defects against the current intermediate product. Both types of defect containment data
are used in the SW Sigma Predictive Engine to predict escaping defects per unit (DPU)
and Sigma for the current product under development.
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3.3.
Opportunity Counting
A key issue in measuring defects in terms of sigma or defects per million opportunities
(DPMO) is determining what is an opportunity. An opportunity is a chance for
nonconfonnance to the specification of a product or process. We have chosen to use
software size in delivered source lines of code (DLOC) as our unit of "opportunity''. This
definition will allow DPU and DLOC, taken against intermediate products, to become the
input parameters to a software predictive model. This model will predict DPU escaping
and delivered sigma using (DLOC) as the opportunity count.
The measurement of software DPU and the prediction of escaping software defects is part
of our software quality improvement model We plan to implement levels 4 and 5 of the
SEI' s Capability Maturity Model using these measurements. (Levels 4 and 5 incorporate
principles of statistical process control applied to software process and products.)
Knowledge of product escaping defects will be analyzed and used to make optimizing
process improvements.
Process sigma applied to manufacturing is focused on producing integrated
product/process designs that allow+/- 6 sigma defect levels in manufactured products.
A primary distinction between software sigma and the process (manufacturing) sigma is
that software in-process DPU are observed during software development rather than
during production. Manufacturing defect opportunities are obse,-ved, not predicted,
during production.

The purpose of measuring development opportunity counts is to allow benchmarking of
our software development process quality, and to measure the quality of the delivered
software product. ''Sigma" is a predictor of the defects remaining in the product when
delivered to the customer. Defects are obse,-ved in-process, during development of
intermediate products. The in-process DPU data are used as parameters to predict DPU
escaping from the product. Fmally, product use in the field results in empirical
measurement of the products faults. The fault density is a lagging indicator of the
escaping DPU estimated by the predictive model.
4. SOFTWARE SIGMA PREDICTIVE ENGINE
The Predictive Engine views historical stage containment data as evidence of the
effectiveness of the development process used in similar projects to detect defects,
regardless of when these defects were introduced. The conditional probabilities of
detecting defects, both in and out of stage, are computed from these data. They are then
de-rated by estimated efficiencies in order to reflect the less than perfect detection of all
defects. Estimates of delivered source lines of code (DLOC) and goal sigma level are
entered and, together with the capture probabilities, are the basis for a calculation of the
number of defects expected to be observed in each stage in order to reach the goal sigma
level.
These defect estimates are then replaced by project defect actuals as they occur in order to
derormine ;~will ~ftware product siima level, along with statistical error bounds.

w,
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The statistical model used in the Predictive Engine views the number of defects generated
in each stage as Poisson random variables which are independent between the different
stages of the development process, [1]. These random numbers of defects are then
subjected to the random process of defect detection and the resulting number of detected,
and undetected, defects are random variables whose distributions remain Poisson. The
total number of detected defects, as well as the total number of escaping defects, then can
be represented as the sum of independent Poisson random variables and it is this that
makes it possible to develop a maximum likelihood estimator for the mean number of
escaping defects. Figure 3 illustrates the flow of defects through the development stages,
where vertical bars represent inspections and reviews of each stage.

SW ENGINE
• Input Data
• Defect Cootabunent

• SoorceLOC
• Screen effecdvenea
• Goalslgma

• Cost Capablllty~
Matrb:

~

<-na.

• Output Data
• Initial Defect Spread

• Model Bounds

Computation and Prediction
with error bounds
PD

DD

CUT

IJ

• Escaping Defects
• Confidence Interval
• Cost of Rework

l&T

Figure 3. Software Predictive Engine

An estimate of the variance of the estimator, along with the asymptotic normality of its
distribution, allows for the calculation of an approximate statistical confidence interval for
the mean number of escaping defects, as well as an approximate prediction interval for the
actual number of escaping defects. These estimates and intervals are automatically
calculated and displayed in a spreadsheet, along with corresponding estimates and
intervals for the process sigma level This sigma level is a predictor of the number of
defects remaining in the product when delivered to the customer.
4.1.Predictive model for Escaping DPU and product sigma.
The initial predictive model for SG software sigma is based on In-Process Defect inputs
observed during the development process. In-process DPU measurements are derived
from monthly DPU of intermediate products. An estimate of the sigma of similar products
. is taken from the SG Product Quality Metric (Fault Density). The Product Metric may be
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viewed as a lagging indicator of software product sigma. The aggregate faults collected
during one year of product use represent a first-order approximation of escaping DPU.
The predictive model uses estimates/ measurements of the screen effectiveness(% defects
caught by the screen) associated with various development stages of the software build.
The percent effectiveness of an inspection / review is based upon history and estimates
from stage defect containment data obtained from prior builds. The screen effectiveness
percentages are first estimated from engineering judgment, but may be revised based on
stage containment DPU data. Finally the effectiveness of Integration Test can be
estimated from historical data. Weibu.Il estimates, based on accumulated DPU during
Integration and Test, can be used to calibrate the true effectiveness of the integration and
test screen. It is assumed that new defects can be injected into the software during the
integration and test stage. The engine calculates initial values for DPU expected for each
stage and allow the developer to model his environment and its effect in terms of DPU for
the given values of screen effective~ and assumed sigma for the product. Figure 4
shows the initial DPU values expected based upon the defect history, sigma goal and
current opportunity count Figure 5 shows the "Current Page of the Engine.

Automatic spread of observed DPU

~

Figure 4. Automatic Spread of Observed DPU
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As actual data is entered for each phase, it overrides the DPU computed by the

spreadsh~t, which were needed to obtain the assumed sigma. From this point in time
forward, to improve the product's sigma it is necessary to:
•

Reduce the DPU observed at each stage by improvement of the software process
steps.

•

Increase the screen detection probabilities by improving the screens ability to detect
both in-phase and out of phase DPU.

•

Improve your process to find most DPU in early stages of development.

4.2. Upper Limits
This block of cells, illustrated in Figure 6, is calculated based upon Poisson probability
tails. The numbers represent upper bounds for actual DPU counts entered in the
DEFECTS OBSERVED block of cells. The probability that one of the actual DPU values
is greater than the corresponding upper bound cell, given our historical assumptions, is at
most Alpha_U. In other words, there is at most an Alpha_U x 100 % chance that an
actual number of defects will exceed the corresponding upper limit, given true historical
assumptions.

Error Bounds on Initial Sigma DPU

Figure 6. Error Bounds
If several actuals, say n, exceed their corresponding upper bounds, then there is at most an
(~~_U) n x 1~ % chance that the historical assumptions are correct. To reject the
histoncal assumptions there are two alternative hypotheses:
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First, the DPU may exceed expected results due to superior process which is finding
moreDPU.
• Second, the process is not as effective at preventing DPU from occurring in the
process, resulting in more defects to be found.
Only experienced engineering judgment can determine the correct conclusion. In any
case, your DPU escaping and product sigma will be lower than the initial goal.
•

4.3.Lower Limits
This block of cells, is similar to the upper bounds illustrated in Figure 6. The values are
calculated based upon Poisson probability tails. The numbers represent lower bounds for
actual DPU counts entered in the DEFECTS OBSERVED block of cells. The probability
that one of the actual DPU values is less than the corresponding lower bound, given our
historical assumptions, is at most Alpha_L. To reject the historical as.sumptions there are
two alternative hypotheses:
• First, the DPU may be Jess than expected due to an inferior inspection process which is
finding fewer defects than expected.
• Second, the process is more effective than expected at preventing defects from
occurring in the process, resulting in fewer defects to be found.
Only experienced engineering judgment can determine the correct conclusion.

4.4.Defects Observed
This block of cells, illustrated in Figure 7, is initialized to the PLANNING DPU
SPREAD BY PHASE. As actual DPU data is collected by the project, it is entered to
overwrite this data. Fmally, the data contains only actual data and based upon actual data
observed, the sigma of escaping DPU is calculated.

Observed Sigma modifies Predicted
DPU Escaping

Figure 7 Actual DPU
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4.5.Confidence Levels

The CONFIDENCE LEVEL represents the probability that the true values of DPU,

dpmo, and sigma in the corresponding cells are within the upper and lower bounds
indicated. The sigma interval in Figure 8, labeled THIS PROGRAM, represents a
confidence interval predicting the sigma for escaping DPU based upon this programs
actual data. The interval labeled AVERAGE represents a confidence interval based upon
repeating the experiment of collecting actuals multiple times for this program.

Predicted Sigma and Error Bounds
Confidence Intervals for Predicted
Sigma (DPU Escaping)

Figure 8 Confidence Limits and Sigma Prediction
5. ESTIMATING THE COST OF SOFI'WARE REWORK
First we gathered average cost data (in engineering hours) of defects detected out of phase

during development of a software product from 14 programs. The Software Predictive
Engine (not the prediction part) calculates the expected spread of defects needed to reach
a given sigma goal. This spread over time is replaced by actual observed defects.
Using the SW Predictive Engine's ability to estimate the number of defects expected to
meet a given sigma goal, it is easy to muhiply defects by average cost (in staff hrs.) and
sum to a total cost of rework. This is not using the predictive part of the Engine. The
estimate turns to actuals over the program life. Figure 9 illustrates the potential cost of
rework at different sigma levels.
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Potential Cost Avoidance
Rework Cost by Sigma Level
for SOK DLOC
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Figure 9 Potential Rework Cost
The message for program managers is that preliminary data indicate large cost avoidance
for programs that set software sigma goals high and then practice software continuous
improvement process at a sufficiently high level to reach that sigma goal Similar results
are believed to be true for cycle time. We have established that programs operating at SEI
Level 5, including the practice of software sigma, will observe substantial cost avoidance
by reduced rework cost. Figure 10 indicates defect cost by stage of creation including
defects observed from prior stages. This data was collected and averaged from 14 active
SO programs.
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Quantification of the Cost of SW Rework
(<= 10 samples/project/cell)
Row averages over stage (time).
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Figure 10 ,Average Cost of Defects by Stage
S.l.Comparison of Program Rework Costs by Process Level
The cost avoidance of software rework is very significant for programs with a mature

software process. We observe that the sigma goal, and corresponding defect reduction,
correspond very closely to the programs proces.5 maturity. When comparisons between
programs operating at SEI level 3 and programs operating at SEI level 5 are made, the
impact of the savings is a strong argument for improving the process maturity level An
examp1e follows which shows the potential gain of working at an SEI level 5 with reduced
defects and a higher sigma goal Figure 10 illustrates two comparable programs, one
working at SEI level 3, the other at level 5. The programs are technically of similar sire
re1ative to equivalent lines of code. The effect of reuse code is removed from the
comparisons. In fact an expected range of values for each table entry can be calcu1ated.
One can multiply corresponding table entries and sum the total cost of rework for the
defects. Multiplying by a standard overhead rate, the total cost of rework is determined as
shown in Figure 11.
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Software Design Affordability Estimate
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Figure 11 Total Cost of Rework
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The outcome of SEI level 5 activity was a much higher sigma go~ ~f 5.1 with a reduced

defect rework cost and in fact a lower cost to sustain process was mdicated.
Toe net effect was a total cost avoidance which is indicated in Figure 13.

Cost Avoidance Example
What accounts for these procas impl'Offments and cost benefits
between two roudilJ comparable (ELOC ) prORraim?
(LEVELS}
ELOC (UV sa UV 3 Plodadi,ity Rates)
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Figure 13 Total Cost Avoidance Example
The data are summarized in Figure 14, which indicates that the total cost avoidance of the
project could be decomposed as indicated into rework, optimiz.ed process and increased
developer experience.

Cost Avoidance Example
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.Redu&d

,ae,iork
Figurt 14 Total Cost Avoidance
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S.l.Estimates of Warranty Risk
The same defect cost data can be used with the SW Sigma Predictive Engine (now using
the capability to predict escaping defects) to predict the cost of rework (warranty risk) for
a released product. An estimate of the total cost avoidance is obtained when factoring in
the process cost to reduce the defect count

5.3. Conclusions
The high cost of software rework, due to detected defects. is not an inherent artifact of
development [2]. Operating a software development group at a high level of software
process, such as SEI level 5, coupled with careful monitoring of defects. such as with the
Predictive Engine, can ~ult in significant cost avoidance. The effect of the "Hidden
Factory", is not a result of doing business, but rather due to doing bus~ without careful
process development and optimization of existing practices. in particular with respect to
defect prevention.
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MANAGING SOFTWARE QUALITY
HOW TO A VOID DISASTER AND ACHIEVE SUCCESS
******************************************************************************************************************

"Software implementation is a cozy bonfire, warm, bright, a bustle of comforting concrete activity. But beyond the
flames is an immense zone of darkness. Testing is the exploration of this darkness."
as extracted from the 1992 Software Maintenance Technology Reference Guide
******************************************************************************************************************

Where are We? Setting the Stage
The increasing cost and complexity of software development is leading software organizations in the
government and industry to search for new ways through process methodology and tools for improving
the quality of the software they deliver.
However, the overall process is only as strong as its weakest link. This critical link, I would argue, is
software quality engineering - an increasingly recognized discipline within software engineering which
encompasses both formal testing and software quality assurance.
Software test and quality assurance (QA) have traditionally been viewed by many as a necessary evil,
dreaded by both software developers and management alike, and not as an integrated and parallel
activity staged across the entire software development lifecycle. One thing is dear - by definition, QA is
still considered by many as only a negative step usually occurring at the end of the software
development process.
The best that can happen under this perception is that no problems are detected in the software and that
none exist for detection after delivery. We know this is not the case in the real word of application
development. In reality, it is QA that finds problems which trigger a feedback loop to development for
resolution and retesting to make sure the fix works and has not created other problems. All of this
activity invariably happens under extreme time constraints, and with management visibility. But it is the
kind of visibility that no one usually wants because everyone else up in the development food chain
could slip.

The Real World of Software Development -A Sobering Perspective
The following scenario is not untypical and represents a composite perspective gleaned from this
writer's 15 years of experience in the government and industry.
A software quality assurance specialist is assigned to work on a multimillion dollar effort to develop a
new system. The QA specialist knows that the completion date for the program is unrealistic, given the
scope and complexity of the development effort. As a result of testing, the QA specialist knows that there
are some real serious technical difficulties affecting the software system interface performance with a
very large relational database system, as well as numerous bugs in the query routines for the graphical
user interface.

After months of keeping growing concerns private, the QA specialist decides to share these concerns
with a fellow colleague. These concerns were not raised earlier because attempts to do so by others with
management had resulted in management telling them not to rock the boat. They had learned that
viewpoints perceived as negative were unwelcome and not wanted. Fellow colleagues had stopped
giving feedback to management because they now felt their views would be ignored and were afraid that
the additional feedback of this type would affect their careers. So this QA specialist told management
what they thought they wanted to hear - there were some minor problems wl.th the soflware but nothing
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that could not be resolved in time by the projected delivery date.
However, as the release date loomed ever closer, it was becoming obvious that the software was overly
complex, had a lot of functional problems, and most importantly, would not operate as promised at the
point of delivery. The QA specialist knew it would be a disaster if the system were delivered as
scheduled.
The system went through a development, test and evaluation which was aborted, and was subsequently
canceled by the acquisition organization after multiple tens of millions of dollars had been spent on
development. The QA organization was later disbanded because it was perceived as part of the problem.
Quality assurance professionals who find themselves in similar circumstances are faced with a difficult
choice. What should this QA specialist have done?
The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) code of ethics states the following: "the honest
computing professional will not make deliberately false or deceptive claims about a system or system design, but
will instead provide full disclosure of all pertinent system limitations and problems."
And the biggest single obstacle is cultural. QA is not generally viewed in our software development
environments as where the real action is. The general perception is still the following in many
development organizations - testers are software developers who could not make it and only real developers
become programmers. Testers, in particular, are often regarded as second class citizens and rewarded
accordingly. This often leads to high turnover, junior level experience, and no commitment to a
comprehensive QA program on the part of management.
However, becoming a good QA engineer or tester requires a skill set at least as equally complex as that
of a good software developer. And the importance of QA is becoming more and more relevant with the
dependencies we place on software creating "consequential damages" and legal quicksand when it does
not work as advertised. What does it take?

CREATING THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT
Senior managers within information technology must create an environment and foster a professional
climate in which their QA, test, and development engineers are encouraged to recognize and respond
positively within a software development effort in which all project tasking is rigorously and regularly
reviewed by QA. It is the job of QA to "tell it like it is".

Overview - This paper examines software quality assurance and software testing from a realistic, handson, practical approach rather than a theoretical one. There is much in the practice of testing that works,
much that does not work, and much that is in-between. Much of this paper will focus on the actual ''howtos" of testing and quality assurance. This paper will also address the large number of myths that have
evolved over time with respect to testing. We will discuss these myths and hopefully dispel most, if not
all of them.
We usually think of testing in software development as something we do when we run out of time or
after we have developed code. However, the fundamental approach as presented by this paper focuses
on testing as a fully integrated but independent activity with development that has a lifecycle all its own.
Planning, managing, executing, and documenting testing as a key process activity during all stages of
development is an incredibly difficult process. By definition, it has to be comprehensive. We will also
look at advanced second and third generation Computer Assisted Software Testing (CASTI tools which
can significantly ease the burden for the test or quality assurance specialist by automating those portions
of the development testing and quality process which lend themselves to automation. And finally, who
does the testing and the requisite commitment to testing is perhaps as important as the actual testing
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itself.

SOFTWARE QUAU1Y ENGINEERING
Software Quality Engineering is composed of two primary activities - process level quality which is
normally called quality assurance, and product oriented quality which is normally called testing. Process
level quality establishes the techniques, procedures, and tools which help promote, encourage, facilitate,
and create a software development environment in which efficient, optimized, acceptable, and as faultfree as possible software code is produced. Product level quality focuses on ensuring that the software
delivered is as error-free as possible, functionally sound, and meets or exceeds the real user's needs.
Testing is normally done as a vehicle for finding errors in order to get rid of them.
Characteristics of quality for software are normally defined as fitness for use or suitability and
maintainability. Suitability is an overall quality indicator made up of the following functional
characteristics - usability, accuracy, correctness, reliability, Maintainability incorporates the
characteristics of understandability, testability, portability, reusability, and traceability, etc.

Process level QA
Fundamentally, software quality assurance attempts to affect the bottomline - ensuring that the final
product has an acceptable quality.The problem is that different people have different definitions and
perceptions of just what software quality means.
Software quality assurance is primarily a management level activity responsible for identifying quality
issues and problems early in development. Actual cost and schedule has always been an activity
normally executed by management and usually tracked from the earliest of stages in the software
development effort but rarely does management "track" quality. The problem is that quality problems
which appear later in development represent far higher levels of risk to management than if detected
and resolved much earlier on. The responsibility on the part of management to track quality is just as
important as tracking project costs and schedule.
Unfortunately, the traditional quality assurance orientation has tended to generally focus on
documenting what was done after the fact, instead of first determining what will done and then doing it.
The main tools for quality assurance are part of the development process involving reviews and audits,
and testing and metrics collection. This raises an important point - then just what is testing?
Common definitions for testing-The First Set of Testing Myths

"Testing is the process of demonstrating that defects are not present in the application that was developed."
"Testing is the activity or process which shows or demonstrates that a program or system performs all intended
functions correctly."
"Testing is the activity of establishing the necessary "confidence" that a program or system does what it is
supposed to do, based on the set of requirements that the user has specified."
All of the above myths are very common and still prevalent definitions of testing. However, there is
something fundamentally wrong with each of these myths. The problem is this - each of these myths
takes a positive approach towards testing. In other words, each of these testing myths represents an
activity which proves that something works.
However, it is very easy to prove that something works but not so easy to prove that it does not work! In

fact, if one were to UBE formal 19W~, it is nearly impassible to prove that defects are not present. Just
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because a particular test does not find a defect does not prove that a defect is not present. What it does
mean is that the test did not find it.
These myths are still entrenched in much of how we collectively view testing and this mind-set sets us
up for failure even before we start really testing!
So what is the real definition of testing? "Testing is the process of executing a program/system with the intent
of finding errors." The emphasis is on the deliberate intent of finding errors. This is much different than
simply proving that a program or system works. This definition of testing comes from "The Art of
Software Testing" by Glenford Myers. It was his opinion that computer software is one of the most
complex products to come out of the human mind.
So why test in the first place? You know you can't find all of the bugs. You know you can' t prove the
code is correct. And you know that you will not win any popularity contests finding bugs in the first
place. So why even bother testing when there are all these constraints? The fundamental purpose of
software testing is to find problems in the software. Finding problems and having them fixed is the core
of what a testing engineer does. A tester should WANT to find as many problems as possible and the
more serious the problems the better. So it becomes critical that the testing process is made as efficient
and as cost-effective as possible in finding those software problems. The primary axiom for the testing
equation within software development is this:

"A test when executed that reveals a problem in the software is a success."
The purpose of finding problems is to get them fixed. The benefit is code that is more reliable, more
robust, more stable, and more closely matches what the real end-user wanted or thought they asked for
in the first place! A tester must take a destructive attitude toward the code, knowing that this activity is,
in the end, constructive. Testing is a negative activity conducted with the purpose of creating a stronger
software product and is operatively focused on the "weak links" in the software.
Quality assurance is the activity which ensures that the process level mechanisms are in place for quality
code to be produced at all stages of software development. The primary vehicle for this is testing.
Given the intricate complexities and dependencies associated with most of the software code we
develop, we have got to figure out a way of establishing test and quality assurance processes which will
allow us the greatest opportunity to find errors, defects, and problems during development because we
know they are there. Testing involves discovering these problems while quality assurance seeks to
prevent them.
So if a larger software quality engineering process is established to prevent and find errors, we can then
change our collective mind-set about how to ensure the quality of the software developed.
The impact of allowing errors to escape to delivery is significant and represents the greatest cost incurred
by a software development effort. Hewlett Packard determined in a study a few years ago that a
software defect created during unit-level development and then delivered after the completion of
software development cost them an average of $10,000 a piece!
Therefore we also need to understand the impact of failures of all kinds on the software we do develop.
Ask yourself this question - when was the last time you implemented a new system or a major upgrade
to an existing system? How was the first day after delivery? The second day after delivery? The first
week after delivery? What about those cases where data is corrupted or lost due to flawed software? This
issue alone has cost industry untold multiple millions of dollars in revenue and downtime.
Spending money and investing in the quality assurance and testing process can save huge amounts
down the road and even prevent costly failures on software that was not adequately tested or quality-
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checked. Identifying the impact of the delivery and maintenance costs for your particular system is the
first step in justifying the establishment of a formal quality assurance and testing process.
Another major misconception about testing in general focuses on the way we think about the typical
software development lifecyde. Some would argue that the following is THE misconception about
testing. Testing falls out on a timeline and we think that there is a particular time slice at the end of
development allocated just for testing.
The following scenario illustrates this very well and is the typical perception by most software
development organizations. "We expect code to be done by the end of June, production delivery occurs
at the end of August so we will have the entire month of July to test the system."
There are two major problems with the assumptive perception that test is a activity with a discreet slice
of the larger software development effort. First, one is never going to start testing when they think that
testing will be based on the master schedule, and you will never have enough time left to test, anyways!
Why? The typical schedule will establish start and end dates for the various activities involved in
software development. But this is a timeline orientation so if any activity slips before testing, then by
definition, testing will also slip. If you actually targeted 1 July as the start date for testing, based on a
software completion date of 30 June, you might not actually start testing until 15 July or even later,
assuming that the schedule does not slip first. If the delivery date is cast in stone, which usually is the
case until the schedule really slips, then instead of 31 days to test you only have 15 days. So if you think
of testing as that defined point in time which will start sometime AFTER the code is done, you have set
up your development effort for failure.
The other problem is that you will really never have enough time to test, anyways. We need to change
our understanding and use the testing time we do not have time for and apply it to the earlier phases of
the software development lifecycle. You need to think about testing the first day you think about the
system. Rather then viewing testing as something that takes place after development, focus instead on
the testing of everything as you go along to include the concept of operations, the requirements and
specifications, the design, the code, and of course, the tests!

"TEST FIRST, THEN CODE!"
"IF IT HASN'T BEEN TESTED, IT DOESN'T WORK, YETI"
So what is the basic process involved with testing? Testing is not just a phase of the software
development lifecycle. Testing is fundamentally a part of ALL phases of the software development
lifecyde. We must stop thinking of testing as an activity that is going to start sometime later during
development. Testing starts from day one and continues until the end of the program at the end of
maintenance.
And it begins with the requirements phase. Once you understand the requirements, you must ask
yourself how you will test those requirements. When you develop the software specifications against
those requirements consider how those same specifications will be tested. When code is written, think
about how the code is going to be tested. If you cannot think of a test then the code should not be
written. By thinking and doing testing during the entire software development lifecyde you can make
significant improvements in the quality of your testing and ultimately in the quality of the product you
deliver to the real end-user. This process practice will also save you significant time and money.
The cost saved can be significant. Glenford Myers calls it the rule of 10 or the real cost of fixing errors.
According to Myers it costs, repeat costs, 10 times more to find and fix a software problem in any phase
of the software development lifecycle than the preceding phase of the development lifecycle. This curve
grows by a factor of 10. Let us illustrate a typical scenario - you are in the final testing phase, conducting
an acceptance test on the final baseline of the code and you are finding a t\urt\~r of errors. The sch@dule
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says you will deliver at the end of August and you have no time left to fix them, so your system goes into
operations with a built-in list of maintenance fixes. Where is the time and money for that effort coming
from?!
THE FURTHER ALONG YOU ARE IN THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT UFECYCLE THE MORE IT
COSTS TO TEST/

No wonder program managers have an aversion to traditional testing. It costs them a lot of time, money,
and resources, just when they need them the most.
Lesson learned - Just test early. Test early and often. Test the design of the system before you build any
pseudo-code. Test the specs before you actually code. Review the code during coding before you test the
code, and then finally execute actual test cases. By doing the reviews and the code-level analyses during
all phases of the development life-cycle you will find many, if not most of the problems in the system
before the traditional testing period even begins. These activities alone will greatly improve the quality
of the delivered system.

Product level QA
As software complexity grows, program developers, quality assurance specialists, testers, and managers
have to increasingly control the critical development process and make the necessary decisions to delivery
and support a quality product for the end-user. Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool technology is considered by many as one of the more important technologies for helping automate the manner
and method by which we build, test, deliver, and maintain software.

However, in spite of the increasing maturity of the tools and the perceived and actual potential of CASE
technology, many organizations which have purchased and used CASE tools have not achieved the
expected improvements in quality or productivity, the twin challenges facing all software development
organizations.
A significant part of the problem directly hinges on the widely differing practices used by organizations
when adopting CASE tools. It is the adoption practices and subsequent use of the tools as a part of a larger
development process which largely determine the real success with CASE tools.
The technological "silver bullet" theory does not line the clouds of CASE tool usage. It requires answering
the questions of why, when, and how to bring CASE technology into a developmental organization, and a
sensitivity to all the technical, organizational, managerial, and most importantly, the cultural issues
involved.
Fundamentally, software engineering requires the ability to measure, and measurement permits controlled
management of the development process and reduces risk.

The Real Challenge
Many software development organizations are faced with the very real challenge of developing, delivering, and maintaining highly complex and interdependent systems while at the same time improving cycletime productivity and product quality. Organizations which can master the twin challenges of product
release and quality will go a long ways towards improving the stability, robustness, maintainability, and
usability of the delivered system.
Product quality is directly related to the strength of the software process. However, the major obstacle is
not the commitment to quality but in implementing quality via a well-defined, repeatable, and manageable process. This implementation also requires the use of the right kinds of tools at the right time and at
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the right stage to help this process.

SOFTWARFJSYSTEMS CODE ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY
There are now quality assurance tools which can analyze source code and provide a set of measurements
and reports that can greatly assist in making these key decisions. Tools now exist which can perform quantitative analysis and semantic and syntax analysis. These tools can act as programmatic indicators which
provide insight into the software's development process.

Static Code Metrics
For quantitative analysis there are tools which can analyze a variety of programming languages like C,
C++, Ada, or FORTRAN source code and calculate various measures. These metrics can measure data
complexity, measure logical relationships and interdependencies, source code size metrics, executable
statements, and purity ratio plus many others. Cyclomatic Complexity will determine the program's control-flow complexity based on the decision-making or state predicates in the unit code under analysis. In
addition, user-defined thresholds can be set to establish code acceptance criteria standards, help identify
more complex or more error-prone code, and therefore help to schedule and control projects.

In software development it is crucial to identify overly complex modules at the functional level which
need extra testing, rewriting, or reengineering in order to monitor, determine, and allocate the number of
hours and the scale of resources required to develop that functionality or program. In essence, a code metric tool gives the engineer the ability to get a handle on the problem of quantitatively characterizing the
code via a reports file, summary reports, and Kiviat diagrams.
For programming languages like C, the code generated during the programming process is often the
source of obscure bugs because many compilers will pass bugs along as legal statements. Semantic and
syntax analysis tools are available to provide detailed syntax and semantic error or inconsistency checks.
In addition, these same tools provide the capability to perform more detaileQ. analysis than the compiler,
itself, to include locating non-portable constructs. This kind of tool will also &eek out variable references
and function-call parameters including the ability to analyze varying source files and check to see if they
match. For non-portable constructs a semantic/syntax checker can identify pointer mixing, and different
sizes for short, int, and long, for example. This kind of tool will also check to verify that the code is legal.
For example, in C, this kind of tool will check the use of bitwise operators such as & versus&&, empty for
loops and never executed code.

Code Coverage
For code path test coverage there are also tools which can help. A code coverage tool provides a measure
of the structure of the code under analysis, both statically and dynamically. The goal of a test coverage
metrics is to ensure the completeness of testing the code beyond just reference to functional specification
alone and those tests chosen based on application domain intuition.
There are tools which measure coverage of code at the logical branch level, measure for coverage at the
call-graph level, and metrics which collect the number of times each path or path class in a module is actually exercised. By grouping paths into equivalence classes based on the state or decision points in the code,
the problem of path coverage testing is made more manageable for testing.
Source code is not changed, and no programming steps have to be altered, and the actual functionality of
the code remains the same. The basic technique involves the segmented instrumentation of the code and
then generating a trace file for later analysis after the path or paths have been stimulated via testing or
debugging scenarios. Once the report is generated, the engineer can identify unexecuted paths, locate the
critical paths, identify redundant test cases, and determine the percentage of code that was tested.
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With respect to coverage, these tools permit the ability to measure the structural completeness of a test
suite by reporting on the percentage of functions executed at the path level. This represents a more automated method for identifying how much of the code has actually been tested. Call graphs can also be generated to display the structure of the code based on flows and trees. In addition, there is the ability to view
the source code from the call graph.

Software Defect Metrics Tracking Technology
Managing the quality of computer software has become a real challenge. One of the key CASE technologies which can measure the quality of a software product, and predict when the product is ready to
deliver, is a tool which tracks the bugs and defects of the system throughout its life-cyde. Metrics such as
defect arrival rates, bug counts by severity, defect resolution rates, bugs linked to code modules, phase
containment effectiveness and related graphs and reports are mechanisms to control and manage the
development process and greatly enhance the ability to test the system as it is built, delivered, and maintained.
Bottom-line: These metric-based tools can greatly enhance and optimize the ability to measure the basic
and critical functions of the software during product life-cycle development.

Reviews
A formal review from a QA perspective is for the purpose of deciding whether or not to proceed to the
next phase in the project. A formal review should be held at every major project level milestone and for
the purpose of conducting causal analysis and containing the defects uncovered for that phase before
releasing to the next phase in the development cycle.
Code/Requirement Walk-Throughs and Inspections
This product level activity involves the review of requirements, software specifications, program
specifications and function, code, and test objectives.
Industry studies have indicated that up to 50% of the total number of software development errors can
be isolated and resolved on the basis of just a code-level inspection, review or walk-through process. The
process involves members of the development team stepping through the code, asking question making
comments, determining if any errors have occurred, discussing possible violation of agreed upon coding
standards and practices and ensuring that the code is in conformance to the requirement. The intention
of a review is always the same - to find errors as early as possible in the software development process in
order to prevent their migration to the next phase of the effort. A systematic approach is necessary for a a
code inspection even if the specific questions vary from inspection to inspection.
Management has a critical role to play even at this level. It is important that they show the necessary
level of commitment to the process and that they budget beforehand the necessary time and money for
performing reviews. There will always be errors to detect, and there is a direct cost associated with
allowing defects to propagate in the project. Some facts are as follows:
During normal testing, i.e. traditional requirements based testing, only about 30% of the faults will be
detected on average. At best, with a formal, dedicated, and comprehensive test plan perhaps 50%. That
still leaves some 50% to 70% or more of the requirements not tested. Hence the critical need to conduct
unit-level walkthroughs and inspections, before formal testing of the system takes place.
A defect introduced during the requirements specification will cost 100-1000 times more to correct in the
testing phase than it would cost during the requirements specification. And the number of faults
introduced by software programmers can vary by as much as factor of 10 when producing code.
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Static Testing
Static testing is the process of reviewing and validating the software without actually executing it as an
associated compiled target binary. Since we have already determined that cost of fixing errors increases
rather dramatically the further along we are inside the software development lifecyde, we should
attempt to prevent the errors from appearing in the next phase of development. This is called defensive
quality assurance. Static testing will facilitate the reduction in the overall cost of testing by surfacing the
problems before they even migrate to the executable code binary.
The static testing process starts very early with the initial and subsequent iteration of requirement
reviews as they are derived from the concept of operations. This review is one of the most important
steps a software development effort can perform. Why? By focusing on the testability and validity of the
requirements at this stage, we can preclude many of the problems "discovered" during acceptance !esting
because of a lifecyde level of misunderstanding with the original requirements. A very good technique
during requirements review is making the functional test parameters for the requirement its own
requirement.
A simple review of the base set of actual and derived requirements will help eliminate many designed in
errors which invariably are created in the absence of requirement walkthroughs. The same goes for the
detailed software specifications which are directly dependent on a full and comprehensive
understanding of the core requirements. These reviews ensure that proper design is generated and that
the associated software processing for the defined end-to-end functional threads is viable.
Software can work according to specification and still be wrong. If the specification is wrong, the
software still has a problem, even if the software was successfully delivered as an answer to the wrong
question! In addition, the activity associated with reviewing the "reqs and specs" allows the software test
organization to plan for the actual tests which must eventually be executed against the code that will
eventually be developed.This also avoids the major fallacy of testing the "as-built" system instead
of the contracted or specification-based system.
Once code is under actual program level development, then a well-structured code walkthrough and
inspection process can occur as a designated process level activity. Actual functional high-level test cases
can be used to drive the code walkthrough. This permits statically debugging both the code and the
associated test case at the same time, against the same set of "specs" and "reqs". This now permits the
coders the opportunity to tune their code and provides the testers the opportunity to fill out the
execution parameters for the program-level software test plan. At the end of this process level activity,
code errors or anomalies will be identified, additional test cases identified, and course corrections can be
made to prevent these errors from migrating to the next phase of development.
Dynamic Testing

!his level of "in_tegration" testing provides for the phased testing of the application as whole, while findmg p~blems with program communication, resource contention, throughput, interface integrity, and
functional problems NOT found at the unit level.
Integration testing tests the multiple components and programs, concurrently, based on a "phased"
approach. The goal of integration testing is to fundamentally identify any problems which arise due to
program in1:;actio~s and com~~nicati~n throughout the ~ubsystem/system. Integration testing should
be based on functional ~reads . Func~onal threads provide for the testing in a more systematic way
based on how the system 1s used operationally, and upon related requirements which are connected and
related. Integration should be done in phases. Test the smallest integrated portion of the subsystem and
scale up from t~~re. If a_defect or problem is found, it will be much easier to fix and resolve the problem,
rnther than mutmg ypµI the next level of intea1'ation.
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Problem Reporting and Tracking Systems
* Find out the cause of this effect,
* Or rather say, the cause of this defect,
* For this effect defective comes by cause.

- Hamlet (with thanks to DeMarco)

MEASURING THE QUALI1Y OF YOUR SOFTWARE ENSURES THAT HIGHER QUALITY ENDS UP
IN YOUR SOFTWARE

Managing the development of software development is a highly complex and consuming task. For
program managers who must determine if and when a software product is ready for release they must
control the development of the software. But they cannot control what they are not measuring, except by
traditional anecdotal means. The ability to measure the quality of the software is crucially vital and
absolutely essential in knowing the state of the software in the system. In essence, measuring the state
condition of the software system during all phases of development becomes one of the most important
management level activities.
This, of course, begs the obvious question. How does one measure the quality of the software product
during development at a level which provides the manager the necessary tracking information and
means to make the innumerable midcourse corrections necessary to keep the program on track and the
risks at a minimum? How do you predict when the software is ready to ship? How do go about deciding
which bugs will be fixed, which will be deferred, which will resolved? How do you get upper
management to agree with your decisions, and how should all this data be distributed and
disseminated? These are questions that have been asked for years in software development.
The most comprehensive program level metric to provide this kind of information is a defect or problem
reporting tracking vehicle. The most objective way to measure the quality of the software is to track the
known defects in the software. By recording the defects and problems which arise with the software
during ALL phases of software development, the ability to measure the quality of the software becomes
a reality. There are a number of advanced second generation and third generation tools which have been
developed specifically for quality assurance and development organizations to do just that. A reporting
system supported by program management encourages testers to submit every defect and functional
anomaly, and fundamentally improves the quality and the functionality of the software because the
software developers now receive the crucial data they need.
When such a tracking system is tied to a configuration management control system then one can even
cross-reference the problem tracked to the code checked out and under development. Access to the
configuration management action tracking system can be controlled and authorized through an
automated process which allows management to enforce a comprehensive software methodology
without increasing the workload for the software developers.

Test the requirements!
A significant reduction in software development costs can occur at requirements review through a best
current practices technique called use-case scenario testing. This involves the "acting" o~t of user-?ased
scenarios on the requirements in order to eliminate errors at the requirement before design an codmg
even begin.
Background - We have to test because we make mistakes. The_re_ are costs o~ testing th~ s~fi:vare system.
One is the cost of finding errors and the second is the cost of frxmg them. Given a choice it is far more
important to reduce the cost of fixing errors.
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Unfortunately, when errors are found with traditional testing near o: at the end o~ soft:vare d~velol:'ment
it is often too late or very expensive to fix them, resulting in postponing that functtonahty or fix until the
next phase or the next deliverable version. The technique of use-case scenario testing can reduce the cost
of fixing errors by as much as five orders of magnitude.
Use-case scenario testing is performed during the traditional user requirements and analysis phase of a
project. Application domain experts are an integral of the review team in making sure that the
requirements definition is as complete and as accurate as P?ssi~le. These "experts" ~r~ ~n most cases, the
actual users for which the software is developed or a combination of users and acqmsition personnel
who understand the end-user, and were even perhaps end-users themselves. Performing this
requirement testability analysis will help prevent potentially catastrophic errors from occurring later in
the project and builds a stable requirements foundation upon which the application will be constructed.
A use-case scenario consists of an operational description of real-world situations that the typical user of
the anticipated system would face. Acting out these scenarios permits the development team the
opportunity to discover if they are missing or misunderstanding the requirements in the first place. Usecase scenarios should include operational scenarios for what the system should and should not be able to
handle. We need to perform use-case analysis because we need to actually define what the system
should and should not be functionally handling. By emphasizing the should not, we provide the out-ofscope operational conditions at the requirement level which assist in defining the real functional
boundaries of the system. Use-case scenarios are fundamentally a mechanism for capturing the behavior
states of the system.
A cultural note is in order here - Many experienced software developers consider use-case analysis
unnecessary and even threatening, because traditionally developers typically perform system analysis by
default, and not the real end-users. But the reasoning is very simple - end-users are the domain experts.
The people who actually understand the application domain and operating environment should perform
the real analysis for the system that will be developed.
Experience has shown that leaving the system level analysis to developers is not a very effective
technique. The systems that are created, very often do not meet the needs of the real users, and although
developers are considered experts in the developmental technology they are usually weak on
understanding the application domain for which the code is developed.
The simple test for the developer is this - can you do the job of the end-user as well as they can? If the
developer can' t then the developer does not test the application domain.
·
In addition, we wa~t t? test the_s!stem during analysis while it is still very inexpensive to fix errors. The
snowball effect of ~nding and fi~ng errors do~stream during development makes it imperative that
we need to deal with the prevention and detection of errors far earlier and sooner in the development
process.
The i:ositives for use-case analysis are numerous. The scenarios generated are a very good foundation for
creating t~e acceptance test plan for the system. It is simple and it works, especially when mature endusers are involved. End-users are now direct participants in the creating the foundation for a stable
develop~e~t envii:onment. It provid~ program management and all concerned a detailed description of
the application logic of the system which will be developed. Most importantly, use-case scenarios at the
requirement level is an inexpensive way to find and fix analysis errors.
What are the negatives? It is c?nsidered a low-tech approach and has been dismissed by management
and developers as a waste of time. Management gets antsy because it does not look like real work is
being performed.

"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure".
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Analytic t~sting of the r~uirements at the requirements design definition level saves time and money
because thIS level of testing reduces the cost of fixing errors by several orders of magnitude. If no errors
or fewer errors are coded into the system in the first place based on testable requirements then the
savings are built-in.
Analysis errors are the most common and the most destructive types of mistakes that can be made
durin~ the softw~ development process and especially if they are imbedded in the requirements, and/r
or the mterpreta?on_ of the req_uirements. Using case based scenario testing during the requirements
phase of the pro1ect 1s a very simple and cheap technique for finding and fixing these analytic errors
before they end up in the system. It is NOT rocket science and pays potentially huge dividends
downstream.
The Bottomline -

Build in Your Testing!
Without _integrating te~ting into the development process as a parallel but independent activity, planning
and test investment will not take place and testing will not be effective. Specification or contract-based
development and testing is increasingly the foundation for creating the distinct probability of delivering a
high quality software based system.

Seven Software Quality Management Principles for Achieving Success
1) Focus on the Customer or end-user of the product. Be customer-centric!

2) Build in quality during the early phases of software development. Do not rely on inspection, testing,
and correction of defects later or near the end of the project.
3) Reduce waste in people's times, and all activities during development which have no measurable
return. Focus on value added and on what actually works.
4) Proactively pursue a strategy of continuous, on-going process improvement by always focusing on the
existing tasks and associated activities. Every person in the development effort needs to be looking for a
better way to do his or her job, constantly.
5) Establish and promote flexible problem-solving methodologies and techniques which can identify
opportunities for improvement and apply them to EVERY development activity input, output, and critical
paths within the project. Measure these key turnover, milestone, critical path points. Use brainstor~ing,
experimentation, and cause and effect analysis techniques to find real solutions. Implement corrective
action.
6) Use metrics and statistical tools and techniques to measure forward progress or regression.

people in the total process. I~p~ved qua_lity
and higher productivity can be achieved by tapping the inherent strengths of the people withm the proJect.
Help enable the goal of doing the job right the first time. Every project team member needs to feel they are
contributing to a successful development effort.

7) Most importantly - recognize the critical importance of the

A truly successful organization creates an environment that values every employee and where management proactively empowers the entire team to a successful delivery.
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How to Avoid Disaster
and
Achieve Success
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WHOAMI
and
WHY ARE YOU HERE?!!

How to listen!
From out of the box!

by

Thomas Drake
National Security Ai:ency
Software Eneineerine Center
10tll bternatloul Software Qaallt}' Wer:k
Saa Prandlco
21 May 1997
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Exa:&n~ inaoftware design. devdop~ and dcliveiy rcq\llJ'CII preparation. disdpline and pradia:
in ways wth which many are not familiar and have no real rdatioNhip to.

Avoiding Diaulcr/ActtcvingSuoccu

Avoiding Diautcr/Achicv~ Success

ANOTHER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT STORY
• A software engineer, a hanlware engineer, and a project manager were on their
way to a meeting. They were driving down a steep mountain road when
suddenly the brakes on their car failed. The car careened out of control down the
road, bounced off the crash barriers, then miraculously ground to a halt on the
steep mountainside. The car's ocrupants, shaken but unhurt, now had a
problem: They were stuck haHway down a mountain in a car with no brakes.
What were they to do? '1 know!" exclaimed the project manager. °Let's have a
meeting, propose a vision, formulate a mission statement, define some goals,
and by a process of continuous improvement, find a solution to the critical
problems so we can be on our way." "No, no!" said the hardware engineer.
"Thal will take far too long, and besides, that method has never worked before.
fve got my Swiss Army knife with me, and in no time at all I can strip down the
car's braking system, isolate the fault, fix it, and we can be on our way." 'Well,"
said the software engineer, "before we do anything, I think we should push the
car back up the road and see if it happens again."

MonagjngSdtworc Quality

Default mode form: autopilot and pattemremgnitk,n hued on the pmt.
Uthe pattern iii familiar, lM'\ a behaVE>r that hat been.au~ in the pall is executed. Only:'~
feed.bade mig}d. augpt that thin~ are not going• planned for us that we a,nbemplate • behavior with
which we arc not familiar and by it on.

Avciding Diautcr/Achi~ Succeaa

THE STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
REALITY CHECK!
Software is now THE technology of the 1990s and for the
21st Century
Success or Failure Largely Dependent on Quality
Management
• The Marketplace and Business of Software
• Software Litigation/ "Malpractice" (Liabilities)
• 1994 NSA Directed Studiea Committee
• Identified Software Engineering aa a "critical gap in Ito technology bue"
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CHANGING REALITY

• MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

* CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE

• ffistorically only track budget and schedule
• Want extremely short deadlines

· High Quality Products and Services
• Want the latest and greatest (feature driven)
- Fitness for Use/Robust
• Do NOT, have Nor, regarded quality as release criteria
• Predictable Releases and Upgrades
• Want higher productivity but do not measure it
• Do NOT want mission critical/operational failure

• Less and less willing to accept shoddy software

• Reluctant to invest in long-term software process or programming environments
• Do not really understand complexity of development

Av wing Diauter/Aohieving Succeu

SOFTWARE IS EVERYWHERE!
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement...

"software is a critical national resource and a key contributor
to economic proaperity and iotematjopaJ competitiveaw"
• Rapid advance of technology

Av<>ding Diauter/Acluvirw SuCCCM

ware brings to your product line?
• Corporate management usually cannot quantify the quality of
the software associated with their products and the impact on
the market, whatever they are, because they are not measuring
them!
• Because of this, how you tell where you are going or the effect
on our business for tomorrow??
• We need to significantly challenge and change the status quo!
Executive client attitude - "We don't have a software problem"

• Lack of awareness on software's role
• Corporate leaders and senior managers tend to focus only on
their bottomline and NOT on software

• Some talk about market share and "software content" but
nothing really tangible •· Need real measures from real data!

• Can you say what the value-added bottomline IS that soft-

Avading Diauter/AchievingSucceu

Av<>ding Diluter/Achieving Succ<sa
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• If we don't really understand software productivity factors
then we won't know how to improve it

SOFTWARE'S IMPORTANCE
• Software has become THE most important technology
in the world today.
• Most software development is still driven by schedules,
shrinkwrapped marketing, and is feature-laden.
• Incredible dependencies with much larger impact
with "failures"
''The l:l'P between the best sollware enemeerine pradice
and the averaee practice is very wide • perhaps wider
than in any other engineering discipline. A loot that
disseminates good practice would be important."
• Fred Brooks
10
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A WORLD-CLASS SOFI'WARE
QUALITY MANAGER
(Can you catch fish with both hands?!)
• Know this • Our environments are more complex, not less!
• New technology and development processes has put a real
premium on soft and hard skills
• Have a quality mind-set (measure, test, correct)
• Calculated Risk Taker (huge numbers of variables)

perspectives, positions, and synthesizing
• People skills vis-a-vis your team (know what your people are
good at in order to know when and what to hire)
• Responsibility - ''The buck stops here"
Stop the blame game!
• Be like Daniel Boone • arrows will fly your way!
• Know your business - crucial to know where your business
and user are heading - must anticipate

• Dealing with the unknown in the face of constant change
• Flexible Adaptive Ambiguity! • Seeing things from multiple
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Why do Projects Fail?

• TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS• POLITICAL ISSUES·

• HUMAN ISSUES•
• Inability cl Users to Agree on Business. Objectiv_e s .
• Inability cl Users to Communicate Busmess Objecti~es .
• Inability cl Users to Undentand Implications cl O~ves
• Inability to Accommodate Change to Business Requirements
• Insufficient Technical Skills
• Failure to Manage One or More Development Phases
- Insufficient Testing
• Weak Implementation Strategy
- Insufficient Resources
• Inability to Deal with Contractors or Vendors
- Bad Planning
-Unrealistic Expectations
-WorkingwithPoorPerformers
• Not Und.entanding the Fundamentals of Software Development

• Organizational Politics
- Team Politics
- Individual Politics
• Bminess versm IS Politics
•FUNDING
• METHODOWGIES

13
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TEN WAYS TO SPOT A PROJECT
THAT WILL FAIL

Avcading Dilulu/AchievingSuccea

9. The project has no team concept (only separate individuals)
10. User community is absent or not fully engaged in the project

1. Team only provides good news at status meetings
2. With the Due Date only a few weeks away, you have yet to see a real
functional demonstration

3. Most memos complain about a lack of adequate skill sets
4. Team members protect themselves at eve,y opportunity

5. Team members leaving on a regular basis
6. Team members frustrated or simply feel no pressure at all
7. Project has already missed several deadlines and is ove.- budget

8. There have no detailed wallcthroughs by independent reviewers
IS
16
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ANATOMY OF A SOFIWARE PROJECT FAILURE

Avoiding Dilulu/Achieving Succcu

• No cost/benefit analysis was done

• A How Not To Do It Guide

• No project cost accounting was implemented

• After Millions and Millions and almost a decade

• No operational performance measures were created

• Project Managers were N<YI' experienced in software systems
development

• Project lacked top management commitment and support

• No requirements analysis was performed

• Did not follow current, and generally accepted industry prac··tice for validating a system and the a1111ociated software

• No user-acceptance testing was conducted

• No security ~IAn wu davalot,M
17
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THE PROBLEM OF SOFTWARE LITIGATION
(ANATOMY OF AFAILURE)
• Poor grasp of change management
• Joint effort by m~ltiple organizations, contractors
consultants
'
• Millions of dollars

on each other

•p ~Ject
. was suspended during one of several attempts at
testing
- became obvious that the requirements were not
understood
- due date keep slipping even more

• Fixed delivery date and dollar budget

• Lawsuit initiated
• Proved that the project was a failure
• Assessing the blame for the failure

• Sketchy requirement document

Causes for failure

• Due date and budget were adjusted multiple times and
blame was placed

• lack of a sound and well-tested architecture (flawed
design)
20
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• lack of well-defined and enforced controls
- database security
- backups
- stress and volume loading

AvadingOiaater/Acti.evingSucceu
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THE PEOPLE SIDE
OF THE EQUATION - JUST GET IT!
Managing Software Development is Different!

Frequently Botched!
• No testing strategy
• Way too many unproven techniques and technologies

• IMMATURE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- Projed manager in name only
- Poor understanding of estimating
- primitive CM
- lack of agreement on scope for the projed

An adversarial relationship between software development and
management
Underestimating the users.
Software developers are professionals and must be recognized
as profe1111ionals!

22
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Developers should be some of the happiest people on earth!
If they aren't, then perhaps it is the way in which they are
treated by management!
Software project managers must think of their team players as
aspiring artist's in engineer's clothing!

Managings«lw•• Q,ality

Avoiding Di,utcr/Acti.cving Succesa

From whence comes these problems?
Usually not technical problems?! but from poor management
Situation has actually gotten worse, not better.
Software is bigger, more complex, and more expensive.

Wrong-headed solutions must be avoided at all costs, and especially when they come from management! The risks are simply
to great!
So.-.. NOT ROCKET SCIENCE, but the soft aide
of the software development business is the moat complex,
by far!

The answer lies with effective quality management and measuring your progre1111.

Avoiding Diaaater/Achi~ Suoccaa
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HAVE TO STOP WINGING IT AND FLYING BY THE
PROVERBIAL SEAT OF OUR PANTS. IT DOES NOT
WORK ANYMORE!
THE RISKS AND THE COMPETITION ARE NOW TOO
GREAT!
MOST SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGERS ARE NOT
ADEQUATELY TRAINED, PREPARED, QUALIFIED, OR
TRULY UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEXITIES OF
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT.
A COMBINATION OF PEOPLE SKILLS AND
TECHNOLOGY UNDERSTANDING.

Avoiding Dilula-/Acl>eving Succeu
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THE COMPLEX SKILLS OF SOFTWARE QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
DO YOU QUALIFY?
1) Leadership skills to motivate, direct, and focus the quality
team
2) Organizational skills to ensure delivery of project objectives,
and the timely reporting of progress
3) Selection of the right team with the right mix. Requires huge
amounts of interpersonal skills, and the ability to act locally but
perceive globally.
4) Need sufficient technical skills to understand when the team
is off course and to redirect.

25
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Avoiding Disaster/Achievi'l! Success

5) The ability to appropriately delegate tasks that are assigned
6) Communication skills to include listening (not just directing)
7) Political skills (executive, interpersonal, interproject)

Mam ging Softwwe Quality

Avoiding Diluler/Acl>eving Succeu

WHY DO PROJECTS SUCCEED?
" A clear mandate was articulated
" There were talented resources at all levels to include
development, QA, test, CM, systems engineering,
management, and end-users
" Appropriate funding was provided
" Minimal politics existed
" Project plan was effective
" Project management was excellent

27
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" Commitment from the development team

Ma,.ging Software Quality

Avoiding Diauter/AchicvingSucceu

"Talented project champion

""" MOST PEOPLE ARE LIMITED IN THEIR ABILl1Y
TO ACTIVELY AND PROACTIVELY LISTEN WITH
FOCUSED INTENT AND HEAR WHAT THEY HEAR,
WITHOUT FIRST FILTERING THE MESSAGE TO
SATISFY WHAT THEY WANTED TO HEAR IN THE
FIRST PLACE. WHEW!

" Effective understanding of business objectives

What are we talking about?! COMMUNICATION!

" Thorough testing (the everyday key!)

""" Requires extensive training in interpersonal
communications

" Proactive commitment from senior management
" Quality was the go-no go gate!

" Ability to react to unexpected problems
" Poor estimating is a real killer...

Molit project management litatilitiCli Bhow that over 9/i°AJ of
all projects are late, over budget, or both!
29
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Estimates can be short by up to 1,000%
Guesswork is the norm (no one really knows)

Main role of developer is to transform the requirements
gathered from the user into specifications that can be
easily understood and verified by the user

Boundaries of the project kept shifting
Build the system to the user's requirements

Who is in the project and what are the priorities
The problem of requirements creep and change
management

Inform users of the impact resulting from end-user
requests for change
Was NOT dearly defined!!

Users versus developers (a classic confrontation with test
and QA in the middle!)
Main role of users is to define the business requirements
to the developer, approve changes to scope of the project
and behave responsibly.

The importance of the Indisputable Baseline and a CM
(both configuration management and change
management) process
Without which there will be continual friction
32
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System users • if they cannot understand and verify the
specifications then there WILL be misinterpretation of the
system requirements
BOTTOMUNE •
Do not accept a job as a software quality manager unless·

You would then require corporate direction where to go!!
By this standard, sadly, in most development projects
there is no one project manager who is ever running the
show
Project out of control before it even really starts! (A NEW
PARADIGM!)

The position has indisputable authority over everybody
who could possibly affect the quality and the delivery
"date"
Without this authority you are not a quality manager but
only a coordinator and not truly accountable for the
outcome of the project!
34
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QUESTIONS EVERY SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGER
SHOULD ASK BUT ARE AFRAID TO ANSWER!
LEADERSHIP

Does the business base its mission, values, vision, and strategy on software
excellence and truly recognizes the critical importance of software?
Is there a formal process by which the policy strategy for software is aligned
with the corporate or senior organizational goals?

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Is the vision, strategy and mission of the organization penonally set by senior
management? What is world-class? (You can talk the talk, walk a walk, but
unless you are walking the talk, you are just so much hot air!)

Does the business recognize and reward successful efforts towards software

excellence?

Do managers take active steps to aeate a culture of Mlftware excellence within

SOFTWARE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

the business?

Is there a standard method for ensuring that emerging technologies and current

More importantly, is progress towards software excellence regularly reviewed
by senior management?

best practices are identified and used to better the competition?
SOFTWARE PROCESS

Do all managers show their commitment to software excellence by their actions
and their expressed and supported values?

Are processes identified which are critical to performance and productivity and

POLICY

Are standards or requirements specified fa< all activities used to produce

are there established indicators for these processes?

36
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software in place and continuowily improved on?
ls open.ting and customer data analyzed and _compan!d against benclunarl<s to
find the necessary opportunities for constant improvement?

Are improvements in software carried out throughout the implementation of
changed aimed at the real source of the problem rather than just a quick fix?

ls maintenance of all developed software and all the related internal and
external documentation a routine part of the developmental process?

sonw ARE PROCESSES for PROJECT MANAGEMENT!
Does the business have a formal project management process with project plans,
estimates, schedules, and commitments?

SOFTWARE PROCESS for DEVELOPMENT

Does a formal process exist by which customer requirements are converted in to
software requirements and a software design architecture?
Does the process of detailing the software design exist and is it a normal, routine
part of the development process?
ls the process of coding and unit/integration/ system testing a formal structured
process governed by a set of standards?

Does the organization follow the process of software integration and testing in a
formal, but routine manner?

Are project teams formally named with the necessary authority and
responsibility and are they vested and supported by the right resources?
ls there an established process by which project risks are evaluated and are steps
in place to manage these risks aggressively and continuously?
ls there a formal process by which the quality of the software is controlled and
managed?

Are software metrics define:!. and is all relevant date to the metrics continuously
rollected and analyzed?

37
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ls there an established process for the selection and planning of the most
appropriate type of software life cycle?
ls there a formal process by which re-usable components are identifie:I. at every
stage of the life cycle and reused where appropriate and necessary?

Avmding Diluter/Acli.cving Succe11

COMPETITIVE FACTORS (The Real Competitive EdgeO

Ability to develop software at competitive prices
Ability to introduce new types of applications rapidly

SOFTWARE PROCESS SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

Are there standards for software development, distribution, and maintenance
which is comprehensive and sustainable?
ls there a formal process for change management by which configuration items
are identified and maintained?
ls there an established process by which quality reviews, audits and reports are
conducted and deviations are reported?

Are problems formally reported and tracked and are they prioritized, resolved,
and distributed to the end-user/ customer?

Ability lo introduce leading edge technology (not just demo it!)
Ability to make rapid design changes
QUALITY

Ability to offer consistent quality with few defects
Ability to provide high-perfonnance products
Ability to provide highly reliable products
DELIVERY

Ability to provide fast deliveries
39
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Ability to decrease time to delivery
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Productivity

Ability to deliver on schedule (realistic schedules based on baseline)
Ability to delivery within budget

Extent of reuse
Amount of rework

SERVICE

Percentage of total project effort devoted to testing
Ability to provide effective support and maintenance
Ability to tailor software to match the requirements of individual customers

DELIVERY QUALITY

Software quality as perceived by customers

Ability to consistently exceed the customer's expectations
Average defect rates in customer's hands
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

On-time delivery to customer
Average defect rates at the end of unit testingll
Delivery lead time (order to delivery) Software Pizza!
Average person-month cost or typical software development efforts

Overall maintenance cost

Development IJ/e cyde time Isl.art lo rmlsh}
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overall customer satisfaction

AvoidingDituter/Acti.cvingSuoccu

CANNOT CONTROL WHAT YOU ARE NOT MEASURING'
with thanks to Tom Demarco
•

NEW SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Schedule ovenuns in new software development
And if you are not measuri02 you are not managine: quality!

Budget ovenuns in new software development

MU8t track more than jUBI budget and schedule! That is the easy part!

Extent to which the new products meet customer needs

Latest Techniques -

Projects which were successful
Strengths - Establishes basic cost productivity based on activity efforts delivered.

Number of projects cancelled

TASKS - The actual work which makes up each staged mileatone/delivery or deliverable.

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

Strengths - Assesses the rate for software product delivery.

ROI in improving software process

QUALITY GATES -

Overall profitability

Staff turnover /retention
44
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PROJECT AUTOMATION
How would you answer the following questions?

The Real Need for an Executable Software Quality
Management Flight Plan!
• We are flying blind most of the time

How we can shorten our time to market?
How can we raise the quality of the software we deliver?
How can reduce costs, period?!
How can we mitigate risk and the risk of failure?
How we become more efficient?
What process should be followed to truly develop world-class
code?

•Too much reliance on judgement calls and intuition and what I think works

Project Automation = Project Management+ Automatic Tracking

•Toe "cockpit" of quality project management
- Instruments which display all of the relevant conditions of the project to
include but not limited to resource allocations, budgets, availability levels,
scheduling and other data.

• In the absence of available and valid data the need for overly simplistic,
optimistic statements canies the day
• A software project effort needs valid information in order to make the
numerous mid-course corrections overtime ...
• A project automation tool gives you the information you need to make
real, informed decisions

• Makes tracking as easy as planning
46
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KEY PROCESS-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

during the requirements phase (use-case scenario testing)
- Focus is in quality assurance

•• Process Process Process
•• Software Quality Engineering (resting/Quality Assurance)

• 'Ilme to value - gap between when software is thought to be
ready to roll and when it is actually up and running

- Got to Test Early and Often!
- Testing is a critical phase of software development
- 'Iraditional testing occurred after the coding but did not
always get the attention or the resources it deserved.

-- Another critical reason is liability protection
- high profile failures and software malpractice suits are a
growing reality

- Cost to identify and fix later as opposed to early

The Competition: World-class companies must demonstrate
that their software development organizations are following
current "best practices"

• Longer you wait the more expensive in dollars and time
- More and more leading edge companies start their testing

41

•• Quality must come from the top.
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KEY DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTATION POINTS

• The attitude of upper management is telling.
•• Integrated software development environments

• Concept of Operations

•• Automated tools and technology

• Requirements Deli&n and Analysis
- Uae-Case Scenario 'lesting

•• Training

• Entity Relationships

•• Defect Tracking Systems

• Unit Level

•• Configuration Management/Version Control

• Integration

•• Project Management

• System

••METRICS

• Delivery
so
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KEYS TO DELIVERY OF IDGH QUALITY SOFTWARE
• Test early and often - Parallel activity with coding

- "Testing is the process of executing a pro_gramllijlsfem with
Uie intent of finding errors,"

LOOKING AT YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR
OR
HOW WELL DO YOU REALLY KNOW YOUR SOFTWARE
PROJECT?
Answer the following questions!
!) Do you have a current budget and credible schedule?

- Develop test cases as carefully as you develop code
- Debug, Debug
- Regression testing

- Ia the schedule based oo realistic, quantifiable, performance estimates?
- Ia the schedule updated at all levels oo Gantt,
three weeks?

PERT, and Critical Path charta every two-

• Defensive programming -

- Does it allow for persoonel education, sick time, vacations, holidays, and training?

• Write it right the first time!
- Becoming critic!J). to essentially write code as bug-free
as possible

- Does the schedule allow for all related interdependenciee?
- Does the achedule include quality assurance activities?

52
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2) Do you have a WBS?

- Are system interfaces specified and prototyped?

- Have you identified and know your critical path items? Do you know what a critical path
is?!

- Are descriptions of the system 011Virooment and relatiooships for all functiooality to the
architecture specified?

- Do you have a mechanism for organizing, defining, and graphically displaying the work

- Is there an SDS/SRS defined?

that actually needs to be accomplished?
- Does tho top-level activity define the task from start to finish and does it include all of the
related dependencies?

- Are system-level and suboystem requirements traceable through the software design and
the teat design?
4) Can you liat the top ten riaks for your project and are you managing them?

- Is each work package under budget control and i., it expressed in labor hours, dollars, or
something equivalent?
3) Do you actually know what software you are supposed to deliver?

5) What i., the estimated size of your software deliverable and how was it determined?
- Were measurements from previous related applicatioo. dcmain projects used as the basic
for software development aize/reaource estimating?

- Whal is the delivery based on?

-hri 'ail r~l'ifv!Pcnts aB"'ed to b1 j<>int teams of develrs, testers, and usen?

• What was used for the buis of estimating the size. resource. time of the development
effort? SLOC, function poinm, etc.?

- Are system operational requirements specific?

- Are estimates regularly updated to reflect actual software-level development realities?
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6) Do you know what interfacee are not under the control of your project? Do you have an
Interface Control Document?

• Has each interface been defined?

So What REALLY is Software
Quality Management?

• Have the critical path dependenciee been documented?

7 Main Principles

• Ia each external interface ranked oo the buia of riak to the project?
7) Ate there agrcementa, MOUs, or MOAa in place with the external
projecta?

8) Do you really know what the user expccta. wanta, and nceda?
9) Do you have a aoflwaro engineering model?
I 0) Do you have CM?

Focus on the Customer or end-user of the product. Be customer-centric!
Build in quality during the early phases or software development.
Do not rely on inspection, testing, and correction or defects later
or near the end or the project.

11) Do you have QA?
12) Do you have lraining?
55
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Reduce waste in people's times, and all activities during development which have no mea8Urable return.

Use metric• and 1tati1tical tools and techniques to mea8Ure forward progreu or regression.

Proactively pursue a strategy or continuoua, on-going proceu
improvement by always focusing on the existing tasks and BSIIO·
ciated activities. Every person in the development effort needs
to be looking for a better way to do his or her job, constandy.

Moat importandy - recognize the critical importance or the people in the total process. Improved quality and higher productivity can be achieved by tapping the inherent strengths or the
people within the project. Help enable the goal or doing the job
right the first time. Every project team member need1 to feel
they are contributing to a successful development effort.

Establish and promote Hexible problem-solving methodologies
and techniques which can identify opportunities for improvement and apply them to EVERY development activity input,
output, and critical paths within the project. Measure these key
turnover, milestone, critical path points. Use brainstorming,
experimentation, and cause and effect analysis techniques to
find real solutions. Implement corrective action.

A truly BUccemful organization creates an environment that values every employee and where management proactively
empower• the entire team to a successful delivery.
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BEST CURRENT PRACTICES IN SOFTWARE QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
• Risk mitigation
• Productivity and Maturity centered on the people
• NASA's Software Engineering Lab (SEL) - Methods and tools which focus on human discipline
in software engineering have been very effective
FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT• Set up a formal risk management process
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• Agree on a functional baseline user interface with
the users early as polllible
• Hold peer reviews, functional inspections during all
aspects of the project throughout software/system
development
• Establish metric performance measurements to track project
status
• Measurement on a Software Development Project
- A core management-level responsibility
• Minimum measures
- Quality measures related to defect rates, rework rates, and
code/system scrap rates

A ~ Dilulcr/AclicvingSuccea
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- Work flows and process meaBUres (milestones/turnovers)
- COit measures related to cost-per-unit for both labor and
capital
- Percent of projects which create actual business value
- Productivity measures BUch BB how much input is needed
produce a certain amount of output (development effort)
• Track rework and testing efficiency - ''Phase Containment
Effectiveness" Why?

performance "half-life'' of their project
- Report not only where a project is in relation to its ,:oals
- Also report on the time projected to clOBe 50% of the gap
between where the project currently is and the end goal
• Recognition and rewards
- Not for firefighters! That is what firefighters are for!
- Recognize the activities which have kept you out of the fires!

• The performance and process rich "hi-flyers" in software
development are getting richer and putting the "low flyers'' out
or busine!IS!!

• Project Management
- COit estimating
- automated resource/schedule management
- milestones (builds)

• Harvard University Study - Robert Kaplan
- Software development managers need to focus on the

• Level of Effort/Risk/Productivity Factors
- database size
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- performance
- programming experience
- schedule
- use of modem software engineering techniques
- language environment/platform

software lifecycle
• Have an independent testing/QA function, but working in
parallel with actual code design, development, integration, and
deployment

• Require CCBs (Configuration Control Boards, and regular
progress evaluation. Have turnover/acceptance criteria for each
phue BEFORE moving onto the next phue

• Establish industry standard process activities, coding
practice, and software quality engineering discipline

• Create a formal program to track defects at each project
phase/milestone

• Ensure that management is accountable for providing
qualified personnel, training, and that they are fOBtering
a good working environment. Management must buy in
to quality. It is a business decision!

• Iterative build, test, validate, build, test, validate
• Implement a configuration management process to identify,
document, control, and approve changes made during the
63

• Continually improve. Do not stand still!
• Soft skills for software quality managers are absolutely critical for project success

• The MOit Important Asset and Resource - The People (Use high-tech/high-touch)
64

SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT PROCESS
A definition of software development insanity •
"Performing the same actions repeatedly while expecting different results"
• Must make the life-style chani:,, and e,,nerate Ibo proca.., that key to development
1ucces1!

• lndullry Results (COMPETITIVE EDGE!)

• Must avoid push._
• Meuurement is a mechanism for communication and coordination, It does not replace management of the enterprise.
• Not overhead!
• Collection should be largely transparent and unobstrusive
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• Knowledge Management/Enterprise Engineering
• The building of systems based on the management of organizational know-how
• processes
• procedures
• patents
• reference works
• best current practices
• forecasts
• metrics
• legacy info
• formulas

FUTURE OF SOFTWARE QUALITY
Into the Looking Glass!
• Moving away from large development programs
- Fixed set of ideas, very difficult to maintain or modify
- Virtual computing
• Component based development
• Contract-based/Specification-based outcomes
• Do not be transfixed by C++ or 00!
• Real-time operations across a multi-distributed and
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heterogeneous environment
- The Network is the program

• If not, will perform a disservice to your people and the com-

• Key to Software Development innovation is business savvy,
smart developers, and high quality products which meet and
exceed customer expectations and still meet the bottomline!

• Humility vs. arrogance (you really don't know better!)

pany, and the client, with the client being the most important!

• Ability to communicate and work with people
(Without these skills the project will fail)

• Managing in this environment requires a "paradigm shift"
- Must understand the technology
- Simply interviewing and hiring people, and keeping track of
your burn rate, and attending a few meetings no longer 'cuts
the mustard"

- Organizational skills (how to juggle demands and requirements at the same time)

- Soft skills are critical

- Time management (no longer in the weeds all the time, mental
shift to much bigger picture with a far higher set of variables)

• Must be a people person first!
70
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• Must measure all critical software development activities
- Must be quality-centric
- Proactive
• Avoid the " mythical man-month"
- "Techno-translator"
• Dynamically flexible in a very often ambiguous and fastchanging environment
• Must absolutely understand the business rules
(both corporate and client)
• Must understand and apply best current management practice
• Not more reengineering, downsizing, but more attention to
the human side of the equation (must be concerned about your
people)
• Create meaningful goals based on the benchmarking of key
development processes and milestones
71

. Encourage your people to question the need for every meeting,
every form , every process (real empowerment)
. Get rid of all low priority and unnecessary work and outmoded or outdated procedures
• Do not overwork your people and do appreciate them
• Practice continuous process improvement
• small incremental and measurable changes overtime
• Cultural change · self-value and project morale
•• Do you still want to be a software quality manager?!
•• Do you still want to become a software quality manager?!
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ABSTRACT

tifying the code is independent of the requirements and
specifications for the code. Since the slice identifies all
code and variables associated with a variable, test cases
may be structured for the specific variable. Analysis of
the code within the slice helps to define test requirements
needed to evaluate the code.
By combining program slices using logical set operations (e.g., union or inter.section), unravel can identify code that is common to each slice. Analysis and
evaluation of the code common to each slice by a reviewer is important because it provides a measure of the
independence and degree of isolation between different
computations. This information is useful since a failure
involving this code may lead to a malfunction of more
than one logical program component. Manual examination of a program is often a slow, tedious, error-prone
process. With unravel, once two different computations
have been identified, program slices can be identified to
find statements relevant to each computation. A fault
in any source program statements common to two slices
has the potential to cause common mode failure. Review and the careful test of the common code within the
two slices is critical to the assurance of high integrity
software.

This paper describes a program slicing tool, unravel,
that can assist in the evaluation of high integrity software by using program slices t o extract a single computation from a program for examination and test. The
tool, available through the National Institute of Standards and Technology, can currently be used to evaluate
software written in ANSI C and is designed such that
other languages can be added.

I. INTRODUCTION
High integrity software systems are often used in environments where a lack of response can cause an accident
or result in severe financial loss due to an operational failure. Detecting a fault in the code is difficult and costly.
This paper describes a program slicing tool, unravel,
that can assist in the evaluation of high integrity software
by using program slices to extract a single computation
for examination and test. The tool, available through the
National Institute of Standards and Technology[6), can
currently be used to evaluate software written in ANSI
C and is designed such that capability for slicing other
languages can be added ( we are currently considering
FORTRAN, c++ and Java).
Program slicing is a static analysis technique that extracts all statements relevant to the computation of a
given variable. This is accomplished by using da.ta.-fiow
a.na.ly.su (4] to analyze the program source code without
the need to actually execute the program. Application of
program slicing to the evaluation of high integrity software reduces the effort of examining software by allowing·
a reviewer to focus attention on one computation at a
time. Program slicing can be used to identify the code
associated with some key variable. The process for iden-

II. A PROGRAM SLICING TOOL
Program slicing, an application of data-flow analysis[4],
can be used to transform a large program into a smaller
one containing only those statements relevant to the
computation of a given variable. Program slices have
been shown to aid testing(2], debugging(5], program
maintenance(l], program understanding(7], and automatic integration of program variants(3].
A Program Slice is defined as follows:

1

Refs(n): The set of variables referenced at statement

@!) ~ (0perat1on) (Interrupt)

n.
11 nodes~

Req(n): A set of statements that is included in a slice

!File: amoeba.c Proc : main Var : outputl
1Pr1mary: outputl(ma1n) 22(amoeba . c)

!

Secondary :

along with statement n . The set is used to specify control statements (e.g., if or while) enclosing
statement n or other characters that are syntactically part of statement n but are not contiguous
with the main group of characters comprising the
statement.

sl 1 ce on outputl at 11ne 22 (22 of amoeba . c)
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inputl,input2,input3;

a 1 b,c 1 x,y 1 z;
outputl,output2 , output3 ;
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scanf(""d" ,&input3) ;
C = 1nput3;
X : b -t C i

II Ri.t=
II 118L..
=

z + l;

16

output2

19
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21

output3
x;
pr1ntf (""d "d "d\n",
outputl,output2,output3) ;

An algorithm for constructing program slices must locate all statements relevant to a given slicing criterion.
The essence of a slicing algorithm is the following : starting with the statement specified in the slicing criterion,
include each predecessor statement that assigns a value
to any variable in the slicing criterion, generate a new
slicing criterion for the predecessor by deleting the assigned variables from the original slicing criterion, and
add any variables referenced by the predecessor. The
unravel slicing algorithm considers the following issues:

Select slice location via mouse

Figure 1: Slice on Output 1
Given a syntactically correct source program P, in some
programming language, and a slicing criterion C =<
L, V >. Where L is a location in the program and V is
a variable in the program. S is a slice of program P for
criterion C if
(1) S is derived from P by deleting statements from P,
(2) S is syntactically correct, and
(3) for all executions of P and S, in any given execution
of P and of S with the same inputs, the value of V
in the execution of slice S just before control reaches
location L is the same as the value of V in program
P just before control reaches location L.
The function of the slicing criterion is to specify the program variable that is of interest along with a location in
the program where the value of the variable is desired.
The program slicing tool, unravel, constructs program slices from the control structure of the program
and the pattern of assignment and reference to variables
by backward chaining from the slicing criterion to the
beginning of the program. Figure 1 shows the unravel
output for a short program of three inputs and three
outputs with a slice on outputl highlighted.
The following definitions are helpful in understanding
how program slices are constructed.
Defs(n): The set of variables defined (assigned to) at
statement n.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Assignment statements ( expression statements in C)
Compound control statements
Declared structures
Pointers
Dynamic structures
References to structure members by pointer
Assignment to structure members by pointer
Procedure calls

Only assignment and compound control statements
are discussed in this paper.
For expression statement n, a predecessor of statement
m, the defs(n) set and the slicing criterion determines if
an expression statement is included in a slice.
if v ff_ defs(n)
otherwise
For example, to use the above rule for slicing on ass.ignment statements to determine the value of y at line 15 of
the program in Figure 2 the criterion would be < 15, y >.
The rule for assignment statements yields one of two results based on whether y is assigned a value or not at line
14 (the predecessor of 15). Since y is assigned a value at
line 14 the second part of the rule would be used so that
line 14 is included in the slice and new slicing criteria
are generated for any variables that y depends on at line
14. In this case, the criterion < 14, a> would be generated and the slice on that criterion would be a subset of
the slice < 15, y >. To construct the slice on < 14, a >
the first part of the rule is used, since a is not assigned
a value at line 13. The generated criterion is < 13, a >
which again generates a criterion without adding a statement to the slice. This would continue until line 8 was

0~(0perat1on)(Interrupt)
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!File: amoeba.c Proc: main Var : output2
!Pr1mary: output2(ma1n) 22(amoeba.c)

Secondary:

slice on output2 at 11ne 22 (22 of amoeba.c)

3

4
5

22 to capture the enclosing procedure definition and enclosing braces.
From unions and intersections of slices, a slice-based
model of program structure can be built that has applications to program understanding tasks, such as software reviewing. Figure 3 illustrates how slices can be
used to quickly examine a program's structure. The initial view of an unfamiliar program, left part of Figure
3, usually contains some inputs, some outputs, and a
shapeless mass of coc1t-:..with unknown connections among
inputs and outputs. After constructing a slice on some
variable, the program is partitioned into two parts, statements relevant to the computation of the slice variable,
and statements not relevant to the computation of the
slice variable. The middle part of Figure 3 represents
what is known about the program after constructing a
slice on Output3. To answer questions about the computation of Output3, the slice on Output3 (shaded region labeled a), should be examined and the statements
not in the slice (unshaded region w) can be ignored.
Program slices can be combined with logical set operations to explore dependencies between two computations. The right part of Figure 3 shows how program
slices can further refine knowledge about the program.
The intersection of slices on Outputl and Output2, labeled /3, contains statements relevant to both variables.
A single bug could cause both outputs to be incorrect. In
a debugging task, if a programmer suspects that a single
bug is causing both outputs to be incorrect, then the intersection of slices should be examined. However, if the
programmer has some confidence that one output is correctly computed, then a bug is more likely to be found
among the statements not in the intersection of slices.
For example, if Outputl fails some set of test data but
Output2 appears to be correct, then the programmer
should look for the error among the statements unique
to Outputl (shaded region labeled pl in Figure 3).

<nq

.

!

inputl,input2,1nput3;
a 1 b,c,x,Y,%i
output 1, output2, output3 i

int
1nt
int

i a:::::
11
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13

C: 1nput3j
X: b + Cj

scanf("%d" ,&input3);

17
15
19
20
21

outputl: Zj
OUtput3: Xj
pr1ntf ("~ ~ "d\n",
outputl,output2,output3);

I all..,
z = z"z;

Select slice location via mouse

Figure 2: Slice on Output 2
added into the slice by the criterion< 9, a>- Constructing the slice on output2 at line 21 presented in Figure
2 generates the criterion < 15, y > as an intermediate
step in the construction of the slice on < 21, output2 >A compound control statement is a statement that
has a condition directly controlling the execution of another statement (possibly a compound statement). Simple compound statements ( a list of statements enclosed
in braces) and procedure definitions ( a procedure header
and braces to enclose the procedure statements) are
treated like compound control statements with no condition. Control statement~ such as if, switch, while, for
and do ... while should be included in a program slice
whenever any statement governed by the control statement is included in a slice. When control statement n
is added to a program slice, the slice on the criterion
< n, refs(n) > is added to the original slice. For each
statement, n, associate a set, req(n}, of statements that
are required to be included in any slice containing statement n. The slicing rule for v E defs(n) becomes:

III. USING UNRAVEL
Unravel is useful in assisting a designer or reviewer in
planning assurance activities as well as the analysis of
software.
To verify code with respect to the specifications for
the software, compute a slice and then compare the slice
to the specification. For example, after constructing a
program slice on output3 it is trivial to verify from the
unravel output in Figure 4 that output3 depends on
input2 and input3 and does not depend on inputl.
The program requirements for output3 can be quickly
examined and compared to the slice. If the requirements
indicate that inputl should be relevant to output3
then an error is clearly present. In a similar fashion, if
the requirements indicate that either input2 or input3

{n}LJ (LJ:z:erefs(n) S<n,:z:>) LJ

(u

yErefs{k)

Ul:ereq(n) s<l:,y>)

The result of the revised rule is to include the set of
required statements for statement n, req(n), whenever
statement n is included in a slice. In the program in
Figure 1 statements on lines 7-21 require lines 1, 2 and

3

lnpW3
Input I

OUtpul I

Input 3

Input 3

Input 2

OUtput 2

Initial View

Output 3

output I

OUtput I

output 3

0Utput2

After Slice on Output 3

OUtput 2

output 3

Relations Between Two Slices

Figure 3: Slice Based Model of Program Structure
have no relation to output3 then a closer examination
of the slice and requirements is called for. There may
be an error or it may be that there is a subtle relationship among the inputs that was not recognized by the
requirements writer.
Another type of functional analysis is the evaluation
of the independence and isolation between two computations. This feature of unravel allows a reviewer to evaluate if common software exists (and potential for common
failure) between two computations. The ideal situation
is to have no common software shared by critical computations. However, if common software is shared by critical computations, then this software must be thoroughly
analyzed and tested to ensure no faults exist within it.
Figure 5 shows the unravel output for the intersection
ofslices on outputl (Figure 1) and output2 (Figure 2).
Figure 6 shows the unravel output for the code in th.e
slice of outputl that is not shared with the computation of output2. By automatically locating statements
shared between two computations or code unique to a
single computation, the task of evaluating the interaction between the functions implemented by the computations is simplified.
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!Primary: output3 (main) 22(amoeba.c)
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sl1ce on output3 at 11ne 22 (22 of mnoeba.c)
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scanf("Sd",&inputl);
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4

inputl,input2,1nput3;

a,b,c,x,Y,Zi
outputl,output2,output3;
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y = a+ 1;
z = y + b;
output2 = z + 1;

z = z.,z;

outputl =

zj

WM+Mt1

printf ('~ 1'cf Sd\n" I
outputl,output2 ,output3);
Select slice location via 110Use

IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF UNRAVEL
Figure 4: Slice on Output 3

Unravel was initially evaluated[6) by a software reviewer in the context of reviewing safety system software
for quality. This preliminary evaluation considered the

4

I

<nq

!

§~(0perat1on){i:nterrupt)

size of slices produced, time to compute slices, and usability by a novice user. This should not be considered a
complete evaluation, but rather a demonstration of the
potential of the tool, to be confirmed by further use.
The objectives of the evaluation were to determine the
following:

10 nodes~

I

IF11e: IIIIIOeba . c Proc : main Var: outputl
1Pr1mary : outputl(ma1n) 22(amoeba.c)

Secondary : ouij

!Interaect1cn of outputl(ma1n) 22(amoeba . c) & output}

( 1) Are program slices smaller than the original program to an extent that is useful to a software reviewer evaluating a program?

()
3
4

s

int
int
int

inputl,input2,input3 ;

a,b,c,x,y,zi
outputl,output2,output3;

5

I IIJ:::::::
11
12
13

(2) Can program slices be computed quickly enough to
be useful in a review?
(3) Is unravel usable by a novice user?

scanf("l'd" ,&input3);
C = input3;
X = b + c;

An example of typical high integrity system code was
used to test and refine unravel. Demonstration of unravel using this and other examples were given to the
software reviewer. The reviewer provided useful suggestions that resulted in improvements to the user interface
and in the identification of features to be explained in
more depth in a user manual or to be included in a later
version of unravel.
The safety system example (1200 lines) came in three
versions. One version was written to conform to avoid
common code between separate critical computations
while the other two were deliberately seeded with common code. Unravel was able to verify and display the
presence of the common code in the seeded versions and
show the absence of common code in the diverse version.
The reviewer directed unravel to compute slices for
both safety and nonsafety related process variables. The
reviewer was able to identify several unanticipated connections between subsystems. The following observations by the reviewer are relevant to the evaluation of
unravel:

II tHIN
15
17
18
19
20
21

output2 = z + l;

z :: z"z;

outputl = z;
output3 :: Xi
printf C'"'d "d "d\n",
outputl, output2 ,output3) ;

,.

Select slice 1 ocation via mouse

Figure 5: Intersection of Slices on Output 1 and Output 2
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a :: inputl ;
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(1) Use of unravel in a review should significantly enhance the ability to extract a given computation for
analysis.

fnputl,fnput2,input3 ;
a,b,·c,x,y,zj
outputl,output2 ,output3;

4

acanf("1'd" ,&1nputl) ;

(2) Unravel is easy to operate for a person with computer skills.

scanf("f,d'' ,&1nput2);
b = 1nput2;
scanf("f,d'' ,&1nput3);
C:: fnput3j
X = b + Cj
y :: a + l;
z :: y + b;
output2 = z + l;

...

(3) Unravel can disclose subtle relationships between
safety related and nonsafety related code that would
require a C expert to discover.
(4) The majority of the slices (90 percent for this example) were less than 25 percent of the size of the
original program. The user of unravel can expect
to eliminate a significant portion of code from consideration when using program slicing to extract a
given computation for examination.

output3 a. Xj
prfntf ("lkt
"<1\n",
outputl,output2,output3);

"d

Select slfce location via mouse

Figure 6: Statements Unique to Output 1

(5) Requested slices were computed in less than one
minute.

5

V. CURRENT WORK
We are currently developing several enhancements to
unravel. These include the following:
Interface: Cosmetic changes to the user interface to
make source navigation and slicing criterion specification easier.
C Dialects: Some compiler writers extend ANSI C in
ways that make it difficult to write general code
analysis tools. Some examples from our experience
with unravel are the following :

• New keywords, e.g., near, far, ...near, used
as data (declaration) attributes. Usually such
keywords could be ignored for computing a
program slice.
• New keywords that define new data types, e.g. ,
bit, complex. These keywords cannot be ignored but, they can be replaced with another
keyword that unravel recognizes as a type
name.

Libraries: Library or system calls are a mystery to unravel since the source code of the library routine is
not available for analysis. The current approach is
for unravel to guess by assuming that if a value is
passed it is referenced and if an address is passed
then the object is changed. Nothing is assumed
about any global variable. We are designing a simple scripting language that would allow an unravel
user to prepare summary of variable dependence relationships in the library call among input parameters, output parameters and global variables.
Call Tree: We are adding the ability to unravel for
displaying the slice call tree with an indication of
the parts of each called procedure that are included
in the slice.

VI. FUTURE WORK

2. Add a configuration file that contains a list of
keywords paired with a (possibly null) substitution.

Using program slicing in software development and the
analysis of the final software product has potential to
increase software quality in several ways that we plan to
explore.
We have studied the feasibility of extending unravel
to c++. There are c++ features that would be difficult
for unravel to analyze. Many of these are inappropriate
for high integrity code. Unravel can draw attention to
the use of these patterns and features.
It is important to note that c++ is a much larger language than C. The major addition to C provided by c++
is the notion of classes, which provide data hiding, guaranteed initialization, user defined conversions, dynamic
binding ( through virtual functions) and multiple inheritance. Other significant additions include strong type
checking, function name overloading, operator overloading, function inlining, constant data objects and member functions, a reference type, heap operators new and
delete, declarations occurring anywhere in a block, templates, and exception handling. These features and their
interactions pose new challenges for unravel. At the
same time, features such as c++'s strong typing will allow unravel to produce more accurate slices. Extending
unravel to analyze c++ programs will require substantial effort.
The following features of c++ present potential difficulties in any analysis of the kind performed by unravel.
"Being hard to analyze" indicates that these features are
hard to understand, which in turn indicates that they
should be avoided in high integrity programs. The last
two, unions and varargs, exist in C.

This takes care of the common extensions and allows the unravel user to handle unexpected keyword extensions that have no impact on data-flow
semantics.

exceptions Exceptions provide an error handling technique or alternatively another control flow structure. Exceptions are difficult to analyze because
they represent non-local (often interprocedural)

• New syntax cannot in general be recognized.
The unravel parser is being modified to allow
extended syntax that we have encountered.
• One compiler writer decided to extend the C
preprocessor to allow the keyword sizeof even
though the ANSI standard forbids the extension, thus making code using this feature difficult to examine by a software analysis tool
without manual replacement of preprocessor
statements using sizeof. This impacts unravel because we want to allow unravel to
be run on a system other than the system containing the development environment but, we
wanted to avoid writing our own version of
cpp. The practical resolution is to use the native cpp of the development environment before taking the source code to the system running unravel for analysis.
The solution to recognizing extended keywords is in
two parts.
1. Add a run time switch that toggles recognition
of common extended keywords.

control transfers (gotos ). Besides being difficult for
unravel to analyze, exceptions are new to c++.
Their implementation and semantics represent a
moving target , not suitable for high integrity code.

[2] M. Harman and S. Danicic. Using program slicing to
simplify testing. Softwa.re Te&ting, Verification and
Relia.bility, 5:143-162, September 1995.

pointers to members A pointer to a class member
when combined with an object of the class yields a
class member. Like pointers to functions, pointers
to class members significantly complicate the data.flow analysis that unravel mus~ oerform.

interfering versions of programs. A CM Tran&actions
on Progra.mming Langua.ge& and Sy&tems, 11(3):345387, July 1989.

[3] S. Horwitz, J. Prins, and T . Reps. Integrating non-

[4] K. Kennedy. A survey of data flow analysis techniques. In Steven S. Muchnick and Neil D. Jones,
editors, Progra.m Flow Analy&is: Theory and Applications. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
1981.

templates A template provides a generic declaration
(of a function or class) that includes a type parameter . By supplying a concrete type for this parameter
a concrete declaration is formed. Analyzing templates would add significantly to the complexity of
unravel.

(5] J . R. Lyle and M. D. Weiser. Ezperiments in SlicingBa&ed Debugging Aids. In Empirical Studies of Programmers, Elliot Soloway and Sitharama Iyengar,
eds. Ablex Publishing Corporation, Norwood, New
Jersey, 1986.

unions A union, where two or more fields share the
same memory, must have a tag field to discriminate
through which field the shared memory should be
accessed. Unions are taken from C; consequently,
like C, c++ provides no checking of union access
fields and the present values of the tags. This prevents unravel from correctly knowing which field
may be accessed.

(6] J .R. Lyle, D.R. Wallace, J .R . Graham, K.B . Gallagher, J.P. Poole, and D.W. Binkley. A case tool to
evaluate functional diversity in high integrity software. Technical Report NISTIR 5691, U.S. Department of Commerce, Technology Administration, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Computer Systems Laboratory, Gaithersburg, MD, 1995.

varargs Varargs allows a function to have an undetermined number of arguments having undetermined
type. It is very difficult to track the data-flow
through such calls to such functions.

[7] M. Weiser. Programmers use slicing when debugging.
CACM, 25(7) :446--452, July 1982.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Unravel is a tool to assist a designer or reviewer to
understand software. While the initial evaluation of unravel considered only a single reviewer applying the tool
on one program, the results suggest that further use may
confirm that unravel is a powerful tool for assurance activities of high integrity software.
VIII. OBTAINING UNRAVEL
Additional information about unravel can be found on
the unravel World Wide Web home page:
http : //hissa.ncsl.nist.gov/unravel
Unravel can be obtained by anonymous ftp from:
hissa.ncsl.nist.gov
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Talk Outline

Program Slicing

• Evaluating High Integrity Software

• Program Slice: All program statements relevant to a
given computation.

• Program Slicing

• Slicing Criterion: Spccifi<::-; Liu: :-;)ice {co1111rnLaU011) for
a variable, v, at a statement, n.

• Results Using Unravel
• Current Work

• Program slices for a given slicing criterion are obtained
from a giveu program, P, by <leletiug zero or more statements from P, but the slice still computes the same value
for v at statement n.

• Future Work
• Conclusions

• Data-flow am.lysis is used to identify statements that
may be deleted without affecting the computation.

1.2

Evaluating High Integrity Software

• Failure of High Integrity Software => serious accident or
severe financial loss => software needs careful evaluation
& review.
• Simpler to compare spec of computation to code if code
of other computations are remo,·ed.
• Different algorithms used to compute consistency check
=> possible point of common failure.

l.4

Combining Slices

Program slices can be combined to find or exclude common
code.
• The intersection of two slices (backbone slice) is the
set of statements common to the two computations.
• A slice minus a backbone slice gives the statements
unique to a computation (program dice).

• Need to find software faults (bugs) quickly.
• All of the above are variations on the theme:
Need to understand an existing program.
s.t\•ar• Q-lily w.k (M., ,., INT):

u-, •..i (o..a.d

A,.-U u, IHT)

l.b

Programmer's View After a Slice

lmti&lVicw

Aller Slice on Output 3

Relations Between Two Slices

Sof\wuc Qu&li\y Weck (May 28, 1997): Unravel (Cru\cd April 15, 1997)

1.6

Computing a Program Slice
To locate the statements that influence variable v just

before execution reaches statement m we would compute a
program slice for the criterion < m, v >.
1. Start with program flow;-graph

2. Annotate with variables referenced and assigned to
3. the defs(n) set and the slicing criterion determine inclusion
4. the refs(n) set gives new criterion

-!

S <m v> '

S<n,v>
if v ¢ defs(n)
£
(
)
.
{n} u S<n,x>\/x Ere s n otherwise

Software Quali\y Weck (May 28, 1997): Unravel (Crca\ed April 15, 1997)

1.7

Slices on Output 1 and Output 2

0~(0perat1on)(Interrupt)
11 nodes~
!F11e: amoeba . c Proc: 11111in Var : outputl
!Pr1mary: outputl(ma1n) 22(amoeba.c)
Secondary :

!

(22 of amoeba . c)
()

3
4

5

1nt
int
int

1nputl, i nput2,1nput3 ;

a,b,.c,x,y,z ;
outputl,output2,output3 ;

6

I 1s::::::
12
13

scanf("ld" ,&input3) i
C = 1nput3 j
X : b + Cj

16

output2

11

II RM=

z + l;

II --..
19
20
21

OUtput3: X j
pr1ntf ("Id "d "d\n",
outputl,output2,output3);
Select slice location v1a mouse

Software Quality Week (May 28, 1997): Unravel (Created April 15, 1997)

0~(0perat1on)(Interrupt)

10 nodes~

!File: amoeba . c Proc : main Var : output2
!Pr1mary: output2(ma1n) 22(amoeba . c)
Secondary :

!

al ice on output2 at 11ne 22 (22 of amoeba . c)

,
4
5
6

I

<nq

!

()

1nt
1nt
int

1nputl,1nput2,1nput3 ;

a,b,c,x,y,z;

outputl,output2,output3;

·-:::
11
12

scanf("Sd" ,&1nput3) i

C: input3j
X : b + Cj

I-·-"
13

17

18
19
20
21

z ,. z•z;

outputl = Zj
output3 : Xi
pr1ntf ("Id Id ~n",
outputl,output2,output3);
Select s11ce location v1a mouse

1.8

Combine-cl Slices on Output 1 and Output 2

0~(0peration)(Interrupt)

10 nodes~

!

IFil a :

amoeba.c Proc: main Var : outputl
!Primary: outputl(main) 22(amoeba . c)
Secondary : ou~
22(amoeba . c) & output)

0~(0perat1on)(Interrupt)
10 nodes~
jF11e: IIIIOeba.c Proc: 1Min Var : output3
!Primary: outputl(lnain) 22(noeba . c)
Secondary : oul

!

!outputl(...1n) 22(anoeba. c) diced by output2(u1n) ~
l rM1nQ
2 {

3
4
5

i
11

12

u

int
1nt
int

1nputl , 1nput2,1nput3 ;
a,b,c,x,y,z ;
outputl,output2,output3 ;

3
4

5

-==

7

8
g

10
11

12
13
14

= ....

II Bm
16

17
1a
19
20

21

15

output2 = z + l ;
z = z...,z ;
output}: Zj
output3: Xj

16

l;

II
19

pr1ntf ( "Sd Sd 1'(f\n" ,

outputl,output2 ,output3);

1nputl,input2,input3;
a,b,c,x,y,z;
outputl,output2 ,output3 i

6

scanf("Sd" ,11nput3);
C = input3 j
X

int
int
int

,,

Select slice location via mouse

Software Quality Week (May 28, 1997): Unravel (Created April 15, 1997)

20
21

Select slice location via IIIOUSe

1.9

Current Work

Using Unravel on Sample Code
Unravel was tried on sample high integrity code, geuerated by a software reviewer.

• Make unravel run faster. Current version uses simple
algorithms that can be easily improved.

• Allowed auditor to extract a computation for manual
examination

• Cosmetic user interface changes. E.g., Selecting variables: now global variables presented by file and locals
presented by procedure. Add list of all variables.

• Found questionable sharing of code

• Parsing C dialects complicated by new keywords or syntax.
• No semantic knowledge for libraries.
• Add display of call tree with slice information.

1 .12

1.10

Basic Unravel Design

Unravel Performance

(1) Unravel significantly enhances ability to analyze code.
(2) Unravel is easy to operate.
(3) Unravel can disclose subtle relationships in code that
would require a C expert to discover.
(4) The majority of the slices were less than 25 percent of
the size of the original program (some as small as 10
percent of the original).
(5) Requested slices were computed in less than one
minute.

s.f\wan Qwtr Wffl (Ma7 JI, lHJ):

u.,.ww (0-W Afril 11, l"T)

l.ll

Call Tree Example 1
l!JEE

Unravel Version 3.0 (alpha) Program Slicer

c:=:=::J~

20 nodes
(u-clt) (Select)(Operotlon) (Interrupt)
jflle: pony-ftuslc,c Proc: ftaln Var: outputl
jPrlftary: outputl(ftoln) 39(pony-,,uslc,c)
Secondary: <none>
slice on output1 at line 39 (39 of pony-Mus le ... )

Qlolp)

I

1 Int hale,bopp,holleyJ
2
3 orlov(lnt b)( bopp: bl)
4 don(lnt c?Jihalley: cf]
.,.vlwJi3M-1 (Int a, Int b, Int c)lli?i)r;H#>r lov(b) Jdon(c) JI] •
(return bopp - 1J)
8 Int appaloosa()(return hale+ 1J)
9 Int cash()(return quarter()lappaloosa()J)
10

I
I

[!)(i'E slice on output1 at line 38 (38 or pon~-mus.@.

I

!Exit Tree

I

"'
coplond
1

I

7 Int quarter()

p,:im~t.~;,-,rn;;-;;"-·
•y ;:Mj , ·
(Int c, Int
: ly + c/hal eyJ

aFl lnKer(y);

1
16 chlncoteaiue(lnt lb)(lb =lb+ 1;)

17 saddlebread()(hally++JJ
18 copland(lnt lb)(chlncoteaiue(b)Jsaddlebread()J)
19

i,1»,fiirnf~~
22
Int
23
24

..
we
27
28

~1.eom..,11,j~ ~nnm
scan7d0 Yn:;; ~put2,
scanf("Xd",&lnput3)J c: lnput3J

ID
iDJ 3•t'~Afilll iJr.lJ3
><: cash
+ 1J

~

~J~l!~c~

~

~outpu
2=a
)(J ilil EID

33

36
37

38

11D]

I

Int

ln~ut1,lnput2,lnput3J
a, ,c,><,y,zJ
output1,output2,output3J

output3 : p !,
prlntf ("XJ Xd Xd\n",
outpul1,output2,output3)J

~·

saddlebread
chincoteague

'j• '

/'

Soft-ware Quality Week (May 28, 1997): Unravel (Created April 14 1 1997)

-

~.:,';"·· MM 'i 1ippizzaner
I.~:in I 11 ..1

•
•
•
•
•

Select slice location vie nouse

l

haflinger

•
=

•

'

I

'~

appaloosa
l

I

~.°"'"

I

quarter
1

I

-- -tchaikovsky

don
I

II

orlov
I

I

!Description of object under nouse pointer is displayed!
T

I

1.13

Call Tree Example 2
[!]~ Unravel Version 3.0 (alpha) Progra111 Slicer

C ~ fill

(Exil;)(Select;)(OperaUon)(lnterrupt)
40 nodes
!file: pony-nusic.c Proc: Main Var: output2
!PriMary: output2(Main) 39(pony-Music.c) Secondary: <none>

l!lB:1 slice , on output2 at line 39 (39 of pony- 1@

!E><it:

Tree

l

slice on output2 at line 39 (39 oF pony-Music.c)
1 Int hale,bopp,halleyJ
2
51liamont b)(I .u.iJDsEalB.l

•

11rnt RY,l~!~II-L.rn!iDI

!

--

copland

4 don inl; c~lley = cf}
8i"IG®i3M-1 Ont; a, 1n1; b, 1n1; c>mtto:.ff/8,)iUil!XU>H:lon <c>Jll •

10
11 llpplzzanor(){hale = hale•haleJ}
12 haFllnier(inl; •y>( *Y: 3J}
13 strauss(lnl; c,lnt •y>(llpplzzaner()JhaFllnier(y)J
14
*Y: *Y • c/halloyf}
15

-~~"~tm:~(lnl;
b>~=j
1 sa d e read()[hal •
lo,++
y;tJlillillillOnt •b)l(;jriQJ 5 addlebread() JI]

,~-·bhD~~~

input1,lnput2,lnput3J

22
23
24

int
Int

28

,.......... ,

•.'
..
934

37
38

IGIIJ

t

a,b,c,><,y,zf

.-,

,,

1ipp lZZMIBr

•
•
•

Main

11111 1111 11

t•-

-R

......

~tl:

a+

haleJ

~:CA~
oupu
7~ +llowJ
prlntF ("X Xd Xd\n,

output1,output2,output3)J

=
=
•
•

....

--

appaloosa

cash

output1,output2,output3J

strauss c,8u)J
~

strauss

t:chaikovsky

!Description of obJecl; under Mouse pointer ls displ~

Select; slice location ula Mouse

Software Quality Week (May 28, 1997): Unravel (Created April 14, 1997)

1.1

Call Tree Example 3
l!lffi Unravel Version 3.0 (alpha) Program Slicer

r::::=:--:=J ~

(Exlt)(Select)(Operatlon)(Interrupt)
34 nodes
!File: pony-"uslc.c Proc: "aln Var: output3
!Prlftary: output3("aln) 39(pony-"uslc.c)
Secondary: <none>
slice on output3 at llne 39 (39 oF pony-"uslc.c)

l!JliE slice on output3 at line 39 (39 of ponu-111@

IExit

Tree

I

---coplond

}

,lnt c)[}iale: aJorlov(b)1itmXGBI
lnt quarter() (return bopp - 1J)
lnt appaloosa()(return hale+ 1J}
lnt cash()(return quarter()•appaloosa()J}

r

16 chlncote~ue(lnt •b>C•b: •b + 1J)

IAfi!W:timJt..Y.i<>~W,D
inf •~cotea2ueCb>1iz'titiGlfirnfai,(IBI
,i·,&Ocl,~~ input1,lnput2,lnput3J
22
23
24
25
26

•
~
38

IIDI]

Main

1

11111 111
cosh

a,b,c,w,11,zJ
output1,output2,output3J

int
Int

"''Po
34
35

soddlebreod

---

tchoikovsky

output1:

a+

haleJ

ff!fit
;JMa~1'1'n~
2

: >< + b J

Description of object under Mouse pointer Is dlsplo

output1,output2,output3)J
Select slice location via "ouse

Soft.ware Quality Week (May 28, 1997): Unravel (Created April 14, 1997)

1.15

Future Work

Conclusions

• Unravel is based on a FORTRAN slicing tool. We have
been requested to update the FORTRAN component
and integrate it into unravel.
• Add Java and C++.

In an initial evaluation an independent software reviewer
found:
• Unravel easy to use with little training .
• Simplified the task of extracting a computation for evaluation.
• Slices were much smaller than the original program.
• Slices were found quickly.
Down load by anonymous ftp from:
HISSA.NCSL.NIST.GOV
· Web page: JITTP:IIJSSA.NCSL.NIST.COV /UNTI.AVEL

W-.r• Qwkr W,..,t (W•r SI, IHl): u..... (er-w A,nl

u, lffl)

c++

l.U

Parsing

c++ is hard for many reasons, some that stand out to us:
• Exceptions are hard to slice and used more often in
C++ than signals in ANSI C .
• Templates must be expanded. In C we used the cpp to
expand macros .
• Pointer usage is much richer in C++ than C, e.g., point<: r:-;

Lo rull( :l.io11s

11H1rn 1:0111111011.
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Abstract
A generic tableau algorithm, which is the basis for a general customizable method for producing test oracles from
temporal logic specifications, is described in [8] . The algorithm accepts semantic rules as parameters for building
the semantic tableau for a specification. Parameterizing the
tableau algorithm by semantic rules permits it to easily accommodate a variety of temporal operators and provides a
clean mechanism for fine-tuning the algorithm to produce
efficient oracles. In this paper, we report on our prototype
implementation of the algorithm and on our experience with
its use.
Keywords: formal specification, verification, specificationbased test oracles, tableau methods, propositional temporal
logic, test validation.

1

Introduction

Temporal specifications describe constraints on the order in which events can occur in executions of a concurrent
software system. Oracles produced from these specifications
can verify that traces generated by executing a system conform to the specifications. Such oracles are needed during
system testing to uncover temporal faults in test executions
(22] . Proactive debuggers and run-time monitors can use
temporal oracles to detect faults, notifying the user when
such occur (10]. If efficient, temporal oracles can also be
incorporated into robust, self-checking programs [l].
Several methods for checking that traces conform to temporal specifications have been designed for specific notations
(2,4, 16, 18]. The semantics of the operators provided in specific notations motivate details of the methods. This practice makes it difficult to adapt a trace checker for use with
additional operators or different notations. A relatively minor change to the semantics of an operator may necessitate
extensive revision of an oracle and of the method by which
oracles are produced.
Notation-specific methods for constructing oracles must
handle all operators that can appear in a specification. The
introduction of additional operators complicates both the
method for constructing oracles and the proof that oracles
produced by the method are correct. Similar considerations
•This research was supported in part by NSF Grant CCR-9505392.

Y. S. Ramakrishna
Computer Science Department
State University of New York
Stony Brook, NY 11794

impede specification-dependent optimizations which could
result in more efficient oracles.
We describe a generic tableau algorithm, which is the
basis for a general customizable method for producing oracles from temporal logic specifications, in (8]. A procedure
for producing semantic tableaux from specifications is obtained by instantiating the generic tableau algorithm with
rules expressing the semantics of the operators in a temporal logic. The semantic tableau generated from a specification describes a finite state automaton that accepts precisely
those state sequences satisfying the specification. An oracle applies this automaton to finite state sequences that are
produced from execution traces during testing.
Parameterizing the tableau algorithm by semantic rules
permits it to easily accommodate a variety of temporal operators. This parameterization also provides a clean mechanism for fine-tuning the algorithm to produce automata
that are efficiently simulated and from which an oracle can
generate meaningful feedback about faults. Semantic rules
are subject to logical criteria which guarantee that a tableau
procedure terminates and that it produces a correct automaton, i.e. , an automaton that accepts precisely those finite
state sequences satisfying the input specification.
This paper describes the design of our prototype oracle
generator for Propositional Temporal Logic (PTL) (13] and
Graphical Interval Logic (GIL) (7] . We discuss our laboratory experiments using different semantic rules to determine
the effect on the tableau generated to check test traces. We
also provide some comparison of the efficiency of oracles
generated by our tableau method with that of GIL-based
oracles generated by other methods (18].
This paper presents some material from (8] as well as
new material based on implementing the method and using
the implementation.
In Section 2, we discuss the relationship between our
work and the substantial body of other work on tableau
decision procedures. Section 3 presents a motivating example illustrating the definition and use of temporal oracles to
check execution traces. Section 4 then presents the generic
tableau algorithm: Subsection 4.1 introduces necessary notation; Subsection 4.2 presents the basic tableau algorithm
and also indicates the sufficient conditions that ensure a set
of rules results in a correct tableau procedure; and Subsection 4.3 shows how the basic tableau algorithm is made
generic and customized via parameterization of the rules,
0ivin0 sample rules for a variety of linear time temporal op-

erators and showing how to tailor rules to reduce the size of
an oracle. In Section 5 we discuss our implementation, including results from our experiments with it. In conclusion,
we briefly describe our ongoing research in Section 6.

2

of general systems, because of their large state spaces. For
this reason, model checking is used to verify an abstract
model of the system, rather than the program(s) implementing it. The proof of correctness of the abstraction itself is
often informal, and almost never automated. In contrast,
the testing-based method considered in this paper subjects
a set of traces produced by executing a system to analysis,
and decides whether the traces in this set satisfy a given
specification. This latter analysis generally does not constitute a verification of the system. However, a good testgeneration method may exercise many significant behaviors
of a system, and automated analysis of the resulting executions by means of oracles can be useful in revealing faults.
(Test generation, and the extent of "coverage" afforded by
specific tests, is beyond the scope of this paper.)
Much of the recent impressive progress in model checking
can be traced to the development of symbolic techniques, for
example binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [3), and of partial
order techniques [23). However, neither symbolic techniques
nor partial order techniques would seem beneficial for constructing test oracles. While it is possible to represent the
flow relation of the automaton for a formula as a BD D , elaborate encodings are usually not necessary since specifications
are small and the resulting automata typically have no more
than a few hundred states. Partial order techniques can be
of little help since oracles examine actual linear execution
traces, not the partial orderings of events representing sets
of interleavings.

Related Work

The relationship between our work on test oracles and
that of others engaged in testing research is discussed in [9).
Here, we concentrate on work related to tableau decision
procedures in theorem proving and verification.
Most propositional temporal logics are interpreted over
infinite state sequences, permitting formulas to specify properties of both terminating and nonterminating executions
[13). However, this general interpretation requires translation to more powerful and costly automata than simple finite state automata (FSA), e.g., Biichi automata [25). Biichi
automata are not required to check traces generated during
testing since test traces are necessarily finite.
The first tableau methods for linear time temporal logics were designed for deciding the validity of formulas . An
excellent discussion of these methods is found in [24). The
tableau algorithm described in this paper is very similar to
the incremental tableau algorithm that is presented briefly
in [12) and in more detail in [14); in fact, we borrow terminology from both of those works.
While virtually all tableau methods are driven by semantic rules, little attention has been devoted to correctness criteria for rules. Factoring the proof of correctness of
a tableau procedure into a proof for the basic engine and
separate proofs that semantic rules are valid and complete
reduces the effort required to verify tableau procedures for
different logics. Moreover, by isolating the correctness criteria for rules, we are able to generalize the semantic-rule concept from simple reduction rules, which correspond to the
rules that drive most of the existing tableau methods, to
contextual replacement rules, which facilitate customizing
a tableau procedure in a specification-dependent manner.
Existing tableau methods perform optimizations similar to
those outlined in Subsection 4.3, but by hard-coding them
into the algorithm: Optimizations are always attempted, or
never attempted, whereas the form of a specification may
preclude any benefit from attempting certain optimizations.
The testing-based method described in Section 3 is related to, but nevertheless different from, both temporal
logic-based deductive methods and model checking methods. Deductive methods use the specifications for a system
as axioms for verifying critical correctness properties. Properties of the system correspond to theorems: A property p
is valid if (Aisi) =>pis valid, where Si ranges over the specifications. Because large numbers of specifications are generally required to completely axiomatize the executions of a
complex system, the verification of interesting properties of
large systems tends to be intractable. But specifications of
critical correctness properties tend to be short and concise,
and therefore produce efficient oracles with which to check
execution traces.
Model checking subjects a model of a system to exhaustive analysis and decides whether the model satisfies
a given specification [5, 26]. Current model-checking technology does not yet allow complete automated verification

3

An Example

This section illustrates the definition and use of temporal oracles. In doing so, it helps motivate the algorithm, described in Section 4, for generating semantic tableaux from
temporal specifications. The algorithm requires a specification that is written in a propositional linear-time temporal
logic (LTL) [13), and it must be parameterized by rules that
express the semantics of the logical operators. We present
specifications in two different LTLs, Propositional Temporal
Logic (PTL) and Graphical Interval Logic (GIL), manifestating our scheme for parameterizability by different temporal logics.
An LTL formula is evaluated at a state within a sequence
of states, where a state assigns boolean values to primitive
propositions. To interpret LTL formulas as expressing properties of program executions, the software engineer must define the relationship between values of primitive propositions
and events that occur during executions. The definitions of
propositions determine events that must be monitored when
running tests in order to produce execution traces, which
induce state sequences on which to evaluate LTL specifications. We use LTL formulas to describe properties that are
to be verified of test executions. We therefore assume state
sequences are:
• Finite, because test executions are finite.
• Non-empty, because every test execution begins in an
initial state.
The example in [9] illustrates methods for defining primitive
propositions and for generating finite state sequences that
represent test executions of an Ada tasking program. [17]
2

The following are examples of two PTL formulas that
should be satisfied by every state sequence generated in testing a correct implementation of the mutex algorithm:

more generally discusses (issues of) representation-mapping
from actual behavior of a system being checked to some kind
of trace that can be directly compared to or evaluated with
a specification.
For purposes of illustration here, we consider an implementation of a fair mutual exclusion algorithm in which processes that require mutually exclusive access to a shared
resource are assigned turns for accessing it. To operate correctly, an implementation of the distributed mutex algorithm
must assign turns to processes in a fair manner. Additionally, a process may enter a critical section (a section of code
that accesses the resource) only in its turn and only when
the resource is not being accessed by another process.
We use the following primitive propositions for specifying properties that are to be checked when testing a mutex
program that contains two processes:

0(-iinl V -iin2)

D [turn1 => ((in2 /\ turn1) U [(-iin2 /\ turn1) U inl])] (2)
The temporal operators in these specifications denote henceforth (always), D, and strong until, U. Informally, specification (1) asserts that the processes access the resource in
a mutually exclusive manner (in every state at least one of
inl or in2 is false); and specification (2) asserts that, if process 1 has priority to enter a critical section (turn1 is true),
then (i) process 2 does not next enter a critical section before process 1 (when in2 is next false, it remains false at
least until inl is true), (ii) process 1 does not lose its turn
before obtaining the resource (turn1 remains true at least
until inl is true) , and (iii) process 1 does eventually access
the resource (inl is eventually true) . Appendix A contains
formal definitions for all temporal operators used in this paper.
To obtain semantic tableaux from these specifications,
we supply reduction rules which express the semantics of
the operators in the specifications. A reduction rule associates a formula with a list of options, or sets of formulas that
imply the associated formula. Table 1 gives reduction rules 1
for a variety of PTL formulas , including those required for
building semantic tableaux from specifications (1) and (2) .
Informally, the options associated with a formula represent
different ways in which the formula can be satisfied. For example, rule [rD] associates a single option with formula (1) ,
the option { -iinl V -iin2, QD(-,inl V -iin2) }. Thus, specification (1) holds at a state in a finite sequence of states precisely if at least one of inl and in2 is false in the given state
and either specification (1) again holds at the next state in
the sequence or the given state is the final state. Similarly,
[rU] associates two options with (-iin2 /\ turn1) U inl:

turn1, turn2: Process 1 / process 2 has priority to enter a
critical section.
inl, in2 : Process 1 / process 2 is in a critical section.

Figure 1 shows several state sequences that might be generated in testing an implementation of the mutex algorithm.
Vertical lines denote events that modify the values of primitive propositions. The valuations of propositions are shown
graphically, using shading to denote true. (The numbers
beneath events are explained subsequently.)

::::: I
in2

1·~1 ~'Ill If11 u.om 1nm

0 1 I

I

I 2 3 111

0

2

2

3 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 111

3 11

(1)

1

2 11

Option 1: It could be that inl is true in the given state.
1

I

Option 2: It could be that in2 is false and turn1 is true in

the given state, that this state is not the final state of
the sequence, and that (-iin2 /\ turn1) U inl holds at
the next state in the sequence.

:T~I 1ur1:1,1 rn IIUl'IH tlMrl
01111

23 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 111

The algorithm described in Section 4 produces a semantic tableau for specification (2) when parameterized with
rules from Table 1. Figure 2 shows the tableau as a flow
graph. A flow graph represents a finite state automaton
(FSA) by a bipartite graph in a manner that accords equal
status to states and transitions. Locations correspond to
automaton states and are shown as circles. '.lransitions are
denoted by rectangles. A pair of arcs (L, T) and (T, L'), with
T a flow graph transition and L and L' flow graph locations,
stands for the transition (L, T, L') in the conventional FSA
representation. An arrow with no source designates the initial location, and a double circle designates a final one. The

3 1122

Figure 1: Some example state sequences.
An execution trace satisfies an LTL formula if the formula holds at the first state of the state sequence induced
by the trace.
3.1

Specification in PTL

The main specification-language that we use in this paper is the Propositional Temporal Logic (PTL) of (13] . But
see also the next subsection (below) for an example using a
different temporal logic, Graphical Interval Logic (GIL).

1
More precisely, the table gives schemas for generating reduction
rules. To obtain a reduction rule , the variables in a rule schema must
be instantiated with actual formulas .
Because we use specifications in negation normal form (see Subsection 4.1), we do not need reduction rules for formulas which are
negations .
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Label Formula

enable any transition leaving £ 2 • The oracle rejects the last
sequence in Figure 1 because the run does not end at a final
location. Thus, the top sequence satisfies specification (2),
but the middle and bottom sequences do not.
When a state sequence violates a specification, the semantic tableau contains information that can help in understanding the violation that occurred. As shown in Figure 2,
we associate a set of formulas with each location in a flow
graph; these are the formulas that must be verified of the
remaining state sequence whenever a run of the flow graph
enters the location. For example, at every location of the
flow graph in Figure 2, the oracle must verify that the remaining input satisfies the invariant (2). In £2, however, it
must also check that the remaining input satisfies the subformula:

Options

[r/\] ft I\ h --+ ({/i,h})
(rv] ftV/2 --+ ({Ii}, { h })
[r=}] ft=}h --+ ({-,/i},{h})
(rD]
Of --+ ({f,QDJ})
(rO]
Of --+ ({f},{00!})

[rU]
(rP]
[rU]
[rP]

ftU/2
ftp h
ftU/2
ftPh

--+ <{ h }, { Ii, OU1 uh)})
--+ ({ft,-,fd,{-,h,Q(/1 p h)})
--+ ({ /2 }, {/1, Q(/1 Uh)})
--+ ({ ft, -,fd, { _,h. OU1 Ph)})

(in2 /\ turn1) U ((-,in2 /\ turn1) U inl]

Table 1: Reduction rules for some common operators.

Consider then the middle sequence in Figure 1. Since the
fifth state of this sequence does not enable any transition out
of L2, the valuation in this state contradicts one (or both)
of the formulas to be verified at £2. In fact, it is easily
seen to contradict (3). If we negate (3) and push negations
inward, we obtain a characterization of the problem that
the oracle encountered: the remaining sequence, starting at
the fifth state, satisfies (-,in2 V -,turn1) P [(-,in2 /\ turn1) U
inl] . As turn1 is false in the fifth state, which is the first
state of the remaining sequence, we further conclude that the
remaining sequence does not satisfy ( -,in2 /\ turn1) U inl,
or equivalently, that the remaining sequence satisfies (in2 V
-,turn1) P inl. This observation helps show the underlying
problem: process 1 has lost its turn although it has not
accessed the resource (turn1 is false in the fifth state and inl
is not yet true). Methods for analyzing failures to determine
how a state sequence violates a specification are topics of
ongoing research and are beyond the scope of this paper.

input alphabet of a flow graph for a semantic tableau is the
set of possible system states, i.e., the set of valuations for
the primitive propositions. Transitions are annotated with
propositional formulas, which describe those inputs that enable the transitions. In the flow graph in Figure 2, for example, transition T 1 is taken upon checking the first state of
a sequence if turn1 is initially false or inl is initially true.

in2

A -, inl A

turnl 1-,T,:;..z---11

3.2

L2

= {D(turn1 ~ ((in2 /\ turn1) U ((-.in2 /\ turn1) U inl)))}
= {(in2 /\ turn1) U ((-.in2 /\ turn1) U inl),

L3

= {(-.in2 /\ turn1) U inl,

D(turn1
D(turn1

~
~

Specification in GIL

Graphical Interval Logic (GIL) is another linear-time
temporal logic which might be preferred for specifying certain timing properties from a standpoint of clarity of expression. A designer might therefore prefer to use GIL instead
of PTL above.
Figure 3 shows how the two example properties (1)
and (2) above can be expressed in GIL. In a GIL specification, the top line "f---r' denotes the full expanse of time
being considered. As in PTL, the symbol "D" specifies 'at
all times' (in the relevant interval of time), and the standard
boolean operators such as negation "-," and disjunction "V"
are as usual. Graphical positioning clarifies temporal relationships: the horizontal dimension represents the progression of states in time, and arguments for an operator such
as "D" are vertically aligned with the operator (at their top
left corners). Thus, in the first GIL specification (1') in
Figure 3, the "D" placed on the top-level line refers to all
times in the execution sequence, and (-,inl V -,in2) is the
argument of the D. Thus, (1') is clearly equivalent to the
PTL specification (1) above.
Beyond "D" and the standard boolean operator "=},"
specification (2') in Figure 3 uses GIL's subinterval construct (twice). A subinterval is specified via a startingpoint "." and then a sequence of 'searches,' indicated with

Lo= { D(turn1 ~ ((in2 /\ turn1) U ((-.in2 /\ turn1) U inl)))}

L1

(3)

((in2 /\ turn1) U ((-.in2 /\ turn1) U inl)))}
((in2 /\ turn1) U ((-dn2 /\ turn1) U inl)))}

Figure 2: Flow graph generated from (2).
The flow graph for a formula accepts precisely those finite state sequences that satisfy the formula. Thus, an oracle runs the flow graph produced from a specification on
the finite state sequences generated during testing to verify
that the sequences satisfy the specification. In Figure 1, the
numbers beneath events (vertical lines) show the indices of
the locations that are encountered when the flow graph of
Figure 2 is run on the respective state sequences. The oracle accepts the top sequence since the run ends at L1, the
only final location. The oracle rejects the middle sequence
after the first four states because the fifth state does not
4

Label

(-, '"' V-, ,n2 l

(1')

Formula

(rJD]
JD/ --+
[rp] [- I i+t , . . . )p --+

turnl

=>
11+'•-----------------------------inl
[ D
)

lj

(rt]

[- I i+t)f --+ ({t}, {,t, (If)})

In rule [r JD], "I" is an interval, and "©" is O if the leading
search in I is strong (i.e. with "1+") and otherwise © is Q.
In each of the rules [r p] and [rt], I is the same as the interval
on the left side of the "--+," and I" is also the same interval
except that it is qualified to be of non-null duration (this
is called "strong"; see (7]); and formula p is restricted to be
purely propositional (i.e. containing no temporal operators).

( 1 in2 /\ turnl )

D

Options

({ (If), @JD/})
({p, ,t, QI true},
{ ,t, QI"false })

)

(1n 2 /\ turnl )

(2')
Figure 3: The example mut. excl. properties (1)
and (2) expressed in GIL.

Table 2: Sample reduction rules for GIL.
The GIL specifications (1') and (2') and the GIL reduction rules can be used like the PTL material above, yielding
analogous results. While PTL may have some advantages
such as simplicity, an advantage of GIL is that a fault in a
trace being checked can be shown graphically; such display
is illustrated in (6, 9]. For example, the fault (as discussed
above, with PTL) in Figure 1 's middle trace can be displayed
with GIL as shown in Figure 4.

dashed arrows "-- 11>," to points at which designated 'target' formulas hold. (A doubled arrowhead "1+" specifies a
'strong' search just as in PTL "U" specifies 'strong until';
see Appendix A below.) The expanse or duration of the
subinterval is indicated via its own line "f----r ; properties
are specified within the subinterval just as within the overall top-level interval. For example, the subinterval on the
right in specification (2') starts at a point in time indicated
by its "." and ends at the next point in time when the target formula inl is found to hold; within this subinterval,
there is a specification involving the operator "D" and the
basic boolean formula ( ,in2 Aturn1). The interpretation of
this subinterval is that from its starting-time until the first
subsequent point in time at which inl is found to be true,
at all points in time within this subinterval of time, the formula ( ,in2 A turn1) should be satisfied. Let Ir denote this
right-hand subinterval in specification (2'). The other subinterval in specification (2'), on the left, starts with its own
"." and ends when I r starts; throughout this left subinterval,
the formula (in2 A turn1) should be satisfied. Altogether,
the interpretation of specification (2') is as follows: at any
point in time, if turn1 holds, then (in2 A turn1) holds until
the next point in time at which (,in2 A turn1) holds until inl holds. Thus, GIL specification (2') is equivalent to
PTL specification (2) above.
Textual representations of GIL formulas are available.
For example, the textual representation of Ir in (2') is
[- I i+inl)D(,in2 A turn1) ; and for (2') altogether:
turn1
D
(

:~m1=o1111111111
..,

turnl
_______
_______________ ___ __ _

~-~----------~, n']
-, i

n2 }

turnl

- , i nl

V
- , turnl

Figure 4: Illustrating fault in Figure 1's middle
trace 2 with GIL.
Figure 4 illustrates how a fault, once identified, can be
understood via vertical alignment of GIL operators with
key points within the trace: The topmost "<>turn1 ... "
is aligned with a point in the trace where turn1 is true.
At the far right, the search "i+inl" is aligned with a
point in the trace where inl is true; indeed, an entire
interval-formula (Ir) is aligned where it is satisfied, i.e. where
D( ,in2 A turn1) is satisfied throughout the corresponding
portion of the trace. At the bottom, the illustration's second
"<>" is aligned at a point where (,in2 V ,turn1) is satisfied,
as turn1 is false at that point; this is the key point where
the trace does not satisfy the original GIL specification (2'),

)

[=: I 11+[- I i+inl)D(,in2t\turn1))
D(in2 A turn1)

[7) formalizes this translation for GIL. Appendix A here defines the GIL operators used in this paper.
To obtain semantic tableaux from GIL specifications, we
instantiate the algorithm defined in Subsection 4.2 with rules
for reducing GIL operators. Reduction rules for GIL are
more complex than those for PTL. A sampling of them is in

2
Stretching and then truncation of the original trace is done for
clarity of this figure .

Tll.hhi 2.
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specifically its subformula D(in2 A turn1). A software engineer can use this information in locating and analyzing the
reported fault to fix it.

4
4.1

It is useful to interpret sets of formulas as conjunctions
and sequences of formulas as disjunctions. These conventions allow us to express operations on formulas very conveniently using operations on sets and sequences.

The Tableau Method

Notation 4.5 A set F of formulas represents the conjunction /\/eF f and a sequence F of formulas represents the
disjunction V/EF f. Then, a sequence F of sets of formulas
represents the disjunction VFeF(/\/eF !), the empty set 0
represents true, and the empty sequence A represents false.

Notation and Definitions

This subsection establishes notation and terminology
needed to describe the algorithm for generating fl.ow graphs
from PTL formulas. In the following, Props denotes the set
of primitive propositions that appear in a formula (specification) . The operators in Table 1 denote conjunction, A;
disjunction, V; implication, =>; henceforth, D; eventually, <>;
strong until, U; weak precedes, P; weak until, U; and strong
precedes, P .

For example, the fl.ow graph in Figure 2 associates the invariant being checked with Lo, and in Table 1 the right hand
side of rule (rU] denotes the formula h V (Ii A OU1 Uh)].
A fl.ow graph is formally defined as follows:

Definition 4.6 (Flow Graph) A flow graph G is a seventuple of the form:

Notation 4.1 We use upper case italic symbols (e.g., S,
L) to denote sets; upper case bold symbols (e.g., S , L) to
denote sequences; and lower case italic symbols (e.g., f, p)
to denote formulas. Additionally, we use a, b, and c to denote primitive propositions; p and q to denote propositional
formulas; and f and g to denote arbitrary formulas. Any
of these generic symbols may appear with or without subscripts. As is customary, we identify , , f with f and false
with ,true.
A sequence L may be defined by explicitly listing
its elements, so that L E x{ o, ... ,n-l} can be written
(L(O), . . . , L(n - 1)), where ILi = n is the length of L. The
null sequence is denoted A, IAI = 0.
We also use S to denote a state, S E 2Prop•, and S to
denote a sequence of states, S E (2Prop•){ o, ...,n- 1 }.

G

= (Alph, Locs , '.lrans, Lab, Flow, !nit, Fin)

where:
• Alph is a finite input alphabet.
• Locs is a finite set of locations.
• TI-ans is a finite set of transitions.
• Lab is a transition-labeling function,
Lab: '.lrans -+ 2Atph .
• Flow is a fl.ow relation,
Flow ~ ( Locs x '.lrans) U ( '.lrans x Locs).

For expediency, we adopt the convention of pushing
negations into primitive propositions.

• I nit is a set of initial locations, I nit

• Fin is a set of final locations, Fin

Definition 4.2 A formula is in negation normal form
(NNF) if negations apply only to primitive propositions.

~

~

Locs.

Locs.

Appendix A provides a formal semantics for fl.ow graphs.

For example, if a and b belong to Props, then the NNF
of ,D(a A ,b) is <>(,a Vb). Using NNF is not necessary,
but it helps streamline the presentation. Of course, this
convention requires us to provide a dual (for negation) for
each temporal operator.

4.2

The Basic Tableau Method

This subsection reviews the standard tableau algorithm
for PTL(D, <> ), recasting it in terms of the specific algorithm used in the remainder of the paper. We then discuss
correctness criteria which must be met when modifying the
algorithm for other logics and for better efficiency.
Given a NNF formula fo E PTL(D, <>), the tableau algorithm for PTL(D, <>) constructs a flow graph with input
alphabet 2Prop• that accepts precisely those input strings
satisfying / 0 . Each location is identified with a set of formulas, which must be verified of the remaining input sequence.
We illustrate the general method using the formula
0(0,b V Da). (See also Example 4.8 below.) The first step
creates the initial location Lo = { 0(0,b V Da) }. Thus, Lo
is the formula that the fl.ow graph must verify of an input
sequence.
The next step elaborates a copy T of Lo into one or more
sets of basic formulas, which become the outgoing transitions of L 0 • The set T is called a proper transition if it
consists solely of basic formulas; otherwise we call it an improper transition. Elaboration of T preserves its semantics,
recursively decomposing it into more basic transitions, until all formulas in each transition can be verified either in

Notation 4.3 PTL(o1,o~, ... ,ok,o~) denotes the propositional temporal logic providing conjunction, disjunction,
negation, and true, along with the temporal operators o;
and their duals o~, for i = 1, ... , k.
Primitive propositions, their negations, and formulas
whose main connective is a next operator play a special role
in the tableau construction.

Definition 4.4 We write ,Props for the set of negated
primitive propositions, ,Props = {,a I a E Props} . An
atomic formula is an element of Props U ,Props. A next
formula has the form Of or Of, for some formula f . A
formula is basic if it is an atomic formula or a next formula;
otherwise the formula is nonbasic.
Intuitively, atomic formulas are verified locally (in the current state of a state sequence) , and next formulas are verified
in the future (at the next state of a state sequence, if any).
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with different methods for applying them. The algorithm
returns the flow graph representation of a semantic tableau
for /o .

the current state or at a succeeding location. The proper
transitions define the outgoing transitions of Lo .
Reduction rules perform the task of decomposing improper transitions. A reduction rule / ~ F, with F =
(Fi , . . . , Fn), is applicable to T if / E T . If applicable, the rule specifies that T is to be replaced by the sets
(T-{ f} )UFi, for 1 $ i $ n. The next operators are used as
auxiliary operators in the right-hand sides of reduction rules
to simplify the presentation. Intuitively, whenever OJ' or
0/' is present in a transition, /' must be verified at the
succeeding location. Moreover, if 0/' is present , then the
succeeding location must not be final.
In the example here, the only rule applicable to T =
{ D( O,b V Da) } is (rD), and its application replaces T with
{ O,bVDa, QD(O,bVDa) }. Thus, Tis enabled if an input
sequence satisfies O,b V Da, and the remaining sequence
must satisfy D(O,b V Da). The former formula, which T
must verify, is then reduced using [rV]. This rule splits
the improper transition into { O,b, QD(O,b V Da)} and
{ Da, QD(O,b V Da) }. We now apply (rO] to the first of
these sets and (rD] to the second to obtain the sets T1 =
{ ,b, QD(O,b V Da) }, T 2 = {00,b, QD(O,b V Da) },
and T3 = {a , QDa, QD(O,b V Da) }, which we install as
proper transitions of the flow graph.
The transition T1 can be taken on any input symbol
(state) that does not contain b since ,b is the only atomic
formula in T1 . Moreover, the location succeeding T1 must
verify { D(O,b V Da) }, the same formula to be verified by
the initial location. We cannot, however, identify the successor of T1 with Lo because T1's successor is accepting and
Lo is not. (The flow graph must accept a singleton state
sequence in which b is false, but it must not accept the
empty state sequence.) We therefore create a new location
L1 = { D(O,b V Da), #} to succeed T1 , where "# " is a
special non-logical symbol used to mark final locations.
The transition T2 can be taken on any input, since T2
does not contain any propositional formulas, and its successor must verify { O,b, D(O,b V Da) }. Moreover, its successor must not be final, if O,b is to hold at Lo. Thus, we
create L2 = { <>,b, D(O,b V Da)} to succeed T2. Similarly,
the transition T3 is enabled by inputs (states) in which a is
true, and its successor is L 3 = { Da , D(O,b V Da) , # } .
Having constructed the transitions for Lo and their successors, the algorithm proceeds to elaborate each of the successors in turn and, in a recursive manner, to elaborate all
locations that can be reached from the initial one. The
presence of the final location marker # does not affect elaboration of a location, so that , for example, elaboration of
L1 produces the same three transitions as elaboration of L 0 •
Because the number of formulas that can be generated in
this fashion is finite , only a finite number of locations can
be produced, and the elaboration process eventually terminates.
The tableau algorithm is given in (8]; we use "TPROC()"
to denote it. The inputs to the algorithm give the formula
/o that is to be verified , the set Rules to use for reducing improper transitions, the function Applicable that determines
the rules applicable to a transition, and the function Apply
that returns the result of applying a rule to a transition.
The latter three parameters allow us to easily tailor the algorithm by supplying it with different reduction rules and

Definition 4. 7 The tableau procedure TPROC 1(D, 0)
for PTL(D , 0) is obtained by instantiating the algorithm TPROC() with the following rules and functions:
• The set Rules1 produced from [rt\] , [rV] , (rD], and
(rO].
• The function Applicable 1 defined by Applicable 1(T)
{ R E Rules I R has the form / ~ F and / E T }

=

• The function Apply 1 defined by Apply 1(R, T)
(T1 , .. . , Tn ), where R has the form/~ (Fi , . . . , Fn)
and Ti = (T - { /}) U Fi , for 1 $ i $ n .
Example 4.8 The locations, transitions, transition labeling function , and flow relation of the flow graph generated
from D( O,b V Da) by the procedure TPROC 1(D , 0 ) are
shown below. In this and in all subsequent examples, the
initial location is the one labeled Lo , the final locations are
those containing the # symbol, and the input alphabet is
Alph = 2Prop• , where P rops denotes the primitive propositions that appear in the original formula. In this example,
Props = {a , b }. In the next subsection we show how to
optimize TPROC1 (D, 0) to reduce the number of locations
and the number of transitions that it generates.
Lacs :
Lo= { 0(0,b V Da) }, L 1 = { D(O,b V Da) , # } ,
L2 = {O,b , D( O,b V Da) },
L3 = {Da , D(O,b V Da), # },
L4 = {O,b , Da, D(O,b V Da)}
TI-ans:
T1 = {,b, QD(O,b V Da)}
T2 = {00,b, QD(O,b V Da)}
T3 = {a, QDa, QD(O,b V Da)}
T4 = {,b, a, QDa, QD( O,b V Da)}
Ts = {a , O<>,b, ooa, QD( O,b V Da)}
T6 = { a , ,b, Q<>,b, QDa , QD( O,b V Da)}
Lab :
(T1
T4

f-t
f-t

,b; T 2 f-t true ; T3 f-t a;
,b t\ a ; T s f-t a; T6 f-t at\ ,b]

Flow :

{ (Lo , Ti) , (T1, L1) , (Lo , T 2), (T2, L 2), (Lo, T3) , (T3, L3),
(L1 , T1 ), (L1, T 2), (L1 , T 3),
(L2, T1) , (L2, T2), (L2, T 4), (T4, L3) , (L2, T s ), (Ts, L 4),
(L3, T3), (L3, T s), (L3, T6), (T6, L4),
(L4, T3) , (L4 , Ts), (£4, T6)}
Correctness of a t ableau procedure depends on applying
rules in a sound manner and on choosing appropriate final
locations, thereby ensuring that each location verifies the
formula that the algorithm identifies with it. The following
definitions ensure that the application of reduction rules and
the choice of final locations are sound.
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Definition 4.9 (Valid Rules) Rule R is valid iff R E
Applicable(T) implies T
Apply(R, T), for every set T of
formulas.a

=

Observation 4.10 Assume the functions Applicable 1 and
Apply 1 are used with a set of reduction rules of the form
f --+ F, where f is a formula and F is a sequence of sets
of formulas. Then the rules are valid if every reduction rule
f--+ F satisfies f F (i.e., f VFEF(/\ 1,EF !')).

=

=

To demonstrate that a tableau procedure terminates, we
need a notion of 'completness.' The following definitions
assume that a set Rules for reducing transitions, a function
Applicable for determining the rules that are applicable to
a transition, and a procedure Apply for applying rules to
transitions are given.

={

• { !} E CJ, and

Figure 5: Flow graph for (Da) P (Db) that is
generated by TPROC1 (D, <>, U, P).

• if TE C1, RE Applicable(T), and T' E Apply(R, T),
then T' E CJ.
Definition 4.12 (Complete Rules) A set ofrules is complete if the following criteria are met, where T and T' are
sets of formulas, R is a rule, and / is a formula:

A proof that TPROC() produces a correct tableau procedure when instantiated with a set of rules that is both valid
and complete appears in [8). By Observation 4.10 and Observation 4.13, therefore, TPROC1 (D, <>) accepts precisely
those state sequences satisfying the given specification formula fo .

i) Applicable(T) is empty iff T is proper.
ii) There exists a function m mapping sets of formulas
to non-negative integers such that R E Applicable(T)
and T' E Apply(R, T) imply m(T') < m(T).

4.3

• Clearly, conditions (i) and (ii) of this definition guarantee that Cf is finite.

Notation 4.14 We use TPROC1(01, o~, ... , Ok, o~) to denote the tableau procedure for PTL(o1, o~, ... , Ok, o~) obtained by instantiating the tableau algorithm with the appropriate reduction rules from Table 1 and with the functions Applicable 1 and Apply 1 defined in (4.7). 4

• The function m measures how far a transition is from
being proper. We use the following measure for the
examples in this paper:
ifT = 0
if f E T and / is basic
- { m(T-{/})+size(f),
if f E T and f is nonbasic
0,

m

Customizing the Tableau Method

To use the tableau method with additional temporal operators, we need only supply it with appropriate reduction
rules.

Observation 4.13

(T) _

={

Lo
(Da) P (Db)}, L1
O-,b, (Da) P (Db)}
L2 = { Da, #},La= { Da, O-,b}

Definition 4.11 The closure of a formula f is the smallest
set CI of sets of formulas satisfying:

That these procedures are correct is easily established using
the results in Observation 4.10 and Observation 4.13 to establish validity and completeness, respectively, of the rules.

m(T - { f} ),

Example 4.15 The procedure TPROC1(D, <>, U, P) requires the rules [rV], [rt\], [rD), [r<>], [rU], and [rP]. Figure 5
shows the flow graph generated for the formula (Da) P (Db)
by this procedure.

Here, the size off, size(!), is the sum of the numbers
of operators and operands in f.
• Let the functions Applicable 1 and Apply 1 from Definition 4. 7 be used with a set of reduction rules of
the form f --+ F, and let m be the measure defined
above. Then criterion (ii) of Definition 4.12 holds if
m(F') < m({f}), for each reduction rule f --+ F
and each F' E F. This condition is easily seen to hold
for the specific m defined above.

Any tableau procedure obtained by instantiating the
tableau algorithm with valid and complete rules is correct.
However, the specific rules provided for reducing formulas
affect the efficiency of the resulting tableau procedure, the
sizes of the flow graphs that the procedure generates, and
the time that oracles require to check traces. For example,
the rules [rV) and [r<>) could be replaced with the following
"deterministic" rules:

3 More precisely, the validity of a rule is defined with respect to
specific application functions . For simplicity of terminology, we refer
to a given rule from a set Rules as valid or invalid, where the application functions are implicitly understood to be those that have
previously been defined for Rules. A similar abuse of terminology is
made in Definition 4.11 and Definition 4.12.

4
Negated formulas on the RHS of reduction rules are put in NNF
when they require further reduction . No rules are needed for the next
operators, as the semantics of the next operators are hard coded into
the algorithm .
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• [rv]'

/i

• [rO]'

Of

V /2

-t

- t ({

({/1, ,/2}, { ,Ji, /2 }, {/1, /2 }}

!}, { ,J, QOJ}}

If these rules are used with the formula Jo= 0(0,bVDa) of
Example 4.8, the extra case split and the negated formulas,
which introduce new formulas in C Jo, more than double the
size of the resulting flow graph.
We can often reduce the sizes of the flow graphs produced by a tableau procedure quite dramatically by simplifying improper transitions before they are fully elaborated.
Consider, for instance, elaboration of the transitions leaving
L2 = { O,b, 0(0,b V Da)} in Example 4.8. Application
of[rD) produces { O,b, O,b V Da, QD( O,b V Da) }. When
viewed as a formula to be verified at L2, this transition is
equivalent to { O,b, QD(O,bV Da) }. Elaborating this latter transition, instead of the former, reduces the number of
transitions leaving L2. Similar simplifications apply to the
transitions that are generated when elaborating the outgoing transitions of £ 3 • In addition to reducing the numbers
of transitions leaving L2 and £3, the simplifications prevent
generation of L4 .
The simplification of arbitrary formulas requires a theorem prover and can, in general, be very hard. The rules
for reducing transitions, however, produce sets of formulas that admit fairly routine simplification. We incorporate
the simplification of transitions into a tableau procedure by
augmenting the rules for reducing formulas with special replacement rules.

Lo= { 0(0 ,b V Da) }, L1 = { 0(0-,b V Da), #}
L 2 = { 0 -,b, 0(0 -,b V Da) }, L3 = { Da, 0(0 -,b V

Example 4.19 The simplifications described above are
performed by the replacement rules:

[RV) Ji V /2

F'

-t

F

If

{f ~F

ET} U

I f E T and F' ~ T }

Apply1 (R, T),
• Apply2(R, T) =

{

((T - { !} ) u F},

if R has the
form f - t F
if R has the
form

F'

f ---» F

Intuitively, the rule f ~ F specifies that f can be replaced
by F in transitions that must also verify F'.

=

=

every replacement rule / ---tt F satisfies F' ~ (I
F) .
Moreover, criterion (ii) of Definition 4.12 holds if m(F') <
m( { / } ) , for each reduction rule / - t F and each F' E F,
and if m(F) < m( { f} ), for each replacement rule/
where m denotes the measure of Observation 4.13.

F'
---tt

and

[VR)

/i

V/2 ~ 0

An oracle can simulate a nondeterministic flow graph online if a determinized flow graph is substantially larger than
a nondeterministic one. However, in our experience, we can
usually determinize the flow graph produced by a tableau
procedure without unduly increasing its size.
We adapt the standard subset construction for determinizing finite state automata to determinize a flow graph
representation of a semantic tableau. The disjunction of the
locations that a nondeterministic flow graph reaches on a
given input defines the formula to be verified at the location of the determinized flow graph reached by this input.
To the extent practical, logical equivalences may be used to
simplify these formulas, and thereby reduce the numbers of
locations and transitions in the deterministic flow graph.

Observation 4.17 Let the application of rules be performed using Applicable 2 and Apply 2. Then a set of rules
is valid if every reduction rule f - t F satisfies /
F and
F'

~0

Figure 6 shows the flow graph for D( O,b V Da) that is produced by the procedure TPROC2(D, 0) using these rules
and some simple heuristics to guide the selection of rules.
In particular: replacement rules take precedence over reduction rules; if two formulas in a transition enable reductions
and one formula is a proper subformula of the other, we
choose the reduction enabled by the larger formula; other
things being equal, we assign lower precedence to a reduction that creates a case split than to one that does not.
Thus, for example, when elaborating the outgoing transitions for L2 in Figure 6, we choose the rule obtained by using [rD) to reduce 0(0,b V Da), rather than that obtained
by using [rO) to reduce O,b, since the latter formula is a
proper subformula of the former . This reduction produces
{ O,b, O,b V Da, QD( O,b V Da) }, which is then simplified
using [RV) . Finally, we use [rO) to generate two proper
transitions.

ment rule, of the form f ---» F, where f is a formula, F
and F' are sets of formulas, and F is a sequence of sets of
formulas. The functions Applicable 2 and Apply 2 are then
defined, for a rule R and a set T of formulas, as follows:

= {f

#}

Figure 6: Flow graph for D(O,b V Da) that is
generated by TPROC2(D, 0) .

Definition 4.16 Let each rule in a set of rules be classified
as either a reduction rule, of the form f - t F, or a replace-

• Applicable 2(T)

Da),

F,

Notation 4.18 We use TPROC2(01, Oi, ... , Ok , o~) to de-

note the tableau procedure for PTL(o1,oi, ···,ok, o~) obtained by instantiating the tableau algorithm with the necessary reduction rules from Table 1, with the appropriate
replacement rules from those specified below, and with the
fUilCtiOm /l.ppliGa~lt;2 and Applyi from Definition 4.16 .

Example 4.20 Figure 7 shows the flow graph obtained by
determinizing the flow graph shown in Figure 6.
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Lo
Li

= {DOa /I DOb /I DOc}
= {DOa /I DOb A DOc, #}

Figure 7: Deterministic flow graph for D(<)-,b V Da) .

Figure 8: Flow graph for the formula D<>a /\ D<>b /\ D<>c.

The simplifications that can be performed, both when
elaborating transitions and when determinizing an automaton, depend on the formula given as input to a tableau procedure. Thus, the form of an input formula affects the replacement rules that should be considered when elaborating
transitions and the equivalences to check when determinizing the flow graph produced by the tableau procedure.

This implementation separates the overall processing described in this paper into several phases: To begin, phase 0
efficiently encodes the given reduction rules. Then, given
a specification-formula, phase 1 applies the rules, yielding
a semantic tableau. Lastly, given a state sequence derived
from an execution trace, phase 2 operates an oracle using
the semantic tableau (from phase 1) as an automaton, running it with the given state sequence as input and either
accepting or rejecting as appropriate.

Example 4.21 Example 4.19 admits optimization by [RV)
and (V R) because the input formula contains an embedded
disjunction. These rules are not applicable in transitions
that are generated from a formula with no embedded disjunctions.

In the current version of this implementation, for phase 0,
the way reduction rules must be encoded is as follows:
(a) LEX and YACC are used to specify the symbols and
syntax of the temporal logic that will be used. (b) To enable the implementation to represent the temporal logic expressions internally, either one specifies use of object datastructures which are provided for typical types of unary and
binary connectives/operators, or one supplies such object
data-structures. (c) Each option (see Section 3; e.g. Table 1
on page 4, above) of each of the desired reduction rules is
specified as a collection of formulas which generally will use
components of the formula being reduced. For example, the
encoding of reduction [rP] shown in Table 1 (a) specifies via
LEX and YACC that "P" is a binary operator, (b) specifies that the implementation should use its provided datastructures for binary operators to represent P-formulas, and
(c) specifies that option #1 for a formula (/1 P /2) comprises
Ji and -,/2 and option #2 comprises -,/2 and 0(/i P /2). 5
Incidentally, reduction rules are used to encode transformations into negation normal form; e.g.:

Example 4.22 We supply the replacement rule:

0/{O~(} {0true}
when generating flow graphs for formulas containing subformulas of the form D<> J' because, when f has the form <> f',
reduction of Of produces subformulas of the form Of and

QD/.
The flow graph generated for D<>a /\ D<>b /\ D<>c by
TPROC2(D, <>) using this replacement rule contains 2 locations and 8 transitions. When determinized, the flow graph
in Figure 8 is obtained. In general, the flow graph generated
by TPROC1 (D, <>) for the formula D<>a1 /\ · · · /\ D<>an contains 2n + 1 locations and 2n transitions. Using the above
replacement rule, the algorithm TPROC2(D, <>) generates a
flow graph with 2 locations and 2n transitions; determinizing this flow graph reduces the number of transitions to 2.
Example 4.23 We check for instances of the equivalence
(/1 /\ D(fi V /2)) V (/2 /\ D(/1 V /2))
D(/1 V /2) when
determinizing a flow graph for a formula that contains a
subexpression of the form D(/1 V /2). This equivalence was
used in the production of Figure 7.

=

5
5.1

More general representational schemes could be available via symbolic list-processing, e.g. with languages such as
LISP and ML, enabling more arbitrary formulas/syntax to
be represented. The approach used here was chosen to take
advantage of some already available code and for run-time
speed. Even with the strictures here, a variety of temporal
operators can be used, for example those of Propositional

Implementation and Initial Results
Sketch of the Implementation

5
Sets of formulas are represented via bit-vectors. A list of all possible relevant formulas is constructed as the closure (see Definition 4.11)
of the given specification-formula, and then indices of formulas for the
bit-vector representation of sets of formulas are determined as indices
in the list of all relevant formulas .

Our current implementation of an LTL oracle generator
is derived from the implementation of [14]. It comprises approximately 8000 lines of C++ code (including comments);
documentation comprises approximately 8 pages.
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implementing some conditions for their applicability. For
example, simpler processing of GIL formulas can be applied
when subformulas contain no temporal operators. In considering various other aspects of the processing, we also simplified our Applicable functions for GIL: some conditions
for applicability involved checking intermediate-form transitions T for interval-formulas' search-targets, but we found
that we could subsume such checks by expanding our reduction rules (adding search-targets to appropriate options)
and depending on our fundamental mechanism that ensures
'local consistency' 7 to enforce the conditions.
We have recently begun experimentation to handle a
restricted version of GIL's primitive for expressing realtime, "len(]" [15] . An example of this construct's use is
"len(3 .0, 5.0]," which restricts the duration of an interval to
at least 3.0 and no more than 5.0 time units. For our prototypical work, assuming that a system's state is sampled at
a regular interval which serves as the unit of time, we have
developed reduction rules for len(]. Again, our adaptable
scheme facilitated this development, as various assays could
be made for the multiplicity of different cases - weak versus
strong searches, weak versus strong intervals, and an empty
interval versus a length specification of zero.
For all of our albeit laboratory experiments, each runs
essentially instantaneously.
It is worthwhile to mention that, as with [12, 14] from
which the implementation here was derived, in addition to
checking traces, the implementation can further be used to
verify formulas. This functionality was used, for example, to
(re-)determine appropriate lemmas for the theoretical problem of the railroad-crossing [20], which includes real-time.
Also, an incorrect deduction published in [20] was found
and corrected. The methodology for such work comprises:
(i) giving to the verifier an implication, with drafts of the
lemmas that are being sought as antecedents and a desired
property as the consequent, and (ii) if the verifier reports
a counter-model, modifying the draft lemmas to avoid this
case and then re-attempting verification of the implication.
But further discussion of that avenue of research is beyond
the scope of this paper.

Temporal Logic (including past operators) , Metric Temporal
Logic, (14] and Graphical Interval Logic.
Another issue faced in implementing the generic approach which is supposed to apply to arbitrary temporal
logics is that a simple tableau may not cleanly match the
semantic structure of a given temporal logic. Specifically,
how should a state or a transition be encoded? Some temporal logics provide a special operator "tick" which would
need to be encoded. In other temporal logics, time is specified via a variable "T" which would need to be encoded; and
time might advance only in increments that involve a given
fundamental increment "A." Other temporal logics use multiple (auxiliary) clocks; and then further, some clocks may
advance at different rates. (For such temporal logics, see
(11].) Our implementation uses the basic scheme of [13]
to represent states: states include formulas, but no clocks;
and transitions coincide with next-operators O and 0, not
any special "tick ." An assumed time-increment is handled
by the user interpreting the standard interval between each
pair of successive states as desired; for example, in one use
of the implementation, the interval was interpreted as 30
seconds.
The current version of this implementation does not support arbitrary replacement rules. But most simplifications
(such as [RV] and [V R] mentioned in Subsection 4.3) are
obtained via two interim mechanisms: First, if one of its
options is already present, a formula is not reduced.6 For
example, one of the options of the formula (/1 V '2) is {Ii},
so if Ji is already present, (/1 V '2) need not be reduced.
The effect is like that of [RV]: Ji V '2 il!J 0. Second, reduced/reducible formulas are ignored in all situations after
reduction-processing has occurred. This second mechanism
then yields behavior exactly as with the desired 0 of this
example with [RV] .

5.2

Sketch of Results

Our laboratory experiments have generally confirmed
our expectations. It is convenient to be able to express
different types of specifications in different temporal logics: some specifications are nicely expressible with U and
past-operators etc. of Propositional Temporal Logic (e.g.
'the occurrence of a certain event is always preceded by a
certain signal at least some specific duration of time beforehand'), while some specifications are more easily expressed
in GIL (e.g. 'between every successive pair of rises of acertain signal, a certain event occurs') - which further, being
graphical, has some advantages of clarity.
Different reductions do indeed change the size of the
resulting tableau; e.g. as mentioned in Subsection 4.3, using [rO]' instead of [rO] doubles the size. The generalized
simplification-scheme described immediately above also has
the effect desired for simplifications of keeping the size small:
sizes produced by our implementation have been found to
be the same as sizes produced by [18] .
Also as expected, our adaptable scheme, allowing different rules in phase O while phases 1 and 2 remain unchanged, has facilitated developing 'good' reduction rules.
We were able to refine our initial versions of reduction rules,

6

Ongoing Research

This paper has described a very general algorithm for
generating efficient temporal oracles. The resulting oracles
can check execution traces on-line and report a violation
of a specification as early in a trace as possible. They can
therefore support run-time monitoring and debugging, in
addition to post-execution checking of logged traces. When
a trace violates a specification, the oracle can provide feedback regarding the fault that was detected [9].
We had previously applied the tableau algorithm in this
paper with our own high-level temporal logic, Graphical Interval Logic (GIL) , an interval temporal logic with a graphical representation (7] . The definition of a tableau procedure
for a real-time extension of GIL appears without proof in
[19] . Our current work was motivated in part by a desire to
simplify the GIL tableau procedure and to facilitate exploration of methods for improving it.
7
A set of formulas is locally inconsistent if it contains false or if
there is a formula/ for which the set contains both / and ~f.

6

An exception to this scheme would involve semantics for infinit e
time, rather thr.11 th!! finite tfllGCB Of tliis paper .
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for some j, i $ j < k and (S,j) I= /i; and
- for some k, i $ k < ISi and (S, k) I= Ii
NNF equivalence: ,(/1 U '2) (,Ji) Ph

For various reasons which are discussed in (9], the GIL
tableau procedure that we first implemented for the GIL
verifier did not readily fulfill the needs of an oracle. We
therefore implemented the oracle generator for GIL based
on the tableau algorithm described in this paper. This more
adaptable oracle generator for GIL allows us to experiment
with different reduction rules to reduce the numbers of locations and transitions generated. A GIL oracle generator
also allows us to compare the efficiency of oracles generated
by our tableau method with GIL-based oracles that are generated by other methods (18,21].
Our current ongoing work on this topic comprises generalizing our implementation to handle a wider variety of
semantic structures in temporal logics, such as event-based
semantics (instead of the state-based semantics here) and
real-time clocks. Our further plans for the future include
the development of an oracle-generator generator (OGG)
based on our investigations of tableau algorithms for various logics. The OGG will automate the construction of
oracle generators for general temporal logics. It will permit
experimental research directed at determining properties of
"good" sets of semantic rules that can be used as input to
the OGG. It may be possible, for example, to extract a set
of semantic rules from a complete deductive system or from
an automata-theoretic decision procedure, and then apply
validity-preserving transformations to produce good sets of
semantic rules.

=

• Strong until U and weak precedes P:
(S, i) I= /i U h iff
- for some k, i $ k < ISi and (S, k) I= h and,
for all j, 0 $ j < k implies (S, j) I= Ji
(S, i) I= /i P /2 iff
- for all k, i $ k < ISi and (S, k) I= h implies,
for some j, i $ j < k and (S,j) I= /i
NNF equivalence: ,(/1 Uh)= (·Ii) P '2
This interpretation can be viewed as specializing the more
customary interpretation, defined for infinite state sequences; that is, if S is infinite, then the above interpretation
agrees with the customary interpretation for PTL formulas.
(Of course, strong and weak next operators are not distinct
when formulas are interpreted over infinite sequences.)
The next definition gives semantics for the textual form
of GIL formulas used in this paper. Complete details for
GIL - including formalization of the translation to this
textual form - are given in (7].
Definition A.2 The following BNF summarizes the syntax
of the GIL operators:
·

8
A

Formal Semantics

I

The semantics of formulas is given by the satisfaction
relation, I=, where I=~ 2Prop, x { 0, 1, 2, ... } x PTL: A
state sequence S satisfies a formula / at state S(i) if
(S, i) I= f, for O $ i $ ISi - 1. The satisfaction relation
gives primitive propositions and the classical boolean operators their usual interpretation. Thus, (S, i) I= p iff S(i) E p,
2Prop•
for a propositional formula p E 2
.
The following definition gives the semantics of the
PTL temporal operators that are used in this paper. It
also shows the equivalences that we use to obtain NNF representations.

I
where t is a 'target' formula and / and Ji are formulas.
Intuitively, an interval I specifies a subsequence S' of
states in a given sequence S, and the formula (Jfi) asserts
that S' satisfies Ji. The endpoints of S' are specified by
search patterns, with the trivial patterns - and t> designating, respectively, the right and left endpoints of S, and a
nontrivial pattern 8 designating a sequence of searches to
states at which propositional target formulas are satisfied.
Searches start at a designated state and move forward to
later states in the temporal order. A weak search t>t does not
require that any "future" state satisfies t, while the strong
search ....,t does. A weak interval [81'82) may designate the
null sequence and a strong interval [81'82)) cannot.
More precisely, the semantics of intervals make use of
a search locator function. Starting from a designated state
within a non null state sequence, the search locator function
carries out a sequence of searches and returns the position of
the state located, if the searches succeed; ..l, if a weak search
fails; or T, if a strong search fails. The following equations,
in which we assume ISi > 0 and i E { 0, ... , ISi }, define the
search locator function:

Definition A.1
• Weak next O and strong next Q :
(S, i) I= Of iff ISi > i implies (S, i + 1) I=
(S, i) I= Of iff ISi > i and (S, i + 1) I= f
NNF equivalence: ·Of= O·f

I t>U}i I ....t I ....t81
(-18) I (81'82) I (81!1>) I [-18)) I (81182))

t>t

f

• Henceforth O and eventually <>:
(S,i) I= 0/ iff, for all j, i $ j < ISi implies (S,j) I= f
(S,i) I= <>f iff, for some j, i $ j < ISi and (S,j) I=/
NNF equivalence: ,0/ <>,/

=

loc(S, i, - )
loc(S,i,1>)
loc(S , i, *t8)

• Weak until U and strong precedes P :
(S, i) I= /i U '2 iff either
- for some k, i $ k < ISi, (S, k) I= /2 and,
for all j, i $ j < k implies (S,j) I= /i; or
- for all k, i $ k < ISi implies (S, k) I= /i
(S, i) I= /i P h iff
- for all k, i $ k < ISi and (S, k) I= h imply,

{f

=
ISi

loc(S, i, 8)
loc(S, i + 1, *t8)
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if i = 1s1 and * is ..
if i = 1s1 and * is ....,
if (S, i) I= t and 8 is null
if (S, i) I= t and 8 is not null
otherwise

The semantics of the search and interval modalities are
defined as follows:

[8] L. K. Dillon and Y. S. Ramakrishna. Generating oracles from
your favorite temporal logic specifications. Proc. 4th ACM
SIGSOFT Symp. Foundations of Software Engineering, pp.
106-117, San Francisco, October 1996.

• (S, i) I= [(Ji 102)/ iff, for lo = loc(S, i, 01) and li =
loc(S, lo, 02), li =I- T and, if li =I- .l and lo < li, then
S[lo ..l1) I= f.

[9] L. K. Dillon and Q. Yu. Oracles for checking temporal properties of concurrent systems. In Proc. 2nd ACM SIGSOFT
Symp. Foundations of Software Engineering, pp. 140-153,
New Orleans, December 1994. ACM Press.

• (S, i) I= (Oil02)) / iff, for lo = loc(S, i, 01) and li =
loc(S, lo, 02), li =I- T and, if li =I- .l, then lo < li and
S[lo .. li) I= f.

(10] V. J. Griswold. Core algorithms for autonomous monitoring
of distributed systems. In Proc. ACM/ONR Work. Parallel
and Distributed Debugging, pp. 36-45, May 1991.

(The notation "S[lo .. li)" naturally specifies the subsequence
of S starting at lo and ending just before li.)
For further details including NNF equivalences, see [7].

(11] T. Henzinger. The Temporal Specification and Verification
of Real-Time Systems. Technical Report No. STAN-CS-911380 (Ph.D. dissertation), Dept. of Computer Science, Stanford University, Stanford, California, 1991.

The next definition relates to flow graphs.
Definition A.3 Let G = (Alph, Lacs, Trans, Lab, Flow,
Init, Fin) denote a flow graph. Additionally, for a location
LE Lacs, let Out(L) and In(L) denote the sets of outgoing
and incoming transitions, respectively.
We say that an input symbol x, x E Alph, enables a
transition T if x E Lab(T).
A move is an element of Lacs x Alph x Trans x Lacs. We
write L1 ~ L2 to denote the move (L1,x,T,L2). A move
L1 ~ L2 is legal iff T E Out(L1)

n In(L2)

[12} Y. Kesten, Z. Manna, H. McGuire, and A. Pnueli. A decision
algorithm for full propositional temporal logic. In C. Courcoubetis, ed., Proc. 1993 Int. Conj. Computer-Aided Verification, vol. 697 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp.
97-109, Berlin, 1993. Springer-Verlag.
[13} Z. Manna and A. Pnueli. The Temporal Logic of Reactive
and Concurrent Systems: Specification. Springer-Verlag,
New York, 1991.
[14} H. McGuire. Two Methods for Checking Formulas of Temporal Logic - Part I: "A Method for Checking Propositional
Temporal Formulas." Technical Report No. STAN-CS-TR95-1551 (Ph.D. dissertation), Dept. of Computer Science,
Stanford University, Stanford, California, 1995.

and x enables

T.
If x E Alph • is an input string of length n, a run of
G from location L to location L' on x is any sequence of
locations L of length n + 1 for which L = L(O) , L' = L(n) ,
· some rr<
,: wh"1ch t h e move L( i") x(i),T;
an d t h ere 1s
-Li E Tr ans 1or
-'----'---+
L(i + 1) is legal, for O $ i < n.
The flow graph G accepts the input string x iff there is
a run L of G on x such that L(O) E Init and L(n) E Fin,
where n = lxl.

[15} L. E. Moser, Y. S. Ramakrishna, G. Kutty, P. M. MelliarSmith, and L. K. Dillon. A graphical environment for the design of concurrent real-time systems. ACM '.lrans. Software
Engineering and Methodology, 6(1):31-79, January 1997.
[16} A. Morzenti, D. Mandrioli, and C. Ghezzi. A model parametric real-time logic. A CM '.lrans. Programming Languages
and Systems, 14(4):521-573, October 1992.
[17] T. 0. O'Malley. A Model of Specification-Based Test Oracles. Ph.D. dissertation, Dept. of Information and Computer
Science, University of California, Irvine, California, 1996.
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Testing Is more than running tests

Temporal Soup
Test Reports

0
0
0
D

u

u

p
p
[I~ J]
[J ~ *J]
[S1IS2)
[S1!82))

[Manna&Pnueli91) et al.

next (weak)
next (strong)
eventually
henceforth
until (weak)
until (strong)
precedes (weak)
precedes (strong)
IL interval (weak search)
IL interval (strong search)
GIL interval (weak)
GIL interval (strong)

(B. Postum, QW95)
4
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£ uo,ssas

Example:
Distributed Mutual Exclusion
Algorithm

Generic Tableau Algorithm
Generic
Algorithm

Tableau
Algorithm
I

inl

Process 1 is in its critical section.

in2

Process 2 is in its critical section .

turnl

Process 1 has priority to enter its

I
I

I

Specification

o( ...u ... )

'

Tableau
Algorithm

~ :mantic
1

~J-,

critical section.

~

turn2

Process 2 has priority to enter its
its critical section.
7

5

'

Generic approach

Example: Temporal Specifications

• Extensible to a variety of temporal

in one temporal logic: PTL

[Manna&Pnueli 91)

operators.
Mutex:

D(-.inl V -.in2)

Fairt:

D(turnl

• Allows the tableau algorithm to be customized.
=}

( (in2 /\ turnl) U
((-.inl /\ turnl) U inl))))

• Promotes modularity.
6

8

A tableau algorithm depends on decomposing

Example: Tableau for Fairl:

a formula to be satisfied into "basic"
alternatives:

f - (p1/\Of1)V(p2/\0f2)V· · ·

~ - - ' - - -- - , Ti
in2 A -, lnl A turn.1 , _ _ _ . ,

11
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Example: The oracle checks if state sequences

Reduction rules associate "options" with

that are generated from execution traces sat-

formulas (using set-notation instead of"/\", "v"):

isfy the specification.
label formula
Example trace:
(shading corresponds to value true)

option(s)

[rD]:

Of --+ {f, QDf}

[rO]:

Of --+ {f }, { oOf}

[rU]: f1U f2 --+ { f2 }, { f1, o(f1 u f2)}

~

:~ ~II I I I I I 111111111111111 I
0 l l 2 2

10
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Replacement rules permit customization/optimization.

Reduction rules for GIL
label

Example:

OOa 1 /\ ... OOan

00ai

formula

[r JO] :

i

---+ {(If), QJOJ}

(rp]: [-l11+t, ... )p ---+

{QDOa ·}
~

!Of

option(s)

{

{ P, -,t, 01 true},

{ -,t, 015/alse}

0true }

[rt] :

[-l11+t)f

From 2n+ 1 locations

---+ { t }, {-,t, (J 5 f)}

to 2 locations.
15
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Illustrating trace's fault with GIL

Example specifications in
Graphical Interval Logic (GIL)
-, inl

V
-, inl

r

L

turnl

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·- l

turnl

~

V

...........................

[

D

inl

)

turnl

(-, inl /\ turnl )

[

D

;~ -: -.;-~,.·i

...............................

)

C

A

L

V

'

- , in2

V

C1n2 /\turnl)

-, turnl

14
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'I

Correctness

Our laboratory findings

• rules are admissible if they correspond to
• allowing different temporal logics does facilitate

logical equivalences.

different specifications.

• rules are complete if they obey a monoton-

• different rules do change size of tableau.

ically decreasing measure.
• our sizes are the same as others'

• having these correctness-criteria indepen-

[O'Malley&Richardson&Dillon96]

• modifiability of rules facilitates development of them.

dent of specific rules facilitates use of dif- e.g. real-time(!) -

ongoing research

ferent temporal logics.
19
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Our current implementation

Ongoing & Future Research

• 8000 lines C++

• Continue refining our oracle generator.

• processing divided into phases:

• Extend to past operators.

0. encode rules
- for efficient application:

• Implement true oracle-generator generator.

conform with provided code
-

sets of formulas: bit-vectors

1. given spec. formula, build tableau.

• Experiment with systems used in industry.

2. given test-trace, use tableau for oracle.
18
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Abstract
With the increased usage of automated test tools to increase the productivity, effectiveness, and efficiency
of a test effort, the amount of data used by and produced by these tools has also increased, especially when
the test environment exists on multiple platforms. The management of this data is just as important as the
test tool itself for several reasons. With automation the number of tests to be executed increases and the
number of times they are executed within the same test cycle may increase. With the increase in the number
of executions, the number of test results that need to be analyzed increases. If this data is not managed
properly, the amount of time that could be invested into increasing test coverage, developing new tests,
performing trend analysis, etc., will be utilized in the manual review of the results and the generation of
result summary reports.
This paper will review the planning for, the development of, and the managing of test automation in a
multiple platform environment that is used by BEA Systems' ObjectBroker Software Engineering Group.
This will include an approach to the development of automation methodology, the necessary building
blocks for automation, the framework around automation, and some practical considerations to the design
and development of a test management system for automation.

Introduction
This paper will focus on Test Management Automation by presenting how BEA Systems' ObjectBroker
Software Engineering Group developed the automated test management system, Track-IT. It will cover the
goals which were set for test automation, how test automation and the management of test automation was
approached, the process of designing and developing a test system, how the test system was designed and
developed, the test tools used by or developed for the test system, how the data is managed, how the data is
used and how it can potentially be used, the problems encountered and how they were addressed, and the
impacts that the test system has had on the ObjectBroker software engineering group and the quality of the
product.
The product under test, ObjectBroker, is an Object Request Broker (ORB) which is middleware software
that Jets programmers use an object-oriented approach for the development and integration of applications
in a distributed mixed-vendor environment (currently supported on 16 platforms). An ORB allows
developers to create platform independent client/server applications anew or re-face and integrate legacy
applications into new applications for re-use. In addition, the developers do not need to concern
themselves with the transport mechanisms between the client and the server, this is the responsibility of the
ORB to keep track of the changes to the vendors networking hardware and software interface.
ObjectBroker is based on version 2.0 of the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA 2.0)
industry standard for ORBs that was created by and is managed by the Object Management Group (OMG).
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Statement I Scope of the Problem
Testing middleware software that is based upon an industry standard may seem straightforward at first
glance. Basically, a test program is developed that verifies the functionality against the specification and
the industry standard (if one exists) and that test program is executed. It passes if the test program executes
successfully. Otherwise, it fails. However, when testing an ORB it becomes more complicated and
challenging because it supports multiple language bindings in a mixed vendor environment. ObjectBroker
currently supports 3 language bindings (C, C++, and Visual Basic) on 16 platforms that include UNIX,
VMS, Windows NT, Windows 95, and Windows 3.1 operating system types and several types of transports
(mainly TCP based). Therefore, the basic test environment for an ORB consists of distributed client/server
executables that run on many combinations of platforms. A functional test that verifies a single feature in
ObjectBroker that is written in one language- needs to executed 256 times just to verify the different
platform combinations using a TCP based transport. If the test needs to be verified using different
transports, it could potentially be executed an additional 125 more times and this only represents a single
version of the operating systems and transports. Because the product is client/server in nature and can be
executed within a distributed, mixed vendor environment, it is necessary to test different platform and
transport combinations to ensure that the implementations of the transport mechanisms for each platform
work correctly and are seamless and transparent to the user.
The first step that was taken in developing a test automation methodology for ObjectBroker was to develop
tests in such a way that they would be portable across platforms. Guidelines for developing a test and
standard test macros were developed to ensure portability across platforms. Tests were developed as
regression tests, grouping common functionality together within a single test executable. Through the use
of a standard naming convention any file associated with that test used the test name as the basis in order to
manage the test sources. The next step was to use a proprietary tool called Digital Test Manager (DTM)
that would generate scripts using configurable data files. These scripts would then be used to execute the
test programs in the test configuration specified. Upon using this tool, the amount of time to generate and
delete the scripts (-10 hour process) became an issue since this process needed to be done whenever a
change occurred. The amount of time to execute the scripts was also lengthy and it depended upon the
configuration under test. However, the execution time was not considered an issue. Using this method, only
60 client/server tests were executed within a same platform configuration for a few platforms within a 2
week test cycle.
Due to the limitations of DTM, a new UNIX-based tool was developed that would provide the framework
for test execution through test script generation, provide flexibility in the generation of test scripts for
different client/server platform combinations, allow for the monitoring of results during execution, allow
for the reviewing of results after execution, and allow for expandability with respect to test cases and test
platforms. 1 This automated test system, called MegaTest, dramatically improved the efficiency of test
execution on many client/server platform combinations. MegaTest automated test script generation, test
execution, and the comparison of the expected and actual results. Through the use of data attributes,
environmental settings, test events, templates, and options, MegaTest can generate a test script that will
execute a test on a single platform or many tests or test groups on any combination of platforms in minutes.
This script is called a test suite. Once it has been generated, it can be executed using another MegaTest
utility that interprets the test suite, executes it, monitors the execution by displaying which test is being
executed to the screen as well as the result when completed, compares the actual results to the expected
results, and records all events, attributes, and output to result files. Another utility would allow the user to
review the test suite result file to determine which tests had passed or failed.
With MegaTest in place as the automated test harness and driver, test suite generation and execution for
over 230 tests for a single platform configuration executed on 16 platforms took no more than 2 days to
complete. This tool had improved the efficiency of the actual testing of the product and it increased test
coverage in a shorter period of time, however, it presented a set of new issues to the testing process. The
vast amount of result data produced by MegaTest made result analysis lengthy and cumbersome,
approximately 5 to 7 days. In an attempt to .improve the process, tests were assigned to test groups and the
test groups were assigned to test engineers. A utility would copy the test suite information with only the
1

Please refer to the white paper Testing an ORB which is also contained in these proceedings for more
detailed information about this automated test system.
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test group information that was assigned to an engineer to the engineer's home directory within MegaTest.
Another utility was written to extract out the Pass/Fail result information and create a test case by platform
result matrix report. The engineers would then review the failed test cases and update the report to further
classify a failed condition, attach a problem report number, or pass the test. The report was then sent the
QA manager to collate all the results by entering them into a spreadsheet from which a summary report
could be generated. A final summary report would then be available in about a week. Upon going through
this process a few times and realizing the restrictions and limitations of the reporting tools, a goal was set to
create a result tracking database.
During the investigation for the initial design of the result tracking database, other issues were discovered
which also needed to be addressed to ensure proper result tracking. The first issue was that it was not clear
that all valid tests that had been developed or should have been executed were being executed. The reason
for this was that there were multiple sources that provided input into MegaTest. When a test developer
wanted to add a test case into MegaTest for execution, they needed to provide information in the context of
the multiple sources in addition to certain data files they needed to edit which made adding a test case
difficult. The information within these input sources was found to be inconsistent which allowed for the
possibility of lost tests and holes in the test coverage. Another issue was that information about a test case
was too general. It did not contain any documentation on what was being tested or how it was being tested.
Therefore, it did not assist in the troubleshooting of problems or in the analysis of test coverage. Once these
issues were identified, the goal for a result tracking system was re-evaluated and new goals were set.

Planning for Test Management Automation

What to consider
When planning for test management automation, the testing methodologies, the test tools that are used,
could be used, or will be used, and the group' s process and procedures should all be taken into account to
design or choose your test management tool. This is necessary so that your test management tool
compliments these items rather than it being considered an additional standalone test management tool.
All these items in some way will be affected by the implementation of this tool and when implemented
properly will make the group more efficient, effective, and productive. In our case, the need for an
automated test management system originated when our automated test driver, MegaTest, started producing
tremendous amounts of result data that were not easily managed and knowing that from this point on the
number of results would only increase. With respect to designing our own test management system or
choosing a commercial one, we decided to design our own so that it would work with MegaTest.
When introducing, developing, or implementing any type of automated tool, it is necessary to get the
group's acceptance for its purpose or existence because it will change the way they work and it will most
likely shift and/or increase their responsibilities. These types of changes could indirectly effect the informal
culture of the group positively or negatively. If the tool is accepted the changes will be seen as positive and
the benefits of the tool will be evident. Productivity will increase and the return on investment (ROI) will
be high. If the tool is not accepted or there is reluctance to use it the tools benefits will not be realized,
productivity may go down, and the groups informal culture may be effected negatively. If the groups
informal culture is upset teamwork and productivity will be difficult to achieve. Communication problems
could start to occur within the group and potentially while interfacing with other groups. Cliques may form
and create an us against them atmosphere. Stress levels may go up and engineers may start to leave. There
will be no ROI and the initial investment will be wasted.

Our Approach
The steps that were taken to get the groups acceptance and cooperation for the development of a result
tracking database were to develop a vision statement for the tool being developed, set some general
objectives that would solve the issues which were being encountered at that time, investigate how we do
business with respect to MegaTest, define an overall strategy for implementation, create a high level design
description, and present all this information to the group for input. The vision statement was designed to
generally describe the tool and its purpose. By not providing details within the statement, acceptance for
the project was immediate and cooperation during the initial investigation for the design of the result
tracking database was not hindered because they could relate and understand the issue that was trying to be
solved. In fact, the 1nvestigatiM revealed other iSSUli5 a5 stat¢ in the previous section that had caused us to
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re-evaluate and expand our goals. Even though we had more detailed information about the project, the
new vision statement (Table 1) and the new goals (Table 2) still did not contain any specifics. This was
done to maintain the level of acceptance and to provide flexibility while setting the boundaries for the
design of the product. The members of the group could still relate to the issues that were trying to be
resolved without knowing the details on how they were going to be solved.
Vision Statement
A system that will manage all the data that is either used by or
produced by our test automation. It shall be the single source for this
type of information. It shall produce the input for and to the test
system and aid in the analysis of the results produced by the test
system.

Table 1
Goals and Objectives
•

Improve efficiency of result analysis and reporting

•

Provide input for test tools

•

Provide a way to easily enter new test cases into test automation
system

Table2
The word system was intentionally chosen instead of the word product within the vision statement because
the management of any test data would require processes and procedures wrapped around the data
management tool in order for it to be effective and efficient. In addition, since the data management tool
would be an external tool that was not part of MegaTest, programs would have to be written to interface
with MegaTest. Therefore, this system would consist of a database, interface programs, and processes that
would not be mutually exclusive. This concept of a system was repeatedly conveyed to the group in the
presentation of the project, during the development, during the implementation, and within the supporting
documentation for usage.
The implementation strategy was also kept simple to allow for feedback from the group in stages so that the
level of acceptance would be maintained and the amount of change to the group as a whole was minimal.
The first step was to investigate how QA used and worked with MegaTest. Do not confuse this step with
the initial investigation. The initial investigation was used to develop a high level design and project plan.
This step was used to collect information for the development of the interface into the database. This
included reviewing the existing formal and informal processes (documented vs. Non-documented) to see
which manual steps could be replaced through automation and how these changes would effect the
processes. The next step was to develop a prototype database. This prototype would be developed for a
limited number of users and contain features that targeted the main goals. This step was used to obtain
proof of concept. Once completed, processes for the targeted users were developed or modified for the
management of the data and the production of the reports. These processes and the prototype were then
released to the target audience for review and usage. Refinement of the processes and the database
occurred with the feedback that was given. Once this was done, the processes and the database were
introduced to all of QA for their review (and acceptance). After obtaining their input and making the
necessary adjustments, we expanded the usage to all of QA with the understanding that it would be refined
and enhanced as needed.
Throughout the implementation, the product was called a generic name, the ObjectBroker Test
Management System. After the product was expanded to all of QA and the group had used it a few times
through the test result reviewing process, a contest was held to name the product. This was done for a few
reasons. The first reason was that the acronym for the product, TMS, was already in use for a new
corporate on-line expense accounting system and we did not want this tool to be confused with that one.
The second reason was to enhance the group's feeling that they were part of the development of tool and
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thereby gaining even more acceptance while making the process fun . To ensure participation in the contest,
the winner received a free lunch. The contest was successful and the tool was named Track-IT, which
stands for Track Information for Testing.

Understanding the Existing Environment
In the existing environment there were six major roles that played a part in the test methodology- the test
developer, the test gatekeeper, the test project leader, the test environment stager, the test result reviewer,
and the QA manager. The test developer designed and coded the test. Once completed, they would add
information about the test execution into a master text file that stored this information about all tests. They
would then send email to the test gatekeeper with additional information about the test. This was the test
name, the name of the client executable, the name of the server executable, the type of test (automated or
manual), the test group to which it was assigned, and the initial ObjectBroker release for which it was a
valid test. The test gatekeeper would enter this information into a simple database and verify that the code
was checked into source code control and that the test information existed in the master file. When a build
was ready for testing, the test environment stagers would setup the test environment and install the new
version of ObjectBroker for all the systems that would be used in testing. The test gatekeeper would
generate two list files, testlist.dat and tpgroups. txt, from the test database. The testlist.dat file contained all
the names and the associated data of the valid test cases for the release under test. The tpg roups.txt file
contained the tests and the groups to which they were assigned. The test project leader would then use
another tool that first used the testlist.dat file as the base and retrieved additional information from the
master test file to produce another file called tptests.dat and then tpgroups.txt as the base to produce
tpgroups.dat. If the grouping of the tests needed to be changed to remove a test or a test group, the project
leader would do it at this time. Next the project leader would create a file called testnet.dat which contained
the test system configuration information. MegaTest uses these files when generating test suites. The
project leader using MegaTest would generate and execute test suites based on test groups. When the
testing was complete and the results were ready for review, the project leader would then replicate (copy)
the results to the test result reviewer's MegaTest home directory using a tool called mtreplicate. This tool
used another data file that the project leader created called tpusers.dat that associated test Engineers with
test groups. The test result reviewers would review the results by using a utility that interpreted the result
files produced by MegaTest. These result files were in the format of an attribute/event based text file. (This
is a file in which each line contains a single piece of configuration information about the test event which
was executed by the test harness.) The actual results of failed tests would also be contained in their home
directories to assist them in their analysis. Failed tests would be re-executed if necessary. The test result
reviewers would produce a report of the results and then send it to the QA Manager for the creation of a
master result summary report.

The Process of Automating
Designing and Developing Test Management Automation
The initial step in the designing the database (after determining the objectives) was to obtain all the data
that was being used by or for test automation , find out how it was being used, find out why was it being
used, and find who was using it. The reason for investigating the why and the who was to help define the
relationships between the data, to discover what additional information might be needed to properly use or
manage it, and to aid in the designing of the interface. From the test process previously describe, the
information that was targeted for automation would be the data contained in any of the input files used by
MegaTest and the result data produced by MegaTest. Of the six roles, which were identified in this process,
only the test environment stager would not be affected by the development of test management automation.
From the process, we know what data will be managed, we know basically how and why it was being used,
and we know who was using it. From this information, the prototype database was divided into two main
functions, test case management and test result management. The test case management function was going
to manage any data related to the building of test executables, the setting up of the execution environment,
and the execution of the test. The data related to thi s function is contained in testlist.dat, tpgroups.dat,
tpusers.dat, and testnet.dat. The result management function was going to archive the results of test
execution, aid in the analysis of test results, and generate summary reports of the results. The data related to
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this function would be extracted from the MegaTest result files. The targeted audience for the prototype
was the test gatekeeper, the Build team, the test project leader, the QA manager, and MegaTest.

The existing data
The next step was to review each type of data in more detail and its source to see how and why it was being
used. The test gatekeeper's database was used to keep track of all tests that existed in source control and
through the generation of testlist.dat, it filtered those tests that were available for automation. In addition,
it kept a list of which tests were assigned to which test group. This information was stored in the database
was so that the tpgroups.dat file could be regenerated when a new test was added, as well as, acting as a
backup for this file. The master test file contained information that was needed for the execution of a test.
In addition, it also included a brief description of the test, which was limited to a single line. The data files
tpusers.dat and testnet.dat were considered to be dynamic data files, therefore this information was only
stored on the test driver system. The result files were only used during the reviewing of the results. These
files were not archived and only existed as long as the directory that it was in existed. The following table
will list all the data that existed, a description of it, where it was sourced, and where it was used.

Data
Test Name

Description
A unique name given to a test
which is limited to 6 characters.

Source(s)

Data File(s)

Test
Gatekeeper' s
Database,
Results

tptests .dat,
tpgroups.dat,
Result Files

Usage
Used within MegaTest to set up a test
environment, execute the test, and record
the result.

Name

A long name for the test.

Master test file

tptests.dat

Not used

Client
Name

The filename of the program
that represents an ObjectBroker
client program.

Test
Gatekeeper' s
database, Master
test file

tptests.dat, test
suite script

The client side of the test.

Server
Name

The filename of the program
that represents an ObjectBroker
server program.

Test
Gatekeeper's
database, Master
test file

tptests.dat, test
suite script

The server side of the test .

Description

A limited description of what
functionality is tested.

Test
Gatekeeper' s
database

Used during analysis to find out what the
test is testing.

Description

Another limited description of
what functionality is tested.

Master test file

Used during analysis to find out what the
test is testing.

Test Class

The type oftest - client only,
client server, quickstart, or
command test.

Master test file

Automation

States whether a test is manual
or automated

Test
Gatekeeper's
database

Benchmark

Name of the file which contains
the expected output of a test.

Master test file

test suite
script

Used by MegaTest to compare expected
results against actual results.

Context
Object

Name of file that contains the
information about the user,
system, or environment that
provides criteria for server
selection.

Master test file

tptests.dat, test
suite script

Used by ObjectBroker to invoke the
program that starts the server side of the
test . Used by MegaTest to set the
environment for ObjectBroker to obtain
this information.

Build
Stream

A name that references a
particular version of
ObjectBroker.

Test
Gatekeeper' s
database.

test suite
script

Used by MegaTest to verify that the
correct version has been installed before
test execution.

Platform

A name that represents the
hardware and Operating System
of the system under test.

testnet.dat

testnet.dat,
Result files,
test suite
script

Used by MegaTest to determine command
line formats during test suite generation
and the creation of unique logfile names.

Node Name

The fully qualified network
name for the system under test.

testnet.dat

testnet.dat, test
suite script

Used by MegaTest to determine command
line formats during test suite generation.

Project

This is the project identifier
assigned by QA in the format of
v## (where## is the major

testnet.dat

testnet.dat

Used by MegaTest as the parent directory
for Test Project and used in the
verification of version numbers

Michael E. Peters
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version number) .
Operating
System

The type of operating system UNIX, DOS, etc.

testnet.dat

testnet.dat,
Result files

Used by MegaTest for test suite
generation.

Transport

The transport protocol used by
the system for networking.

testnet.dat

testnet.dat,
Result files,
test suite
script

Used by MegaTest to determine command
line formats during test suite generation

Test Group
Name

The name of a set of tests which
have similar attributes.

tpgroups.dat

tpgroups.dat,
tpusers.dat,
Result files,
test suite
script

Used during test suite generation to
specify a group of tests, used to set up the
directory structure for the results,
organizes results for reviewing.

User ID

The log on ID for a specific test
engineer.

tpusers .dat

tpusers.dat

Used to assign engineers to groups of tests.
Aids in the copying of result to users home
directory in MegaTest.

Test Suite

The name of the location on the
test driver system in which all
information is stored for _a given
execution of one or more tests or
test groups.

The user supplies
the Test Suite
Name when the
test suite is
generated.

Result files,
test suite
script

Used by MegaTest to organize the
directory structure for a particular test
execution.

Client
Platform

A name that represents the
hardware and Operating System
of the client system under test.

testnet.dat

Result files,
test suite
script

Used to record what platform the client
was executed on.

Server
Platform

A name that represents the
hardware and Operating System
of the server system under test .

testnet.dat

Test suite
script, Result
files

Used to record what platform the server
was executed on.

Client
Name

The name of the node which
executed the client side of the
test.

The user supplies
System Name
when the test
suite is
generated.

Test suite
script Result
files

Used by MegaTest to remotely execute the
client program. Used to record which
system the client was executed on.

Server
Name

The name of the node which
executed the server side of the
test.

System Name is
supplied by the
user when the
test suite is
generated

Test suite
script, Result
files

Used by MegaTest to remotely execute the
server program. Used to record which
system the server was executed on.

Result

The result of test execution.

Supplied by
MegaTest after
test execution.

Result files

Used to record whether the test passed or
failed after test execution.

Table 3 Data that existed prior to test management automation

Organizing the Data
Upon reviewing the data, some of the elements in the different sources were referred to using the same
reference name but the content was slightly different where it should have been the same. In addition, the
terminology within both the development and test group had different names for the same thing or had the
same names but the information was different. To clear up some of these discrepancies when trying to
define the data elements that needed to be in the database, either a more descriptive name was used or a
new name was used and in either case all data elements were clearly defined. The approach that was taken
when organizing the data was to first group the existing data, define the functions or purpose for the data,
fill in the holes with respect to the purpose for which it was suppose to serve, and then define the
relationships or links between the data. By having all the data managed by a single tool and defining the
relationships between all this data, an added benefit is that referential integrity of the data and naming
guidelines can be enforced to avoid conflicts within automation and aid engineers in the debugging of
problems when they occur.

Test Case Management
The data for test case management was collected and divided into four categories: General information,
Test Case Management information, Documentation, and Makefile Information. These four categories
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were determined by how the data was being used or how it was going to be used once the system was
implemented. A Test Case record now consisted of the following data:

o

General
Test Case Name
Client Name

o

o

Context Object

Group Membership

Class

Prolog filename

Execution Type

Epilog filename

Project 1st available

QA Engineer

Date Last Modified
Documentation

Test Status

Programming Language

Description
Makefile Information
Makefile Designation

Comments

Server Name(s)
Test Case Management
Date Created

o

Benchmark

Makefile Template

Used in MegaTest

Test repository
Interface Objects

IDL source filename
Interface Implementation objects
Dispatcher Implementation Objects
The General category contains data that deals with file names related to a test, its class, its execution type,
and its group membership. This data will be used to build the test and execute it within MegaTest. Within
this category, the Test Case Name replaced the Test Name to bring it more in line with industry standards
and the Name element was removed completely for it was considered extraneous. The Execution Type
replaced Automation. This new element allowed for further classification of types of tests with respect to
how they are executed. Tests could now have an execution type of automated, manual, build only, and
unresolved. During the development of this tool, MegaTest was being enhanced to allow for additional files
to be executed prior to and after test execution to setup and reset the test environment. These two new data
elements, the Prolog filename and the Epilog filename, were added to this category. The Group
Membership is new to this level. The link between the Test Group and a test was previously tracked
separately, thereby allowing groups to have tests that did exist or tests which did not have test groups
assigned to them. Since the execution of tests was accomplished through test groups, if a test was not
assigned a group, it would never be executed. By having the Group Membership with the test, this scenario
is avoided.
The test case management category contains administrative data about the test case and how it is used. This
information was either new or new to the test case level. The date created, date last modified, and test status
is used for managing the life cycle of the test. The test status field tracks when the test is under
development, when it is in the review process, when it is ready for execution, and when it is retired. This
allows the test to be entered into the system earlier and remain in the system when it is retired. Having the
test remain in the system after it is retired allows past test environments to be recreated if necessary. In
addition, it would allow for multiple projects to be under test at the same time. The Used in MegaTest field
indicates whether a test is used in MegaTest or not. This field compliments the test status field after the test
has been reviewed. In order for a test to be included in any of the generated input files for MegaTest, the
test must meet a certain set of criteria. It has to have a valid test status. It has to have an execution type of
automated. The Used in MegaTest field has to be set. And the Project 1st available has to either match or
have existed prior to the current project. This field gives flexibility to the project leader on when the test
can be introduced in the test cycle and also allows for the removal of a test from the test cycle when
necessary. The Project 1st available data replaced the Build Stream data since the setting of the build stream
did not occur for the product being developed before tests were added to the system. The programming
language states which language the test was written which is necessary when dealing with a product that
supports multiple languages. The QA Engineer field is new to the test case level. Tests were previously
owned through group ownership. This was difficult to manage since a test could exist in multiple groups
that were owned by different engineers. By having ownership at the test level this problem was avoided.
The documentation category contains data that documents what functionality is tested, how it is tested, how
to execute the test, its expected results, modification information, and any comments about the test. The
description field was expanded to include more detailed information about the test, its execution, and its
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expected results. The comment field was added for two reasons, historical data and free form commentary.
The first comment of every test case is reserved to record the history of the modification of data so that the
reasons for the changes could be tracked. The ability to have free form commentary was to allow for
information about the tests idiosyncrasies, enhancements, limitations, etc. to be tracked with the test rather
than through a different external mechanism.
The makefile category contains data that is used in the building of a generated makefile from a template for
the test. During the development of this tool, the Build group was also automating the build process and
requested that testlist.dat be enhanced to contain some build data that was related to the tests. Due to the
structure of some of the tests, the makefiles for these tests could be generated from a template. Therefore,
the information that was specific to the test along with the makefile template that was to be used was the
data that needed to be stored and put into testlist.dat.

Test Result Management
The result data is managed in 3 forms : Test Suite Results, Test Case Results, and Final Test Case Results.
Test Suite Results are the results from executing suite level testing within MegaTest. These tests are mainly
system verification tests to ensure system is operational and the correct revision of the product under test is
installed prior to executing the actual tests within the test suite. These results are currently just archived in
the system for reference, therefore this data will not be discussed in detail. A trend analysis of this
information will be used to identify tests systems that are constantly having trouble. The Test Case Result
data contains all information about the execution of a test and its outcome. It is the raw data that has been
extrapolated from the MegaTest result files. The Final Test Case Result data was created to provide a single
representation of the outcome of a test since tests can be executed multiple times within a given build. A
Result Note was created to describe in detail the reason for the failure condition of the Final Test Case
Result to which it is attached. The result related records now consisted of the following data:

o

Test Case Result record
Test Reference
Date Executed

o

D

Test SuperGroup

Transport

Test Suite Name

Client Name

Test Case Result
Error Code

Server Name

Test Phase

Test Case Name
Client Platform
Test Group
Server Platform
Final Test Case Result record
Test Reference
Client Platform
Test Case Name
Server Platform
Result Note record
Note ID
Problem Report ID
Test Case Name
Report Note
Problem Description

Execution Time
Transport
Test Phase

Test Case Result

Data Created
Date Last Modified

Status
Build First Found

Result Status

The test case result data is collected from the result file produced by MegaTest. Not all results from every
test execution produced by MegaTest are imported into Track-IT. Using a Track-IT utility, the result files
are recorded and then they are processed prior to the import into the system. In addition to using MegaTest
during a test cycle, it is also used to verify tests during development and to verify systems during the
staging process. Therefore, not all results are imported into Track-IT. The Test Case Result contains data
describing every aspect of execution (when, how, how long, which platforms, which test phase, and which
build) and whether it passed, failed, or was not tested. The data elements that are new to the test case result
are the test reference, the execution time, the test phase, and the test supergroup. The test reference is QA's
representation of the official build number. The test reference was previously referred to the build stream,
but the build stream had different meanings depending upon when it was used and who was using it. The
build number is in the format of CM.M-mm. The C is a character representation of the type of build; an
integration point, a field test version, or a final release type version. The M.M is the release number and the
mm is the build iteration. QA changed this to be CMMmm so that it could be incorporated into the suite
names in order to associate the test suite and its results with a specific build. The test phase was added to
differentiate the results and associate them to the type of testing which was performed. The test reference
and the test ~hase would be added to the result records at the time of processing the results for import into
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the system. The execution time was added to allow for trend analysis between builds and between test
platforms. In addition, it could also be used during the planning process to aid in the creation of a project
schedule. The test supergroup is a group of test groups. This type of data did exist within the tpgroups.dat
file. However, in order to manage it properly within a database, a new type of data element needed to be
created. With respect to the other data elements, they existed within the result file but only the test case
name, test group, client platform, server platform, and test case result were used for the creation of a test
result summary report.
The Final Test Case Results are a derived subset of Test Case Results that are produced during the process
of importing the results. The data that is extrapolated is the test case name, the test reference, the client
platform name, the server platform name, the transport, and the Test Phase. The Final Test Case Results
are used for the analysis and reporting of the test case results. In addition to allowing for a single
representation of the outcome, there are many other benefits to having this derived subset. It provides for a
finer granularity to a failure condition. Other failure conditions would be when a test is blocked due to a
previous unrelated test failure or when there is a problem with the test environment that is unrelated the test
itself. It provides a mechanism for lifecycle management of the result data, the result status. When the test
results are preprocessed and imported into the database, a result status is added to the final test case results.
This status indicates whether the result is in the review process (open) or has been accepted as a true result
by the engineer (closed). Any test results that are Passed and do not have a result note attached are
automatically marked as closed during the import process. This allows the engineers to concentrate their
efforts on only reviewing the failures. This mechanism also gives the project leader the ability to track the
review and analysis phase of the results. It provides a mechanism for having a baseline of expected test
executions. Prior to executing certain test phases, the project leader can populate the database with test
results that have a result of Not Tested and a result status of Open for any test that is designated to be
executed. When the results are imported, these expected results get updated. The open results that still have
a result of Not Tested did not get executed. This mechanism ensures that all tests that should have been
executed are executed. This mechanism also provides a baseline to use for comparison of results across
builds by having the same number of tests executed for that test phase. One last benefit is that it provides
the ability to associate problem reports and/or notes to a result through the Result Note.
A Result Note is a collection of data that describes in detail the reason for the failure condition of the test
result to which it is attached. The ability to attach a Result Note to a result aids in the analysis and reporting
process. The result note is assigned a test case and then it is attached to more than one result through the
client server relationships that are associated with that test case. Since open Result Notes are carried
forward from one build to the next through the import process, the analysis of the results is less time
consuming and ensures that problem reports are appropriately closed when fixed and tested. By reviewing
any attached result notes, the engineer can easily determine if the current failure is the same failure that has
occurred on the previous build, thereby making the reviewing process more efficient and timely.
By structuring the results in this way it gives the flexibility needed to accommodate the engineer's work
environment and a test environment that is not perfect 100% of the time. It also provides the group with
some additional features to make the test effort even more effective and efficient. The test case result data
can be used for performance, trend, or test case analysis. Some examples are:

o

o

o
o

When a Test Case Result is always marked Failed and the associated Final Test Case Result is
marked passed, this indicates a problem area. Possible problems can be identified as a test
system problem, a network problem with that system, or possibly a load problem with the
product since the test always fails when executed by MegaTest.
Comparing the execution times across builds and/or platforms will provide the ability to jo
performance analysis or indicate a problem with a particular build or platform.
Effectiveness of the test case can be measured by comparing the result data to the number of
problems encountered by the field/customer (i.e. the test is always marked passed, but there
are a number of problem reports opened against that area of test after release).
Looking for test results that always fail in the beginning of a project, but always pass prior to
release can identify areas of the code that are sensitive to change and possibly need to be
redesigned.
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Test Project Management
Initially any information that was related to the project, the test platforms, and the test nodes was going to
be grouped under the test result management function to ensure referential integrity because this data was
used in producing the result reports. However, once the data was collected and the test management
function and the test result management function were defined, the need for a third functional area became
evident. This area was defined as test project management. The information related to test project
management is project identification, test build identification, test cycle identification, test node
information, and test platform information and this data is grouped in the following records as follows:
D

D

D

D

Project Information
Project Name
Version#
Test Build and Test Cycle Information
Test Reference
Release Type

Project ID
Number of ObjectBroker Problems

Build String
Project Name
Version#
Platform Information
Platform Name

Test Cycle Name
Start Date
Completion Date
Platform Abbr.

Hardware Platform

Platform Code
Node Information
Node
Node Name

Platform Type

Operating System

Number of Test System Problems
Miscellaneous Information

Status

Transport
Project ID
Platform
Status
The project within Track-IT is defined as having a project name, a version number, and an ID. This project
information is used to link data between Test Case Management and Test Result Management. The project
name is an attribute of a test to determine which project it was first introduced into the test effort. The
project name is used instead of the version number of the product or the existing build stream because it is
an independent and stabile entity. Tests may be developed and entered into the system prior to the
determination of the version number of the release of the product. The project name is used to determine
which tests will be built through the generation of testlist.dat and which tests will be executed through the
generation of the MegaTest data files. The Project ID is the new name for the existing project data
element. It is used to determine which test systems are available to execute the tests. The version number is
used to link the test build with a project.
The Test Build and Test Cycle information is used to link data between Projects, Test Build References,
Test Cases, Test Case Results, and the project schedule. These relationships are used in the proper
generation of data files for use by MegaTest, in the management of the Test Cases, in the reviewing of the
Test Case Results, and in the generation of result summary and/or analysis reports. The test cycle name is
the link to the project schedule. This link along with the start and completion dates provides a mechanism
for comparison of planned and actual dates. The data elements related to the number of problems found
provides a mechanism for the comparison of trends between projects and builds. Over time this will
provide a realistic estimate of what state the product under test is in at any given test cycle or test build.
The platform data represents the hardware and operating system configurations of the client and server
within the test environment. This data defines the relationship between a test system and its configuration.
This information is used by MegaTest through the data input file testnet.dat to manage test execution when
generating test runs, to create unique representative filenames for the logging of output/result data, and to
record the client and server configurations within the result files. It is used within Track-IT to define a
unique Final Test Result record, is recorded within each Test Case Result, and is used to format the test
result summary reports.
The node data describes a test system that can be used for testing. The node information is used to manage
test execution by defining the relationship between a valid test system and its configuration. MegaTest
uses this information through the data input file testnet.dat. This data is also used in the creation of analysis
reports and provides links to result data
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Designing the Interface
After organizing the data and implementing the backend of the design for the database, the next step was to
design the interface. It was already known what the output of the interface would be, test case management
reports, test result management reports, and the generation of the data files. Each role of how a user would
interface with the product to obtain information was defined and any existing processes were reviewed. The
roles were previously identified as the QA manager, Test project leader, the test developer, the test result
reviewer, and the test gatekeeper. The processes that existed for these roles were a Team Leader Process
that outlined the test process for preparation and execution of tests within MegaTest to test a specific build,
a process describing how to get a test added to the test database, and a problem resolution process that
outlined some helpful hints on troubleshooting a test problem. Other than these processes that were
documented, the remaining ones were pretty much informal. The way the data was structured and how it
was going to be used defined the first attempt at the interface. There were forms for test cases, test groups,
test supergroups, build and test cycle information, platform information, node information, final test case
results, test case management reporting, and test result management reporting. After this interface was
complete and the database populated with the data that existed, the prototype was released for use by the
Test Gatekeeper and the Test Project Leader.
The feedback that was obtained from their usage was very useful. Most of the features in the database were
point and click features, which is what most test engineers' desire. The test gatekeeper's role was geared
towards data entry where there should be limited movements from the keyboard to the mouse. A new form
for adding a test case was created. This also supported the guidelines that only the test gatekeeper will add
tests into the system. The other form for the test cases was restricted to viewing and modification. The test
project leader's feedback led to the moving of all functions related to the generation of data files to the test
build and test cycle identification form, thereby encapsulating all project related features within one form.
In addition, the tools for the importing of results were enhanced to allow for more flexibility while at the
same time simplifying the process.
The next step was to get feedback on the final test case result form that meant expanding the users to a few
test result reviewers. This area was redesigned three times to make the process easier to use while at the
same time increasing the performance of the tool. Part of the problem here was the limitation of the
product that the tool was based. These limitations lead to architectural changes to the backend to increase
the performance. The first redesign of the form dealt with selecting which results to view and how a result
note was viewed and attached. The design went from just selecting the test reference, test group, and test
case to selecting the test reference, the test phase, the result status, the type of result, the transport, the test
group, and then the test case. By providing more criteria to select the amount of data that was being
reviewed was considerably decreased and made the form easier to read. The only data that was displayed
on the test result form was the client platform, the server platform, the result, the result status, and a result
note indicator. An additional enhancement was made to the Type of result. If the engineer selected open
for the result status, the data to choose from for the type of result was tested and not tested rather than
passed, failed, test problems, blocked, and not tested. The reason for this was that the main goal for a test
result reviewer is to accept the result by marking the result closed. Engineers were concentrating on just the
failed results that were open. They were not resolving passed results that had a result note attached to it.
The result note form was listing the client server combinations to which the current note being displayed
was attached and the user would have to open this form to know if there were any results notes attached to
the test. The new design had a field in the main review indicating how many result notes were opened for
that test case. When the result note form was opened there was an indicator next to the result stating
whether the current note being displayed was attached to it. After this change, the usage of the prototype
was expanded to all of QA.
With the current design, productivity increased and more testing was occurring. Due to the ease of use and
flexibility, more test groups were being created to make the test effort more effective, which brought on the
reason for the second change. At this point in time, engineers owned test cases through the ownership of
test groups. Since more test groups were being created, test cases were starting to be owned by more than
one engineer. To resolve this issue test ownership was moved from the test group level to the test case
level. The test groups then had an attribute added to them indicating whether it was a baseline group or not.
Test groups were still needed for two reasons, to manage the execution of tests and to make result summary
reports more readable. If a test group was marked as a baseline group, this group was used for reporting as
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well as for execution . In addition, a test case could only belong to one baseline test group to prevent
reporting a result twice.
The final change was mainly for performance. As more results were put into the system and as more users
were using the system, the performance was very slow. To improve performance, a second database was
created and its primary purpose was to store raw data and final results that had been marked closed.
Therefore, the only results that were in the current database were the results for the current project under
test.

New and Enhanced Processes Evolve
As the interface was being implemented, processes and guidelines for the roles that have been identified as
the users were also being defined. Basically, the Track-IT reference documentation revolves around these
processes and is an integral part in completing the tasks of each role. Below states the processes that are
new or have been enhanced.

O
0

Test Project Leader Process
This process describes the role, responsibilities, and overall tasks of a Test Project Leader.
Test Case Management
This describes what and how test case data is managed.
• Adding a Test Case
This describes the process for the test developer on how to get a test case added into the
automated test system, MegaTest.
•

0

Test Case Review Process
This is an outline of the steps that are taken when reviewing and approving a test case for use
with the automated test system, MegaTest.
Test Result Management
• General Overview
This describes how test results are manage within Track-IT
• Overall Process
This describes the general steps that need to be taken from a project perspective in order for
results to be managed properly within Track-IT.
• Test Result Import Process
This describes how to process test results for and import processed test results into Track-IT.
• Test Case Result Review Process
This describes the overall test result review process.

Conclusion

Track-IT Overview
Track-IT is a complete Test Management System that manages any data related to a test case throughout its
life cycle from design through retirement. This system is the single source for test information that is either
used by or produced by quality assurance's test automation. Even though it is currently being used just for
automated tests, its design allows for any type of test. The only information that is not managed by this
system is the test sources and related source files, which is managed by the source code control system.
Track-IT provides the input for and to test automation (MegaTest) and aids in the analysis of the results
produced by test automation. It is comprised of a database, script programs, and processes that are not
mutually exclusive and were designed to compliment and enhance the way we do business. Therefore, it is
an integral part of the groups testing methodology.
Track-IT can be divided into three main functions: Test Case management, Test Project Management, and
Test Result Tracking. The test case management function deals with managing any data that is related to
the building of a test executable, the setting up of the execution environment, and the running of the test
case. The test project management function deals with any data about a project and assists in defining
relationships to manage test case and tMt regult data from fl projuet p,rnp~five. The test result tracking
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function.archives the results of the test execution, aids in the analysis of the test results, and generates
reports of the results. The features currently implemented are listed below.
•

Test Case life cycle management (Development->Retirement)

•

Test Case Review Process

•

Test Case categorizations by class, execution type, project, programming language, creation
date, or makefile designation.

•

Add a test case, test group, or test supergroup

•

Preview/Print all data regarding a test case

•

Modify a test case, test group, or test supergroup

•

Modify the membership of a test group or test supergroup

•

Validation of naming conventions

•

Data validation upon entry.

•

Add & Modify Project and test build information

•

Add & Modify platform and test system information

•

Add & Modify data about engineers that use MegaTest

•

Report on which tests are or can be used by MegaTest

•

Creation of testlist.dat based on a Project.(Test case data for generated makefiles)

•

Report of Test Group details and Test Super Group Details

•

Creation of tptests, tpgroups, tpfilters, and testnet data files based on a specific project. (Input
files for MegaTest)

•

Archiving of Test Case Results and Test Suite Results

•

Analysis Report of failed tests by engineer for a given test build and/or test phase.

•

Management of Final Test Case Results which includes the generation of a baseline of
expected results, modification of results, the ability to attach problem report IDs and/or Notes
to one or more results, and the ability to monitor the progress of the analysis cycle.

•

Result Summary Reports for any test phase for given test build with the ability to export for
email.

•

GUI interface for printing reports with user parameters.

•

Ability to sort results with user parameters during modification

•

Report for test case details with an ASCil version of each test case available to ObjectBroker
group.

•

Ability to sort Test cases with user parameters during modification

The Impacts of Automated Test Management
With the Track-IT, MegaTest, and the processes and procedures working in concert with each other, the
productivity and efficiency of the testing and the test coverage has increased dramatically. For the same 2week test cycle, testing has increased from approximately 60 client/server tests executed on the same
platform for a few platforms to testing over 250 tests on 12 platforms in both a single platform environment
and a multiple platform environment. The reviewing of results will range from an hour to approximately 2
days and the reporting of the results of the test cycle is accomplished under an hour. Due to these
improvements, more testing is accomplished earlier in the development cycle, thereby, finding the
problems earlier and stabilizing the product earlier as demonstrated in Chart 1. For the first 3 integration
points, 3 platforms were unavailable to test. This is the reason for having two spikes in the number of
problems found. In either case, it demonstrates that problems were found earlier in the test cycle. Table 4
shows a comparison of a release in which just MegaTest was used against a release in which both
MegaTest and Track-IT was used. This table clearly shows the dramatic increase in test coverage.
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MegaTest & Track-IT

Total Pass

82%

89%

Total Fail

6%

3.3%

Total Test Problems

1%

2%

Baseline Results

.5%

.5%

Total Tests Executed

90%

95%

Pass/Fail Ratio
Total Baseline Problems Opened

93%

96%
52% less

# Builds Tested / Total Number

4/7

9 / 11

12

83

10 (5) months

7 (5) months

12000

92000

1 per 100

1 per 1666

Total Blocked

# Configurations Tested

Duration of Project (Test effort)
Totals
Total Test Points
Problems/Test Point

Table 4 Comparison of Releases
The ability to find problems earlier and the increase in test coverage are not the only benefits. Let's start
with justifying the basic return on investment. Track-IT roughly took 1A engineering year to develop, add in
the cost of the database, and the licenses for each user that comes to roughly $30K. It was taking 9
engineers 5-7 days to review the results. Now the time it takes an engineer to review their results is from 1
hour to a maximum of 2 days. Here the savings will range from 3-5 days for 9 engineers, $10K-$19K per
test run. After 3 test runs the ROI has been achieved. Now add in the cost savings of fixing problems.
Since the problems are found earlier in the product development cycle, the cost to fix the problem is a lot
less. Test engineers' responsibilities are now expanded, they are doing more work due to the efficiency of
the test effort. They now have time to develop new tests and test tools to expand the test coverage even
further. We are currently designing new tests for new functionality where we were not doing this before.
This also is a benefit for development since they no longer have to develop tests, which means more time
can be spent on developing the product. We are creating and enhancing our automated test tools. We are
currently developing a new test infrastructure to improve the way we develop tests, so those tests can be
used in different ways for different types of testing. Since the reviewing of results is performed the same
way for each engineer, the ability to review results for tests that the engineer does not own is possible.
Therefore, if an engineer is unable to r~view their results, another engineer can review them and the test
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effort is not affected. Even at times of attrition within the group, we have been able to maintain the test
schedule. Once there is enough historical data, we will be able to perform trend analysis reports to target
the area of code that is having problems. We should be able to more realistically predict what state the
product is in that will allow more time to react to maintain a release date. All these benefits have and are
being realized by putting in place a test management system.
The impact to the group has been a positive one. Track-IT has been well received by the group because it
has made reviewing results and troubleshooting tests much easier. The ease of the test efforts has now
allowed them to expand their own roles. There has been a shift from spending more time testing and
troubleshooting to developing and coding new tests, new types of tests, and new ways of testing. The
expansion to the types of testing that is occurring has triggered enhancements to both MegaTest and Track-

IT.

Future Enhancements & Possibilities
Track-IT is currently developed within Microsoft Access©_ This was found to be acceptable for the
prototype and initial usage, however, there have been several limiting factors using Access which required
additional development to work around these issues. In addition with every upgrade to a new release, new
problems arise and the application always needs to be adjusted. Therefore, one of the future enhancements
is to port Track-IT to a more powerful SQL based database with a browser based front-end.
Some additional features we are currently investigating are the different types of trend analysis reports that
we can obtain from the historical data that is accumulating. The ability to report on the differences between
the current test results and the previous test results to improve the reviewing even further. Providing an
interface that would automatically generate test suites for MegaTest, execute it, and record the results. The
ability to integrate directly with a problem tracking database so that a problem report can be entered and
viewed when it is attached to a failed result.
Beyond these enhancements, we are also investigating the possibility of linking Track-IT to a feature
tracking system that would be used by project management and development to track any feature related
information. Development's use of this system would be to link design related documentation, any related
source files, and any product executables to a specific feature. This feature tracking could also be linked to
the problem tracking system. The interface between Track-IT and this system would be to link both the
features and the executables being tested by a specific test. Using the problem tracking system to find
defect densities, proper action could be taken with either the source code or the test coverage to improve
the quality. With these mechanisms in place, the number of maintenance releases would be reduced and the
time to market for the product would be reduced due to the shift in resources from support to new
development. By improving the test coverage, problems would be found earlier, therefore costing less.

Synopsis
Putting in place an automation methodology is a major undertaking and needs to be carefully planned out in
steps. This is something that cannot be rushed into with the thoughts that they just need to buy an
automated test tool that will run their tests for them. Automation comes in many forms and can be used at
any level in developing a product (see Table 5 Automation for Software Testing). If the introduction of
automation and the automation itself is not managed properly, time will be lost and resources will be
wasted because you will either be spending all your time supporting what has been automated or recovering
from that effort of automation. However, if managed proper! y the benefits of increased utilization of test
resources, increased process efficiency, discovery of design issues, reduction of product development
cycles, and reduction of maintenance costs will be realized.
Issue Tracking system
Configuration Management
Test Case Database
Test Result Database
Automated Task Schedulers
Automated Regression Tools

Monitoring & Troubleshooting tools
Comparators/results interpreters
Integrated Test Suites
Simulators, test drivers, scenario generators
Performance Measurement tools
Documentation Templates

Coverage Tools
Metrics Tools (McCabe, Halstead)
Project Planning Tools
Resource Allocation tools
Integrated CASE tools
CAST/I-CAST tools

Table 5 Automation for Software Testing
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Understanding the structural considerations when planning and implementing a test automation strategy
will help in building a successful framework. To start you must consider the corporate/enterprise
procedures and tools. By evaluating these items, you are gathering information on internal communication
processes, how information is interpreted by different groups, what information is available to the test
group, what tools are available, can those tools be enhanced for the test group's usage, and what is the
general corporate culture. The next step will be to evaluate the existing design and development tools to
determine if they are applicable for test development. Can they be integrated or enhanced for use with test
tools? Can they compliment the test tools? Do any of these tools track current and historical information
related to the prcxluct? These two areas will lay out your foundation and determine your approach to a
framework for automation. They will assist you in developing your test automation methcxlology from a
prcxluct development perspective, rather than a software test effort. They will assist you in determining
what can be automated because you cannot automate something you do not have. What this means is that
there are many tools that are available that can do repetitive rote work and can be used in many different
ways. However, you want to select a tool based on what is repetitive within your environment. You do not
want to adapt or change your strategy based on the tool. Ideally, you want the tool to be adaptable or
integrated into your strategy. Therefore, it will also assist you in deciding whether to develop your own
tools or to choose commercially available ones.
The cornerstones of your test automation framework should be a configuration management system, an
issue tracking system, a test case database or management system, and a test result tracking system. By
having these four tools in place, you have properly set up your organization for success and you can realize
the benefits of automation when implemented. However, these tools can be implemented concurrently, so
that integration can occur or so that they compliment one another. None of these four cornerstones should
be considered an afterthought or you will quickly determine, as we did, that your strategy was to have your
test engineers developing and ccxling new tests and new ways of testing, not constantly reviewing results.
Once again, you do not want to be working for your automation, you want your automation working for
you . Without a configuration management system, the prcxluct itself will not be stable from one build to the
next. Since the prcxluct is not stabilized, there is no basis for automation. Without an issue tracking system,
problems will not managed properly. Information that aids in determining the state of the prcxluct will not
be available and historical data used in determining defect densities will also not be available. Without a
test case management system, you will not know which tests to automate or even how to automate them.
You will not know which tests have been developed from one test effort to the next. Therefore, you will be
constantly redeveloping tests from one release to the next. Without a result tracking system, you will not
have a score keeper of the test effort and therefore, not know where you are within the test effort or the
state of the prcxluct. In addition, with no historical tracking of these results, you will lose out on the benefits
that different trend analysis reports can provide. Consequently, these four cornerstones truly do provide you
with the framework from which any form of test automation can be built and integrated into your
environment, so that you can achieve your goals and realize the benefits that automation can bring.
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Introduction
Today's Environment
• Increased usage of automated test tools

Managing Test Automation

- Higher productivity with fewer resources
- Increase efficiency and effectiveness

Reigning in the Chaos of a Multiple Platform Test Environment

- Shorter test effort
- Decrease time to market for product
Michael E. Peters

• Increases amount of test related data

BEA Systems, Inc.

• Management of data just as important
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- To achieve your objectives
- To realize the benefits of automation
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Statement I Scope of Problem

Introduction

The Test Environment

ObjectBroker

+ Distributed, mixed vendor
+ Multiple Test Platforms

• Object Request Broker
- Middleware software
- Distributed mixed vendor operating environment

- Operating Systems
- Operating System versions

+ Based on CORBA 2.0

+ Multiple Transport Protocols

• Supported on 16 platforms

- TCP based
- DECnet

+ Supports 3 languages

+ Multiple languages (C, C++, Visual Basic)

- C, C++, Visual Basic
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Statement I Scope of Problem

Introduction

The First Steps toward Automation

Our Experience
• How goals were set for automation.

+ Develop tests to be portable

• The approach to test automation and to managing it.

- Guidelines for developing tests

• How the test system was designed and developed.

- Guidelines for developing w/ standard macros

• The test tools used and developed for the test system.
• How the data was managed.

+ Target the type of testing

• How the data is used and how it can be potentially used.

+ Standard naming conventions

• The problems encountered and how they were addressed.
• The impacts to the group and quality of the product
May 1997
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Statement I Scope of Problem

Statement I Scope of Problem

The First Attempt to Automate Execution

Success!? ... and a New Set of Problems

• DTM (Digital Test Manager)

• Test Execution
- Test Suite Generation reduced to minutes

- Generates Test Suites based on configurable
data files.

- Over 230 tests executed within a single platform
configuration for 16 platforms completed in 2 days.

- Executes Test Suites

- Increased test coverage, shorter period of time

• Test Execution - VMS based

• Test Results

- -10 hours to generate and delete a test suite

- Vast amount of result data produced

- -60 tests executed on a few single platform

- Result analysis lengthy and cumbersome

configurations

- 5-7 days to review results
- Final summary report available after a week

:t.-fay 1997
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Statement I Scope of Problem
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II

Statement I Scope of Problem

The Next Attempt to Automate Execution

Create a Result Tracking Database?

• Developed UNIX-based tool - MegaTest

• Initial investigation reveals other issues

- Provided the framework for test execution through test
script generation

- Were all tests executed?

- Provided flexibility in the generation of test scripts for
different client/server combinations

- Multiple sources providing input to MegaTest
- Input sources were inconsistent

- Allowed for expandability with respect to test cases
and test platforms

- Little or no documentation about tests

- Compared expected results against actual results

May 1997
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Planning for Test Management Automation

Planning for Test Management Automation
Our Approach (continued)

What to Consider

• Vision Statement

• Testing methodologies currently in use
• Test tools that are used, could be used,
or will be used

- A system that will manage all the data that is either used by or
produced by our test automation. It shall be the single source for
this type of information. It shall produce the input for and to the
test system and aid in the analysis of the results produced by the
test system.

• Group's processes and procedures

- Goals and Objectives

• Group' s formal and informal culture

- Improve efficiency of result analysis and reporting
- Provide input for test tools
- Provide a way to easily enter new test cases into MegaTest.
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Our Approach ( continued)

• Implementation Strategy

• Develop a vision statement

- Investigate how we used and worked with MegaTest
- Develop a prototype database
- Develop processes for the management of data and-the production
of reports
- Implement processes and prototype database toa select few.
- Refine processes and prototype
- Introduce these to all of QA for review
- Refine again.
- Expand usage to all of QA
- Refine and enhance as needed

• Set some general objectives to solve the current
issues.
• Investigate how we do business with respect to
MegaTest
• Define an overall strategy for implementation
• Create a high level design description
• Present all information to group for input
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Our Approach
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Planning for Test Management Automation

The Process of Test Automating Management
Organizing the Data

Understanding the Existing Environment

+ Resolve conflicting information and differences in

+ Six roles within the test methodology

terminology

+ Adding a test for execution

- More descriptive name
- Define a new name based on industry standard
- Clearly define all data elements

+ Creating MegaTest input files
• Executing tests

+
+
+
+

+ Reviewing results
+ Generating a result summary report
May 1997
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- Find out how it was being used
- Find out why it was being used
- Find out who was using it

- Test Case Management
- Test Result Management

• Objective of review

• After defining data and usage, a 3rd
functional area becomes evident

To organize the data
Define relationships between the data
To discover what additional information is needed
Help design the user interface
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• Initially data grouped in 2 areas

• Review all the data being used in detail

Managing Test Automation

Managing Test Automation

The Back-end Evolving

Designing and Developing

May 1997

Define the functions or purposes for the data
Fill in the holes in with respect to purpose
Define the relationships or links between the data

The Process of Test Automating Management

The Process of Test Automating Management

-

Group existing data

- Test Project Management

May 1997
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The Process of Test Automating Management

The Process of Test Automating Management

Test Result Management

Test Case Management

• Test Case Result
• General

• Test Case Management

- Test Case Name
- Cieri. Name

• Makefile Information

- Date Created
- Date Last Modified

- Makefile Designation
- Makefile Template

- Server Namc(s)

- Project l" available

-

- Test Status
- Used in MegaTcst
- QA Engineer

- IDL source filename
- Test rq,ositOI)'

Benchmark
Oass
Execution Type
Context Object
Prolog filename

- Ej>ilog filename
•
- Group Member.hip

-

-

- ln<erface ObjeclS
objects

Test Case Name
Test Group
Test SupcrGroup
Test Suite Name
Test Phase
Oient Plalfcx-m

• Final Test Csse Result
- Test Reference
- Test Case Name
- Client Platform
- Server P1atform
- Transport
- Test Phase
- Test Case Result
- Result Status

- Server Platform

- Dispatcher lmplemcntation
Objects

• Result Note
- Note Id

-

Test Case Name
Problem Desaiptioo
Problem Report ID
ReponNote
Date Created
Date Last Modified
Status

- Build First Found

- Transport
- OientNode
- Server Node

Description
Comments
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- Date Executed

- Interface Implementation

- Programming Language

Documentation

- Test Reference

- Execution Time
- Test Case Result
- EnorCode
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The Process of Test Automating Management

The Process of Test Automating Management

Test Result Management

Test Case Management

+ Describes every aspect of execution

+ Single source for all test information
• Process oriented

- When, how, how long, which platforms, which test
phase, and which test build

• Life-cycle management

- Test result (Passed, Failed, or Not Tested)

+ Many categorizations available

• Final Test Case Result
-

+ Support for multiple concurrent test efforts
• All documentation in one place

+ Support for automated builds
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Process oriented
Single representation of a result for multiple executions
Finer granularity for a failure condition
Life-cycle management
Provides a baseline for expected results
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The Process of Test Automating Management

The Process of Test Automating Management

Test Project Management

Test Result Management

• Test Build & Test Cycle Information links

• Result Note

-

- Automatically propagated to current release
- Assists in result analysis
- Ensures problems are closed in problem
tracking system

Projects
Test References
Test Cases
Test Results
Project Schedules

• MegaTest data input files

• Accommodates work and test environment

- Based on project information

• Flexibility with trend analysis reports

- Referential integrity for MegaTest
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Designing the Interface

Test Project Management

- Pr'Qica Name
- Vcrsioo #
- Project ID

• Test BuMd & Test Cycle
lnlonnation
- Test Reference
- Build String
- Project Name
- Venion#

- Release Type
- Test Cycle Name
- Start Dale
- Completioo Date
- # ofOl>jea Broktt
Problems
- #

of Test System

Problems

- Misc. Information
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The Process of Test Automating Management
• Project
Information

Managing Test Automatioo

•

• Defined by role and functions within roles
• Type of user defines form design and layout

Platform Information
- Platfonn Name
- Platfonn Code
-

Platfonn Abbreviation

• Adapt forms to support process
• Design, use, get feedback, enhance, expand
usage.

- Platfonn Type
- Hardware Platfonn
- Operating System
- Status

• Node Information
-

Node
NodeName
Transpon
Platfonn
- Project ID

• Create reference documentation in the form
of process.

- Status
May 1997
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The Process of Test Automating Management
New and Enhanced Processes Evolve

The Impacts of Automated Test Management

+ Track-IT, MegaTest, and processes work in

• Test Project Leader Process

concert with each other.
+ Productivity and efficiency of testing increased
along with test coverage

• Test Case Management
- Adding a test case
- Test Case Review Process

- Test execution increased to 250 tests on 12 platforms
in both a single and multiple platform environment in
a 2 week test cycle

• Test Result Management
- General Overview
- Overall Process
- Test Result Import Process
- Test Case Result Review Process
Managing Test Automadon
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- Results analysis from l hour to max of 2 days
- Result report generation of test cycle under an hour
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Conclusion

Track-IT Overview

The Impacts of Automated Test Management

+ More testing accomplished earlier, finding

+ Complete Test Management System

problems earlier, and roduct stabilizin earlier

- Life Cycle: Design through retirement

TeSls Executed agalns Problems Found

- Single Source for any test information
.,'i
.; ?;
i! ¥
a' i:l

- Archives historical information
- Provides input for and to test automation

- Integral part of groups test methodology
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- Aids in the analysis of results
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00%
00%
40%
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Conclusion
Future Enhancements & Possibilities

The Impacts of Automated Test Management
Baseline Rrsults

MsuIHlQnlv

Total Pass
Total Fail
Total Tesr Problems

Total Rhx:ked
Total Tests Encuted

Pass/Fall Ratio
Total Baseline Problems Opened
It Build s Tested / Total Numbtr
# Configurations Tested

DuraUon of Project (Tes1 effort)

Ms:1:a'fut

82~
6%
1%
.5%
90%
93%
4/7
12
10 (~) months

i: Jntk · IT

+ Upgrade to more power SQL based
database

89%
3.3%
2%

• Upgrade application to a browser

.S%
95%

• Trend Analysis Reports

96%
52\lclm
9/ I I

+ Comparison reports between builds

83
7 (5) months

• Interface directly with MegaTest

Totals
12000

Total Tcu Points

Problems/Tc.~t Point

I per 100
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• Linking Track-IT to other product
development tools

92000
I per 1666
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Conclusion
Putting in Place an Automation Methodology

The Impacts of Automated Test Management

+ Benefits realized

• Plan from product development perspective

- ROI recovered in 3 test runs
- Savings per test run $10k-$20K

• Manage introduction/implementation of tools

- Cost of fixing problems is less
- Increased process efficiency

• Tools should be adaptable or integrated into
your strategy

• Test engineers role changing

• The foundation - Structural considerations

- Developing/coding new tests, new ways of testing,
and test tools (and shifting away from development)
- Reviewing results standardized
May 1997
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• The four cornerstones of your framework
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Conclusion
Automation Framework

~------- -,~-_-_-_-_-_-_-..... - - - - - - - ~

I Capture/Playback
I

I

Metrics Tools
Troubleshooting

I

I Benchmarking tools I
ITest Coverage Tools I

~~~~ IError Analysis Tools I

IReliability Analyzers I
~:::::::::CM~!~~~

I~

Design &
Development
Tools

Overall Corporate/Enterprise
Procedures/fools
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Questions & Answers

Michael E. Peters
BEA Systems, Inc.
michael.peters@beasys.com
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Abstract
In this paper I will discuss the development and use of the Continuous Hours of Operation (CHO) test at
the Convex Division of Hewlett-Packard. (The test was initially developed at Convex Computer
Corporation before Convex was acquired by Hewlett-Packard.) My goal is to help readers with the practical
aspects of developing a load test which can be used to help gauge and improve the reliability of a software
system. I will briefly mention how we were unable to make much use of currently available software
reliability frameworks, partially because of their deficiencies, and partially because of our inadequate
knowledge of them. I knew enough about the theories to know that we did not have enough data to
calculate a Mean Time to Failure metric, however, we were still successful in improving the reliability of our
product and using the results of the CHO test as a release criterion.

Background
The System Software project leaders at Convex wanted an answer to the seemingly innocent question,
"What is stress?" Since I was the leader of the team of test developers who were developing stress tests for
the operating system, I was cordially invited to a project leader's meeting. I found out that what they really
meant was, "What is a reliability test, and by the way, why don't you go ahead and build one?"
The System Software Test Group had a good foundation of functional tests, and we had a fairly
comprehensive collection of volume tests which focused on particular areas of the system such as the file
system, virtual memory, and networking. We were working on a category of "functional stress" tests that
were even more focused . What we lacked, however, was a high-level reliability test that exercised most of
the system at once;
The System Software organization's challenge was to measure and improve the reliability of the SPP-UX
operating system running on a scalable parallel supercomputer, the Exemplar. Convex had experience with
system testing our moderately parallel vector supercomputers, the C-series. We had a collection of user
applications and volume tests that we would start simultaneously on a C-series machine and see what was
left of the system a few days later. But the Exemplar architecture was different in many ways from anything
we had worked with before, and the OS was incompatible with the C-series. So we started over, and we
decided to try to mimic the end-user environment better.
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The first Exemplar system that Convex released, the SPP 1000, supported two to eight PA-RISC CPUs in a
single "hypemode," with memory sizes ranging from 256 megabytes to 2 gigabytes. Shortly thereafter, the
1000 was available in a multi-node configuration, with the architecture allowing for up to 16 hypemodes,
for a total of 128 CPUs and 32 gigabytes of memory. All hypemodes are accessible as a single system image.
The Exemplar's NUMA (non-uniform memory access) architecture allows four different types of memory
allocation, some local to a hypemode and some globally accessible across the system. The latest Exemplar
models are the S-Class and X-Class, currently supporting 4-16 of the latest PA-RISC CPUs per hypemode,
up to four gigabytes of memory per hypemode, and a maximum of four hypemodes in a system.
Other configurable features include "subcomplexes," which allow arbitrary groupings of the CPUs.
Processes always run in a particular subcomplex, and access to subcomplexes can be selectively restricted.
A subcomplex can span all hypemodes, and a multi-threaded process can use all CPUs within its
subcomplex at the same time. There is a user-sizable cache for global memory, and the size of the global
memory pool can be adjusted for each subcomplex. See [WWW], [HP96], and [HP97] for sources of
additional information about the Exemplar system.
All this scalability and configurability means there are far more hardware and software configurations than
we can test. Also, the sheer size and horsepower of the system made it difficult to build a test that could
keep it busy. Developing the CHO test was a challenge because the Exemplar technology was breaking new
ground. It took some experimentation to see what was required to exercise the various parts of the system.
At times I could almost hear it laughing at me, but I got the last laugh, watching the system crumple into a
pathetic pile of molten bits. :-)

Terminology
CHO is the name of both our reliability metric and the test we built to measure it. I refer to the "CHO test"
as a shorthand for "CHO reliability test," though CHO is at a higher conceptual level than the tests and
other programs it incorporates. We borrowed the "Continuous Hours of Operation" term from another
Hewlett-Packard division which has been developing its own set of CHO tests independently since the
mid-1980's. Further research will be required to determine the origin of the term.
Did we really do reliability testing? We had reliability goals, and we built and ran a test to help us measure
and achieve those goals. However, as you read further, you'll see that we had to use gut feelings more than
scientific rigor. If your definition of reliability testing requires this rigor, then CHO does not fall within the
definition. So be it. I use a broader definition for the purposes of this paper.
Like most testing terms, the terms associated with system testing are loosely defined. At Convex, the
component parts of CHO are commonly called "stress tests." However, stress testing is usually associated
with exhausting a resource for a short period of time. The tests we used for CHO were designed to exercise
the system over an extended period of time, while not quite exhausting all available resources. The most
appropriate term to describe these tests is "volume tests." In fact, the tests would have to be made far more
robust in order to behave in a sane fashion if one of them could steal all of a system resource from the others.
As documented in [KANER], Cem Kaner places both volume tests and stress tests in the larger category of
"load testing," which tests "every limit on the program's behavior that any of the product's documents
asserts," (page 134). He says volume tests "study the largest tasks the program can deal with," and stress
tests "study the program's response to peak bursts of activity," (page 55). Rodney Wilson, in [WILSON],
recognizes that many people have varying definitions of these terms, though he does not try to nail them
down (pages 46, 82, 86). Wilson treats volume testing and load testing as synonyms.
The CHO test's aim is to keep many parts of the system very busy for an extended period of time. While
there are some variations in the load, there are no resource-exhausting peaks that would characterize CHO
as a stress test. Though both authors mentioned above state that volume testing pushes the system to its
limits, it is also very important to exercise the system in a way that is more typical of what the customers
will do with it. Here I use an expanded definition of volume testing that includes loads that are somewhat
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below the maximum that the system can handle, but sticks with the spirit of volume testing, in that the load
must be applied steadily over an extended period of time. You do not have to hit the limits to find plenty of
bugs! In fact, just below the limits you are likely to shake out bugs that will affect a broader base of
customers. Of course, you still want to test those limits, but probably in the context of a brief stress test
rather than an extended volume test.

Tests Used for CHO version 1
The beauty of CHO is its recycled content. Most of the harness development was already done, and we were
able to obtain all of the tests from existing code. The CHO version 1 subtests are:

shell_stress - The main source of CHO's load. Shell_stress is a home-grown test that randomly selects shell
command sequences from a database and feeds them to a shell. By using a combination of perl code and
the "expect" tool from NIST, we created an environment virtually identical to that used by real users (see
[PERL] and [EXPECT]). We enhanced shell_stress for CHO to provide networking coverage. Each
simulated user does a remote login, since in real use the console is the only login session that is not a remote
login. Also, a third of the sessions work in an NFS-mounted directory, in order to stress the NFS filesystem
driver. All networking connections are set up in a software loopback to the same machine, so the test does
not require additional lab resources for remote networking connections.

SPECint - A well-known benchmark that runs several programs that mimic various customer loads.
a customer application - A proprietary number-crunching application provided by a customer. The
application was known to find reliability problems in the operating system.

vmstress - A home-grown virtual memory test.
We consulted with customers to see what their expectations were regarding the sustained load level that
the system should be able to handle, and we made sure the CHO test exceeded these loads. But we have not
yet attempted to use statistical sampling to generate a rigorous operational profile. Different customers put
very different kinds of loads on the machine. I have heard of system call usage samples which even varied
widely on the same machine from one day to the next. We put our database together based on some
informal internal sampling of utilities, and we limited ourselves to the programs which were readily
available on the system. Obtaining a broad range of applications which the customers use on our systems
would be very expensive and time-consuming. We will continue to look for a feasible way to put together
a more representative sampling for our database.
One technique which we have used recently is to design a test which mimics the load from one of the data
management applications that we offer. The test is less complex than the application itself, and it will
hopefully prove to make debugging much easier. There are no current plans to include this new test in the
CHO framework, though we may consider this if the test is successful.
To simulate a customer environment better, we set up a varied schedule for running the tests rather than
running them all continuously, as shown in Table 1. We could have allowed shell_stress's scheduler drive
all of the tests in a random fashion, in fact, this simplistic approach seems to be the standard way to run a
reliability test. But we wanted to control the execution of the larger applications, since customers do not
blindly start large jobs on an already heavily-loaded system. It would have been much more difficult to
allocate the system's resources if it was possible for several large jobs to be randomly scheduled at the same
time.
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Table 1 CHO version 1 test schedule

hours
0:00
0:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30

shell_stress
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(SPECint cont'd)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

app
I
I
I
I
I

app
I
I
I
I
I
I

vmstress
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SPECint
I
I
I

6:00
Shell_stress runs continuously, though its intermediate scheduler varies the load somewhat. The customer
application starts 30 minutes after the beginning of the run and runs 1 hour 30 minutes. Then three hours
into the run, it is started again for an hour and 45 minutes. The vmstress test starts an hour into the run and
runs for three hours. To make the schedule seamless, SPECint is set to start five hours into the run and
continue for 3 hours 45 minutes, which wraps around the beginning of the schedule. That means at the
beginning of the run, the harness needs to kick off an abbreviated 2 hour 45 minutes run of SPECint. All
SPECint runs after the first in a session use the full time slot.
The schedule was designed carefully so that the cross-section represents a varying load. There is one
IS-minute period where only one test is running, and an hour where all four tests are running. All other
combinations appear on the schedule, assuming the constraint that shell_stress is always running.
The user application and SPECint were not designed to run indefinitely, so they are run in a loop during
their time slots. They are killed with a signal at the end of their time. Vmstress runs continuously until the
harness signals it at the end of its run, and shell_stress runs continuously unless the number of errors passes
a defined threshold, in which case it exits and the harness restarts it immediately.

Tests That Did Not Make the Cut
We experimented with a multi-user benchmark as a part of CHO, and when we set it to simulate a large
number of users it did shake out some OS bugs. However, it did not seem to be well-tested at such high load
levels; we ran into a number of bugs in the benchmark itself. We chose to use SPECint instead.
We also had originally wanted to include a disk 1/0 test in CHO. However, there was an 1/0 bottleneck in
early versions of the OS. We could be running the rest of the tests and achieving a load average of 100, but
when we started the disk test, the load would drop to 5. The tests seemed to be piling up on contentions for
disk access. We submitted a bug report on the 1/0 performance and yanked the test because the defect
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would not be fixed until after the upcoming beta release. I prefer to generate disk loads as a natural
consequence of running a customer application, anyway.
We also wanted to test subcomplex reconfiguration. We anticipated that customers might reconfigure the
subcomplexes on the system after most interactive users go home, to give the system more horsepower for
batch runs. However, subcomplex support in the OS was immature at the time, and subcomplex handling
in the harness was poorly tested. We decided to reduce the complexity of CHO by using only the default
subcomplex.
There were several other situations where the OS behaved badly when running CHO. However, we usually
insisted that since it was the OS that needed fixing, and not the test, we would not change the test to work
around the problem. It was important that CHO remain as static as possible after we started using it for a
particular release, so we could compare the results from different runs. However, in one case shells run by
shell_stress hung in the exit path and tied up system resources. We had to implement a reaper to kill these
hung shells. During each release cycle we checked the reaper 's log to verify that the bug was still there. The
bug was not given a high priority because it had not been reproduced in actual use on a timeshare machine,
but eventually it was fixed and we removed the reaper.

The Sweat Harness
When we were designing the CHO test, the test group had already developed the Sweat test harness for the
purposes of bum-in testing on the manufacturing floor. We felt that a few enhancements could make Sweat
a suitable harness for CHO. We recruited one of the original Sweat developers and explained what we
needed. It took a good deal of scribbling on the whiteboard to show how to integrate the new scheduling
features and how to handle non-obvious subtleties such as starting abbreviated overlapping test runs when
the harness starts. After we hammered out the design, the necessary code changes were not too drastic.
The tests that Sweat runs are specified by a sequence file. The essential elements of the sequence file used
by CHO version 1 are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Sequence file for CHO version 1
Test

Timeout,How Delay

shell_stress

0,pass

0

app
app

360,pass
420,pass

120
720

vmstress

720,pass

240

SPECint

900,pass

1200

The test name matches a directory within the Sweat test suite. When it is time to run the test, Sweat executes
a file called "ExecTest" in that directory. This file is typically a shell script or perl script that performs the
run-time setup and executes the test program. This allows a great of deal of flexibility in running the test
and still keeps the interface very simple. It is also convenient to know which file to look at first in a test
directory when you want to see how everything gets started.
The duration of each test is controlled by the timeout field, indicated in minutes. We have found that it is
easier to let the harness control the test run durations rather than having each test implement a timeout
mechanism. The ExecTest script for each test is designed to catch the timeout signal and then clean up and
exit. If they did not catch the signal, they would die from the signal and Sweat would log a failure. The
"how" field for each test is set to "pass". This tells Sweat that a timeout is a normal occurrence, so it should
not indicate a failure when the timeout arrives before the test exits.
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The delay field tells Sweat how long to wait after the start of a cycle, in minutes, before starting the test. This
is what allowed us to stagger the start of the tests in order to vary the load. Note that the user application
is listed twice in Table 2, with different timeouts and delay times. This results in two different runs of the
test in different time slots.
When we run Sweat to start CHO, we tell it to repeat the sequence indefinitely. Sweat assumes that the time
frames in the sequence file are based on a 24-hour period. We wanted to repeat the sequence more
frequently than that, so we used Sweat's scale option to scale the sequence down to 25%, or 6 hours. So the
timeout and delay numbers in the sequence file are divided by 4. It is important to get through all the
various phases of the schedule fairly quickly because the most blatant functionally-oriented bugs are found
by the end of the first pass. This is especially important early in a release cycle when reliability is still
relatively low.
We did not support an off switch for the test, though we did attempt to get the test to abort as cleanly as
possible when the front end was killed. To do this, we tried to allow for signal propagation down the
process hierarchy, which could get 10 levels deep at some points. It was difficult to assure proper signal
propagation at each level, especially when we could not modify some of the programs. The Bourne shell
was especially problematic with respect to signal handling. We were able to alleviate the problem in some
cases by using "exec" to start a new program without involving another process. This is similar to
tail-recursive optimization-if you no longer need the parent process to hang around waiting for the child,
then do not leave it there. When we do an exec, any signals go directly to the new program. In other cases
we solved the problem by converting shell scripts to perl in order to use perl's signal handling features.
The run ends when the system crashes or becomes comatose. Sometimes a system failure is easy to identify,
like a nice panic message on the console. Often, however, parts of the system simply hang. Sometimes, the
system even recovers from a brief hang, making it difficult to detect the problem. Sweat does not attempt
to deal with these issues; it simply plows ahead as long as it can. We can abort the test by rebooting the
system. In fact, rebooting while under a heavy load is a wonderful test of all the shutdown mechanisms.
The actual program we use to start the CHO test is a script named "run-cho." It takes care of the setup that
cannot easily be done within the Sweat framework. If any test is unable to run, the results of the CHO run
are invalid. Since an individual test cannot cause the CHO run to abort, the run-cho script gives each test
an opportunity to abort the run before Sweat is invoked. Run-cho does this by running a program named
"Verify" in each test directory. If the Verify script returns a nonzero value, the run is aborted. Run-cho takes
care of other housekeeping, such as setting up a log file and establishing a heartbeat that runs the uptime
utility every 5 minutes. Examining the uptime data in the logs can provide valuable data. For instance, if
the run was unattended, it establishes the time to the nearest 5 minutes that the system crashed. It also
shows a history of system load and simulated users logged in, which will fall too low if the system starts to
malfunction before it completely halts.
The relationships among run-cho, Sweat, and the tests follow what I call the "sandwich model." This model
represents a pattern I have noticed in several test environments. We start with a generic harness, Sweat in
this case, and we build our particular tests into the harness's framework. Then we realize that the harness
is deficient in some way, and we do not have the time or authority to enhance the harness, so we build a
wrapper on top of it. We end up with the generic harness sandwiched between our environment-specific
software for the front end and the underlying tests.
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The Sandwich Model
Environment-specific
Generic

front end
harness

Environment-specific

tests

Though this model has provided a practical way to solve problems, it is not ideal. We would prefer to have
the same user interface for all test environments that use the same harness rather than a different
customized front end for each. One way to solve the problem would be to provide hooks in the harness to
make it more flexible, so we can program the harness to handle all of the setup. Then users could execute
the harness directly. For example, the Verify functionality in run-cho really should be part of the Sweat
harness. However, because Sweat is currently used in only the one test environment (its use in the
manufacturing area is no longer supported), the return on that investment would be minimal. In the case
of our functional test harness, the user base is much broader, and we have successfully moved functionality
from our local test environment into the generic toolset. However, it does not appear that all the features of
our front end will ever be incorporated into the common harness, because the front end has grown to be
quite a large beast, with many features that might hamper other groups' use of the harness. So we are stuck
with the sandwich model.
Another way of addressing the need for a common user interface is to use a generic front end that can be
customized for each environment and all harnesses and yet provide a consistent user interface. We
attempted this approach, but at that time the project proved to be more ambitious than we could handle.

Scaling
The CHO test is scalable in a couple of different ways. Scaling based on the configuration is automatic, and
the user can control an additional scaling factor by setting the "stress_factor" environment variable. This
variable ranges from 1 to 10. A stress_factor of 1 is the lowest interesting load, and it is the value we usually
use when trying to get an "official" run. A stress_factor of 10 is intended to be the highest practical load that
can be applied to the system. Any integer in between can be chosen. Users of the test do sometimes use
higher stress_factor values in order to accelerate the detection of bugs.
The user application and SPECint are not set up to scale. The vmstress test does scale, with the number of
memory pages used calculated like so:
(free_memory_pages -1000) * (adjusted_stress_factor / 10)
We calculate the number of total free virtual memory pages each time vmstress runs. 1000 pages are
reserved so the basic system services and the harness can continue to function (since the objective is volume
rather than stress). We calculate the adjusted_stress_factor by adding 3 to the stress_factor and truncating
it at 10. We make the adjustment because we judged that the test was not stressful enough in this
environment at the lower stress levels. By adjusting the stress_factor, we are able to leave the test code alone
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and simplify the maintenance of the test under the two harnesses that use it. The adjusted stress_factor is
divided by 10 to give a percentage of available memory to use (40-100%).
In hindsight, we would rather have based the calculation on the amount of free swap space instead of total
free virtual memory, because on our large memory systems the vmstress test often did not cause any paging
at all because the ratio of physical memory to swap space was high.
The shell_stress test scales the number of users like so:
maximum = cpus * adjusted_stress_factor
minimum = maximum * .75
Shell_stress uses an intermediate driver that starts out with the maximum number of users and varies it
between the maximum and 3 / 4 of the maximum. We adjust the stress_factor here the same way we do for
vmstress.

CHO version 2
After the CHO test had stabilized somewhat, we decided to correct some of the deficiencies of the design
so that the test would do a better job of exercising the features of SPP-UX that our customers use.
Shell_stress was kept pretty much as is, though it had been enhanced throughout the development of
version 1. Vmstress was replaced with "gsmstress," a home-grown test that specifically tests SPP-UX's
global memory. We replaced SPECint with the Naspar parallel benchmark in order to add some load from
multi-threaded programs. The proprietary user application was replaced with a Gaussian92 test.
Gaussian92 is a third-party application that is process-parallel and is used by a broader user base than the
application it replaced. We added "pong," which tests message-passing, a popular programming model
that is an alternative to using processes that span multiple hypernodes and communicate with global
memory. And we added "ftpstress," a home-grown networking test ported from our C-series tests that
exercises the ftp client and server over a loopback. Ftp is an underlying protocol used on many of our file
server systems.
We also had a request to add a test that exercised the magnetic tape device and drivers. However, because
this would have required physical access to the system, it was determined that this was not practical.
Administration of the CHO test and many aspects of the administration of the Exemplar system could be
managed remotely, even removing and restoring power. Engineers could start and monitor a CHO run from
home, which was especially important when a run stretched into a night or over a weekend. So having to
insert a tape would not be advantageous. Also, requiring a tape device would have limited the choice of lab
machines, and we would have run the risk of a false test failure because of worn out tape media. So we
reluctantly decided to keep the tape stress tests separate from CHO.
Another enhancement we added was taking better advantage of subcomplexes. CHO version 2 allocates
half of the available CPUs to the default subcomplex, named "System." A quarter of the CPUs go to the
"Stress" subcomplex and a quarter to the "Appl" subcomplex. We still have not attempted to dynamically
reconfigure the subcomplexes during the middle of a CHO run. The schedule and subcomplex allocations
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 CHO version 2 test schedule
Subcomplex:
Hours
0:00

Stress

Appl

shell_stress

gsmstress

Gaussian92

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

System

0:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30

System

pong
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

Naspar
I
I

I
I
I

I
ftpstress

3:00
3:30

pong
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4:00
4:30
5:00

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Gaussian92
I
I
I

5:30
6:00
This schedule is set up under Sweat with the configuration information shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Sequence file for CHO version 2
Test

Subcomplex

Timeout,How Delay

shell_stress

System

0,pass

0

pong

System

480,pass

120

pong

System

480,pass

840

gsmstress
ftpstress

Stress
Stress

600,pass
600,pass

0

g92

Appl

240,pass

0

g92

Appl

240,pass

Naspar

Appl

600,pass

1080
360

720

We were concerned about the fact that the makeup of the new version of the test was so different from the
first version that comparisons with past results would be meaningless. For a while, we ran both CHO
versions on different machines both running the latest OS. We saw that CHO version 2 actually generated
a lower load average on the system, but load average is often not a good indicator of the stress on the
system. The newer test put a higher demand on system resources, thus making less time available for user
processes, which is exactly what we wanted.
We performed an experiment to see how the previous release of the OS performed under the new CHO test.
The system did not fare well at all, much worse than with the first CHO. Part of this may have been because
the new test was more stressful overall, but I think the real factor is that this was the first time we had
applied that particular mix of tests to that version of the OS. The first version of the test had already run
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into the "pesticide paradox" ([BEIZER], page 9), since the OS was basically trained to deal with it. CHO
version 2 broke us out of the paradox, giving the OS a new challenge.

Revision Control
Revision control proved to be difficult for CHO. Some parts of it were already in our revision control system
in the format used by our functional test harness. We did not want to copy these files into a different section
of the revision control system for CHO. At one point, my work tree contained links to our main release tree
so we would always pick up the latest versions when we released CHO. However, we decided that we
needed more direct control over new revisions that were picked up, so we handled the updates manually.
In lieu of proper revision control, we kept copies of each CHO release, each clearly labelled. We kept several
recent revisions on disk, and older revisions were on tape due to the large space requirements (greater than
70 megabytes per release, mostly due to SPECint). Only once did we need to access the tape to check an old
revision. We documented incremental changes in a release notes file which we maintained as a part of the
CHO product.
My group has now converted its revision control system to ClearCase. It is likely that we will be able to use
ClearCase to provide revision control for CHO since ClearCase directly supports links.

Bootstrapping
Developing the CHO test was a very long, incremental process. The very first run lasted about 2 seconds
before the system crashed! While the test had obviously succeeded in finding an operating system bug, the
crash masked a large number of latent test bugs. It wasn't as bad as it could have been, since the individual
parts of CHO had been run in isolation. Most test bugs were integration problems in the glue that held all
the tests together.
I picture the maturation of any of our system tests as a process of pulling up the test and the software under
test by their bootstraps-first one gets a little better, revealing a problem in the other, then the opposite. We
go back and forth, fixing OS bugs and test bugs. As the OS gets better able to run the test, the test gets better
able to exercise the system. It was initially impossible to deliver a well-tested test product because there was
no stable system on which to test the test. Unfortunately, at the time, the test group was not doing formal
inspections or code reviews, so we relied heavily on testing quality into the tests. We know better now, but
we are still faced with the problem of doing final testing of a test product on an early version of the OS.
Because many executables can run on both SPP-UX and HP-UX, we did have somewhat of a reference
platform. But SPP-UX includes a number of enhancements beyond HP-UX, and some of the CHO tests
necessarily exercise those enhancements. We were able to qualify some parts of CHO, such as shell_stress,
using HP-UX. But the workstations we could run HP-UX on were much smaller than the Exemplar systems
(fewer CPUs, less memory, etc.), so we could not run the tests at the higher load levels that would be used
for SPP-UX.
As we continue to use the CHO test, the OS continues to improve. There is a higher likelihood of getting a
long test run, and the OS performs each step better along the way. The remaining test bugs are mostly subtle
problems that are no longer masked by the more serious bugs. Also remaining are some more serious
problems that are very difficult to isolate (we don't know whether to blame them on the test or the OS), but
we have added instrumentation to the test that helps to isolate them. As the rest of the system matures, it
becomes easier to track down the cause of the problems.
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Reproducibility
Ideally, when you get one run of the CHO test, it would run for exactly the same length of time if we run
the test the same way again. Then we would know exactly what the Mean Time To Failure metric is with
only one run. But most OS bugs that affect stability are nondeterministic, especially on a complex parallel
system. A "rolling the dice" metaphor is the best way to think about them. A bug may be a timing problem
that has a failure probability of one in a billion. Each time we roll the dice through that code, possibly
thousands of times per second, we may encounter a failure. It may happen on the first roll, or after five
billion rolls. That is why it is important to consider the "mean" in "mean time to failure."
Nondeterministic bugs easily explain why our results varied so much despite our best efforts, especially
when we consider that there can be several such intermittent problems latent in the system. For example,
one string of results gave these run times on the same OS: 14 hours, 1 hour, then 43 hours. While I am no
statistician, intuitively I would put very little confidence in the average of these numbers.
Another factor is that we had two classes of results-runs that ended with a system failure, and runs that
ended artificially. The most common reason that runs were artificially aborted was because the reliability
goal was met. So we ended up with a successful run, but the number represented a run time that was merely
a lower bound of the true capability of the system. It does not make sense to average these aborted results
with results that did end with a system failure. This also causes more uncertainty when we get a few runs
that are aborted when they meet the goal, and a few runs that crash before meeting the goal. Perhaps the
actual MTTF of the system far exceeds the goal, but if we naively average all the numbers, we incorrectly
get a number smaller than the goal.
We made a futile effort to improve reproducibility by using the same random seed for each run (shell_stress
uses random numbers). Ideally, this would result in the exact same random numbers and random decisions
being used each time. However, there is a nondeterminism in the order that the OS completes its tasks, so
the random decisions would sooner or later be applied in different places than the last run, and the run
would diverge from there.
We also put restrictions in place that were designed to aid in reproducibility. We required that the system
be rebooted no more than 30 minutes before starting the run. We asked that the person monitoring the run
login only on the console and not start any remote logins. We asked that the engineers keep their activity
on the system to a bare minimum. This was more important early on when the system was unstable. Just
running a monitoring tool could have a dramatic effect on the results. Later on, as the system became more
stable, we tended to use monitoring tools more because their effect on the system was less pronounced, and
the data they provided was more important than the reproducibility of the results.
Even with these restrictions, there is a good deal of variation in the paths that the OS traverses before and
during a CHO run as the engineer monitors the progress. But no matter how strong the restrictions are, even
to the point of completely automating the run, it is still impossible to ensure that the same paths are
exercised every time. For example, variances in peripheral timing during bootup may cause subtle
differences in the OS's response.
We theoretically could still get enough statistical samples such that the result stabilizes. However, it is
practically impossible to get enough samples, and as cycle times for new releases continue to get smaller,
the number of samples we can get will continue to shrink. We usually got 1-3 runs on a particular build of
the OS before applying bug fixes and moving on to the next build. This is not nearly enough data to be able
to draw any mathematical conclusions. In [LYU], Brocklehurst and Littlewood report " ... the length of time
needed for a reliability growth model to acquire the evidence that a particular target mean time to failure
has been achieved will be many times that target," (page 159).
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Results
While we wanted to use the CHO test to measure the reliability of the system, it was also very important
that we improve the reliability. CHO could be used as a load test when we wanted to find bugs as efficiently
as possible and we did not need to get an official measurement. In these cases, we would relax the
preconditions and crank up the stress factor. My hypothesis is that the set of bugs we find while using a
stress factor higher than the default overlaps the set of bugs that affect the measurement runs, though I have
not determined how large the overlap is. Using CHO as a load test is helpful, but it does not always give us
forward progress on our measured reliability at the minimum stress factor.
The development of the CHO test started in 1994, and it started to be used seriously as an OS release
criterion in 1995. We continue to use the CHO test now in 1997 to shake out bugs and to help measure the
reliability of the system. At one point along the way, we realized that we were relying too much on the CHO
test, so we started paying more attention to other system tests which we could run at higher load levels
when run in isolation. It is unwise to rely on one metric to determine the reliability of the system. There is
too much risk that one test will miss a problem that impacts the customers.
Since we do not get enough data to calculate a Mean Time to Failure metric, we generally rely on a gut
feeling to decide when we have met our reliability goals. We like to see an upward trend in the CHO run
time as each new OS build is produced. We like to see two to three runs on the same build that meet the
goal, on at least two different hardware configurations. If we also get shorter runs, the severity of the
problem is evaluated to determine whether to hold off the release.
One difficulty we have to deal with is system crashes that occur long after the system starts to exhibit
symptoms. It is fairly common for a system malfunction to occur that does not completely halt the system.
There have even been cases where the uptime monitor was practically the only part of the system still
running. So it can be misleading to rely on the last time stamp given in the log file before the system crashed.
Engineers would examine the data from the whole run, graphing the load average and number of simulated
users logged in over time. If there was a downward trend or a discontinuity long before the system crashed
or the run was halted, they would report the time the problems first occurred. Unfortunately, this process
is subjective and it relies on the experience of the engineer.
We found that a CHO run seemed to build up momentum after a while, so if it ran a significant fraction of
the goal time, it was likely to meet and far exceed the goal. Systems in the field have run into bugs that take
weeks to reproduce, longer than we typically can run in the lab. But often we were surprised with a very
short run. This seems to suggest a miniature "bathtub curve" for our software. This curve, as discussed in
[WALKER] and elsewhere, is a common phenomenon for hardware, which tends to have many failures
when first installed, then perform well for a long time until parts eventually start to wear out. Perhaps in a
limited sense it also applies to software during a single boot of the system.
We have not attempted to predict field reliability using the CHO results, because even the least stressful
CHO run puts more load on the system than the average machine in the field encounters (the load average
on a system running CHO is normally in the range of 20-150, depending on the size of the system). We have
not yet tried to calculate a multiplier that would correlate our CHO results with the field reliability, and I
am not sure that it makes sense to do so before we are capable of computing an MTIF metric. I think my
theory about an overlapping set of bugs found by high and low CHO loads can be extrapolated to say that
the bugs found by CHO with a stress factor of 1 finds a set of bugs overlapping those bugs seen by
customers at more reasonable loads. Because the cost of our lab machines is measured in hundreds of
thousands of dollars each, we did not have the luxury of running CHO at a lower load level for a mllch more
extended period of time.
The operating system has improved dramatically after that first two-second run on an alpha version of the
OS. Run times increased to hours and then days, and it is common to abort a run the when goal has been
exceeded and the lab machine is scheduled for other activities. There is no doubt that we have greatly
increased the reliability of the system. In many cases the CHO test found problems that were not found by
our other testing, and in other cases it found them earlier than we otherwise would have found them. We
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will continue to learn from our practical experience with CHO, and we will continue to learn about the
established reliability theories and how they might can help us conduct more accurate reliability
assessments.
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Abastract
Many recognized software process assessment and improvement methods ultimately
converge to continuous improvement frameworks. However often initial improvement
steps are massive and long (12-18 months), while it is necessary to show results as
early as possible to capture the attention of the organization and to keep things focused
on process improvement. The inconsistency can be removed with incremental process
improvement.

1. Introduction
The paper presents the context and selected results of a development project addressing
effective software process improvement strategies. We have been particularly interested
in low-risk, early-delivery strategies. The authors were co-developers of
BOOTSTRAP, the European software process assessment and improvement
methodology, but the work reported here is more general and refers to all common
improvement methods. Section 2 briefly discusses the current state of the software
process improvement practice. Section 3 presents a fundamental solution to high-risk
improvement projects, the incremental software process improvement delivery policy.
Section 3 reports on selected results of the development project, addressing practical
exploitation of the incremental policy in software industry.
\
\

2. So~tware process improvement
Software process improvement is essential for software quality. We might say that ''the
quality of a software process is determined by the quality of software process
improvement". There are a number of available formalized process improvement
methodologies, but in practice we have often seen software process people paralyzed
by the formalities of process improvement while there were no clear objectives to steer
the effort. The method presented below, the incremental software process improvement
delivery, focuses on clear, up-to-date improvement objectives.
Software process improvement is based on two fundamental constituents. One is a
maturity model which guides the sequencing of the improvements and provides
motivation for selecting successive improvement deliveries. The other is the actual
improvement delivery process including specification and analysis of requirements,
design, verification, implementation and validation of successive improvement
deployrrtent steps. Example~ of the former are such models as CMM, BOOTSTRAP,

SPICE, etc. Examples of the latter are, respectively, SEI's IDEAL, BOOTS1RAP
improvement process, SPICE Part 7, etc.
Depending on a particular application domain we might notice some missing parts in
common models. For instance, CMM 1.1 is lacking requirements specification (except
partly in IA) and risk management (to be corrected by CMM 2). Another fault is an
arbitrary sequencing. A CMM 1.1-based process improvement would perhaps benefit
from a more visible overall focus on continuous process improvement, and from
process-wide quality measures such as productivity (cf. Dion, Raytheon). Many
specific process changes might be entirely at organization's own discretion. There are
also important unresolved issues regarding structure, granularity and deployment step
size. For example, CMM 1.1' s maturity level is defined as "a well-defined evolutionary
plateau toward achieving a mature software process" (CMU/SEI-93-TR-25). The
requirement that the advancement of capability of the software process is a collective
result of all practices in a capability level may cause problems in decomposing the level
into small delivery steps. Finally, frequently requirements statements in the models are
perhaps design concepts for which there are no specified requirements.
A number of problems may also be enumerated in connection with improvement
delivery processes. Often iterations of the improvement process are not properly
managed: there are problems with identification of input/output, entry/exit criteria,
subprocesses, risk handling, observability, controllability. As a result of the
deficiencies in respective maturity models, sequencing is only partly supported.
Timing is often inconsistent with expectations: Although many recognized software
process assessment and improvement methods ultimately converge to a continuous
improvement framework, often initial improvement steps are massive and long (12-18
months), while it is necessary to show results as early as possible to capture the
attention of the organization and to keep things focused on process improvement.

3. Incremental improvement delivery process under "Smallest
Useful Deliverable"
Much of the problems listed above can be removed with incremental software process
improvement delivery. It is an iterative process for improvement project management
including any effort to implement and deliver design ideas so as to achieve stated goals.
It is driven by multidimensional, risk-aware quality and cost goal specification and
analysis. The "Smallest Useful Deliverable" policy requires that there are small and
frequent (1-3 months) incremental deliveries. We are looking for smallest incremental
deliveries maximizing the benefit/cost ratio under given constraints. Each iteration
includes complete analysis, specification, design, implementation, verification,
validation against the stated goals. The policy is oriented towards project survival and
success in spite of high risks and turbulent environments.
The method is based on previous results. EVO, the evolutionary delivery method, was
developed by Tom Gilb (cf., IEEE Software, Jan. 1996; "Principles of Software
Engineering Management, 1988). EVO is applicable to any software systems, here we
present its adaptation to the improvement processes. Major characteristics of EVO
include: detailed design integrated into the overall life cycle; specific provision made for
adjusting requirements, design, and resource estimates as practical result delivery
experience dictates; heavily oriented towards getting control over multiple critical result
attributes simultaneously. EVO attempts to deliver concrete improvement results to real
users very early. By early frequent realistic deliveries it gets credible feedback to project
management, which permits adjustment in time of anything threatening project success.

Other related concepts include the PDSA cycle, TQM, and the practice of business
process re-engineering.

4. Development of an incremental process improvement
programme and support facilities
The authors have conducted a project addressing development of an industrial
programme for incremental software process improvement delivery. The project
regarded an overall methodology and specific support tools. Two activities connected
with process improvement received particular attention due to their practical importance:
One was evolutionary improvement deployment planning with fixed context and a
variety of applicable technology - practices. The other was the verification of process
changes against different improvement standards, such as BOOTSTRAP, SPICE, ISO
9001/9000-3, etc. Below we comment on the background and some results related to
these two applications.
One of most important issues of the programme was to be able to evaluate an existing
improvement environment from the viewpoint of its applicability for incremental
strategies: "Is my software process improvement environment consistent with the
incremental policy ?" The essential constituents of incremental improvement delivery
processes include a reference to suitable maturity models (or elaborations thereof;
emphasizing the necessary structure, granularity, and deployment step size), a suitable
communication method (language; implied by the role, size, and frequency of
deliverables), and a suitable analysis support (resulting from a wide variety of
subprocesses such as specification, analysis, design, verification, validation, etc.). The
above constituents actually determine the applicability of a particular improvement
environment for an incremental strategy. A very important common aspect linking these
three constituents is the way of representing process improvement requirements. We
investigated a two-dimensional representation with the dimensions referred to as,
following the common terms, process and capability dimensions.
The introduction of the two dimensions is fundamental to the incremental delivery
policies. The improvement model should have a rich capability dimension. The process
dimension refers to mostly qualitative, binary ideas, which are indisputable (customer,
marketing level), and which are not a design/engineering option. The process
dimension is also known as: functions [Gilb 88], functional characteristics
(Mylopoulos), behavioral characteristics [Davis 93]. The capability dimension refers to
required quantitative characteristics representing different objectives and
designer/engineer options: benefits and costs. The capability dimension is also known
as: attributes [Gilb 88], quality characteristics (Boehm), quality factors (consumeroriented) and criteria (techically-oriented) (Bowen), nonfunctional characteristics
(Mylopoulos), nonbehavioral characteristics [Davis 93], quality attributes (Clements),
cross-functional characteristics [Shaw 96]. The dimensions are in various ways
supported by assesment/improvement models. Are these ways consistent with the
incremental policy? The project included investigations regarding several common
assessment/improvement frameworks.
The project produced a prototype of a tool based on the above thorough investigations.
The tool can be used to support editing, comparing, selecting of the following (these
are separate applications): assessment/improvement models, technology (candidate
solutions), and improvement delivery steps. All application cases were configured and
evaluated in two dimensions: capability and process. The evaluation function is under
further development

S. Conclusions
Incremental software process improvement delivery is a fundamental way to control
improvement projects, to show results as early as possible to capture the attention of the
organization and to keep things focused on process improvement. Current software
process assessment and improvement frameworks provide a very limited support for
incremental software process improvement. The industrial software process
improvement discipline requires more practical insight and support We presented
selected aspects of the development results focused on incremental process
improvement delivery programme and support tools.
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An Example of Tool Support (1 of 2)
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An Example of Tool Support (2 of 2)
• The tool can be used to support editing, comparing, selecting:
- Asacssmeolllmprovemont models
- Technology (candclale 10lutlot11)
- Improvemont delivery . .po

• All cases configured and evaluated in two dimensions: capability
and process. The evaluation function is under further
development
• Specific activities supported:
- Evolutionary improvemont deployment plaming (fixed cootex~ various

teclmology • practices)
- Verlficatloo of process changes against different Improvement slalldarda
(BOCJl'SI'RAP, SPIC!!, ISO 9001/9000-3, etc.)

....,,

Conclusions
• Incremental software process improvement delivery is a
fundamental way to control improvement projects, to show
resulls as early as possible to capture the attention of the
organization and to keep things focused on process improvement
• Ourent software process assessment and improvement
frameworks provide a very limited support for incremental
software process improvement
• More practical support is necesary in industrial process
improvement
• We presented some aspects of the development work focused on
incremental process improvement delivery programme and
support facilities.

....,.
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PROLOGUE
The nation's prosperity is dependent on software. The nation's software industry is
slipping, and it is slipping behind other countries. The National Software Quality
Experiment is riveting attention on software product quality and revealing the patterns
of neglect in the nation's softwsre infrastructure.

ABSTRACT
In 1992 the DOD Software Technology Strategy set the objective to reduce software
problem rates by a factor of ten by the year 2000. The National Software Quality
Experiment is being conducted1 to benchmark the state of software product quality
and to measure progress towards the national objective.
The National Software Quality Experiment is a mechanism for obtaining core samples
of software product quality. A micro-level national database of product quality is being
populated by a continuous stream of samples from industry, government, and military
services. This national data'Jase provides the means to benchmark and measure
progress towards the national software quality obje~tive and has data from 1992
through 1996.
The centerpiece of the experiment is the Software Inspection Lab where data
collection procedures, produc! checklists, and participant behaviors are packaged for
operational project use. The uniform application of the experiment and the collection
of consistent measurements are guaranteed through rigorous training of each
participant. Thousands of participants from dozens of organizations are populating the
experiment database with thousands of defects of all types along with pertinent
information needed to pinpoint their root causes.
1 The National Software Quality Experiment is an entrepreneurial ac~ivity
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To fully understand the findings of the National Software Quality Experiment, the
measurements taken in the la~ and the derived metrics are organized along several
dimensions including year, software process maturity level, organization type, product
type, programming language, and global region.
These dimensions provide a
framework for populating an interesting set of analysis bins with appropriate core
samples of software product quality.

EXPERIMENT MOTIVATION and ORGANIZATION
INTRODUCTION
W. Edwards Deming told us that there is no substitute for profound knowledge. We
know that software quality is one of the fault lines of the software crisis. It is an
important leading indicator of global competitiveness. The National Software Quality
Experiment provides a framework for obtaining a profound knowledge of software
quality on the project, within the organization, and across the nation.

Projects seek to achieve predictable performance. Organizations build on project
predictability and seek to 0e competitive. The nation builds on organizational
competitiveness in achieving prosperity. Today we find software as a key integrating
element in every industry. If projects do not achieve predictable performance and if
organizations are not competitive, the prosperity of the nation may be impacted.
Mr. Dooley2 said, "It ain't what you don't know that hurts you. It's what you know that
ain't so." Many managers make decisions based on hearsay or myth. The National
Software Quality Experiment is helping organizations to substitute facts for myths. For
example, consider the question, "Which organizations detect more defects in software
inspections, level 1, level 2, or level 3?"
Lord Kelvin said it best, "When you can measure what you are speaking about and
express it in numbers, you know something about it; when you can not measure it...
your knowledge is meager and unsatisfactory."
Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, "The years teach us things the days never knew." The
National Software Quality Experiment has operated for the past five years and is
committed to run through the year 2000. Interesting trends are beginning to reveal
themselves. These trends may help us to better understand the practice of software
engineering.
OVERVIEW
The National Software Quality Experiment is doing more measurement at the national
level than many organizations are doing at the project level! One observer said, "All
2

Mr. Dooley was a turn of the century newspaper man in Chicago
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we do here is talk about it; you are actually doing it."3 Participants are attracted to the
experiment as a place whe :-e they can calibrate their software quality against
appropriately selected industry core samples. Here they can jump-start the
organization's quality measurement program on the shoulders of uniform Software
Inspection Lab procedures. These procedures are operationally packaged for project
use and include well defined processes, industrial strength product checklists,
participant roles and behaviors, and standard forms and reports.

The National Software Quality Experiment provides the framework to pose important
quality questions.
Its micro-level national quality database provides the
measurements to answer them. Similarly, the extent of certain common risks can be
quantified. As a participant in the experiment, an organization can characterize the
effectiveness of its software quality process. At the industry level, progress towards the
national software quality objective can be benchmarke,j.
Participants in the experiment benefit in several ways. They are able to characterize
the maturity of their software quality process. With this understanding, they are able to
establish goals for improving the process and to set priorities for immediate action.
Beyond that, these organizations are able to promote a vision for excellence in their
software products and to calibrate their progress towards the national software quality
goal.
MOTIVATION
The motivation for the National Software Quality Experiment is found in the industry
mission statement for strategic software improvement which includes the following:
1. To obtain the deepest possible understanding of software engineering in all
its dimensions
2. To arrive at a realistic expectation for its application at every level
3. To communicate this knowledge and expectation to both producers and
consumers

Software engineering has a multiplicity of dimensior s. These include engineering,
management, operations, product, process, business, and human resources to name
several. The application of s~ftware engineering can be viewed at various levels
including the industry, the organization, the project, and the individual practitioner. The
experiment and its micro-level national database is structured to service particular
needs at all these levels and in all these dimensions.
The Department of Defense Software Technology Strategy was drafted for the Director
of Defense Research and Engineering in December 1991 [DOD STS 91]. Three
important national objectives were established to be achieved by the year 2000:
1. Reduce equivalent software life-cycle costs by a factor of two
2. Reduce software problem rates by a factor of ten
3 Comment made by participant in National Software Quality Experi,ment Seminar in 1993
l
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3. Achieve new levels of mission capability and interoperability via software
Every software organization should treat the national · objective to improve software
product quality by a factor of ten as a wake-up call. Are organizations planning to
reduce software problem rates by a factor of ten? Do they know what these rates are
now?
Although measurement is needed to derive effective policy governing acquisition,
development, and operations, there is not yet an industry consensus on the wisdom of
creating a national database for software engineering. The issue centers on the use of
the data, not on its collection . The worry is that the industry is not ready to use the
database appropriately. Clearly the industry can learn to use the database
appropriately once it exists. If there are national goals set for software engineering,
there must also be a national measurement program and database to track progress
and refine goals. Carnegie Mellon University's Software Engineering Institute
produced "A Concept Study for a National Software Engineering Database" in July
1992 [Van Verth 92]. The study points out that there are many users for such a
database, but few suppliers. The study offers the following observations and advice
on establishing a national database:
1. Wide variance may exist in the collection process
2. Common data definitions are needed
3. Goals and questions should precede data collection
4. Confidentiality of the data must be protected
In designing the experiment, it is recognized that the prescription for achieving lasting
value in measurement depends on the successful integration of measurement
concepts, operationally defined and packaged processes, effective technology
transition including the trainir:g of participants and the dissemination of results, and
hands-on oversight of the experiment. The prescription for lasting value in
measurement revolves around four driving measurement concepts. First,
measurement must be aligned with business needs. Second, metrics must be carefully
pinpointed and rigorously defired. Third, measurement activities must be built into the
normal operation of the organization. Finally, extraordinary steps must be applied to
obtain consistency and uniformity in data collection.
NATURE AND ROLE OF THE EXPERIMENT
Experiment is defined as, "A test made to demonstrate a known truth, to determine the
validity of a hypothesis" [AHDEL 76].
The DOD Software Technology Strategy has

provided the basis for an hypothesis that should be tested for validity: "That software
problem rates shall be reduced by a factor of ten by the year 2000".
In the practice of software engineering, managers are guided more by myth than by
measurement. The experimert provides the framework for measuring critical aspects
of software product quality practice. The framework s:ipplies the ingredients needed
@Copyright Don O'Neill, 1996
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to install a uniform and consistent measurement methodology. These are thoroughly
described in the Software Inspections Mechanism. The predictability of the
measurements taken in conducting the experiment provides the basis for assessing
the validity of a hypothesis. This is discussed in Experiment Results. Some of the
questions asked and answered in the experiment are:
1. To what extent is there a continuing stream of requirements changes?
2. What are the leading types of errors?
3. Are errors traced to people or process?
4. Is a standard development process followed?
5. To what extent are wrong software functions being developed?
6. To what extent are there shortfalls in real time performance?
7. Is gold plating a problem?
Software inspections are an essential ingredient in fac·:-based software management.
They utilize a reasoning process for conducting a fine-grained, deep-probing
evaluation. When combined with automation-based quick-look evaluations, the best
balance between efficiency and insight can be obtained. Once installed in the
organization, the software inspection process yields core samples of software product
quality. These can be used to benchmark problem rat:9s by defect type among major
product areas within the organization. With the benchmark measurements in place,
the software inspections process provides a st2ble, uniform, and persistent
mechanism for measuring improvement progress toward the software product goals of
the organization.
The National Software Quality Experiment is an ambitious program to define, create,
and mange a National Software Engineering Database of software product quality
core samples. This micro-level national database is being populated using data
collection procedures packaged for operation in the Software Inspection Lab. These
core samples of software problem rates provide the foundation to benchmark and
measure progress toward s the national
softv1are quality objective. The
comprehensive structure and rigorous definition of the experiment are needed to
provide a stable and persistent mechanism for measuing progress to the year 2000
objective. The experiment itseH is a lesson in measurement.
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EXPERIMENT PARTICIPANTS

National
Software
Experiment
Participants

...~-.

The participants of the National Software Quality Experiment have been trained in the
Software Inspections Course and Lab. Experiment results are drawn from these
Inspection Lab sessions. The twenty-four (24) participating organizations span
government, DOD industry, and commercial sectors and represent a wide range of
application domains and product types. The participants and their applications are
listed below:
A
Communications
B
Finance , personnel, administratior.
Command and control center
C
D
Pre and post flight space application
Command and control center
E
Avionics fl ight on-board control system
F
Administrative and management decision support
G
Medical information system
H
Global Positioning System user set
I
Joint Chiefs of Staff support
J
Avionics flight on-board control system
K
Artillery fire control system
L
M
Surface ship command and contro l.
FAA communications
N
Communication command and con·1rol
0
p
Naval surface weapons system
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Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC

Control devices for avionics applications
Control devices for commercial applications
Aircraft jet engine diagnostics and maintenance
Financial services
Insurance and medical information systems
Government accounting
Aircraft logistics and maintenance
Telecommunications
Aircraft jet engine diagnostics and .,:naintenance
FAA Air traffic control
Financial services
Naval surf3ce weapons system
International banking

ORGANIZATION OF FINDINGS
The findings of the National Software Quality Experiment are organized along several
dimensions including year, software process maturity level, organization type, product
type, programming language, and global region. These dimensions provide a
framework for populating an interesting set of analysis bins with appropriate core
samples of software product qJality.
The thesis for the experiment was stated in 1992, the year the Department of Defense
made a commitment to reduce software problems by a factor of ten by the year 2000.
Accordingly, the experiment systematically tracks software inspection measurements
and metrics each year beginning with 1992. For ,completeness the experiment
includes some pre-1992 data.
The Software Engineering lnstitute's Capability Maturity Model identified five levels of
software process maturity [Humphrey 89]. These levels motivate and guide an
organization from commitmen~ management to the achievement of predictable results
through measurement. Accordingly, the experiment organizes the measurements and
metrics by software process maturity. The organizations participating in the
experiment were assessed at level 1 and level 2 during their involvement.
A useful distinction among organizations is to separate Government, DOD Industry,
and Commercial organizations. A Government organization draws its performance
team from the ranks of civil servants and military personnel. A DOD Industry
organization produces software under contract to the Government or another DOD
Industry organization . A commercial organization produces software to support its
business enterprise or to sell to consumers.
Some software products are embedded in complex r.ardware/software systems and
may operate in real time. These tend to operate withi1 tight constraints and place a
high premium on meeting sch,~dule. Other software pr(•ducts are organically entwined
@Copyright Don O'Neill, 1996
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with the people and processes of the enterprise they -serve. These are produced by
relatively small teams that possess a thorough und~rstanding of how the system
contributes to the organization's objectives.
Programming language is a distinction of interest to many. Since there are many
programming languages and there are a few dozen experiment participants, this
category is treated in a special way. To ensure that there are a sufficient number of
core samples in each analysis bin, this category is distinguished as old style
programming language and modern programming language. Fortran, Cobol, CMS-2,
and assembly language projects make up old style. Ada, C, C++, and Mumps are
assigned modern.
As global competitiveness mcves to the forefront, understanding distinctions among
global regions is of interest. Analysis bins exist for North America and Asia Pacific.

SOFTWARE INSPECTIONS MECHANISM
SETTING THE NATIONAL STANDARD OF EXC,ELLENCE
The industry continues to evolve the definition of quality and the indicators of a mature
quality process. 4 Early on, conformance to require·ments was recognized as an
important quality characteristic. The software product must satisfy every "shall" in the
requirements document. To this has been added the characteristic of defect-free
[Joyce 89]. A software product is considered defect-free when it attains Six Sigma
quality, which is three to four errors per million opportunities to fail. Customer
satisfaction is the quality characteristic that now occupies center stage. Conformance
to requirements and defect-free characteristics are· necessary but not sufficient
conditions. More is needed. Customer surveys and feedback cover all aspects of the
software product including engineering, construction, operations, and support. To this
is being added the characteristic of value. Value is applying the best capability of the
organization to what the cus·:omer needs most. Where the organization's strategic
planning process operates to continue to align its capabilities with customer needs,
the maturity of its quality process is ranked high. Measuring the quality of an evolving
software product can be accomplished by conducting strict and close examinations of
its requirements, specification, design, code, and '. test procedures. The quality
characteristics measured using this software in.r5pection mechanism include
conformance to requirements and defect detection and leakage. Other mechanisms
are needed to measure customer satisfaction and valu·9 characteristics.

..

In producing software systems that meet customer needs, it is necessary to do the
right job and to do the job right. Software insp!3,ctions address the issues of
construction and workmanship needed to do the job right. This is done by setting the
standard of excellence and then disciplining the organization to meet the standard
set. Simply setting the stand~rd changes the calculus of software product quality.
4 Philip B. Crosby, "Quality is Free"
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When this is done, the attention of the organization's practitioners, project manager,
and senior managers will be riveted on software product quality.
Software products reveal the standard of excellence in software engineering applied
in their production. In imprcving software product quality, an industrial strength
standard of excellence must be set, and the scftware operations within the
organization must be disciplined to meet that standard. This is done by measuring
actual practice using the stro1gly preferred indicators from the national standard of
excellence spanning comple~eness, correctness, style, rules of construction, and
multiple views.

Completeness
Completeness is based on traceability among the requirements, specifications,
designs, code, and test procedures.
Correctness
Correctness is based on reasoning about programs through the use of informal
verification and correctness questions derived from the prime constructs of structured
programming, their composite use in proper programs, and the disciplined data
structures they manipulate [Linger 79].
Style
Style is based on project specified style guidance for block structuring, naming
conventions, commentary, anc alignment.
Rules of Construction
Rules of construction are based on the software architecture and the specific protocols,
templates, and conventions used to carry it out.
Multiple Views
Multiple views are based on the various perspectives required to be reflected in the
product including the programmer, tester, user, computer resource loading as well as
safety, security, and the year 2000 problem.
VALUE OF SOFTWARE INSPECTIONS

Software inspections5 provide an immediate anc concrete step that every
organization can take to improve its process maturity. They provide a powerful
mechanism for improving software product quality by detecting and correcting defects
early and preventing their reoccurrence. Software inspections accomplish this by
conducting close and strict axaminations of software requirements, specification,
design, code, and test artifacts. They provide a vantage point for fact based software
management not occupied by designers, programmers, and testers.
5 Software inspections were pioneered by Michael Fagan at IBM in the 1970's •
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Organizations are increasingl1 using software inspect,ons as an integral process in
the development of quality software. The installation of a software inspections
process initially results in detecting 50% of the inserted
errors. As an organization
I
acquires skill and refines its process, the detection rale increases to 60-90% within
eighteen months. The cost to correct defects found in testing greatly exceeds the
correction cost following an inspection. In fact, IBM Rochester, winner of the Malcolm
Baldrige Award, reported that defects leaking from code to test cost nine times more to
detect and correct, and defects leaking from test to the f!eld cost thirteen times more.a
Consequently, the application of an industrial strength software inspections process
reduces development costs, : shortens delivery schedules, and promotes higher
reliability of operational softwa~e products in the field.
The measurement mechanism used in the National Software Quality Experiment
adapts and packages the defined processes, product checklists, participant
behaviors, defect type definitiJns, and reports found }n software inspections into an
integrated operation. The result is a measurement too~J that can be applied uniformly
and consistently using participants from projects traine9 for their roles in the Software
Inspection Lab.
ELEMENTS OF SOFTWARE INSPECTIONS
The elements of the Software Inspections Process include a structured review
process, defined roles of participants, system of checklists, and forms and reports.

Structured Review Process
A structured review process is a systematic procedure integrated with the
activities of the life cycle model selected. The process is composed of planning,
preparation, entry criter:s, conduct, exit criteria, reporting, and followup.
Defined Roles
The role of each participant in the structured review process is defined. These
roles include the moderqtor, producer, reader, recorder, reviewer, and
manager [Freedman 90}.
System of Checklists
A system of checklists govern each step of the structured review process and
the review of the product itself, objective by objective.
Forms and Reports
Forms and reports provide a uniformity in record:ng issues at all software
inspections, reporting the results to managemert, and building a data base
useful in process mancgement.
TOM for Software Conference, spon:,ored by The National Institute for Software Quality and Productivity,
November 1991
@Copyright Don O'Neill, 1996
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SOFTWARE INSPECTION LAB
The centerpiece of the National Software Quality Experiment is the Software
Inspection Lab [O'Neill 89]. Here data collection procedures, product checklists, and
participant behaviors are packaged for operational use!_ In order to ensure the uniform
application of the experiment and the collection of c6nsistent measurements, each
participant is trained in the Software Inspections Process. This course is composed of
one day of lecture, prerecorded video, and student. participation focusing on the
elements of software inspections followed by the Inspection Lab.
Learning to organize and conduct software inspections involves learning both
knowledge and skills. Basic knowledge of software engineering, of models of software
engineering processes, and of how programs can be verified within them is essential
to understanding why and how software inspections c3.n be effective. Knowledge of
the steps and elements of the software inspection process as well as the skills
involved in performing them brm the basis for organizing the process in a specific
organization and project. Finally, various performance and human relations skills are
involved in actually conductir,g software inspections. Such skills are best learned
through a sequence of verbal 1Jnderstanding, modeling _and practice.
To apply the behavior, skills, and knowledge acquireo during day one, the Inspection
Lab provides the opportunity for each participant to play each defined role. In this
way, the concepts learned are put to immediate use in a realistic situation, difficulties
are encountered and overcome, and the confidence to reapply these skills on a real
project is developed. The realism of the Inspection Lab is achieved by requiring each
participant to bring five to ten pages of actual detailed design or code to be inspected.
Day 1: Planning and Preparation
Planning for the lab takes place at the close of the day one session. The outcome of
this planning session is the assignment of defined ro;e for each participant in each
inspection session. Everyone is expected to prepare for the lab by reviewing the
detailed design or code to be i1spected for compliance with product checklists.
Day 2: Lab Conduct
In the conduct of the Inspection Lab, inspections are conducted on each artifact. Each
participant plays all the defined roles. Participants may be videotaped while playing
the role of moderator. In the event that a participant c,hooses not to be televised, no
peer pressure is applied.
The recorder collects all the data using the standard forms and reports. This includes
an identification of each participant by name and role the preparation effort applied,
the wall clock time of the inspection session, the proouct component name, and size
of the artifact being inspected. During the conduct process, the recorder describes
each issue along with inform:=1tion on defect type, cm3gory, and severity. The issue
data collected is tabulated i 1to a summary matrix at the close of the inspection
@Copyright Don O'Neill, 1996
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session.
The operation of the Inspection Lab is assisted by the checklist entries for entry
criteria, conduct, and exit criteria. The checklist entries defining the conduct of the lab
include:
Entry Criteria
1. Has the preceding life cycle been concluded?
2. Are review participants in place and briefed?
3. Have all participants received all the review materials and checklists?
4. How many minutes o: preparation did each participant perform?
5. Are there any changes to the baseline?
Conduct
1. Has the
2. Has the
3. Has the
4. Has the
5. Has the

Completeness Checklist been completed?
Correctness Checklist been completed?
Style Checklist been completed?
Rules of Construction Checklist been completed?
Multiple Views Checklist been completed?

Exit Criteria
1. Have all product elements been inspected?
2. Have all checklists been processed?
3. Have the inspection results been recorded?
4. Have metrics been collected?
5. Has the producer been given the opportunity to comment?

After all the inspections have heen conducted and the data collected, participants may
analyze the results to identify ·oot causes of defects discovered in order to prevent
their reoccurrence. The ranking of defect types by de'"ect frequency provides a clear
indication of any patterns of neglect.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS
RESULTS SUMMARY
Ralph Waldo Emerson said, "The years teach us things the days never knew". The
National Software Quality Experiment has been accumulating a steady stream of
core samples for its micro-level national database. These results provide a
benchmark of software product quality measurements useful in assessing progress
towards the national software quality objective for the year 2000. These results are
highlighted below in the discussion of the commor problems pinpointed, defect
category and severity data su·mmary, Inspection Lab operations, the predictability of
certain measurements, and th~, ranking of defect types.
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Common Problems
Analysis of the issues raised in the experiment to date has revealed common
problems that reoccur from session to session. Typical organizations which desire to
reduce their software problem rates should focus on preventing the following types of
defects:
1. Software product source code components are not traced to requirements.
As a result, the software product is not under intellectual control,
verification proce(jures are imprecise, and :changes cannot be managed.
2. Software engineering practices for systematic design and structured
programming are applied without sufficient rigor and discipline.
As a result, higr. defect rates are experie:iced in logic, data, interfaces,
and functionality.
3. Software product designs and source code are recorded in an ad hoc style.
As a result, the understandability, adaptability, and maintainability of the
software product are directly impacted.
4. The rules of construction for the application domain are not clearly stated,
understood, and applied.
As a result, common patterns and templates are not exploited in
preparation for later reuse.

Defect Category and Severity
The defect severity metric revsaled that 14.27% of all defects were major, and 85. 73%
minor. Defect category distinguishes missing, wrong, and extra. For major defects,
7.44% were missing, 5.95% wrong, and .88% extra. For minor defects, 49.76% were
missing, 27.63% wrong, and 8 32% extra.

Defect Severity and Category Summary
Missing

Wrong

Extra

Total

Major

7.44

5.95

.88

14.27

Minor

49.76

27.63

8.32

85.73

Total

57.20

33.60

9.20

100.00
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Inspection Lab Operations
Through 1996 there have been 91 Inspection Labs in! which 1807 participants were
trained and conducted inspection sessions. A total of 676,978 source lines of code
have received strict and close examination using the packaged procedures of the lab.
There have been 116,577 minutes of preparation effort and 39,832 minutes of
conduct time expended to detect 8916 defects.
Of these 8916 defects, 1339 were classified as major, and 7577 as minor. A major
defect effects execution; a minor defect does not. It required 13.08 minutes of
preparation effort on the average to detect a defect. To detect a major defect required
87.06 minutes of preparation effort on the average. On the average, 1.019 thousand
source lines of code were examined each inspection conduct hour. There were 1.98
major defects detected in each thousand lines, and 11.19 minor defects. There were
4.93 defects detected per session with a return on investment of 4.27.

INSPECTION LAB OPERATIONS
Sessions

Prep
Effort

Conduct
Time

Major
Defects

Minor
Defects

Size in
Lines

1807

116,577

39,832

1339

7577

676,978

Metrics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

13.08
87.06
1.98
11.19
1.019
4.93
4.27

minutes of preparation effort per defect
minutes of preparation effort per major defect
major defects per KSLOC
minor defects per KSLOC
KSLOC per conduct hour
Defects per session
Return on Investment

Defect Type Ranking
The foremost defect types that accounted for 90% of all defects detected are:
Documentation
Standards
Logic

44.78%
20.71%
7.51%

Functionality
Syntax
Data
Performance

5.97%
4 .73%
4.6~%
2.5?%
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error in compliance with product standards
error revealed through informal correctness
questions
error in stating or meeting intended function
error in language defined syntax compliance
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Measurement Results ~Y Analysis Bins
When organized into analysis bins, the information may suggest interesting trends.
The analysis bins are used to organize the findings into collections of data that reveal
distinctions. The types of bins selected are year, software process maturity,
organization type, product type, programming language, and global region. As data
for each year is collected, t:,e overall results become more interesting, and the
population of analysis bins becomes more robust.
YEAR: 1992-1995
The thesis for the experiment was stated in 1992, the year the Department of Defense
made a commitment to reduce software problems by a.i' factor of ten by the year 2000.
Accordingly, the experiment systematically tracks softv,are inspection measurements
and metrics each year beginning with 1992.

The data collected in the Software Inspection Lab are well defined measurements.
Ralph Waldo Emerson observed, "The years teach us things the days never knew." In
fact this adage holds true for the
experiment.
l
SOFTWARE PROCESS MATURITY
The Software Engineering lnstitute's Capability Maturity Model identifies five levels of
software process maturity. Tliese levels motivate and guide an organization from
commitment management to the achievement of predictable results through
@Copyright Don O'Neill, 1996
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measurement. Accordingly, the experiment organizes the measurements and metrics
by software process maturity. The organizations participating in the experiment were
assessed at level 1 and level 2 during their involvement .
ORGANIZATION TYPE
There is interest in the effect that organization type has on on a variety of software
engineering outcomes includin;g quality. A useful distinction among organizations is to
separate Government, DOD Industry, and Commercial organizations. A Government
organization draws its performance team from the ranks of civil servants and military
personnel. A DOD Industry :organization produces software under contract to the
Government or other DOD Industry organization. A commercial organization produces
software to support its busines3 enterprise or to sell to consumers.

PRODUCT TYPE
There is interest in the effect that product type has on a variety of software engineering
outcomes including quality. Some software products are embedded in complex
hardware/software systems and may operate in real time. These tend to operate within
tight constraints and place a high premium on meeting schedule. Other software
products are organically entwined with the people arid processes of the enterprise
they serve. These are produced by relatively small teams that possess a thorough
understanding of how the system contributes to the organization's objectives.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
There is interest in the effec~ programming language selection has on a variety of
software engineering outcomes including quality. To construct programming
language analysis bins with sufficient samples and sample sources, it was necessary
to group programming languages into old style and modern. The old style bin includes
Cobol, Fortran, CMS-2, and 3.ssembly language. The modern bin includes Ada, C,
C++, and Mumps.

GLOBAL REGION
As global competitiveness moves to the forefront, uneerstanding distinctions among
global regions is of interest. Analysis bins exist for Nort,h America and Asia Pacific.

DERIVATION OF PROCESS

METRICS

Metrics are derived from these measurements useful in assessing the effectiveness
and efficiency of the Software Inspections Process. It i's useful to organize the derived
metrics in collections. A graphic view provides a quick look analysis. Shown below
are the defects per inspection session for the software process maturity analysis bin.
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CONCLUSION
Closing Observations
In closing it needs to be stated that the data does not suggest progress towards the
Year 2000 goal to reduce software problems by a factcr of ten. Hunting for defects in
software is a target rich opportunity. The harder the project looks for errors, the more it
finds. The way to look harder is to reduce the volum8 of product inspected in each
session.
The data suggests that increased software process maturity results in increased defect
detection, with the result perhaps being lower defect leakage into the field. At level 1
the project lacks a shared vision for a standard of exceilence for software engineering
products. At level 2 attention is paid to establishing a standard of expectation, a
standard of excellence, and so more defects are identiJied. At level 3 the standard is
set and the well defined, fined grained processes for software product engineering are
in place and in practice with software inspections operating as the exit criteria for each
activity of the life cycle.
The data also suggests that defect density decreases with program size. As stated
earlier, all programs contain a beginning, an end, and a context for operation within
the larger system. Starting, finishing, and fitting in aw all more error prone than the
body of the program which giv~s it size.
In addition the data suggests that the organization's neglect of its software process
exceeds the poor workmans~ ip of individual programmers as the source of errors.
Documentation and standards defect types account for :,early two-thirds of all defects.
Software products are not well connected to the requ 'rements or business case that
inspired their creation. Much of the 39.94% documentation type defect detection
results from the lack of traceability from the code to the design to the specification to
the requirements.
Perhaps the Government should consider commercial practices. In addition, DOD
Industry may be limited by the Government acquisition management practices it must
adhere to. Consumers of embedded software products hold producers to higher
standards than producers of organic software productJ hold themselves.
SPONSORING THE NATIONAL EXPERIMENT
In order to meet the objective .to reduce software prol.-lem rates by a factor of ten by
the year 2000, there must b~ steady improvement year by year. The 1992 defect
profiles collected in the Natiorial Software Quality Experiment provide the benchmark
measurements to track propess towards the objective. In order to sustain the
experiment, organizations mu..:;t participate and sponsrr this activity. Three steps are
needed to sponsor the National Software Quality Expw1ment in an organization:
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1. Senior management publicly communicates a buy-in ·for the experiment and
its benefits and advocates its use in the organization at:id beyond.
2. Program managers install the Software Inspections Process, authorize
training for project personnel, and initiate the practice of fact-based software
management.
3. Software Inspection Lab res,ults are disseminated arr:ong practitioners,
program managers, and senic-r management.
The results of the Inspection Lab provide the energy to install the process and to
improve software products. Software inspections are viewed as competency
enhancing by practitioners; as a result, there is little resistance once senior
management makes a public commitment to sponsor the change. Despite this, only
22% of the organizations conducting the SEl's Softwa,re Process Assessment (SPA)
are credited with practicing peer reviews [Kitson 92].
An effective technology transition strategy for installing the software inspections
process is to first prototype the Inspection Lab and collect results. The participant
feedback from the prototype sessions usually rate~,, the willingness and ability to
conduct inspections on the project at 4.0 to 4.4 on a :5.0 scale. The actual inspection
results from the lab are fed back to practitioners, prcject management, and senior
management. These results :rnd discussions about them with senior management
provide the proper environment to obtain senicr management commitment,
sponsorship, and funding for training conduct and student labor. The planning of
production training may invclve a make-buy decision on the training mechanism
depending on the number ot students and the orga:,ization approach to in-house
training.
The software inspections training needed by the orgianization includes training for
practitioners, orientation for rroject managers, and b(iefing for senior management.
For practitioners the training must span the behavior, skills, and knowledge needed to
carry out the defined roles in the Software Inspections Process. For project managers,
the orientation should overview what the practitioners are taught along with specific
responsibilities associated with using inspection results to reduce defect leakage. The
senior management presentation should highlight the oversight opportunities
associated with defect prevention.
Once the organization is train 3d, the monitoring of software inspection results at the
monthly program review can 1begin. This should focu5 on the effectiveness of defect
detection and correction activities and the efficiency 'of the process. In addition the
oversight of organization inEpection results at the senior management quarterly
review should focus on patte "ns of neglect, defect prevention, and the selection of
improvement opportunities. The results being communicated to management should
also be fed back to practitionHs on a regularly scheduled periodic basis. In addition,
reporting Inspection Lab results to the National Software Quality Experiment results
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in feedback from the national database useful in obtaining an industrial calibration of
the organization's software product quality.
FIELD MEASUREMENT LESSONS
In conducting the National Software Quality Experiment, valuable lessons in field
measurement are being learned. These lessons are forming the prescription for
obtaining lasting value in measurement:
1
1. Measurement must l: 9 aligned with business and performance needs.
These activities must b€1built into the normal operation of the organization.
To do this, the .goals to be met and questions to be answered in management,
engineering, and operations must precede the ccllection of data.
2. Metrics must be care~ully pinpointed and rigorously defined. Extraordinary
steps must be applied t-J obtain consistency andi uniformity. Without a well
defined process for data collection and analysis, !the variance in the
measurement process itself impacts the accuracy of results.
3. Attention must be paid to the confidentiality of results. The opportunity
for improvement is increased when the measured results are made more
widely available. However, individuals and groups naturally resist having
their shortcomings made public. If ignored, this r~sistance will defeat the
measurement program. The organization must strike a balance between
public and private data.
NEXT STEPS
The National Software Quality Experiment is a demonstrated mechanism for collecting
uniform and consistent mea~.urements of software product quality. It provides the
vantage point for software product quality and the fie ld experience in measurement
needed to jump start the practi:::e of fact-based software management.
As the centerpiece of the e>:periment, the Software Inspection Labs have been
installed in software factorief around the country. The National Experiment collects,
organizes, and packages core samples of software product quality. These
measurements are increasing the understanding of the state of the practice and how
to measure it. Based on these results and the iden~ification of common problems,
organizations are challenged to:
1. Establish a tradition of baseline management with .fine-grained traceability among
requirements.specification , design, code, and test artifacts
2. Establish a tradition of modern software engineering design and coding practices
3. Establish a tradition of unifo:·m recording style and it~ enforcement
4. Establish a tradition of visible evolution of modern dcmain architectures
The usefulness and success nf the National Software Quality Experiment depends on
sustaining a continuous str,~am of core samples. Organizations from industry,
government, and the military are invited to partici ;) ate and enrich this national
database resource.
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Experiment Purpose
Don O'Neill Consulting

To measure progress towards the national objective

Reduce software problems by a factor of 10
by the year 2000
To benchmark the state of software product quality
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Quality Characteristics
Don O'Neill Consulting

Conformance to requirements
Satisfy every "shall"
Defect free
Six Sigma: 3-4 errors per million opportunities
to fail
Customer satisfaction
Surveys and feedback
Value
Apply best efforts to what customers need most
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Advice on Establishing a
National Database
Don O'Neill Consulting

Wide variance may exist in the collection process
Common data definitions are needed
Goals and questions should precede data collection
Confidentiality of the data must be protected
Source: Software Engineering Institute, "A Concept Study for a National
Software Engineering Database", 1992
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Experiment Approach
Don O'Neill Consulting

Obtain core samples of software problem rates using
an industrial strength procedure
Continue to measure software problem rates
annually to the year 2000
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Experiment Participants
Don O'Neill Consulting

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0

Communications
Finance, personnel~ administration
Command and control
Pre and post flight space application
Command and control center
Avionics flight on-board control
Administrative and management decision support
Medical information system
Global positioning system user sets
Joint Chiefs of Staff support
Avionics flight on-board control
Artillery fire control system
Surface ship command and control
FAA communications
Communication, command, control
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Experiment Participants (2)
·11 Consulting

P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC

Naval surface weapons system
Control devices for avionics
Control devices.- for commercial
Aircraft jet engine diagnostics
Financial
Insurance and medical information
Government accounting
Aircraft logistics and maintenance
Telecommunications
Aircraft jet engine diagnostics
FAA Air traffic control
Financial services
Naval surface weapons system
International banking
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Software Inspection Lab
Don O'Neill Consulting

Structured Review Process
Standard of Excellence Checklists
Defined Roles of Participants
Forms and Reports
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Standard of Excellence
Don O'Neill Consulting

Completeness
Traceability from code to requirements

Correctness
Intended function with faithful elaboration of steps that carry it out

Style
Naming, commentary, alignment, case, highlighting

Rules of Construction
Application domain specific reference architecture

Multiple Views
Programmer, tester, user, computer resources
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Inspection Lab Operations
Don O'Neill Consulting

Sessions

Prep
Effort

Conduct
Time

Major
Minor
Defects Defects Lines

1807

116,577

39,832

1339

Metrics:
1.
13.08
2.
87.06
3.
1.98
4.
11.19
5.
1.019
6.
4.93
7.
4.27
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Minutes of preparation effort per defect
Minutes of preparation effort per major defect
Major defects per KSLOC
Minor defects per KSLOC
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Defects per session
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Defect Severity and Category
Summary
Don O'Neill Consulting

Missing

Wrong

Major

7.44

5.95

.88

14.27

Minor

49.76

27.63

8.32

85.73

Total

57.20

33.60

9.20

100.00
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Defect Detection Rate Gauge

Defect Density Gauge

90

2

14

1

Minutes of
Preparation
Effort
Per Major Defect

Minutes of
Preparation
Effort
Per Minor Defect

Major Defects
Per Thousand
Lines

Inspection Conduct Rate Gauge
400

Return on Investment Gauge

1200

4

2

New Development
Lines Per Conduct Hour
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Common Problems
Don O'Neill Consulting

Source code lacks traceability to design,
specification, and requir-ements
Systematic design is not practiced
Source code is recorded in ad hoc style
Rules of construction for the application domain are
not stated, understood, and applied
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Organization of Findings
Don O'Neill Consulting

Year: 1992 to 1996
Software Process Maturity Level
Organization Type
Product Type
Programming Language
Global Region
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Major Defects Per Thousand Lines

Lines Per Conduct Hour
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Conclusions
Don O'Neill Consulting

Looking harder, finding more
Government should consider commercial practices
DOD Industry may be limited by Government
acquisition management practices
Consumers hold producers to higher standards than
than producers hold themselves
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By Tom Gilb, Independent Consultant
Error! Boolanark not defined.

For Quality Week 1997, San Francisco
Mini Tutorial 1:30 PM to 3 PM Wednesdt:fY Mt:fY 28th 1997.
QUALITY CONTRACTING AND PROPOSAL SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS.

Some specific techniques for dealing with the selling and buying ends of technical
quality specification.
Software contracts need to be used as the basis for generating tests for acceptance and payment.
There are a number of practical ways to make them easier to generate tests from. Ideally people
writing contracts would ensure that this were the case, but you might have to influence them or
work on a team with them to get things into useful shape. This paper will give some ideas.

1.

SPECIFICATION ANALYSIS:

A method for analyzing a specification to identify the real objectives, constraints, designs,
assumptions.
You need to analyze the contract and all relevant specifications to identify certain types of
testable items. You should also try to get the contract and related items formulated in such as
way as to enable proper testing .
I suggest that the contract be written (if possible) in the following way:
The following are the categories of software deliverables:
Appendix Q: Quality (including performance) . How well the system will do things.
Appendix F: Functionality (what the system must do)
Appendix C: Constraints. Limitations on design, quality and costs.
Appendix D: Design Specifications
You should separate the different requirements needs of the contract into the above categories
and then proceed to make them specified in such a way that test planning and ultimately detailed
test cases can be derived from them. If the contract is poor, and outside of your influence, then
you might have to try to go the way of getting better requirement and design specifications
written to an unambiguous and complete testable standard, before you can really work with it.
But really the contract itself should be perfectly clear! Maybe you can get the contract to point to
the later to be agreed Requirements Specifications.

Finding Qualities.
"Qualities" are any variable performance or benefit the system is supposed to bring. Typical
qualities are performance, availability, reliability, maintainability, portability, usability.
Unfortunately some of the qualities need to be inferred from specification of particular designs,
which should not even be in the contract, but which are in some specification because someone
does not know how to specly thl! qmi.lity they want iw~Jf. If you can, you need to remove design
specification and replace it with the effect that is desired.
Qualities are most interesting to me because we so often state them as
" -improved usability"
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when we can and must have a standard practice of specifying them with a defined scale of
measure and a numeric level of requirement, as well as a defined or outlined test process to
determine where we are on that scale of measure at delivery.

Finding Functions:
Functionality is the basic activity of the system, with no regard to how well or how fast it is
done. Most people are confused in their specification, in the sense that they have as "functional
specifications" the detailed design itself. The detailed design needed to achieve quality levels for
the functions should be kept quite separate from the functionality itself The reason is that the
functionality is basic to the application, while the design must and will vary, to the degree it
needs to, in order to satisfy the quality requirements within the resource (money, time, space,
people) constraints.
You need to root out all "false" functionality, and either move it over to the "Design" category,
or decide if it really represents someone's indirect way of asking for a quality level, which they
have failed to specify. You might consider getting that quality level specified properly.

2.

SPECIFICATION ORGANIZATION RULES AND
PROCEDURES:

A method for organizing proposal and contract information which helps clarity, responsibility,
costing, testing, presentation and other function.
You should be following a defined set of standards for this work. Some of the rules will be
hinted at here. Many more will be found in detail in my book manuscript (Planguage: Results
Driven Management at Gilb-WWW web-site, free). And you should institute continuous
improvement to your standards to change them as need and experience dictate.
You need to have standards for the following types of practices:
Rules: for writing specifications.
Process definitions: including Entry Conditions, Procedures and Exit Conditions.
In addition there are other 'standards' such as forms, templates, optimum rates of checking.

The One Page Standard.
I would recommend that all standards were allowed maximum one single page of text. This has
been shown to sufficient for all important ideas for a subject, and more space simply invites
unnecessary bureaucracy and triviality. A page has space for about two dozen important rules of
practice. In addition I make use of the concept of Generic Rules, for those Rules of Specification
which are common to many or all technical specifications. I compliment the 'Generic Rules' with
'Specific Rules' for a particular class of specification, for example for Quality Specification.
Here is an example of generic rules:
GENERIC RULES FOR TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTATION
Tag: RULES.GR
l :CLEAR : Statements should be clear and unambiguous to their intended reader.
2:SIMPLE: Statements should be written in their most elementary form .
3:TAG. Statements shall have a unique identification tag.
4:SOURCE: Statements shall contain informatiQn about their deUlilt!d ~ource, AlJTHORITY and

REASON.
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5:GIST: Complex statements should be summarized by a GIST statement.
6:QUALIFY: When any statement depends on a specific time, place or event being in force then this
shall be specified by means of the [qualifier square brackets].
7:FU2ZY: When any element ofa statement is unclear then it shall be marked, for later clarification,
by the <fuzzy angle brackets>.
8: COMMENT: any text which is secondary to a specification, and where no defect could result in a
costly problem later, shall be written in italic text statements, or/and headed by suitable warning
(NOTE, RA TIO NALE, COMMENT) or moved to footnotes. Non-commentary specification shall be in
plain text. Bold te>..1 in both places indicates defined terms such as tags. Italic can be used for
emphasis of single terms in non-commentary statements. Readers shall be able to visually distinguish
critical from not critical specification.
9: UNIQUE: requirements and design specifications shall be made one single time only. Then they
shall be re-used by cross reference to their identity tag. Duplication is strongly discouraged.
(end of Generic Rules)
Here is a sample of Specific Rules
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION RULES. SPECIFIC RULES.SR
0:GR-BASE: The generic rules (RULES.GR) are assumed to be at the base of these rules .
1:TESTABLE: The requirement must be specified so that it is possible to define an
unambiguous test to prove that it is later implemented.
2:METER: Any test of SCALE level, or proposed tests, may be specified after the parameter
METER.
3:SCALE: Any requirement which is capable of numeric specification shall define a numeric
scale fully and unambiguously, or reference such a definition.
4:MEET: The numeric level needed to meet requirements fuf!y shall be specified in terms of one or
more [qualifier defined] target level {PLAN, MUST, WISH} goals; mainly the PLAN level
here.
5:FAIL: The minimum numeric levels to avoid system, politica~ or economicfailure shall be specified in
terms of one or more [qualifier defined] 'MUST' level goals.
6. QUALIFY. Rich use of [qualifiers] shall specify [when, where, special conditions] .

3.

SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE:

A practical language for specification which promotes clarity, configuration management, risk
control, costing, evolutionary project planning, testability.
I have defined a text based language for specification, which is hinted at in the above rule sets. I
call it 'Planguage' and it is freely available (Gilb-WWW) . You need to take the various categories
of specification and rewrite them to a higher standard, as indicated by those rules.
Here are some examples:

APPENDIX C: CONSTRAINTS. LIMITATIONS ON DESIGN, QUALITY AND COSTS.
Constraints are 'general' requirements. They can specify that we include specific classes of things
or exclude specific classes of th;ngs. The ~pecific requirements, stated elsewhere, must be
consistent with the constraints, or they are invalid. Constraints do not~ to be tested directly.
It should be sufficient to check their consistency with all specific requirements using Inspection.
But, it is probably a sound precaution to develop tests for them independently of the specific
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tests. You cannot be sure that Inspections will catch the discrepancy between constraints and
specific requirements and testing is a reasonable way to lower the risk of unintended results.
Examples of constraints:
Design Constraint:
Reusable: All software written or purchased must follow our guidelines for reusability <- Corp.
Software Policy.
Quality and Performance Constraints
Best of Best: All software must display better performance to the end user than the software it
replaces for equivalent tasks. <- Corporate Quality Policy.
Reliability Constraint: All software must have an average time to failure for an average user
which is better than any previous version <- Corporate Quality Policy.

APPENDIX D: DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Distinct All critical software will be written in double modules using coding or selection
strategies which ensure low probability of identical bugs in parallel modules. The modules will
be functionally identical in outputs for the same inputs, and a supervisor will verify identical
outputs and handle differences as potential bugs.
D1: TEST: artificial bugs will be inserted in each module to validate the action of the
supervisor.
In the example above the outline test specification named D1 is included in the design
specification. This can be used to ensure that some minimum level of test is performed. This
does not preclude the actual test plan from being far more detailed.
APPENDIX F: FUNCTIONALITY (WHAT THE SYSTEM MUST DO)

Function 1: The system shall have all business functions which its predecessor had.
You can list functions in more detail, but sometimes using the old system as a reference is the
best contractual definition. More detail might inadvertently exclude functions that the older
system had.
Testing of functionality might be done by developing test cases based on an old user handbook,
or using outputs and inputs from the old system.
The important thing here is to not let the detailed design (defined as what is necessary to meet
the performance and quality requirements) to become a misunderstood and misplaced 'functional
specification'. Function must be the essential 'what' it does of the application, not 'how'.
APPENDIX Q: QUALITY (INCLUDING PERFORMANCE). HOW WELL THE SYSTEM
WILL DO THINGS.

Reliability:

Gist: twice the reliability of previous products.
Scale: Mean time between failure

in normal use.
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Meter [Development] Representative test cases, cumulated for all steps up to a given step,
used on small evolutiona delive ste s.

[Acceptance Test] Field trial for 30 days, combined with full user test sets.
[Operational use] The
observed failure and k

will automatically note time to

Past [Our previous system] 1 failure an hour.
Must [New system, any user] maximum 2 hours to failure.

The above is an example of using Planguage on a quality specification example called
"Reliability". Note that the expected test process is outlined, but not detailed in the 'Meter'
specification. This is perhaps agreed to by the contracting parties as sufficient outline of the
nature of the tests. The test planner must supply detail which cross references the Reliability
Meter outline.
The 'Scale' specified the units of measure. The 'Must' specification denotes the minimum level
for any kind of acceptance of the software product (survival level). This is the first line of
testing. The 'Plan' level is the level where this quality is considered fully delivered and worth full
payment.
I recommend this basic pattern of specification in the contract, or at least in the quality
specifications referred to in the contract, not only to help testers get a clearer idea of what to test,
but for many other purposes, such as helping the contracting parties to understand what they
have contracted for, and to help designers understand what they have designed for.
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SPECIFICATION QUALITY CONTROL:

Inspection, Entry Exit numeric quality control, sampling, optimum checking rate control,
corporate learning mechanisms: so you don't have to repeat mistakes.
The Contract itself should undergo quality control using a strong version of Inspection (ref. SI93). The Contract Inspection should look for Major defects based on written rules of what a
Major defect is perceived to be. Majors are defects which have possible consequences in test and
in the field which far outweigh the cost of removing them when specified and inspected.
Testers should influence the Rules for making contracts. Testers should have a voice in making
sure the contracts are of decent quality. For example no Exit from quality control of a contract if
more than 0.2 Major defects maximum probably remain. The Remaining Major defects are a
function of the quantity found and fixed at the Inspection. As a very rough guide, for every
defect you find and fix, one more remains.
If the contract has not been put through a decent inspection as part of the normal process, then I
would advise testers to at least take a small (few page) sample of the contract and especially its
requirements specifications, and inspect it against minimal standards for clarity (as viewed by
testers) . The inevitable resulting documented evidence of poor contract specification process
then needs to be the subject of a mangement discussion. Maybe the solution is to attempt to
write decent requirements, in spite of the poor contract. These requirements will be considered
an interpretation of the contract. They need to be inspected against a strong set of specification
rules. This may be the best you can do. In the longer term you need to work to get the contract
specifications themselves to be clearer and more detailed.

The test plan should be generated to test the contractual requirements, and the test plan should
undergo a similar rigorous inspection, with similarly rigorous exit levels for acceptance.
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Abstract

In this work, we deal with the problem of testing timing behavior of real-time systems. The
information provided by the physical design of the software is used to perform conformance testing
of the implementation with respect to this design. The approach is based on modeling the system
design with SA/SD-RT, translate it to High Level Time Petri Nets and from this final formal
model generate the Time Reachability Thee (a symbolical representation of the time behavior). In
this article, we principally introduce several testing criteria based on all these models. They can
be used either as adequacy criteria or as selection criteria.

1

Introduction

Real-time systems are often embedded in safety critical applications, where failures can cause unacceptable damage. This fact increases the need to develop reliable systems. Formal methods provide a
framework for the formal verification of software. However, formal verification methods often require
large amounts of memory or time and they are hard to be used. These facts continue to discourage
the use of the formal verification techniques. Thus, program testing should be used as a complement
to formal verification. Moreover, the design of test cases for testing a system is an important way
of system validation and bug prevention [2). In fact, testing is essential to find faults, to improve
quality, and to provide confidence in the correctness of the program.
Program testing consists of the validation of the program through the selection of a meaningful
subset of all possible executions of the program and verifying that the corresponding outputs are
consistent with what the specification says. The selection of a subset of inputs can be guided by
different strategies or criteria. A test criterion is a set of predicates over a program p and the input
domain of p. These predicates are called test cases; a test case assigns a truth value to a pair (p,

i), where p is a program and i is an input for p. An input selected that satisfies a test case is a
test datum. Test cases can then be used either to select a suitable and finite subset of tests from the
potentially infinite execution domain ( test selection criterion); or to decide if the executed tests are
adequate so that testing can be stopped ( test adequacy criterion).
•supported in part by UBACyT grant EX186 and CEE KIT 125 Project.
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To design test cases it is usually used information provided by either the specification or the source
code. However, to do successful testing it is generally necessary to make use of all the information
available at every phase of the development process. Our general goal is to take advantage of the
different types of information available in the different formal models that have been used to describe
a system at each stage of the development process: specification, design, and code. On the other
hand, in real-time systems, correctness depends not only on results of systems behavior, but also on
the timeliness of results and the ability to react appropriately to inputs depending on the time at
which they arrive. This is to say, a crucial part of testing is determining whether or not a program
satisfies its timing constraints. In this work, we use the information provided by the physical design
to test timing behavior of real-time software.
Some authors have adapted structural methods to the problem of testing concurrent and real-time
software 117, 18, 12]. In 112], test adequacy criteria based on coverage measures of Petri net topology
for concurrent and real time systems are presented.
Specifically, these criteria are based on firing or transition coverage over Petri nets specifications.
In [18], structural testing criteria for concurrent programs analogous to traditional structural codebased testing are introduced. In [17] deterministic execution testing of programs is presented. In
contrast to our approach, those methods do not directly address the issue of testing timing behaviors.
Other authors have proposed testing techniques to generate test data from formal specifications
of (safety-critical reactive) real-time software 114, 13, 5, 15]. In [13, 14], test automation of reactive
real-time systems is studied. Different specification languages are used for test data generation. In
15], a technique for verifying timing constraints of real-time systems is presented. Timing constraints
specified using a timed process algebra are used to generate tests. In [15], methodologies to perform
specification based testing based on non executable specification languages are presented.

In the last time, different mechanisms for integrating notations well known by practitioners with
powerful formal analysis and verification techniques have been proposed as a way of bridging the gap
between formality and practicability. Specifications and designs are expressed in a user-friendly high
level end-user notation, well suited for the application domain and the practice of system engineers.
Their semantics are given in a formal kernel model. In this way the faults of specification and design
expressed in a user-friendly notation can be revealed and removed using analysis and verification
techniques based on the formal kernel model. The techniques presented in this paper are formally
defined on the same theoretical framework developed for formal verification and require the same
software specification or design.
Without loss of generality, we use an operational description of systems based on a particular
formally defined SA/SD-RT notation [9, 4]. These notations are fairly popular in industry, and well
supported by software engineering environments. In this work, we use a design notation that allows
tasks, resources and scheduling to be described [1], based on the POSIX standard. The proposed
system design is assumed to work properly w.r.t. a specification of the system (i.e., we assume that
it has been previously verified or tested). The design gives a more detailed model of the acceptable
timing behaviors of the system. Though the final system code may follow the architecture suggested
by the design, the addition of scheduling and other non-trivial issues constitutes a gap that it is
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Figure 1: A simple task design.
usually not considered. Consequently, conformance testing of a future implementation w. r. t. the
final physical design should be done 1 .
Figure 1 presents a simple task design of a system in which three tasks A, B and C interact
to control some robot activities. We use the design notation introduced in [l]. Task A periodically
senses (every 50 time units (t.u.)) the sample port and it sends this datum to a queue. On the other
hand, this queue is cyclically read by integrator task B. B runs a standard process. If an anomaly
is detected by the third task C before the bounded interval of 25 t. u. has elapsed, B sends the read
data to the robot alarm port. Otherwise, B writes the result into the robot info port.
We assume that a formal model of the system, in this work, a high level timed Petri net [8, 7],
is obtained using a translation method [6, l]. Several analysis techniques used to prove properties
on Petri nets are based on the automated construction of graph or a tree of symbolic states, such as
the so called time reachability tree or TRT [3]. A path starting from the root of this tree represents
a symbolic execution starting from the initial marking of the Petri net. Thus, a path comprises a
possible infinite number of actual executions.
In this work, our main concern is to generate test cases for conformance testing of our future
implementation w.r. t. the design. Our approach is based on the partition of the space of possible
executions provided by TRTs. We consider "partial" TRTs, i.e., TRTs generated up to a predefined
time bound. We associate with each path of a partial TRT a situation. Situations describe the
sequence of events and their temporal constraints to occur, and therefore they are good candidates
to be test cases. Once the temporal sequences to be exercised have been selected, it is possible to
determine the constraints on the data that will satisfy those sequences.
Unfortunately, the number of paths of a TRT, and consequently the number of situations, is
1

We consider that an implementation is correct w.r.t.

allowed by the design.

a design if every behavior of the implementation is a behavior

likely to be large. Thus, in this work, we define several testing criteria for real-time systems as a way
for restricting the number of test cases. These criteria attempt to group situations with "similar"
behavior into classes.

Several relations {that determine criteria) can be established over the set

of situations to reduce the number of cases. On one hand, these testing criteria can be based on
the information provided by the SA design descriptions and their derived formal descriptions. In
this work, we introduce criteria based on equivalence relations between situations, markings and
transitions considering such an information.

On the other hand, we should not forget that user

operational models (design), implementation decisions (scheduling policy, etc.), as well as formal
translation models {Petri nets) are sources of semantic information that are lost or not considered
in the symbolic trace description. To illustrate these ideas, in this paper we introduce some criteria
based on the design and implementation architecture.
The testing criteria for real-time systems hereafter presented could help to gain confidence in the
correctness of the implementation and to discover design flaws. In particular, they allow temporal
constraints defined at the design phase to be checked. Since using this approach test cases can be
generated at the design phase, many design errors could be found early in the software development
process. Effectively, test case generation is a recognized potent method for bug prevention. Such a
generation can be viewed as an analysis technique of design models that can be carried out during
code time and even during design time. Moreover, many subtle aspects not usually considered in such
kind of analysis or testing techniques, are directly treated since they are embedded in the physical
design models (if modeled). Beyond such a prevention analysis, suitable test cases can be derived.
This generation can be automated since TRT descriptions are automatically built. We are working
on tool development to support this approach.
In the next section, we introduce briefly the known concepts: High Level Time Petri Nets and Time
Reachability Tree, and we present the new concepts used throughout the paper such as sit·uations.
Section 3 explains how to derive test cases from situations. Section 4 presents several original testing
criteria for real-time systems based in the distinct design models. Finally, we present our conclusions
and future work.

2

Background

The coverage criteria introduced in this work can be defined using any formal technique that provides
a symbolic case description of the set of possible executions. However, they will be presented in the
contr xt of timed reachability trees generated from timed Petri nets. Thus, in this section we first
introduce (high level timed) Petri nets and time reachability trees. Then, we introduce situation and
other related concepts that allow us to define test cases and introduce the new coverage criteria.

2.1

Petri Nets and Time Reachability Trees

As we said, we assume that an operational description of the system based on a particular formally
defined SA/SD-RT notation [4, 1] is provided by the user. We also assume that a formal model of the
system, in this work, a high level timed Petri net [81, is obtained using a translation method [6, l] .
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Figure 2: A simplified version of the HLTPN obtained as the translation of the simple design described
in Figure 1
High level timed Petri nets (HLTPNs) are Petri nets extended with data and time model functionalities required for describing all the details of an actual real-time system. HLPTNs are well
described in [8]. For the sake of completeness, hereafter we briefly introduce them.
HLTPNs are Petri nets where tokens are associated with data and time-stamps, and transitions
are associated with predicates, actions, and time-intervals. Time-stamps of tokens indicate the time
they have been created. Transitions' Predicates determine the tokens that enable a transition for
fu-ing depending from the associated data of the input tokens. Actions describe the resulting data
associated with the output tokens as functions of the input tokens' data. Time-intervals of transitions
constraints the firing time of the transitions; they are described as a pair of constants ( [Lmin and
Lmax] ), that describe the minimum and maximum firing time of the transition relative to the enabling
time, i.e., the maximum of the time-stamps associated with the tokens enabling that firing

2.

For example, in Figure 2 we present a simplified version of the HLTPN obtained as the translation
of the simple design described in Figure l.
Several analysis techniques used to prove properties on Petri nets are based on the automated
construction of a tree of symbolic states such as the one called time reachability tree or TRT [3]: A
symbolic state (a node) represents a set of (numeric) markings by associating with places symbolic
values, which represents the suitable constrained time-stamps. The node is composed by a Symbolic
2

in [8, 7] time intervals are described oiore generally as a pair of functions of data and time-stamps of the tokens

removed by the firing,

Marking (which is a function m from places to multisets of symbolic values: TX.) and a Symbolic
Constraint (which is a boolean expression constraining the time-stamps values TX). An edge between
two nodes represents the symbolic firing of a transition. Since the constraints on the tokens' timestamps can be directly mapped to constraints on the transitions that produce such tokens 3 , each node
can be viewed as containing the inequalities describing the time constraints the transitions can fire in
this path (up to this node). That is, any set of values satisfying the Symbolic Constraint associated
with a nod·e represents a feasible firing time schedule of the net up to the transition leading to such
node. Then, a path of a TRT, even finite, comprises a possible infinite number of actual executions.
We will call complete path to a path from the root to one of leaves 4 • For instance, the following
verbatim shows the final state for the rightest complete path of the TRT in Figure 3.

State Name: S17
Last Fired Transition: StartProcess
Last Firing Time: T0+100
Symbolic Marking
m(ReceivingData)=T10; m(SamplingSensor)=T0+100; m(WaitingPeriod)=T0+100;
m(SendingAnomaly)=T9; m(WaitingSep)=T9; m(RobotAlarmPort)=T10;
m(SamplingPort)=T0+50;
Symbolic Constraint
T1-TO==O && T9-T1-75>=0 && T9-T1-1075<=0 && T9-T0-75<=0 && T10-T0-60>~0 &&
T10-T0-75<=0 && T9-T10<=0
The Figure 3 presents a finite portion (up to 90 t.u.) of the TRT corresponding to the HLTPN
presented in Figure 2. A TRT generated up to a predefined time bound is called a partial T RT. In
practice all the TRT are infinite, and hence only partial TRTs are built. Since our goal is testing
real-time systems, this temporal window is not a real limitation in our work. Effectively, our approach
is based on the space partition of possible executions up to a predefined time bound. Basically, we
use symbolic case descriptions of the set of possible executions provided by TRTs as a basis to define
testing criteria.

2.2

Situations and other related definitions

In this section, we introduce the concept of situation that will be used to represent TRT paths. The
definitions introduced here are not tied to a specific kernel formalism.
An event occurrence is an event label (a constant) and an occurrence time (a positive real number,
~~o). An execution q is a sequence of time ordered event occurrences 5 , i.e., q = (Ii, t1)(l2, t2) ... (lk, tk)
3
4

5

Each TX with X > 0 is mapped to a transition, TO represents the initial time.
Note that the existence of a leaf is due eithe1· that the time bound is reached or a deadlock has happened.
We assume that no infinite sequences of events occurs in a finite time interval.
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Figure 3: The TRT corresponding to the HLTPN shown in Figure 2
where ti :'.S ti+ 1 , for i

= 1, ... , k

- 1. An e11ent instance is an event label and a number of instance,

and it will be noted as labelnumber· Given an event instance a
an execution

q

=

er, if e appears at least r times in

then the time of the corresponding event occurrence will be noted as ta.

Example: 1 Let {PushButtom, LightOn} be a set of event labels, then
q

=

(PushButtom, 1.2)(PushButtom, 2 .65)(Light0n, 3.3)(PushButtom, 8.0)

is an execution where tPushButtom2

= 2.65.

Definition 1 Let {E, --<) be a strictly totally ordered set of event instances, and Sep E E x E

t---t

I,

where I is the set of all non empty intervals over :R~o- Then, the tuple ((E, --<), Sep) is a situation if
the following properties hold:
1. The numbering is consecutive: en E E ==>- Vk

< n: ek

E E.

2. The numbering is compatible with the order: er --< ek -<=> r < k.
3. For all a, b E E if a

--< b, then Sep is defined, i.e., for all ordered pair of events the possible

time separation is specified.

4- Sep is feasible , i.e., for any a, b, c event instances s·uch that a--< b--< c, if event occ1,rrences for
two of the event instances are given, then it is always possible to find an event occurrence for
the third event instance. Formally:
(a) Vta, tb: tb Eta EB Sep(a, b) ==>- ta E9 Sep(a, c)
{b) Vtb, tc: tc ~ tb@

n tb EB Sep(b, c) =/- 0.

S~p(b, c)_ ~ tb f3 8r;p( ci 1 b) n tc 8

(c) Vta, tc: tc Eta EB Sep(a, c) ==>- tu EB Sep(a, b)

n tc 8

Sep(a, c)

i- 0.

Sep(b, c)

=/- 0.

where t EB {a, b} = {t

+ a, t + b}

and t 8 {a, b} = {t - b, t - a}, and the resulting intervals are

open or close according to the type of interval used in their calculation. For example, if b is
open, then the right extreme of the resulting interval of EB operation as well as the left extreme
of e operation are open too.

Intuitively, a situation describes all the sequences of events that satisfy the events order and the
temporal constraints represented by a path of a TRT. The events order will be given by the transition
firings. For every two event instances a and b, given an occurrence of event a, the interval Sep(a, b)
establishes the possible time occurrence for event b.

Example: 2 Let {PushButtom, LightO ff, LightOn} be the set of event labels . Let ((E, -<), Sep)
defined by

(E, -<)

= L·i ghtO f h -<

PushButtom1 ·-< LightOn1; and

= [3, 10];
= [5, 97];

Sep'(LightO f h, PushButtom1)
Sep'(PushButtom1, LightOn1)
Sep 1(Light0f fi, LightOni)

=

[8,100].

Then, ((E, -<), Sep') is a situation.
Instead, if Sep(LightO f h, PushButtom1)
Sep(PushButtom1, LightOn1)
Sep(LightOffi,LightOn1)

=

= [3, 10];

[5,300];

= [2,100],

then, the tuple ((E, -<), Sep) is not a situation. In fact, if LightOn1 appears at distance 300 from
PushButtom 1, it is not possible to find an occurrence of LightO f h that satisfies the constraints.

Although the properties that define a situation are stated in a declarative way, necessary and
sufficient conditions on interval extremes exist to make item 4 in Definition 1 hold. As an example,
lets suppose that a -< b -< c, Sep(a, c)

=

[l3, u3] Sep(a, b)

=

= [l2, u2l,
Ii + u2, u3 2'.:

[l1, u1] and Sep(b, c)

i.e., the

three of them are closed intervals. Then, item 4 in Definition 1 holds iff /3 ~
12 + ui,
L3 2'.: [1 + l2 and u 3 ~ u 1 + u2. In the same way, conditions can be identified to check whether the
condition holds for different combinations of open/ closed intervals.
A situation describes a set of executions of the system, as it is stated below.
Definition 2 Let q

{E, -<) =

e1n 1

-<

e2n 2

=

=

{(E, -<), Sep) a situation, with
-< ... -< ernr· Then, we say that q satisfies s, written ass p q, iff:
(L1, t1)(l2, t2) ...(lk, tk) be an execution, s

Order For i = 1, ... , r, li = label (ei); {i.e ., the first IE I elements of q seen as event instances follow
exactly the order of s); and if r < jqj, then ter < ter+i.
Distance Va, b E E, a-< b:

tb

Eta EB Sep(a, b) .

Given a situations, the set of all the executions described bys is noted Exec(s), i.e., Exec(s)

{q

/s F

trivial.

=

q}. It can be proven that Exec(s) #- 0 for every situations; this is to say, no situation is

Example: 3 Given the sit-uation s presented in Example 2, then

s

I= (LightO ff, 0)(PushButtom , 3.l)(LightOn, 8.l)(LightO ff, 15.3).

Definition 3 Let q be an execution and C a set of event labels . Then, the projection of q to C , noted

le, is the sequence obtained by deleting from q every event occurrence which label is not in C .
Let s be a situation and C a set of event labels. Then, the projection of s to C, noted as s le is

as q

the situation obtained by deleting from s e11ery event instance which label is not in C.

It can be proved that "projection" preserves the properties required by the definition of execution
and situation, respectively. This is to say, if q is an execution,

s

is a situation, and C is a set of

le is an execution and s le is a situation. Moreover, the following property holds:
le) = Exec( s) le-

event labels, then q
Exec( s

Exam pie: 4 Let ( (E, -<:}, Sep) be a situation, where

E

=

PushButtom 1 -<: Rende V ouz1 -<: LightOn 1;

= [l, 10];
= [5, 20]; and
Sep(PushButtom1, LightOn1} = [6, 30].
Sep(PushButtom1, RendeVouz1}
S ep(RendeVouz1 , LightOn1}

Then , s l{PushButtam,LightOn } = ((E', -<:), Sep') , where E' = P ·u shButtom1 -<: LightOn 1 and
S'(P·u shButtom1, LightOni)

3

= [6, 30].

Situations as Test Cases

In this section, we will show how to derive from a partial TRT a set of situations describing all the
acceptable behaviors of the system up to a time limit.
We will associate with a complete path of a partial TRT a situation. Situations derived from complete paths of a partial TRT are good candidates to be test cases since they cover all the acceptable
executions up to the time bound used to generate the TRT. Besides, note that TRT complete paths
divide the trace semantics domain into the relevant cases of distance and order among events for verification purposes when dealing with real -time systems. The success of partition techniques depends
on the variability of failure probability across subdomains; some subdomains should be known to be
more failure prone [10]. It is hard to prove whether this is an error based partition without proposing
models of implementation faults. For example, a sufficient condition to overcome effectiveness of random testing is that implementation has certain continuity w.r. t. situations (i.e., the code executed by
all instances of a situation is more or less the same). Therefore, if the implementation of a situation
is faulty, it would be very likely that trying to exercise any instance of that situation the erroneous
behavior would be exhibited. The continuity assumption is difficult to formalize, warrant, check or
measure, and seems to be intuitively related to the gap between the design and the implementation
(it seems that the more detailed the design is, the more likely the continuity assumption holds) .

Now we will 5ee how

a situation· can be built from a complete path of a partial TRT. A complete

path of a TRT describes a particular sequence of transition firing or events, and an

in~().ll{llity system

that constraint event distances. This inequality system establishes a total order between the transition
firings. So, the system provides the ordered set (E, --<) and the Sep interval for some pairs of event
instances. We need to complete and to adjust the bounds in Sep to satisfy the properties in the
definition of situation. To do this, a maximum distance calculus can be performed. For instance, we
can use the calculus presented in [16] for the separation graph. This procedure is presented in a graph
framework where maximum paths between nodes (event instances) are calculated. This algorithm
can be interpreted as a way to obtain an equivalent system that explicitly shows all inequalities for the
distances between any two event instances. It can be shown that this system satisfies the constraints
imposed by the conditions formerly mentioned.
Now, we observe that many occurrences of events in the TRT come from control transitions 6 of
the formal model that are not directly associated with any observable event in the final system. Moreover, these firings produce many situations that are equivalent considering only meaningful events.
For instance, in our working example the symmetry exhibited by the tree is produced by the interleaving between two invisible events Time-out and Enable Detection. The set of meaningful events
should be decided at design time. Thus, transitions that model meaningful events (e.g., terminators
transitions, connectors transitions) can be automatically detected based on the translation procedure.
For instance, we present two possible sets of meaningful events for our working example:

U1 = {StartProcess, SensorRead, DataSent, DataReceived, Notification, AnomalyDetection,
RendezVous, InfoToRobotSent, AlarmToRobotSent}, and

U2

=

{Sensor Read, Anomaly Detect-ion, Inf oToRobotSent, Ala·r mToRobotSent}

(only I/O

events).
The previous discussion motivates the following definition:

Definition 4 (Base Set of Situations) Given a partial TRT T and a set of meaningful events U,
the base set of situations for T and U is the set of all the situations associated with complete paths
in T projected to meaningful events:
{ s 1/:3 a situation s associated w·ith a complete path of T such that s 1 = s

l mho} .

Due to the state explosion phenomenon, we note that the number of complete paths of a TRT and
consequently the number of situations is likely to be large. In this work we define different criteria
as a way of restricting the number of situations to be used as test cases.

4

Coverage Criteria

In this section we present a general framework to define different coverage criteria. First, we introduce
reduction criteria. A reduction criterion establishes when a set of situations "conveys" the testing
relevance of another set of situations. In particular, a reduction criterion will allow the testing team
to consider only a subset of the base set of situations, since testing this subset would be enough
according to that criterion. A reduction criterion can be used either as a selection criterion or as an
6

i.e., transitions that are used only for control transfer

adequacy criterion. On other hand, given a set of situations that satisfies a reduction criterion, we
present two different degrees of coverage for that set. This is to say, we present different conditions
for a set of executions to comply with a set of situations. Specifically, two different degrees of coverage
are introduced.

4.1

Reduction Criteria

A reduction criterion C is defined using a relation called "CanBeReplacedBy", that says when a
situation s can be replaced by a set of situations Y.
Suppose that we have a set of situations Y that we want to reduce.

We say that the set of

situations Y' Reducesc Y iff:

• UsET' Exec(s} ~ UsETExec(s}; i.e., the executions described by Y' must be a subset of the
executions of the situations we want to reduce, and
• for every situation s E Y, s CanBeReplacedBy Y'; i.e., the candidate set can replace every
situation in the set of the situations we want to reduce.
Many different criteria can be defined by instancing the CanBeReplacedBy relation. In general,
these criteria reduce substantially the number of cases of a base set of situations.

Definition 5 Let YB be the base set of situations. We say that a set of situations Y satisfies the
reduction criterion C if and only if Y Reducesc YB .
While looking for testing criteria we should not forget that user operational models (design),
implementation decisions ( scheduling policy, etc.}, as well as formal translation model (PN) are
source of semantic information that id lost or not considered in the symbolic trace description of
the system. The structure of a design architecture provides information that can be used to derive
reduction criteria. To illustrate these ideas, we present here some criteria based on the implementation
architecture. Thus, in our presentation of the new criteria, we identified information useful to define
each relation and, if it is not explicitly considered in the symbolic trace description, we specified
where this information can be found.
Let Y be a set of situations that we want to reduce. As we have said, a reduction criterion will
be defined by saying when each

s

=

((E, -<), Sep) E Y CanBeReplacedBy a set of situations Y'.

ALL criterion.
• Rationale: To satisfy the ALL criterion we ask to exercise all the situations in the base
set of situations. This is the simplest and most complete criterion.
• Definition: s CanBeReplacedBy Y' iff s E Y'.

IO criterion.

• Rationale: In this criterion, we only consider input and output (I/0) events. This is to
say, a situation can be replaced by other situation if their projections to the set of 1/0
events are the same.
• Necessary Information: Transitions that model I/0 events (e.g., terminator transitions,
connector transitions) can be automatically detected based on the translation procedure.
• Definition: Let io be the set of 1/0 events. Then,
s CanBeReplacedBy Y' iff 3s' E Y' : s'

lio= s lio-

• Example: In our working example, let U 1 be the set of meaningful events presented in
Section 3, and io
Let (E, --<)

=

=

{SensorRead, AnomalyDetection, AlarmToRobotSent}.

--< SensorRead1 --< DataSent1 --< DataReceived1 --<
AnomalyDetection1 --< N otification1 --< RendezV ous1 --< AlarmT0RobotSent1.

Let (E', --<')

StartProcess1

=

Start 1 --< 1 SensorRead1

--<' DataSent1 -<' AnomalyDetection1 --< 1

--<' DataReceived1 -<' RendezV ous1 --< 1 AlarmT0RobotSent1.
Let Sep, Sep' such that ((E, --<), Sep) and ((E', --<'), Sep') are situations, and the separation
between 1/0 events in Sep and Sep' is the same. Then, ((E, -<), Sep) CanBeReplacedBy
{((E', -<'), Sep')}.
N otification1

• Observations: This is like a black box criterion where the intended external behavior of
the system is divided into symbolic cases.

I criterion.
• Rationale: In this criterion, we only consider input events. This is to say, a situation can
be replaced by other situation if the sequence and distance of input events is the same in
both situations.
• Necessary Information: Transitions that model input events (e.g., sporadic terminators)
can be automatically derived based on the translation procedure.
• Definition: Let ie be the set of input events. Then,
s CanBeReplacedBy Y' iff 3s' E Y': s 1

lie= s lie·

• Example: In our working example, let
Section 3, and ie

=

{AnomalyDetection}.

Let (E, --<) = AnomalyDdection1
AnomalyDetection2.
Let (E', --<')

=

U:2 be the set of meaningful events presented in

AnomalyDetection1

--<

SensorRead 1

-<

AlarmToRobotSent 1

--<

-<' SensorRead1 --<' AnomalyDetection2 --<'

AlarmToRobotSent 1.

Let Sep, Sep' such that ((E, --<), Sep) and ((E', --<'), Sep') are situations, and
Sep(AnomalyDetection1, AnomalyDetection2)

= Sep (AnomalyDetection1, Anomaly Detection
1

Then, ((E, --<), Sep) CanBeReplacedBy {((.E', --<'), Sep')}.

• Observations: The IO criterion is a particular case of this criterion, i.e., Y 1reduces10 Y 2 =:>

Y 1reduces1 Y 2· However, it is interesting by itself because it extracts the behavior of the
environment from the closed system model.
Dependent Events criterion.

• Rationale: In this criterion, we ask to exercise all the "relevant" interleaving of events,
i.e. , we consider that the interleaving of certain events is irrelevant for testing purposes
(for example, events that will run without interfering one with the other).
• Necessary Information:

Automatic analysis of the designed architecture or the user

him/herself can be source of pairs of events that should considered independent from
the testing point of view.
• Definition: Let I ndep be the set of pair of events that are considered independent. Then,
s CanBeReplacedBy Y' iff :ls' =

((E' , -<'), Sep') E Y' : E ~ E' I\ Va, b E E I\

{label(a), label(b)} ~ lndep: a-< b =}a-<' b I\ Sep 1(a, b)

=

Sep(a, b).

• Example: In our working example, let U1 be the set of meaningful events, and let lndep

= {{Notification, StartProcess}, {Notif i cation,
Let (E, -<) = StartProcess1 -< SensorRead1 -<

DataSent} }.
AnomalyDetection1 -< DataSent1 -<

-< Ala1·mT0RobotSent1.
Let (E', -<') = StartProcess1 -< SensorRead1 -< AnomalyDetection1 -< N otification1 -<
DataSent1 -< DataReceived1 -< Rende z Vous1 -< AlarmT0RobotSent1.
Let Sep, Sep' such that ((E, -<), Sep) and ((E' , -<'), Sep') are situations and Sep, Sep'
such that for a , b tJ. lndep, Sep(a, b) = Sep(a, b). Then, ((E , -<), Sep) CanBeReplacedBy
N ot.ificati on1 -< DataReceived1 -< Rende z V ous1

{ ((E', -<'), S ep')}.
• Observations: This criterion can be useful when defining integration testing techniques.
These ideas are similar to partial order techniques used in model checking to ameliorate
the state explosion problem.
SY criterion. (Synchronous Communication Events.)

• Rationale: In this case, we ask to exercise a subset of communication events (e.g. , rendezvous) , regardless their combinations as in [18].
• Necessary Information : Transitions that model operations of synchronous connectors can
be automatically derived based on the translation procedure.
• Definition: Let SynComm be the set of labels of transitions that model operations of
synchronous connectors. Then,
s CanBeReplacedBy Y' iff Va E E : label(a) E SynComm =:> (:ls' = ((E', -<'), Sep') E Y' :

::lb EE' I\ label(b) = label(a)) .

• Example: Start1-< RendezVousA1-< RendezVousB1
CanBeReplacedBy
{Start1

-< RendezVousA1; Start1-< RendezVousBi}
Let (E, -<)

In our working example, let U 1 be the set of meaningful events.

=

-< AnomalyDett:ction 1 -< N ot-ificat·i on1 -< SensorRead1 -< DataSent1 -<
DataReceived1 -< RendezV ous1.
Let (E', -<') = StartProcessi -< SensorRead1 -< DataSent1 -< DataReceived1 -<
AnomalyDetection 1 -< N otif·i cation1 -< RendezV ous1.
StartProcess 1

Let Sep, Sep 1 such that ((E, -<), Sep) and ((E', -<'), Sep') are situations. Then, ((E,-<
), Sep) CanBeReplacedBy {((.E',

-<'), Sep 1 )}.

• Observations: This criterion can be extended as an N-Times criterion presented in [12].
State criterion. (State of Asynchronous Connectors.)

• Rationale: In this case, we ask to exercise all the relevant states of communication media,
for instance, message queues (Empty queue, Full queue, Non-empty queue, Non-full queue).
• Necessary Information: Given a situation S and two executions i1 and i2 that satisfy S,
it is possible that some local states produced by i1 are not produced by i2. Thus, let
Localstates(s) be the set of local states associated with a every execution of the situation
s. We will consider that s can be replaced by a set of situations Y' if each local state of s

is associated with some situation in Upsilon' too.
• Definition: Let R be the set containing all the relevant states of connectors considered.
Then, sC'anBeReplacedByY1 iff Vw E R, ifw E Localstates(s)

=}

(3s 1 E Y' : w E

Local states( s 1 ) ).

• Example: In the working example, let U 1 be the set of meaningful events. Let R =
{EmptyQueue, Non-EmptyQueue} be the set containing the sates of connectors of interest
in this case.
Let (E', -<') = StartProcess1 -< 1 SensorRead1 -<' DataSent1 -< 1 DataReceived1 -< 1
InfoToRobotSent 1. Let Sep' such that ((E', -<'), Sep') is a situation. Then, any situation

-<'), Sep')}, since both EmptyQueue and Non-EmptyQueue are
local abstract states that are exercised by any execution that satisfies ((E', -<'), Sep') .
s CanBeReplacedBy {((E',

4.2

Degree of Coverage

In this section we present two degrees of coverage to comply with a set of situations.
One Is Enough Given a set of situations Y, this criterion requires exercising at least one execution
for each situation in Y. As usual in partition testing, the idea is that one execution that satisfies
a situation is enough to represent that situation.

We say that a set of executions ~ complies withonel sEnou.gh a set of sitations Y iff (Vq E ~ :
3s E Upsilon: s

p q) /\ (Vs

E Upsilon3q E ~: s

p q).

Borders This criterion requires to exercise the controllable limits of the intervals if they are left or
right closed. This can be carried out only by managing the input events and their distance
with the preceding events. Note that, this criterion may increase the number of cases to be
considered. It should be applied if the continuity of the implementation in the borders is not a
reasonable assumption.
Let ie be the set of input events. We say that a set of executions
of situations Y iff (Vq E ~ : 3s E Upsilon ; s

p

~

complies withBorders a set

q) /\Vs= ((E, -<), Sep) E Upsilon, Ve1, e2 E

EI\ label(e2) E ie, then

t~ -tt E [a, a) /\3q E Jm nExec(s) :
ti tt E [b, b] /\(a< b => 3q E Jm n Exec(s): ti tt E (a, b)).
e1-< e2/\Sep(e1, e2) = [a, b) then 3q E ImnExec(s) : t~ -tt E [a, a] /\3q E ImnExec(s) :
ti ti E (a, b).
e1-< e2/\Sep(e1,e2) = (a,b] then3q E ImnExec(s): ti -tt E [b,b]/\3q E ImnExec(s):
ti tt E (a, b).
e1 -< e2 /\ Sep(e1, e2) = (a, b) then 3q E Jm n Exec(s) : ti
tt E (a, b).

• e1 -< e2/\Sep(e1, e2)
2

•

5

-

2

2

-

-

1

2

2

•

[a, b] then 3q E Jm nExec(s) :

2

2

•

=

-

2

-

Concluding Remarks

In this work, we deal with the problem of testing timing behavior of real-time systems. In fact, realtime systems correctness depends not only on results of systems behavior, but also on satisfaction of
timing constraints. These are strongly influenced by the final operational aspects of the execution
platform. We use the information provided by the physical design of the software to perform conformance testing of the implementation with respect to this design. In fact, we believe doing successful
testing it is generally necessary to make use of all the information available at every phase of the
development process (and not only the specification or the final code).
We introduce several testing criteria based on different information sources:
• the design described with an user-friendly and well-known notation (in this case, SA/SD-RT);
• formal descriptions derived from the front-end models (in this case, high level timed Petri nets);
• symbolic representation of the time behavior of the system (in this case, time reachability tree);
• the modeled architectural elements (for example, the modeled rendez-vous or message queues'
states).
Moreover, we use this framework for deriving test cases. Effectively, from the symbolical representation of the system given in terms of the generated time

rMthflbility tree, teBt Gcl6e5 C~ll be derived.

The general method is based on modeling a system with SA/SD-RT, translating it to HLTPNs and
from this final formal model generating the time reachability tree. Since TRT construction can be
automated, test cases derivation can be in most cases automated too.
Our testing techniques are based on a partition (not necessarily disjoint) of the acceptable execution space. The coverage criteria introduced in this work can be used either as adequacy criteria or as
selection criteria. In the first case, the set of situations satisfied by the set of executions should cover
the criterion we want to satisfy 7 • Test data is defined using some selection criteria (for instance, at
random). Once these data are executed, coverage may be measured to evaluate testing thoroughness.
As criteria for selection, remain the problem of completely defining the adequate test data for the
sequences selected from the derived situations/cases. Following the underlying proposed methodology,
from each situation, one should select the path or sequence to be executed. The next step should be
procuring the final test data needed to exercise the selected path. However, the information obtained
so far is the time intervals the events could occur for the path. We are studying methods based on

symbolical execution to cover this gap.
Effectively, it is possible to obtain constraints on the values of data associated with the initial
marking by symbolically executing the chosen path. Symbols are given to each initial data value
(time information is now ignored), and consequently actions associate with tokens data, symbols;
each transition is fired following the path order, the Path Condition (PC) is suitably updated at
each step of the execution, (i.e., at each transition firing), by suitably composing the old PC with
the predicate of the fired transition. Then, the resulting PC constraints the data that should be
associated with the initial tokens. Such constraints could be view as restrictions on the initial input

data of the actual system.
We are also planning to study the use of all these models to deal with the Oracle problem. Once,
given the temporal sequence and defined the input values, it is possible to evaluate the resulting
output values by numerically executing the path.
The techniques presented in this paper are formally defined on the same theoretical framework
developed for formal verification and require the same software specification or design. This allow the
combination of verification and validation methods: nets could be formally analyzed while testing is
designed.
In this work, we used TRTs to derive test cases. However, other different formal descriptions may
be used for this purpose. For instance, the model used in [ll] could be used. Note that from any
description of temporal &equences of a modeled system, this approach only requires the definition
of the method to extract the base set of situations. We will study other formal kernel languages
that could ease the generation of real test case or data. In particular, we are interested in finding
more compact symbolic representation of the system behavior. TRTs are generally large enough to
do them untractable. In that sense, we also plan to extend this approach to test separate system
components. It is our believing that component models will be smaller and hence more manageable.
On the other hand, our focus now is on tool support for our approach. The usefulness of the
proposed techniques should be deeper evaluated through experimentation. Even small models produce
7

Note that this concept of coverage applied to executions is similar to those presented in [12, 17), among others.

huge trees and hence the approach is impracticable without efficient tools.
A main issue in the planned future work is to study other possible sources of information to define
test criteria, for example:
• Requirements expressed as properties (bounded response, freshness, output rate, etc.) [17).
• Other architectural information, like scheduling policies. On one hand, we are interested on how
scheduling policies can influence on the TRT or other models construction in order to minimize
its size. On the other hand, we would like to derive test cases taking into account the policy
and its known properties.
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Testing

The Problem
• Testing of Real-Time Systems
- System Behavior
- Timing Behavior: satisfaction of timing
constraints

• Test Cases Design
- Software Specification
- Source Code
- Software Design

Starting Point
• Specification based Testing of RealTime Software
• Implementation based Testing of
Concurrent (and Real-Time) Software

System Design
• operational description of the system
• gives a structural or physical model of
the system
• gives a detailed model of the acceptable
timing behaviors of the system
• based on a particular formally defined
SA/SD-RT notation

High Level Timed Petri Nets

A high level timed Petri net is obtained
from the design using a translation
method

• tokens are associated with data and
time-stamps
• transitions are associated with
predicates, actions, and time-intervals

Time Reachability Trees

Time Reachability Trees

• symbolic representation of the behavior
of the system

• a TRT generated up to a predefined
time bound is called a partial TRT

• a path, even finite, comprises a possible
infinite number of actual executions

• a complete path is a path from the root to
one of leaves

• its construction can be automated

Situation

Definitions
• An event occurrence is an event label (a constant) and
an occurrence time (a positive real number)
• An execution q is a sequence of time ordered event
occurrences, i.e.,
q = (Zi,t1) (li,ti) ... (1 1,t,J where t; < t;+v for i=l,..., k-1
• An event instance is an event label and a number of
instance, and it will be noted as label,.umb<r

Let (E, <) be a strictly totally ordered set of event
instances, and Sep: Ex E -> I, where I is the set of all
non empty intervals over R. Then, ((E, <), Sep) is a
situation if:
• the numbering is consecutive:
•. e E => '<f k < 11: • k e E

• the numbering is compatible with the order:
e, < •k iff r<k
• '<I a, b e E, if a < b, then Sep(a,b) is defined

• Sep is feasible

Situation

Projection

• describes a set of possible executions of
the system

• projection of an execution q to a set of

• an execution q satisfies a situation s

• projection of a situation s to a set of event
labels C, noted as sic

event labels C, noted as qic

Situations as Test Cases
• We associate with a complete path of a
partial 1RT a situation
• These situations cover all the acceptable
executions up to the time bound used to
generate the 1RT
• They are easy to obtain from the 1RT

• Many occurrences of events in a 1RT
come from control transitions (i.e.,
transitions that are used only for control
flow)
• Meaningful Events
- decided at design time, automatic detection

Base Set of Situations

Reduction Criteria

• Given a partial 1RT T and a set of
meaningful events M, the base set of situations
for T and M is the set of all the situations
associated with complete paths in T
projected to M

• A reduction criterion establishes when a
set of situations" conveys" the testing
relevance of another set of situations
• A reduction criterion can be used either
as a selection criterion or as an
adequacy criterion.

Reduction Criteria
A reduction criterion C is defined using
a relation called CanBeReplacedBy, that
says when a situations can be replaced
by a set of situations U.

We say that the set of situations U' Reducesc U iff:
• the executions described by U' are a subset of the
executions of the situations we want to reduce, and
• for every situations e U, s CanBeReplacedBy U'; i.e.,
the candidate set can replace every situation in the
set of the situations we want to reduce

Information Sources
• Let U8 be the base set of situations. We
say that a set of situations U satisfies the
reduction criterion C if and only if U
Reducesc U8

Reduction Criteria

• a description of the design using an user-friendly
and well-known notation (in this case, SA/SORT);

• formal descriptions derived from the front-end
models (in this case, high level timed Petri nets);
• symbolic representation of the time behavior of
the system (in this case, time reachability tree);
• the modeled architectural elements (for example,
the modeled rendez-vous or message queues
states).

Reduction Criteria

• ALL
• IO

• reduction criteria as selection criteria

•I
• Dependent Events

• reduction criteria as adequacy criteria

• SY

• STAIB

Degree of Coverage

• One Is Enough
• Borders

Future Work
• to use other different formal
descriptions to derive test cases
• tool support for our approach
• other possible sources of information to
define test criteria
- requirements expressed as properties
- other architectural information

Conclusions
we use the information provided by the
physical design of the software to perform
conformance testing of the implementation
with respect to this design
specifically, for testing the satisfaction of timing
constraints in Real-Time Systems defined at
design time
we present different coverage criteria
(selection/ adequacy criteria)
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Abstract
The development of real-time systems is an essential industrial activity. Dynamic testing is the most important
analytical method to assure the quality of real-time systems. It is the only method that examines the run-time
behavior, based on an execution in the application environment.
An investigation of existing software test methods shows that they mostly concentrate on testing for functional
correctness. They are not specialized in the examination of temporal correctness that is essential to real-time
systems. Therefore, existing test procedures must be supplemented by new methods that concentrate on determining whether the system violates its specified timing constraints. In general, a violation means that outputs
are produced too early or their computation takes too long. The task of the tester is to find the inputs with the
longest or shortest execution times to check whether they produce a temporal error. If the search for such inputs
is interpreted as a problem of optimization, genetic algorithms can be used to find the inputs with the longest or
shortest execution times automatically. The fitness function is the measured execution time.
Experiments using genetic algorithms on a number of programs with up to 1511 LOC and 843 input parameters have successfully identified new longer and shorter execution times than those that had been found using
random testing and systematic testing. Genetic algorithms therefore seem to be well-suited for checking the
temporal correctness of real-time software. A combination of genetic optimization with systematic testing
offers further opportunities to improve the test quality and could lead to an effective test strategy for real-time
systems.

0 Introduction
Many industrial products use embedded computer systems. Usually, embedded computer systems have to fulfil real-time requirements, and correct system functionality depends on their logical correctness as well as on

their temporal correctness.
In practice dynamic testing is the most important analytical method for assuring the quality of embedded computer systems. Testing is aimed at finding errors in the systems and giving confidence in their correct behavior
by executing the test object with selected inputs. Often more than 50 % of the overall development budget is
spent on testing [Davis, 1979].
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For testing real-time systems the examination of the functional system behavior alone is not sufficient. Additionally, the temporal behavior of the systems needs to be thoroughly examined. An investigation of existing
software test methods shows that they mostly concentrate on testing for functional correctness. They are not
suited for an examination of temporal correctness which is also essential to real-time systems. This work tries
to fill this gap by giving support to testing temporal behavior. It investigates the effectiveness of genetic algorithms to validate the temporal correctness of embedded systems by establishing the maximum and minimum
execution times. Promising results have been achieved. However, the sole use of genetic algorithms is not sufficient for a thorough and comprehensive examination of real-time systems. A combination with existing test
procedures is necessary to develop an effective test strategy for embedded systems. A combination of systematic testing and genetic optimization is promising.
The first section contains an overview of the current state in the field of testing real-time systems. The second
section gives a brief introduction to genetic algorithms and describes how they are applied to solve different
testing problems. This is followed by a depiction of the way genetic algorithms are used for testing the temporal behavior of real-time systems. Several experiments were performed. Their results will be described in
detail. Section 4 discusses the combination of systematic testing and genetic optimization and derives from it a
test strategy for real-time systems. After some concluding remarks the paper closes with a short outlook on
current and future work.

1 Testing Real-Time Systems
Testing is one of the most complex and time-consuming activities within the development of real-time systems
[Heath, 1991). It typically consumes 50 % of the overall development effort and budget since embedded systems are much more difficult to test than conventional software systems. The examination of additional
requirements like timeliness, simultaneity, and predictability make the test costly. In addition, testing is complicated by technical characteristics like the development in host-target environments, the strong connection
with the system environment, the frequent use of parallelism, distribution and fault-tolerance mechanisms as
well as the utilization of simulators.
Nevertheless, systematic testing is an inevitable part of the verification and validation process for softwarebased systems. Testing is the only method that allows a thorough examination of the test object's run-time
behavior in the actual application environment. Dynamic aspects like the duration of computations, the
memory actually needed during program execution, or the synchronization of parallel processes are especially
important for the correct functioning of real-time systems.
Real-time systems must be tested for compliance with their functional specification and their timing
constraints. An investig<!tion of existing software test methods shows that a number of proven functional and
structural test methods is available for examining logical correctness, e.g. the classification-tree method
[Grochtmann and Grimm, 1993). When using structure-oriented test methods the tester must take into account
that an instrumentation of the test object causes probe effects, i.e. deviations from the real system behavior are
possible. There are no specialized procedures for testing temporal behavior. This is why in practice testers
often go back to conventional test procedures. They try to compensate for the existing methodological shortcomings by using more or less heuristic tests in worst-case scenarios. However, even a small experiment
makes clear that testing temporal behavior is a very complex task which requires special methods and tools.
1.1 Experiment

For the experiment, a simple computer graphics function written in C was thoroughly tested. It contained a
total of 37 statements and had 16 program branches; its control flow graph is shown in figure 1. A systematic
test with the classification-tree method led to 49 test cases which covered all the branches and resulted in 43
different execution times. The timings varied between 359 processor cycles (equivalent to 5.27 µs) and 1839
processor cycles (equivalent to 26.27 µs).
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Figure 1: Control Graph
This was followed by applying a total of 4603 randomly generated tests, which resulted in 298 different execution times even though full branch coverage was not achieved; one branch remained untested. The timings
varied again between 359 cycles and 1839 cycles.
These initial results demonstrate the importance of investigating a specialized approach to testing temporal
correctness: already very small systems show a wide range of different execution times. Only a fraction of the
possible execution times is covered by the systematic test. Random testing, however, does not detect certain
value combinations that might be significant for the temporal behavior. Consequently, for testing temporal
behavior the application of a new approach was examined, namely genetic algorithms.

2 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are a well-established method of optimization in many areas. An overview of different
successful applications is, for example, provided by Davis [1996]. Genetic algorithms represent a class of
adaptive search techniques and procedures based on the processes of natural genetics and Darwin's theory of
evolution. Genetic algorithms model natural processes, such as selection, reproduction, mutation, migration,
locality, and neighborhood [Pohlheim, 1996]. The fundamental concept of genetic algorithms is to evolve
successive generations of increasingly better combinations of those parameters which significantly effect the
overall performance of a design. The genetic algorithm achieves the optimum solution by the random
exchange of information between increasingly fit samples (combination/crossover) and the introduction of a
probability of independent random change (mutation). Traditionally, parameters involved in genetic optimization have been represented as strings of binary bits where crossover is achieved by choosing a point along
two bit strings at random and swapping the tails, and mutation by picking a bit at random and flipping its value.
The adaptation of the genetic algorithm is achieved by the selection and survival procedures since these are
based on fitness. The fitness-value is a numerical value that expresses the performance of an individual with
regard to the current optimum so that different designs may be compared. The notion of fitness is fundamental
to the application of genetic algorithms; the degree of success in using them may depend critically on the definition of a fitness that changes neither too rapidly nor too slowly with the design parameters.
Figure 2 gives an overview of a typical procedure for genetic algorithms. A population of guesses to the solution of a problem is initialized, usually at random. Each individual in the population is evaluated by calculating
its fitness. This will result in a spread of solutions ranging in fitness from very poor to good - the chances of
hitting on the optimum solution initially are, of course, infinitesimally small for most problems. The remainder of the algorithm is iterated until the optimum is achieved. Pairs of individuals are selected from the popula-
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tion using a pre-defined strategy, and are combined in some way to produce a new guess in an analogous way to
biological reproduction. Combination algorithms are many and varied. Additionally, mutation is applied. The
new individuals are evaluated for their fitness, and survivors into the next generation are chosen from the parents and offspring, often according to fitness though it is important to maintain a diversity in the population to
prevent premature convergence to a sub-optimal solution.

'

Initializing

~ Result

Selection

Evaluation
urv1va
rocedures

Figure 2: Block Diagram of Genetic Algorithms
2.1 Genetic Algorithms Applied to Testing

Genetic algorithms have been applied successfully to various testing problems. Several papers deal with structural testing; others concentrate on test case generation based on formal specifications, the testing of APis, and
testing for robustness.
Jones et al. [1996] have used genetic algorithms to generate test data automatically to execute every branch in a
variety of programs written in Ada83. In most cases full branch coverage was obtained. The branch predicate
formed the basis of the fitness function so that boundary value data were generated.
Roper [1996] has obtained encouraging results by applying genetic algorithms to achieve branch coverage for
programs written in C or C++. The test object is instrumented with probes to provide feedback on the coverage
achieved. For each individual, the program path executed determines its level of fitness.
Xanthakis et al. [1992] describe a method in which a constraint propagation graph is formed; the nodes of the
graph may represent either predicates or variables connected by elementary path functions. The fitness function depends on the predicates which are satisfied by modifying the adjacent variable nodes by a small amount.
This work was continued by Watkins [1995] who used a fitness function based on the reciprocal of the number
of times a path was exercised.
Jones et al. [1995] have derived test sets from Z specifications by a method that used a variety of algorithms,
including genetic algorithms and simulated annealing. A language was developed to enter the Z schemas into
the machine and a series of test cases was formed for both valid and invalid inputs.
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Boden and Martino [1996] have developed a testing facility in which genetic algorithms are used to generate
API tests. The fitness function is a weighted sum of various factors of a test response, e.g. depending on the
generation of exceptions, well-defined errors or return codes by the APL Furthermore, sequences of API calls
are determined as useful, based on expected or recommended usages for the API.
Schultz et al. [1993] have achieved promising results using genetic algorithms for testing the robustness of
autonomous vehicle controllers. The aim of the test was to find test scenarios in which minimal fault activity
causes a mission failure or vehicle loss and in which maximal fault activity still permits a high degree of mission success. These scenarios provided some insight into parts of the controller and allowed the designer to
improve the controller's robustness. The fitness function was based on the current fault activity and the quality
of mission fulfilment.
In this work, we investigate the feasibility of genetic algorithms for testing the temporal correctness of realtime systems.

3 The Application of Genetic Algorithms to Testing Temporal System Behavior
The major objective of testing is to find errors. Real-time systems are tested for logical correctness by standard
testing techniques such as the classification-tree method. A common definition of a real-time system is that it
must deliver the result within a specified time interval and this adds an extra dimension to the validation of
such systems, namely that their temporal correctness must be checked.
The temporal behavior of real-time systems is defective when input situations exist in such a manner that their
computation violates the specified timing constraints. In general, this means that outputs are produced too
early or their computation takes too long. The task of the tester therefore is to find the input situations with the
shortest or longest execution times to check whether they produce a temporal error. This search for the shortest
and longest execution times can be regarded as an optimization problem to which genetic algorithms seem an
appropriate solution.
Genetic algorithms enable a totally automated search for the longest and shortest execution times. They are
particularly suited to problems involving large numbers of variables and complex input domains. Even for
non-linear and poorly understood search spaces genetic algorithms have been used successfully. Since genetic
algorithms search from a population of points rather than from a single point, the probability of getting stuck at
local optima is significantly reduced compared with more traditional optimization techniques, like hill climbing. The use of mutation and subpopulations can further reduce the chance of getting stuck. When genetic
algorithms are used to solve optimization problems, good results are obtained surprisingly quickly [Sthamer,
1996].
Figure 3 illustrates the use of genetic optimization for determining the shortest and longest execution times.
The initial population is generated at random. Each individual of the population represents a test datum with
which the test object is executed. For every test datum the execution time is measured. The execution time
determines the fitness of the respective individual or test datum. If one searches for the longest execution time,
test data with long execution times obtain high fitness values. If one searches for the shortest execution times,
individuals with short execution times obtain high fitness values. Afterwards, members of the population are
selected with regard to their fitnesses and subjected to combination and mutation to generate a new population.
First, it is checked whether the generated test data are in the input domain of the test object. Then the individuals of the new generation are also evaluated and united with the previous generation to form a new population
according to the survival procedures laid down. Afterwards, this process repeats itself, starting with selection,
until a given stopping condition is reached or a temporal error is detected. Thus an execution time is found
which is outside the specified timing constraints. If all the times found meet the timing constraints specified for
the system under test, confidence in the temporal correctness of the system is substantiated.
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Figure 3: Closed-Loop Optimization of Execution Times

3.1 Experiments
We used genetic algorithms in several experiments to determine the shortest and longest execution times of
different systems. Of course the results are dependent on the hardware/software platform and generally are not
directly transferable from one to another since the processor speed and the compiler used directly affect the
temporal behavior. All the experiments to be described were carried out on a SPARCstation 10 running under
Solaris 2.5. The duration of executions was measured in processor cycles to rule out overheads by the operating system such as service interrupts. Thus the execution times reported were the same for repeated runs with
identical parameters.
The fitness was set equal to either the execution time for the longest path or its reciprocal for the shortest path
measured in processor cycles. For each experiment the genetic algorithms were applied twice, first, to find the
longest execution time, and then the shortest. The results of the experiments are summarized and compared to
random testing in table 1. Two libraries of genetic algorithms were used - one was a Matlab-based toolbox
developed at the Daimler-Benz Laboratories by Hartmut Pohlheim and the second was a harness developed in
Ada83 by Harmen Sthamer at the University of Glamorgan.
When genetic algorithms were applied to testing the simple C function already mentioned in section 1. 1, the
longest execution time of 1839 cycles was found in less than 20 generations and a new shortest time of 355
cycles (5.07 µs) was discovered in a smaller number of tests than executed for random testing (see Computer
Graphics II in table 1). The validity of the longest and the new fastest path found by the genetic algorithms was
verified by analyzing the control flow graphs printed in figure 4, though this would be difficult to achieve in
general for large complex software. For the shortest execution time only the path 1-2-4-9-11-13 is executed;
for the longest execution time all branches are executed except the empty ones numbered 10, 13, and 15.
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Genetic Optimization

Random Testing
No. of
Test Runs

Shortest
Exec. Time

Longest
Exec. Time

Shortest
Exec. Time

Longest
Exec. Time

Computer Graphics I
(61 LOC)

9200

99

384

1200

99

392

Computer Graphics II
(107 LOC)

4600

359

1839

800

355

1839

Auto Electronics I
(432 LOC)

2700

66

104

1350

45

104

Auto Electronics II
(1511 LOC)

5000

366

10774

4850

366

12185

Railroad Technology
(389 LOC)

10000

1050

11529

9500

399

14175

Defense Electronics
(879 LOC)

56000

27258

110842

30000

27154

114160

Applications

No. of
Test Runs

Table 1: Shortest and Longest Execution Times in Processor Cycles Measured for a Variety of Programs by Random Testing and Genetic Algorithms; the Overall Optimum is Shown in Bold
The first computer graphics example (Computer Graphics I) shows that even when the number of test runs for
random testing was multiplied, compared with the number of test runs for genetic optimization, the longest
execution time determined by the genetic algorithms could not be found by random testing. For the second
computer graphics example and the first example from the field of automotive electronics shorter execution
times were found by the genetic algorithms than by random testing.
The second automotive electronics system implements the entire functionality of an airbag controller and
therefore is safety critical. It contains 1511 LOC. For this example about 80 parameters were varied by the
genetic algorithms, among other things the interval between the occurrence of different events.
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Figure 4 : Control Flow Graphs for the Shortest (5.07 µsec) and the Longest
(26.27 µsec) Execution Time of Computer Graphics II
The genetic algorithm used in this case was typical of all our experiments. The population contained 50 test
sets. Pairs of tests were chosen at random and combined using a double crossover algorithm, i.e. the middle
part of the bit strings is exchanged. The mutation probability was set to 0.00345. During survival, test sets were
chosen from both the parent population with a probability of 90 % and from the offspring with 10 %; the next
generation therefore contained fewer offspring than parents and effectively slowed the rate of change to maintain stability of the algorithm. There is no means of deciding when an optimum path has been found and the
genetic algorithms were allowed to continue for 100 generations before they were stopped.
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When searching for the longest execution time of the airbag controller software, a maximum of 12185 processor cycles was found in generation number 97. In the same way, the random test was terminated after 5000
tests, and at this time had found a maximum of 10774 cycles. The genetic algorithms had found an execution
time 13% longer than was found for random testing. Figure 5 shows that random testing reaches its maximum
execution time after only about 1500 test runs, whereas for genetic optimization a continuous improvement up
to the 100th generation can be observed. The curve trace suggests that the genetic algorithms would find even
longer execution times if the number of generations were increased. After only eleven generations - that corresponds to 550 test runs - the execution times found by genetic optimization are above those of random testing.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Genetic Optimization and Random Testing Searching
for the Longest Execution lime for the Airbag Controller
When searching for the shortest execution time, both genetic algorithms and random testing found the same
time of 272 cycles. The genetic algorithms discovered this in the first generation at which point it is still effectively a random search since the crossover and mutations could have had no effect. This path was clearly one
whose tests occupied a large input subdomain with a high probability of being found at random.
This is also emphasized by Figure 6 which indicates the frequency with which different execution times
occurred during the search for the longest execution time. For random testing far more than 10 % of all test runs
goes to particularly short run times. For the other execution times almost a Gaussian curve results from random
testing. During genetic optimization, however, not even 1 % goes to the area of particularly short run times.
Furthermore, a clearly increasing number can be seen for the long execution times. The genetic algorithms
obviously succeed in avoiding the generation of test data with short run times and in concentrating on test data
with long execution times.
The railroad control and instrumentation technology example is also safety critical. The population size in this
experiment was increased to 100 because of the complexity of the test object. The shortest execution time
found by the genetic algorithms is more than 60 % below the one detected by random testing. 14175 processor
cycles were determined as the longest execution time by the genetic algorithms. This is 23 % above the maximum execution time of 11529 cycles that was found by random testing. Figure 7 shows the comparison of
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Figure 6: Distribution of Execution Times for Genetic Optimization and Random Testing
when Searching for the Longest Execution Time for the Airbag Controller
random testing and genetic optimization for the search of the longest execution time. It becomes clear after the
fourth generation that genetic optimization is superior to random testing. Random testing stagnates after 3500
test runs; the generation of 6500 other test data sets does not produce any longer execution times. Genetic optimization, however, manages once again to improve the execution times continuously. In generation number
70 even a significant leap of more than 1500 cycles can be noted.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Genetic Optimization and Random Testing Searching
for the Longest Execution Time for the Railroad System
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The Defense Electronics program with 879 LOC has 843 integer input parameters. The first two input parameters represent the position of a pixel in a window and lie within the range 1..1200 and 1..287 respectively. The
remaining 841 parameters define an array of 29 by 29 pixels representing a graphical input located around the
specified position; each integer describes the pixel color and lies in the range 0..4095. Genetic algorithms were
used in this example to generate pictures surrounding a given position. The longest execution time increased
steadily with each new generation and asymptoted towards the current maximum of 114160 cycles when the
run was terminated after 300 generations. The population size in this experiment was also set to 100 because of
the large range of the variables and the large number of input parameters. The fastest execution time was found
to be 27154 after 100 generations. The genetic algorithms found more extreme values for the longest and
shortest execution times than those found by random testing that were 110842 and 27258 respectively. Where
genetic algorithms allowed to search further a longest execution time of 114393 processor cycles was found in
generation 657 and a shortest execution time of26814 was detected in generation 372.
3.2 Discussion
In all our experiments genetic algorithms obtained better results than random testing, regardless of whether the
shortest or the longest execution times were searched for. The disadvantage of a random method which is that
no step builds upon another is avoided by using genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms take advantage of the
old knowledge held in a parent population to generate new guesses with improved performance. Their iterations are based on the experience which has been gained from previous trials.
In most experiments the shortest execution times were found more quickly than the longest execution times.
Previous experience with genetic algorithms and random testing suggests that this is due to the shorter execution times having a large input subdomain which has a higher probability of being found at random. The
shorter execution times will usually be associated with short control flow paths. As the control flow path
increases, there tends to be a filtering effect arising from a sequence of predicates which reduces the probability of control passing along any path through the broadening tree of paths. Consequently, the input subdomains
associated with longer paths tend to be smaller and therefore have a smaller probability of being found at random. Genetic algorithms come into their own in such circumstances and are able to find appropriate test sets
with less effort than random testing [Jones et al., 1996].
In several experiments local searches, like simulated annealing, were used in an attempt to improve on the
results from genetic algorithms, but without success. This is probably because the fitness for large subsets of
the input domain is constant and local searching detects no improvement. The optimal solution sought represents an isolated and small subdomain and is best found by sampling the input domain widely.
For both computer graphics examples systematic tests with the classification-tree method were also performed. The longest execution time of 392 processor cycles found by the genetic algorithms for the first example was detected by none of the systematic tests. Only 384 cycles as maximum and 99 cycles as minimum run
time were found by the systematic tests. For the second example systematic testing and genetic optimization
detected the same run times, namely 355 and 1839 processor cycles. In some simpler experiments systematic
testing turned out to be superior to genetic optimization. For a sorting program, for example, the list sorted in
reverse order caused the longest run time. This was steadily approximated by the genetic algorithms but not yet
reached after 100 generations.
Compared with static analysis, testing by means of genetic optimization overcomes relevant problems of static
analysis, like the consideration of pipelining and caching [Healy et al., 1995] as well as delays caused by direct
memory access (DMA) or DRAM refresh cycles [Muller, 1996]. A further advantage is that the test object is
executed in the real application environment. Moreover, genetic optimization can in principle also be applied
for determining the shortest and longest execution times of parallel and distributed systems where static analyses currently come up against limiting factors.
Since genetic algorithms try to achieve the optimum solution by the random exchange of information between
increasingly fit samples (combination) and the introduction of independent random change (mutation), they
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share a problem with random and statistical testing: it is not predictable if and when certain input situations
will be found, which might be especially important for the run-time behavior of the system under test. Therefore, we cannot prove that the timings found are the longest and shortest possible values. On the other hand,
existing approaches to systematic testing are not sufficient to examine the temporal behavior of systems thoroughly. Consequently, an effective test strategy for real-time systems should contain systematic testing as well
as genetic optimization.

4 Test Strategy
As a strategy for testing real-time systems we recommend the combination of systematic testing with genetic
optimization. By means of the systematic test errors in the logical program behavior of the test object shall be
detected. Furthermore, special value combinations shall be defined which are relevant to the testing of temporal behavior but which might be difficult to find with the help of genetic algorithms. On the basis of the systematic test genetic algorithms are then used to detect input constellations with particularly long and short run
times which the tester did not find by means of the systematic test.
The classification-tree method should be applied for the systematic test because it is a functional test method
which has already proved very worthwhile in practice (cf. [Grochtmann and Wegener, 1995]). The functionoriented test is indispensable to the thorough examination of systems [Grimm, 1996] for only by means of test
cases derived from the system specification can it be found out if specified requirements or functions were
omitted (e.g. simply forgotten) during the software development process.
The test strategy comprises two steps. At first, the tester uses the classification-tree method for the systematic
design of black-box test cases. The tester also adds aspects assessed as relevant to the temporal system behavior, for example the simultaneous occurrence of several events or time-consuming system states. However,
test cases determined with the classification-tree method focus mainly on the examination of logical correctness. Afterwards, the second step of our test strategy concentrates on the examination of temporal correctness.
The test data specified for the systematic test is used as initial population for the optimization of execution
times by means of genetic algorithms - as described in section 3. Thus the genetic search for the shortest and
longest execution times benefits from the tester's experience and his domain knowledge [Wegener et al.,
1996]. Figure 8 illustrates the suggested test strategy for real-time systems.
In principle structure-oriented test cases are also suited as initial population for the genetic search because
there is a close correlation between temporal behavior and program structure. The number of processor cycles
measured will generally be directly related to the number of statements in the control flow path, though there
will be exceptions because some statements require more cycles than others [Wegener et al., 1997]. In this case
genetic algorithms will benefit from the tester's knowledge of the internal program structure. Another idea for
further improvement is to link genetic optimization directly with structural testing. The fitness-function could
be expanded in such a way that individuals which execute a new program branch or path would get a high
fitness-value to ensure their survival in the next generation. Thus the diversity of the population would not
only be maintained with respect to the temporal behavior of individuals but also in consideration of the test
object's internal structure. From this follows that the new program structures would be executed several times
in the next generations. If no longer execution times resulted from this, the corresponding test sets would become extinct again during subsequent generations.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
The correct functioning of real-time systems depends critically on their temporal correctness. Testing is the
most important analytical method for the quality assurance of such systems. An investigation of existing testing approaches showed a lack of support for testing the temporal behavior. Therefore, existing test procedures
must be supplemented by new methods and tools. In various experiments genetic algorithms have been successfully applied to search the longest and shortest execution times of real-time programs in order to check
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STEP 1

STEP2

STEP 1: Perform a systematic test following the classification-tree method to check logical correctness.
STEP 2: Use genetic optimization - starting from a
population of systematically produced test data - for
the examination of temporal correctness.

Figure 8: Test Strategy Suggested for Real-Time Systems
whether they violate the specified timing constraints. Compared with random testing, genetic algorithms
always obtained better results.
Further improvements are possible through the combination with systematic test methods. If the genetic
search does not start with a randomly generated population but with a set of test data systematically determined
by the tester, the disadvantage of genetic algorithms that they might not find certain test relevant value combinations can be compensated for. Moreover, depending on the test method applied, genetic optimization
benefits from the tester's knowledge of the program function or the program structure.
Genetic algorithms show considerable promise in testing and validating the temporal correctness of real-time
systems and further research work in this area should prove fruitful. More work is needed to find the most
appropriate parameters for genetic algorithms and to define suitable criteria for the decision when to stop the
search. Further studies are focusing on the question how stagnations can be reacted to with appropriate
changes of the search strategy.
In the future it is also intended to examine the combination with static analyses more closely. If static analyses
can be applied, they usually give an upper estimate for the maximum run time. Genetic optimization, however,
produces execution times that were actually measured. It cannot be guaranteed though that these are the longest possible execution times. Hence, genetic optimization gives a lower estimate for the maximum run time.
By combining both approaches the area in which one finds the maximum run time of the system can thus be
closely defined. This also makes clear that the possible applications of genetic optimization are not confined to
testing real-time systems. Using genetic optimization is also appropriate for the computation of worst-case
execution times of hard real-time tasks during the design of scheduling strategies when static analyses are out
of the question for this.
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In all experiments testing based on genetic algorithms achieved better
results than random testing.
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Abstract
Can software quality be predicted early in development? Early prediction of quality would enable developers
to make improvements at a cost-effective point in the development life cycle. In this presentation we focus
on faults as one aspect of software quality. In many situations, prediction of the number of faults is not
really needed. Rather, identifying the most troublesome modules early may be sufficient. In such cases,
classification models serve quite well .
We present a case study of a sample of modules representing about 1.3 million lines of code, taken from a
much larger real-time telecommunications system . This study used discriminant analysis for classification of
fault-prone modules, based on measurements of software design attributes and categorical variables indicating
reuse history. We developed several models, demonstrating that certain features improve predictions.
We compared models based on lines of code only, on the best correlated metric only, and on multiple product metrics. We found the multivariate model made much better predictions. We also present
preliminary analysis of the cost of misclassifications.
Multivariate models can be misleading if the underlying metrics are highly correlated. Principal components analysis is a statistical technique for transforming data into uncorrelated variables. Our case study
illustrates that principal components analysis can substantially improve the predictive quality of a software
quality model.
The case study shows that reuse history can be used to improve quality models based only on design
product metrics. We found that the model that included reuse data had substantially better predictive
accuracy than the one that did not.
Dr. Taghi M. Khoshgoftaar is a member of the faculty of the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida. An internationally known authority on
software measurement, software reliability and quality engineering. He has also published more than 100
papers in these areas. He often is invited to serve on program committees, to referee papers, and to speak at
symposia. For the years 1992 and 1994 he served as the Program Co-Chairman for the IEEE International
Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering. He is Program Chairman of the 1995 Software Engineering
Research Forum. He was a Guest Editor of the IEEE Computer - special issue on the Metrics in Software,
September 1994. He is North American editor of the Software Quality Journal. Also, he is on the editorial
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Case Study
From Lab to Practice
Beyond Detection of Fault-Prone Modules

"Why software metrics?"

Defining "Fault- Prone"
"Why software metrics?"

Common Wisdom
Software Product Metrics
.(I.

Amount of Information
.(I.

Ease of Understanding
.(I.

Reliability and Quality

Fault-Prone is a quality factor.
An incident occurs during operation .
A failure is an incident due to a fault .
A fault is a defect in an executable product.
A defect is a result of an error.
An error is made by a person.
Fault-Prone is the class of modules
that exceeds a given threshold
for the number of faults discovered
during a p~riod

6f tiM~.

"Why software metrics?"

Example Results
"Why software metrics?"

Using a Quality Model

Which modules are fault-prone?
Model made prediction for each module.

Software Measurements

.lJ.

IQuality

Model

I

.lJ.
Predicted Quality Factor

.lJ.
Management Action

Obs
1
2
3
4

Actual
not f- p
not f- p
not f-p
not f-p

Prediction
not f-p
not f- p
f- p
not f-p

Prtnot f- p)
0.96
1.00
0 .00
0.71

Prtf-p)
0.04
0 .00
1.00
0 .29

15

not f-p

f-p

0 .18

0 .82

640
641
642
643

f-p
f- p
f- p
f- p

not f-p
f- p
f-p
not f- p

0.99
0 .02
0 .00
1. 00

0 .01
0 .98
1.00
0 .00

660

f-p

f-p

0 .00

1.00

"Why software metrics?"

Example Results
"Why software metrics?"

Types of Misclassifications
Predicted Class

not f- p

f- p

not f- p

Ok

Type I
Error

f-p

Type II
Error

Ok

Actua l
Class

Case Study Misclassification

Actual

Not fault-prone
Fault-prone
Overall

Error
Rate

Error
Count

23.8%
13.8%
22.6%

(138/580)
(11/ 80)
(149/660)

Mistaking a not fault-prone module

as fault-prone wastes effort
looking for problems that are not there .
Missing a fault-prone module
risks problems after deployment

"How will it help me?"
"How will it help me?"

Supervisors

Classification may be enough
Regression models predict a quantity.
Classification models predict class membership.
Management action may be class-oriented .

Work assignments
- Match skills to module complexity
Discover faults before system testing
by targeting fault-prone modules.
- More intense reviews
- More participants in reviews
- Extra reviews

"How will it help me?"

Managers
Myth:
More effective testing
by planning for fault- prone modules.
- Extra tests
- More thorough set of test cases
- Schedule allows for diagnosis
Avoid crisis during maintenance
by more realistic planning .
- Schedule/staff allows for problems expected

"LOC is enough ."
Many software metrics are correlated to LOC.
LOC is easy to collect .

r

Myth:

"LOC is enough."
If product has uniform characteristics
then LOC may be enough .

Myth:

Many systems are not uniform.
Case study LOC misclassification

Actual

Not fault-prone
Fault-prone
Overall

"Just break up fault-prone modules."

Error
Rate

Error
Count

22.6%
56.3%
26.6%

(131/580)
(45/ 80)
(176/660)

Small is better.

Error rate for fault-prone modules was
much higher than multiple metrics model..

Additional metrics often add accuracy.

Myth:

Myth:

"Just break up fault-prone
modules."
Arbitrary break up will just shift complexity
from measured to unmeasured.
e.g . Internal vs. Interface complexity

"Just fire whoever makes
fault-prone modules."
We don't want programmers on our team,
who make poor quality software.

Myth:

Building software quality models

"Just fire whoever makes fault-prone
modules."

Classification models
For i th observation:

Best programmers are often assigned
to modules with most difficult requirements.

Independent variables are measured early.
- Vector of values

Some complexity is justified by function .

Dependent variable:
Actual membership in class
Prediction of actual class

Fault-prone is not necessarily
poor quality.

C/assi
Class(xi )

Classification Models

Classification Models

Maximum Likelihood

Prior Probabilities

Classification Rule:
Maximize likelihood of a correct classification.

Overall proportions of classes in the populations will
affect likelihood of membership.
Prior probability of membership

C/ass(x ·)
•

= { not

fault-prone If fnfp(~i)
fault-prone
Otherwise

>

fJp(xi)

No assumptions about populations.

If fit data set is representative,
choose the proportion in class .

Example likelihood of membership :
- Probability density of membership

Otherwise,
choose the uniform prior.

'lrnfp

= 'lrfp = 0.5

Classification Models

Classification Models

Number of Misclassifications
Classification Rule:
Minimize the number of misclassiflcations.

Costs
Cost for acting on an erroneous prediction
depends on the process improvement technique.
Cost of a Type I misclassification
Cost of a Type II misclassification

not fault-prone If

= { fault-prone

fn[P{Xif
> .!!.1.2..
ftp Xi
1'nfp

Otherwise

When costs of misclassification are unknown,
choose equal costs, C 1
Cu.

=

Example

Costs

Classification Models

Costs
Strategy:
Additional reviews for modules identified as fault-prone.
Cost of misclassification
Pred icted Class

not f-p

f-p

not f-p

none

C1

f-p

Cu

none

Actual
Class

Costs of misclassification:
Type I: wasted reviews of a not fault-prone module
Type II: lost opportunity for a fault-prone module
Early reviews detect faults
before they become expensive.
C1 order of magnitude is man-hours.
Cu order of magnitude is man-days.

Validation Principles
Classification Models

Expected Cost of Misclassifications
Classification Rule:

Minimize expected cost of misclassiflcations.

Class(xi )

=

not fault-prone If fn[p{'"f >
ftp x;
{ fault-prone
Otherwise

(f.u.)
(.!!..i2....)
C1
1rnfp

"Valid metric must have a useful
statistical relationship to a Quality Factor."
- Schneidewind
Validation case study must be realistic
- No toy problems
- No student programmers
- Large enough for team of programmers
- Real world application
Predictive validation case study
- Simulates use of quality model.
- Correlation is not enough
- Fit model with data from one system
- Predict with data from another system

Case Study
Case Study

Metrics

System Description
Quality Factor: Faults
Application
Language
Lines of Code
Executable Statements
CFG Edges
Source Files
Functional Modules

Telecommunications
Pascal-like
1.3 million
1.0 million
364 thousand
25 thousand
Sample of 2 thousand

Faults were discovered from Coding through Operations.
56% of modules had no faults due to reuse.

High Level Design Metrics:
Modules Used
Total Direct Calls
Unique Direct Calls
Detailed Design Metrics:
Non-loop Conditional Arcs
Loops
Nesting Level Total
Span of Conditional Arcs
Vertices+Arcs within Loop Spans
McCabe cyclomatic complexity, V(G)

Case Study

Case Study

Reuse Covariates

Method
Given data

Delta variables were differences between
current and prior version measurements
New modules had no prior version.

ISN EW = { 1 All delt~ variables are missing
0 Otherwise
Reused modules had no changed measurements.

ISCHG = { 0 All delt~ variables are zero
1 Otherwise

ISN EW and ISCHG were additional variables in model.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Standardize to mean=0 and variance=!.
Principal components analysis.
Split data into Fit and Test data sets.
Select significant variables of Fit.
Estimate model parameters based on Fit.
Evaluate quality of fit .
Predict Fault-Prone modules in Test.
Compare predictions to actual.

Model ready to apply to a current similar project.

Single vs. Multivariate Models

LOG Lines of Code

Single vs Multivariate Models

Modules Used
If product has uniform characteristics
then LOC may be enough .

Modules Used had the highest correlation to Faults.

Many systems are not uniform.

Pr(Fault-Prone) =

Pr(Fault-Prone) = f(LOC)

f (M odsU sed)

Predicted Class

not f-p

f-p

not f-p

98.6%

1.4%

f-p

80.0%

20 .0%

Predicted Class

not f - p

f- p
Actual

not f-p

77.4%

22.6%

Actual
Class

f-p

56.3%

Class

43.7%

Overall misclassification : 10.9%
Overall misclassification : 26 .6%

r----------------------- -

,--------------------------~

Single vs Multivariate Models

Design Metrics
Single vs Multivariate Models

Input: 9 raw design metrics
Pr(Fault-Prone)

= /(MU, SpCond, N est)

Let "Design Metrics" mean 9 CG and CFG metrics.

P red icted Class

not f - p

not f - p

f-p

62.8%

37.2%

Type II error rates for single metrics were
much higher than multiple metrics models.

Actual

Additional metrics often add accuracy.

Class

f-p

22.5%

!

77.5%
I

1

Overall misclassification: 35 .5%

Principal Components Analysis

Domain Pattern

Misclassification Rates

Modules Used
Metric

Misclassification Rate
Cu/C1 Type I Type II Overall
Uniform priors
1
26.3% 24.5%
124.3%
Priors proportional to fit
1
10.8%
1.4% 80 .0%
23 .8%
28 .0%
9
28 .6%
10
8 .8%
35 .8%
39 .5%
20
1.3% 55 .7%
63 .1%

SpLoop
Loops
SpCond
Nest
Tot Calls
Uniq Calls
VG
If Then
Mods Used
E igenvalues
% Variance
Cumulative

Doma in 1

Doma i n 2

Doma in 3

0 .901
0.880
0.719
0.683

0 .359
0 .370
0 .545
0 .593

0 .359
0.426
0 .597
0 .599
0 .177
3.63
40 .3%
40 .3%

0.864
0.830
0.724
0.681

0 .137
0 .134
0 .316
0 .334
0 .216
0 .245
0.309
0 .357

0 .265
3.41
37 .9%
78.1%

0.939
1.46
16.2%
94.4%

Principal Components Analysis

Design Components
Principal Components Analysis
Input: 9 CG and CFG metrics
Multicollinearity may cause
unstable parameters.

PCA retained D 1 , ... , D3
Pr(Fault-Prone)

= J(Di, D2 , D3)
Predicted Class

not f-p

not f-p

f-p

67.6%

32.4%

Actual
Class

f-p

78.75%

21.25%

Stable parameters yield more robust model.
PCA stopping rule reduces dimensionality by ignoring
noise in data.

PCA avoids problems
due to multicollinearity.

Overall misclassification: 31.1 %

Reuse Covariates

Design Metrics
Input: 9 raw design metrics with covariates
Only a few metrics were significant at 5%.

Reuse Covariates

=

Pr(Fault-Prone)
f(MU, SpCond, Nest, ISNEW, ISCHG)
Predicted Class

not f-p

not f-p

f-p

66.2%

33.8%

Actual
Class

f-p

16.25% 83.75%

Overall misclassification: 31.7%

Reuse information improves
accuracy of quality models.

Early Prediction

Design Components
Input: 9 CG and CFG metrics

Early Prediction

PCA retained D 1 , .. . , D3
Pr(Fault-Prone)

= /(D1, D2, D3, ISNEW, ISCHG)
Design metrics model gives
Predicted Class

not f-p

f-p

not f-p

76.2%

23.8%

f-p

13.75%

86 .25%

similar results as product metrics model,
but earlier.

Actual
Class

Overall misclassification: 22.6%

Summary of Models
From Lab to Practice

Error Rates
Model
LOC
Mods Used
Raw
PCA
Raw ,Reuse
PCA,Reuse

not f-p

f-p

22.6%
1.4%
37.2%
32.4%
33 .8%
23.8%

56.3%
80.0%
22.5%
21.3%
16.3%
13.8%

Technology Transfer
Data analysis
Proof of concept
- Metrics
- Models
- Methods
Prototype tools
Production tools

Priors proportional to fit.
~qua\

costs of "'i~elmifie:ition.

ERROR: undefined

OFFE~PIB9 gg~~~:2k-~~~~t
STACK:

Tools

- - --dictionaryProblem resolution system
- Incident -+ Failure -+ Fault
- Which module?

Beyond Detection of
Fault-Prone Modules

Industry- Academia Partnership

Configuration management system
- Source code library
- Versions
- Changes

Industry
- Practical perspective and priorities
- Full scale process and products
- Application of new technologies

Metric analyzer

Academia
- Research projects
- Quick response consulting
- Publications
- On-site training

Model building tools
- Statistics package
- Neural Net package
- Other AI packages
Model implementation tools
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Abstract
Error Injected

Thu paper provides the motivation and overview of Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC), a new technology
for software proceu measurement and analysis. ODC
provides a significant step forward in being able to understand the dynamics of software development by using clauification of defects, so that they provide measurements. This breakthrough is being used at several
IBM labs and is now supported by several processes,
analyses and tools from the Thomas J. W at!on Re&earch Center.
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The notion of a defect in the software development and
service industry tends to be different from the classical
textbook definitions of fault, error and failure [Ed.92].
Essentially, it wraps several issues into one, sometimes
obliterating the purported difference between error and
fault, and at other times, identifying issues which by
the formal definition of these terms may not fit into either. Accounts of what makes a software defect can often be challenged on the grounds of expected behavior
of service, but the debate usually never ends since the
causal train of events can often be perpetually pursued.
Thus, in the realm of definition, there are philosophical differences between concept and practice, which
should not appear as a surprise. The concepts get better with our advancement in engineering, while changes
in practice, which exist in embodiments of tools and
processes, are guided by time constants of changes in
culture, which are often longer.
To understand what a software defect is, it is helpful to have some idea of software development and its
processes, or lack thereof. Although we do not need
to get into the debate of what software development
processes are and how many there are, it is reasonable
to assume that there is usually some design, followed
by development and field use. Figure 1 illustrates the
lifecycle of software defects in the software development

~e~
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Introduction to Software Defects

Defies Identification
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Figure 1: The Lifecycle of a Software Defect
industry relative to such a process. It is a fallacy to
believe that errors get injected in the beginning of the
cycle and are removed through the rest of the development process. Errors occur all the way through this
process. The fixing of these errors may occur sooner or
later, deepening on knowledge of these errors and the
ability to institute change into the product.
As a result of these errors, a change is necessary
and that change is what I call a Defect. Tracking
these changes is, in some quarters, reasonably common. However, there are development processes that
are quite ill defined, where there may be no retrievable
record of the change. Yet, for progress of the product,
the change must have occurred and that change is the
defect.
There is a subtlety in saying that the neceuary
change is the defect. This is because it could be the
case that a change is necessary but was not executed.
Someone may have forgotten about it, or there may
have been no resource to fix it. It is still a defect, since
it was deemed a neceuary change.
Treating the neceuary change as a defect ties the
metaphysical concept of a fault, error, or failure to
a physical event which makes this notion much more

record of intent. These checks could be reviews, inspections, informal tests, formal functional tests, stress
tests, etc. Each of these verification efforts can identify
deviations to the intent, which warrant change. Any
thing that requires change is a defect. Thus, there are
defects that arise from requirements inspection, design
inspection (usually, a high level and a low level), a code
inspection ( of which there might be one or two), a unit
test, a functional verification test and a system test.
All these verification efforts can yield defects. Depending on what is counted you may find that the number
of defects per thousand lines of code vary, from as high
as 90 to as low as 10.
Following the final round of systems test within the
organization, a product is often released to a subset
of the customer base as a beta. The beta tells the
customers to set their expectations appropriately while
opening up a channel to listen on problems experienced
with the product. When the vendor is satisfied about
the products stability and performance ( or forced to do
so for business reasons), the product is announced and
made generally available in the market. The product
announcement is usually a key milestone in the history
of the product, often accompanied by a celebration in
the development shop.

tractable. No matter what the development environment, the activity is specific and can become the anchor point from which other measurements can follow.

Defects during development
Software defects during the development process do not
only occur due to program abnormal terminations or
failed tests. In fact, the largest number of defects found
during the lifecycle of a software product, often occur
without the execution of the code. For example, a
code inspection could typically yield 40% to 60% of
the overall defects.
A software product usually begins with some set of
requirements, either explicitly stated by a customer or
identified through a vision of the market. Between the
requirements and the availability of the product, there
is design, code development and test. The words design, code and test do not automatically imply a pure
waterfall process. On the other hand it is hard to imagine a successful product developed without requirements or code written without a design or tests conducted without code. A pure waterfall process tends
to have these phases well identified and separated with
documents that capture the essence of these phases,
providing well defined handoffs between them. In more
recent times, a small team with iterative development
is commonly talked about, where the reliance of documentation and distinct handoffs are less emphasized.
However, having some record of completion, milestones
within a process are not only useful for project management but also internal for communication.
No matter what the exact implementation of the
software development process, there is a distinct moment when a requirement, design or a piece of code is
considered frozen. Its representation may be graphic,
English text, video or audio tape. But the fact that
there is agreement on an issue, the completion of an
artifact in the development process, indicates a clear
record of intent. Any further change to this record of
intent is a change that is considered a defect. The
tracking of a defect depends on how the process allows for a change to be understood, debated and handled. We are not arguing about whether or not there
should be a moment that freezes the record of intent,
for that would be a subject for a discussion on process
existence. Nevertheless, it should suffice to say that
if there were no moment when an intent of record is
frozen - the process enters the domain of continuous
change, which could yield an infinite completion time.
A process usually has several checks interspersed to
ensure that the product being developed meets the

Defects in the field
Software released into the field, is usually of a higher
quality than when it is in system test or beta test. That
reason is one of the objectives of the beta test. Software
failure, due to defects, economically impacts the vendor
one way or another. The vendor faces the service cost
of fixing defects (which can be considerable) and can
be adversely impacted by customer dissatisfaction with
product quality.
One of the many reasons a customer calls in with
a problem is usually due to a software fault. Problem
calls originate due to several reasons that may not be
due to a programming error. For instance, a customer
problem may be due to difficulty in installation, misleading instructions, inadequate documentation etc. In
each event, as far as the customer is concerned, it is a
problem with the product. A subset of these problems
would eventually warrant a change in the code - which
in our terms would qualify for a software defect.
For the moment, let us focus on the subset of problems that are associated with defects. A customer call
then reflects the failure due to a software fault. There
could be several calls from different customers due to
the same fault. The problem handling process in IBM
allows for a symptomatic search on problems to inves-
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tigate and identify the rediscovery of already known
problems. If a rediscovery occurs and a fix is already
available for that problem, it can be shipped to the
customer right away. However, if the problem being
experienced reflects a new fault hitherto unnoticed, it
would require further investigation to provide a resolution.
When a new software fault is suspected through the
problem management ,ydem, an authorized program
a.naly,u report (APAR) is opened to investigate it. The
APAR starts the service process off to diagnosis, providing temporary relief when critical, and works toward
developing the fix. The APAR thus becomes the vehi- ·
cle to develop the fix, test the fix and then make the
fix available through a world wide distribution network.
The APAR thus straddles the service and the developmental process, since it starts off in the field, gets resolved and tested by developers and is integrated into
future software releases in that product. The APAR is
the king of software defects. It costs a lot of money,
and is high up in the priority lists of customers, developers, and service people. No one wants to have
APARs, neither the customer nor the developer, and
it certainly gets a lot of attention.
At first approximation, an APAR would fit the definition of a software fault. However, on closer examination, it may be more than one fault that is being
referred to. While the APAR certainly contains a fix
to a fault, in actuality it may have others as they could
be targeted to several releases in the field, and might
also pre require other APARs. In an over simplified
definition, it would pass for a fault. For the purpose of
this paper, we can assume APARand software fault to
be synonymous.
It is interesting to note that APARs which are meant
to fix problems, might also be the cause of new ones.
This occurs when a bad fix is shipped out, i.e. the
program temporary fix (PTF) is in Error - causing the
infamous PE APAR. This can occur due to several reasons, the most dominant being that testing a fix under
the customer environment is very hard. Thus, despite
efforts to provide a good fix, the complexity of a customer environment is probably never replicated in the
lab - resulting in inadequate test and another fault escaping into the field. PE APARs, though few and far
between do exist and get the attention of the customer
and the vendor. The figure on the defect lifecycle, thus,
shows an origin of errors as fixes, which may sound like
a circular statement, but nevertheless is a fact of life.

Measurement on software defects has existed for a long
time. In the industry, there is a substantial amount
of effort in bean counting the defects and the accuracy
and repeatability of this as an art form . The prediction
of service costs using such bean counts can leave the casual scientist quite dumb founded. On the other hand,
defect reports are not only used for bean counting, but
often become the artifacts for postmortem studies on
a release of software.
There is undoubtedly a broad spectrum in the use
of defect information, and I illustrated this in figure 2.
Two extremes are identified in the figure: One purely
quantitative-i.e., numbers and the other purely qualitative - i.e., descriptive. As it happens, the two extremes
are actually quite well defined and used . The middle
part is where there is a large white space. Let us, for
a moment, focus on the extremes.
The goal of statistical defect modeling, which includes what is commonly referred to as Software Reliability Growth, has been to predict the reliability of a
software product. Typically, this may be measured in
terms of the number of defects remaining in the field,
the failure rate of the product, the short term defect
detection rate, etc. (RB82, Goe85, MIO87] . Although
this may provide a good report card, it often occurs so
late in the development cycle that it is of little value
to the developer. Ideally, a developer would like to get
feedback during the process.
The goal of causal analysis is to identify the root
cause of defects and execute actions so that the source
of defects are eliminated. To do so, defects are analyzed, one at a time, by a team that is knowledgeable in the area. The analysis is qualitative and only
limited by the range of human investigative capabilities. To sustain such pursuit and provide a focus for
the activity, a process description has been found useful. At IBM, the Defect Prevention Process [MJHS90]
and similar efforts elsewhere, have found causal analysis to be very effective in reducing the number of errors committed in a software project. The qualitative
analysis provides feedback to developers that eventually improves both the quality and the productivity of
the software organization [Hum89] .
Defect Prevention can provide feedback to developers at any stage of their software development process.
However, the resources required to administer this
method are significant, although the rewards have
proven to be well worth it. Moreover, given the qualitative nature of the analysis, the method does not lend
itself well to measurement and quantitative analysis.
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the relationship between the defects that occur during
software development and the complexity of a software
product, have been discussed in [BP84]. Such information, when compiled over the history of an organization
[BR88], will be useful for planners and designers. There
also is no one standard [IEE90b] classification system
that is in vogue, although there have been efforts in
that direction [IEE87].
In summary, although measurements have been extensively used in Software Engineering, it still remains
a challenge to turn software development into a measurable and controllable process. Why is this so? Primarily because no process can be modeled as an observable and controllable system, unless explicit inputoutput or cause and effect relationships are established.
Furthermore, such causes and effects should be easily
measurable. It is inadequate to propose that a collection of measures be used to track a process, with the
hope that some subset of these measures will actually
explain the process. There should, at least, be a small
subset which is carefully designed, based on a good
understanding of the mechanisms within the process.
Looking at the history of the modeling literature in
software, it is evident that little heed has been paid
to the actual cause-effect mechanism, let alone investigations to establish them. At the other extreme,
when cause-effect was recognized, though qualitatively,
it was not abstracted to a level from which it could
graduate to engineering models. Without that insight,
and a rational basis, it is hard to argue that any one
measurement scheme or model is better than another.

The Spectrum of In-Process Measurement & Analysis
Statistical

••••••

Defect

Models
- abslract. malhemalical

• removed from prcgr ammer's

perspective
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Cause
Analy,ls

- qual~ative
·down1Dear1h
- in 1he programmer's
perspective

•

OOC brings the extremes together

•

malivaled by a linding~inking lhe . .
semantics wi defects to growth and
maturity ol 1he product,

Figure 2: The Spectrum
Consequently, Defect Prevention, though not a part of
the engineering process control model, could eventually
work in conjunction with it.

The Gap - cause and effect relationship
Between the two extremes of the spectrum - quantitative statistical defect models and qualitative causal
analysis, is a wide gap. This gap is characterized by a
lack of good measurement methods that are meaningful
to the developer and that can exploit good engineering methods. At one end, the traditional mathematical modeling efforts tend to step back from the details
of the process and to approximate defect detection by
statistical processes [LV73, Ohb84]. When calibrated,
some of these methods are shown to be quite accurate.
However, they do not provide timely feedback to the
developers in terms of available process controls. At
the other end, the causal analysis mechanism is qualitative and labor intensive; it can provide feedback on
each individual defect. However, in a large develo~
ment effort it is akin to studying the ocean floor with
a microscope. It does not naturally evolve into abstractions and aggregations that can feed into engineering
mechanisms to be used for overall process control.
It is not as though there is no work done between
these two extremes, indeed there is a myriad of reported research and industry attempts to quantify the
parameters of the software development process with
"metrics" [IEE90b, IEE90a]. Many of these attempts
are isolated and suffer from the absence of an overall
methodology and a well defined framework for incrementally improving the state of the art. Some efforts
have been more successful than others. For example,

The birth of ODC
Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC), is a technique
that bridges the gap between statistical defect models
and causal analysis. It brings a scientific approach to
measurements in a difficult area that otherwise can easily become adhoc. It also provides a firm footing from
which classes of models and analytical techniques can
be systematically derived. The goal is to provide an
in-process measurement paradigm for extracting key
information from defects and enable the metering of
cause-effect relationships. Specifically, the choice of a
set of orthogonal classes, mapped over the space of
development or verification, can help developers by
providing feedback on the progress of their software
development efforts. These data and their properties
provide a framework for analysis methods that exploit
traditional engineering methods of process control and
feedback.
A key study established a relationship between the
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statistical methods of software reliability prediction
and the underlying semantic content in the defects used
for the prediction [CKC91). The study demonstrated
that the characteristics of the defects, identified by the
type of change necessary to fix defects had a strong
influence in the maturity of a software product being
developed. This opened the doors to the possibility of
measuring product maturity via extracting the semantic content from defects and measuring their change as
the process evolves. ODC systematizes such measurements based on semantics and enforces the basic rules
to turn that into a measurement.
Once the method to create a measurement system
via classification is established, one can start developing measurements of different attributes in a process.
For instance, "cause" and "effect" attributes can be
categorized separately and the measurements then
used to develop cause/effect models or relationships.
Similarly, several attributes can be separately categorized yielding a large multi-dimensional space which
can be used to increase understanding and help develop
the physics of the process. This process is akin to a scientist who measures, weighs, stretches and stresses a
physical object to be able to understand it's characteristics. Once the physics of that object is understood
the engineers know how to model and control that object. The basics of how to gain a fundamental understanding of a software product and process, were never
elegantly established. ODC provides the first steps to
do so.

of the product, it tends to be fairly process invariant
and can eventually yield relationships and models that
are very useful. Thus, a good measurement system
which allows learning from experience and provides a
means of communicating experiences between projects
has at least three requirements:
• orthogonality,
• consistency across phases, and
• uniformity across products.
One of the pitfalls in classifying defects is that it
is a human process, and is subject to the usual problems of human error, confusion, and a general distaste
if the use of the data is not well understood. However,
each of these concerns can be handled if the classification process is simple, with little room for confusion
or possibility of mistakes, and if the data can be easily
interpreted. If the number of classes is small, there is
a greater chance that the human mind can accurately
resolve between them. Having a small set to choose
from makes classification easier and less error prone.
When orthogonal, the choices should also be uniquely
identified and easily classified.

Distribution change as a measurement
The concept of a classification system, that becomes
a measurement is best illustrated with an example.
The following example, brings several points together
- namely semantic extraction, orthogonal classification
and finally the necessary and sufficient conditions for
ODC.
Figure 3 shows an example from the real world
project, a major component of an operating systems
product containing several tens of thousand lines of
code. This figure has two charts; a growth curve on
the top and a distribution on the bottom. The abscissa of the curve is time, indicated in days, spanning
the testing portions of development. For the purpose
of analysis it is partitioned into four periods, 0, 1, 2
and 3, each 200 days. The Growth curve on top is a
plot of the cumulative number of defects against time.
If the curve flattens out, it is goodness, since no further defects are uncovered. From the curve, it looks
as though that the curve flattens out, but that is an
artifact of the stopping of testing and that data beyond the release is not included! The total number of
defects found through testing are around 800. Period
3, which was the last six to seven months, uncovered
almost half the total defects. Period 3 was mostly systems test, when it desired that the product stabilize

Key Concepts in ODC
ODC essentially means that we categorize a defect into
classes that collectively point to the part of the process
which needs attention, much like characterizing a point
in a Cartesian system of orthogonal axes by its (x, y,
z) coordinates. Although activities are broadly divided
into design, code and test, in the software developemnt
process, each organization can have its variations. It
is also the case that the process stages in several instances may overlap while different releases may be developed in parallel. Process stages can be carried out
by different people and sometimes different organizations. Therefore, for classification to be widely applic-

able, the classification scheme must have consistency
between the stages. Without consistency it is almost
impossible to look at trends across stages. Ideally, the
classification should also be quite independent of the
specifics of a product or organization. If the classification is both consistent across phases and independent
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defect type, which we describe below. The defect type
is merely the meaning of what is changed to fix the
problem. The list of defect types used for this pilot
study are: function, a.uignment+checking, interface,
timing, documentation. The categories are simple, and
are meant to reflect a set of programming tasks, yet
general enough that they could apply to errors anywhere between design and the field. The categorization
is really, what was intended by the person fixing the
bug. A function bug is a capability that the program
was supposed to provided either to the user or another
program. Whereas, a checking defect is one where the
program did not include a check of some condition or
did so incorrectly. Inter module communication would
be interface, while not holding a lock when one should
would be related to timing. The categories are basic
programming concepts or practices that are captured
in the few distinct values. In actuality, the classification should provide the closed match to one of the
identified values, thereby communicating the intent of
the change.
With this background on classification of the defect type attribute, let us focus on the lower portion
of figure 3. The bars, reflect the proportion of function defects in each of the periods, when categorized
by the five possible selections above. It shows that
in period zero between 10 and 20 percent of the defects were of type function. Period one was higher
at 25 percent, and it continued to increase. Periods
three and four show it going up from 30 percent to 50
percent. If one had a process where design precedes
coding, and testing follows coding, the increasing proportion of function defects, together with the volume .
increase in defects, seems like it is growing backwards.
Indeed, that is precisely the problem, recognized easily
by the distribution of the defect types. In fact, if this
data were available during the development process, it
could not only clearly indicate the problems, but anticipate them, well before the sharp increase in defects
in period three. Furthermore, it is also suggestive of
the type of process correction that may be beneficial.
The rise in functional defects is indicative of a design
problems, and one of the options is to start a set of
reviews using skills that best understand the design of
the product. The post-morteum on the project told us
that the project had slipped a few releases, key people
had moved on, and it was resurrected with new people,
while the requirements had continued to change.
What we are discussing here is the use of the semantic information that is buried in the defects, extracted
through a simple, but powerful, classification scheme.
If someone has the patience and attention span to read
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Figure 3: Growth Curve and Distribution of Function
Defect Types
and not too many defects be found. However, it was
dearly not the case in this case.
The reason we cite this example, is because it illustrates some of the difficulties encountered in development and the challenge it provides growth modelling.
Somewhere during the middle of period 3, the defect
find rates set off an alarm in the development organization. It was evident that more resource is needed for
both testing and fixing the bugs, but the count of defects alone do not provide any insight into what might
be a smart tactical solution. This is where the knowledge of what is contained in the defects can come to
play.
We chose this project to conduct a hind sight pilot,
precisely due to the problems it encountered in development and the difficulty that classical growth modelling could not handle. We took defects from each of
those periods and categorized them. We categorized
them into a very carefully thought through set of attributes and values. One of the attributes is called the
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that most of the function defects are found early and
that should go down as the product goes through the
process. It would also make sense if the timing and
serialization problems only showed up towards the end
because that's when the product is on the real hardware. Until then, the product is on a simulator or not
the intended hardware. In between these two extremes,
the process should weed out the assignment and interface defects. The unit-test probably has a peak in the
assignment or one liner type defects and the interface
defects tend to dominate when the new code is integrated with the rest and function tested.
By the process of the articulation above, we have
in essence used the distribution of defects almost like
an instrument to measure, the progress of the product
through the process. In fact, the distribution actually is indicative of how far the product has matured.
So, if a product is supposedly in systems test, but the
distribution of the defects tend to look similar to an
earlier part of the process, and the volumes are not insignificant, then it clearly indicates a problem. In fact,
it not only indicates the problem, but suggests what
might be the possible reasons - via the offending defect types that are throwing off the distribution from
the expected. As it happens, distribution changes are
fare more sensitive and can be recognized easier than
cumulative measurements, providing a useful tool to
the developer. The feedback to a developer is available
right after any two stages of development, providing
rapid in-process feedback. Since the categories are in
the language of a developer they are eminently more
actionable.
Key to this technique, are the value set used for clas- .
sification. This is governed by a necessary and sufficient condition - which essentially dictate what would
be the right value set for a process. Establishing the
right value set is an empirical process, since one is trying to compress the vast range of semantics into a few
attribute-value pairs that capture the essence. We can
describe where a chair is located in a room, by measuring off two adjacent walls and the ceiling, providing
three orthogonal measurements in a three dimensional
world. The question is can be place a measurement
on a defect, by classifying the fix, such that a collection of them, can tell us via their distribution, where
the product belonged in the process space. Essentially,
the number of classes that are used to classify the defect should provide enough dimensionality such that
it can resolve the process space we are interested in.
Furthermore, since, the intent of the process is so that
the product matures as it goes through it, the distribution of those defect types should change as the product

Unll Tut lnlagrallon TeelSyatam T..1

Figure 4: Change m the Defect Type Distribution with Phase
all 800 defects and understand their content the same
conclusion may have been reached by recognizing the
common element on functional deficiency or incorrectness with grew in intensity as the product advanced
through testing. This is where it compares to root
cause analysis, and is far more effective. The classification can become a measurement and based on an
expectation, provide a measure of variance. The semantic nature of the classification, which is tied closely
to the programming model provides guidance on what
might be opportunities for process correction.
The classification scheme has to have certain properties so that it can indeed provide a measurement and
these are called the necessary and sufficient conditions
for ODC [CBC+92]. These become clearer when we
discuss a more abstract model. Figure 4 shows four
sets of histograms. Let us assume we have a very simple
concept of process - there is a design phase, after which
the code is written, unit tested, integrated with other
code, function tested and then finally system tested to
mimic a customer environment. Now, the classification system dictated that all the defects fell into four
categories. The categories chosen are function, assignment, interface and timing. Now, thinking about the
process model we had, we ask where should most of the
function defects be found? The answer, relative to the
process is that the design phase (a design review, perhaps) is where we hope the bulk be found. Although,
we do expect it to decrease as the process moved along,
we expect less later.
The figure, shows an expectation of the normalized
defect type distributions by phase. Essentially, it says
that for this kind of process we would like to see is
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moves through the process. Mathematically, the former is the sufficient condition and the latter the necessary condition. Since, choosing a classification scheme
seems easy, a common error is to develop classification schemes, without much thought to how they are
used later. In this case, it should be recognized that
the key is to make a measurement out of them, and
therefore substantial thought should be placed on the
choice of the values of the defect type. They should as
far as possible be distinct and independent. Furthermore, the value set should be applicable all through
the process phases (consistency), else they cease to be
a measurement. Lastly, they should be process independent, but generic the activity (in this case programming). Then, the controlled object can be the process,
which when changed, does not impact the measurement system. Details of this are furthered explained in
the ODC paper.

and developed schemes to maintain and police them.
Figure 5 identifies some of the key processes necessary. It also divides the range and scope of deployment
into pilot, &taged production, and production, indicating the growth of deployment in an IBM lab. The idea
is that initially an organization would usually start off
with a pilot project, as a trial. These usually last between three months to one year, and become the proving ground for ODC. Most of the processes were owned
by Watson Research and the responsibilities of the participating lab were limited to classification and driving the actions that results from identifying in-process
problems. As we made progress, we would develop the
skills in the organization to own more of the processes,
reducing the responsibility and involvement of the research team. In the best cases, we were able to get
more than seventy percent of the processes owned at
the labs, within eighteen months. At the end of 1993,
we had close to 70 projects, in a dozen labs, with two
of them seriously in the staged production phase. We
expect it to be at least another couple of years before
these labs completely own the processes.
The cost of doing ODC is quite low. There is an upfront cost in terms of modifying the tool set and providing education. The execution cost is dramatically low
if a developer is already using a change control system.
This is because, most change control systems, require
that the programmers update a panel and the current
ODC requires only 4 additional fields (in most cases).
This is an incrementable cost that is negligible. The
subsequent costs of data analysis are mostly tool costs
and reviews with management or technical people of
about 2-4 hours every couple of months. This can be .
rolled into existing quality programs or quality circle
efforts, thereby not requiring an additional effort.
In cases where there is no change control tools used,
nor any effort to look at software metrics, the cost is
more substantial. The true cost is not so much in introducing ODC, but in developing a culture to look at
metrics, data, and recognize the need and benefits of
quality improvement.
When ODC is used to enhance the Quality Circle or
the Defect Prevention Process (OPP) [MJHS90] significant savings can be accrued in analysis costs. Typically, OPP like efforts cost in the range of one personhour per defect. Imagine four people in a room analyzing defects. They usually do a detailed root cause
analysis of around four or five defects in an hour. The
one hour cost usually includes not only qualitative
analysis, but also identifying a potential solution and
writing it down as an action item for the organization
to execute. Given such high costs, it is not uncommon

Deploying ODC at IBM
The deployment of a technology, such as ODC requires careful thought and considerable insight into the
means of process insertion. Most practitioners would
recognize that technology transfer is a difficult business. Process transfer is yet another order of magnitude harder in software. This is because, unlike a
technology that can be captured in a tool or the design of a product, process transfer in software requires
that every programmer change a little. Although the
change may be very minor in terms of the actual work
that a progtammcr has to do, getting acceptance of the
concepts and the regular practice of it requires one to
buy-in.
Providing the right education, which is not too
lengthy and yet substantial so that the errors in classification arc minimized is only the start. Unless programmers see the value of ODC quickly, it is hard to
sustain the interest and commitment to provide good
data. This quickly becomes an exercise in management
of handling all the processes to execute ODC. Knowing
the processes and having the right skill necessary is at
best the minimum necessity. Being able to quickly recognize when they are not working and react to them
effectively is the difference between success and failure.
In our experience, we at Watson Research started as
technologists, and teamed with our Divisional partners
to do deployment. It quickly become evident that the
split was artificial. We both needed to understand the
technology an also the nuisances of the real world. To
be effective, we learned what processes were necessary
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built on some fundamental discoveries based on semantic extraction via classification that is carefully constructed to address the issue. Orthogonal Defect Classification provides a basic capability to extract signatures from defects and infer the health of the development process. The classification is to be based on what
was known about the defect such as its defect type or
trigger and not on opinion such as where it 1hould have
been found. The choice of the classes in an attribute
should satisfy the stated necessity and sufficient conditions so that they eventually point to the part of the
process that requires attention.
The design of the defect type attribute measures the
progress of a product through the process. Defect type
identifies what is corrected and can be associated with
the different stages of the process. Thus, a set of defects from different stages in the process, classified according to an orthogonal set of attributes, should bear
the signature of this stage in its distribution. Moreover, changes in the distribution can meter the progress
of the product through the process. The departure
from the expected distribution alerts us by pointing to
the stage of the process that requires attention. Thus,
the defect type provides feedback on the development
process.
The design of the defect trigger attribute (not covered in this short overview paper, but available in the
original reference) provides a measure of the effectiveness of a verification stage. Defect triggers capture the
circumstance that allowed the defect to surface. The
information that yields the trigger measures aspects of
completeness of a verification stage. The verification
stages could be the testing of code or the inspection and
review of a design. These data can eventually provide
feedback on the verification process. Taken together
with the defect type, the cross-product of defect type
and trigger provides information that can estimate the
effectiveness of the process.
Our experience with ODC, indicates that it can provide fast feedback to developers. Currently, two stage
data is used for trend analysis to yield feedback. It is
envisioned that as pilots evolve, the measurements can
yield calibration.
Developers find this a useful method, giving them
insight they did not have before. It also provides a
reasonable level of quantification to help make better
management decisions to significantly impact cost and
opportunity.
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Figure 5: Deployment of ODC
for organizations not to be able to do DPP on every
defect, since they probably have thousands of defects.
The ODC classification, which extracts cause and effect usually takes only two minutes. Granted that the
granularity of the measurement is much coarser, its
low cost allows full coverage over the defect population. The analysis of these data, provide a statistical
means to do causal analysis by associating cause and
effect. This occurs, now, not on each defect, but on a
collection of them, and is appropriately timed at the
exit of a development phase. Since the analysis of the
data (which may even be qualitative), is amortized over
several of them, the overall cost is reduced. Our estimates show an order of magnitude, savings in analysis
and decision making costs over traditional root cause
analysis.

Summary
Orthogonal Defect Classification makes a fundamental improvement in the technology for in-process measurement for the software development processes. This
opens up new opportunity for developing models, and
techniques for fast feedback to the developer, addressing a key challenge that has been nagging the community for years.
At one end of the spectrum, research in defect modeling, that focused on reliability prediction, treats all
defects as homogeneous. At the other end of the spectrum, causal analysis provides qualitative feedback on
the process at a very small granularity. The middle ground did not develop systematic mechanisms for
feedback due to the lack of fundamental cause-effect
relationship extractable from the process. This work is
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Product Example 3:

Customer reported defects In two components of two releasese of a
Morilltatlon operating system software
• This chart u11s the ODC attribute
Impact
• IBM ua.. thhl attribute to capture
customer satisfaction issues
through customer surveys
• Two cornpon1111ta A and B have
very different Impact profll"
• Custornen found major deficiency
In the delivered functions In A.
• Custornll'9 found B not very
ntllable with considerable usablllty
problems, In addition to some
functional deficiencies
.1n conjunction with other ODC
attributes, this analysis can polnt
to 1peclflc areas for targetted
action to improve customer
s.thlfac:tlon
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p uo,ss~s

How to improve customer satisfactio~ ?

Summary

- use ODC Impact distribution to guide development focus
Field defects in a
component of Workstation
OS show:

a Performance
a ln1tall1billty
a Documentation
a S1rvlc11billty

17,1 Reliability

Impact Inference:
• functional deficiencies
are the major issue

Defect type Inference:
• Over 50% Missing
Function indicates
incomplete Design or
Requirements
• Dominant algorithm
defects indicate
inadequate low level
design

Copy-right IBM Research

ODC Is a very efficient way of managing defects (In-process or fleldl and actions at
a minimal cost
a It tak•s only a two minutes to claselfy a defect
• In contrast to Causal Analysis, ODC analysis has a natural way of prioritizing
actions
• In contrast to the su1tist~I models, ODC has the semantic Information
Provides the bedrock to build models for defect projection all)orithms
• Using Trigger and Defect Type/Qualifier, it Is possible to predict the number of
field defects In commercial software with a very high accuracy (> 90%)
Analysis of defects becomes a natural part of software development
• developers and tasters obtain technlc:.l lnformallon at the appropriate
granularity
• release managers has the relevant Information to make the critical decisions
• development and service organlutlons can use available Information In one
general fram-ork
• Most ISO 9000 criteria are addressed naturally
Currently, ODC data on> 50 products
• Provides a rich databHa for capturing knowledge for future use
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9
Orthogonal Defect Classification
Ram Chillarege
IBM Watson Research

9.1

Introduction

One of the perpetual challenges for measurement in the software development process is to provide fast and effective feedback to developers.
Traditional techniques, although they provide good report cards, seldom
have the fine insight into the process or product to truly guide decision
making. Thus it is not uncommon to witness decisions guided more by
intuition than by true measurement, analysis, and engineering.
Orthogonal defect classification (ODC) makes a fundamental improvement in the level of technology available to assist software engineering decisions via measurement and analysis. This is achieved by
exploiting software defects that occur all the way through development
and field use, capturing a significant amount of information. ODC
extracts the information from defects cleverly, converting what is
semantically very rich into a few vital measurements on the product
and the process. These measurements provide a firm footing upo~
which sophisticated analysis and methodologies are developed. Thus 1t
is possible to emulate some of the detail and expansiveness of qualitative analysis with the low cost and mathematical tractability of quantitative methods.
At IBM Watson Research we began a program to place ODC in the
real world of software development. Over the past few years, it has
been deployed at a dozen IBM locations, worldwide, in over 50 projects.
It has also been extended to apply at different parts of the development
cycle and different layers of decision making. Over time there have
been analytical methods, tools, methodologies, feedback techniques,
diagnosis procedures, and support processes developed to fit differe~t
needs. When applied to reduce the cost of classical root-cause analysis,
it achieves cost reductions by a factor of 10. An organization that fully

DPP on every defect, since they usually run into thousands. The ODC
classification, which extracts cause and effect, usually takes on!~ two
minutes when done retrospectively. Granted that the granulanty of
the measurement is very coarse, its low cost allows full coverage over
the defect population. The analysis of these data provide a statistical
means to do causal analysis by associating cause and effect. This now
occurs not on each defect, but on a collection of them, and is appropriately timed at the exit of a development phase. Since the analysis of
the data (which may even be qualitative) is amortized over several of
them, the overall cost is reduced by about an order of magnitude (according to our estimates) when including all the time costs
involved.
9.9

Summary

Orthogonal defect classification fundamentally improves the technology for in-process measurement for the software development process.
This opens up new opportunities for developing models and techniques
for fast feedback to the developer, thus addressing a key challenge that
has been nagging the community for years. At one end of the spectrum,
research in defect modeling focused on reliability prediction, treating
all defects as homogeneous. At the other end of the spectrum, causal
analysis provided qualitative feedback on the process. The middle
ground did not develop, primarily because the basic discoveries establishing the feasibility were not yet there. This work is built on some
fundamental breakthroughs, which show that certain cause-effect relationships are measurable. Furthermore, the measurement system is
definable on the semantic information contained in the defect stream.
ODC provides the basic capability to extract signatures from defects
and infer the health of the development process.
Our experience with ODC indicates that it can provide fast fee?·
back to developers. Developers find this a useful method to gain
insight they did not have before. It also provides a reasonable l~vel_of
quantification to help make better management decisions to significantly impact cost and opportunity. There are several levels of analysis and feedback that can be built on ODC. The published literatu_re
discusses trend analy~is,_relative risk reducti~n, data mining, pred~c;
tion methods and ass1stmg root-cause analysis. When used to assis
. ,
dto
root-cause analysis, it can cut the cost by a factor of 10 compare
traditional methods. It can be used as a general diagnostic tool
retroactively to assess problem situations in development organizations. ODC has since been extended into inform?•' "n development
and non-defect-oriented issues, and has been applied to hardware
(microcode) development.
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TEAMWARE FLOW AND ISO 9000
THINK GRAPHICAL PROCESS VIEW NOT DO CUMENTS

INTRODUCTION

In this short presentation I would like to share with you an approach that Fujitsu is taking towards
assisting organizations achieve and maintain ISO 9000 certification.
BUSINESS TRENDS

.................................................................................................................................................................·---·········...............................................................................- - - -

Starting out from the premise that we are seeing changes occur at an increasing rate and pace,
businesses will need to react to this change. As their value proposition changes, their business processes
and technology must be able to support this changing business environment.
PROFITING FROM CHANGE

The real danger of change is that you can land up in a tail spin where the first thing to suffer is
quality. It is at this point that you start looking for an approach that can support the need to change
while maintaining quality. ISO 9000 is receiving worldwide acceptance as one of the approaches to go.
In preparing for this presentation in discovered that Nova Scotia are offering Tax credits for ISO 9000
certification.

In going for certification, or in looking at how to survive another audit, there appear to be a
number of common concerns.
----······················································--------························- - -···············································································································
ISO 9001 SECTIONS

In just looking at the sections of ISO 9001, the first thoughts are 'oh my goodness there is so much
to do'. The word 'CONTROL' appears in many of the sections. Perhaps the most important section is
management responsibility
PERCEPTIONS ABOUT ISO 9000

................................................................................................................ ·- - - - · · ·············································· .. ··---··································------

There is a statistic floating around that says that about 70% of problems with the ISO 9000 audit
are related to document control. Yet there seems to be a view that we need to document everything. I
hope that by the end of this presentation you will see that perhaps there might be an easier way.
Then there is that word 'CONTROL' again. Not only do I have to control but I have to measure
everything. If this is done after the event or as a separate exercise you can land up creating the
impression within your organization that quality is an imposition.
Something that is often forgotten about ISO 9000 is that you are trying to document your existing
processes, and are not trying to create a fantasy or ideal process .
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Lastly you could land up turning your successful corporate culture into an audit driven
organization.
....................................

......................................................................·-----·······································································---·························································

WHICH SYSTEM IS BEST

In preparing for this presentation I came across some work done by Peter Hughes, where he has
defined a questionnaire to help small enterprises find their way towards ISO 9000.
Depending upon your type of business, there can be a different standard you can go after. BUT
perhaps you don't want to get there immediately and would want to make an initial small step.
THE ROAD TO CERTIFICATION

...........................................................................................· - - - - ·························.. ······· ............................................................................................................................ - - -

No matter what approach you take, the first steps are always the most difficult. Perhaps the most
important part of the initial phases is to understand your business and the process you have .
......................................................................................- - - -...................................................................................................................................................................................................
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEAMWARE FLOW

Rather than spending a lot of time discussing all the features ofTeamWARE Flow, I would like to
highlight some that are probably most applicable to the ISO 9000 community.
Starting from the requirements of the business it is possible to develop rules and relationships that
are used to coordinate the work. This ties into the documentation of procedures
Personalized Process Objects have a level of authority associated with them. This addresses the
issue of approvals.
Lastly these objects can be used to manage exceptions.

____

...................................................................................................................- - - - - - - -

QUALITY IS PART OF DOING BUSINESS

A quality system needs to present to the user the procedure that needs to be implemented, the work
items within that procedure. BUT it also needs to collect statistical and quality information as the work
is performed.
TeamWARE Flow can help you develop your quality system as well as the procedures and work
instructions. In addition, TeamWARE Flow gives you the ability to automatically track the work history
as it is being performed. Using standard database tools you can show no only the performance of a
procedure but also where exceptions were taken.

......................................

____

THINK GRAPHICAL PROCESS VIEW
.............................................................................................................................................................

___

In thinking about the procedures that need to be developed and maintained, TeamWARE Flow
allows you express those procedures in a graphical manner. In addition to being 'easy to understand',

3

the graphical plan of TeamWARE F1ow supports authorized revision management and up to date work
item distribution.
Having defined the workflow plan it is ready to run. You can display and execute your assigned
work items. Thus, with TeamWARE F1ow by doing the work you are executing the procedure.
THE SOLUTION IS ISO9000

In conclusion I would like to go back to the starting point. Recognizing that business change and
that the rate of change is increasing, we have seen that no only is ISO 9000 a way of profiting from that
change, but that TeamWARE F1ow is a tool to support you in achieving and maintaining that
certification.

Using TeamWARE Flow
to assist in the
achievement and maintenance
of ISO 9000 certification

Paul Taylor

FUpTSU

W orkFlow Product Manager
Page 1
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Business Trends

I only know
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I only know that the rate and pace of
change will continue to increase.

.J!

This means that, to be successful, the value
proposition of my business has to change. Hence all my business processes must
be capable of change.

system
Doc &
data co11trol
Wt,at can be

done

Which means that the technology
supporting my business must be capable of
change.
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A Way to Profit from Change
CJ

CJ

To take advantage of
change I need an
'approach' that
mantains my quality

" The government of Nova
Scotia recognizes the
increasing role quality
management and assurance
plays in the competitive
global marketplace. The ISO

General acceptance of
ISO 9000 as one of the
directions to go.

9000 Tax Credit was
introduced to assist Nova
Scotia corporations in
establishing and
maintaining 150 9000
certification for quality
management standards. "

BUT... I have concerns ...

Page 3

ISO 9001 Sections
::i

Management Responsibility

a

Inspection and Test Status

::i

Quality System

a

::i

Contract Review

Control of Nonconfonning
Product

::i

Design Control

a

Corrective and Preventative
Action

a

Handling, Storage,
Packaging, Preservation,
and Delivery

a

Control of Quality Records

::i

Document & Data Control

::i

Purchasing

::i

Control of Customer
Supplied Product

::i

Product Identification &
Traceability

a

Internal Quality Audits

a

Training

::i

Process Control

::i

Inspection & Testing

a

Servicing

Control of Inspection,
Measuring, and Test
Equipment

a

Statistical Techniques

::i

Page4
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Perceptions about ISO 9000
CJ I have to produce a lot of

extra documentation , that
needs to be kept current.
CJ I need to control everything
CJ I need to develop extensive

reporting tools .
CJ I have to change the way I do

business, to fit in with the
standard.
CJ I need to create an auditing

department to monitor
compliance .
Pages

Which system is best for you
a

Customers and clients

a

Competitors

CJ

Customer complaints

a

Computers

CJ

Employee numbers

a

Company products

a

Company operations

CJ

Company priorities

a

Written procedures

CJ

Instruments and equipment

CJ

Records monitoring

a

Quality system finance

CJ

Ongoing registration

Software : 9001
Services: 9003 or 9004
Servicing: 9002
Manufacturing: 9002
Or maybe TQM

Peter Hughes University of Wales , Bangor http://www.sees.bangor.ac.ukl-peterh/Welcome.htm
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The Road to Certification

Paradis & Small Demystifying ISO 9000

I

Page 7

Some Characteristics of TeamWARE Flow
a

" ... integrates the routing and rules based requirements of the
business, controlling access to knowledge and information
whilst co-ordinating the roles involved in the process including internal workers, customers and suppliers."

a

" ... 'Personalized Process Objects' which allow suitably
authorized users to develop their own Process Objects which
are dynamically bound to the case at runtime. "

a

" ... rather than insisting that all exceptions are predicted in
advance, a workflow product may allow users to change the
underlying process model at run-time to support a particular
case. To achieve this degree of adaptability, each case of work
must have a distinct and corresponding process model to
support it. "

Derek Miers - Enix Consulting http://www.enix.co.ulc
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Quality is part of doing business
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Think Graphical Process View
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The Solution for ISO 9000

This means that, to be successful, the value
proposition of my busin,~as to change.

~o"

o:::#~~~
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Hence all my bui:#ts ~{'\cesses must b e .~
r .·
capable

1, -

Which means that the technology supporting my
business must be capable of change.
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Abstract
The relationship between software process improvement and the achievement of
business goals is not always obvious. The main objective of this paper is to clearly
express this relationship using the SPICE, Software Process Improvement and
Capability dEtermination (ISO 15504) model for achieving business goals [ Laciness,
96 J , in this case, preparing for 1509000 [ 1509001, 94 J certification.
The project described here had as main objectives to cater for the detected need of
a method to accomplish 1509000 requirements in an organisation that develops
software and to provide this support for achieving certification to an SME at low
cost.
The paper outlines the work carried out to define an improvement plan based on
the SPICE model [SPICE, 96) with the IS09000 certification as a business objective.
SPICE is a reference model that can be used, among other things, as a basis for
laying down simple, clear and sequential steps for preparing an organisation for an
1509000 audit. The development of the improvement plan has been done taking
into account as much as possible both experience and consolidated data.
Considering that there is a strong possibility of ambiguities in interpreting the
1509000 clauses and in mapping the 1509000 clauses into the SPICE framework,
this paper wants to be also a base for future discussions inside the software
community.

Keywords:

SPICE, IS09000, software process improvement, improvement plans, business
drlvers
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1.

INTRODUCTION
One common problem when developing and implementing software process
improvement plans is the assumption that the alignment to business objectives of
such plans is implicit in them. That is not the case. Organizations have to do the
alignment exercise when devising the improvement plan. Otherwise the risk is that
the improvements are made but the benefits are not perceived or not the expected
ones and are likely to be lower than what could have been achieved.
This has been a starting point for the project. The question to answer with this work
was how to read SPICE with a business objective in mind. The answer was to extract
a staged model from SPICE to meet one of the most popular business objectives
these days in Europe: 1509000 certification. It follows that the objective of the
project is to produce a technical baseline in software terms for an improvement
plan aimed to build an 1509000 compliant quality system in the organisation. The
context for the application of such baseline is a SME that develops software and
has the need to improve the way they do it, whether the software is for internal use
or for sale to external clients.
The importance of quality for the survival of the businesses and the need to justify
the investments and changes required to implement it in any organisation are
critical issues in today's marketplace. ESI has carried out an Europe-wide survey,
based on the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Model tailored
to the software industry that tried to investigate the correlation between
organisational practices in software development units and business results. The
average company score across all respondents is 473 out of a maximum of 1000
points. The scores achieved by companies winning major Quality Awards are
between 700 and 800 points. A typical score for an organisation that is being run
competently and has a set of good results is 450 points. The conclusions show
unambiguously that software units with mature practices in aspects such as
management leadership, policy and strategy, customer-supplier relationship and
software processes, obtained better financial results as well as presenting a higher
level of customer and staff satisfaction [ Rementeria, 96 J.
Companies pursue 1509000 certification for several reasons. Customers ask for it,
requirements for bids include it, and even sometimes, companies are truly
interested in improving the way they do things. For whatever the reason, an
increasing number of companies decide to invest their time, effort and money in
obtaining the 1509000 certification. Since it is widely known and recognized as a
valuable business achievement, 1509000 was chosen for this project as a business
driver for improvement.
The implementation of 1509000 in a software producing SME presents several
difficulties [ESI, 94 J. The Standard has an industry-wide scope and some special
characteristics of software development are not addressed. Even when 1509000-3
gives very useful guidance as how to approach IS09000, many companies find it
difficult to relate their work to the Standard. Another great problem for
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organisations is the practical implementation of the Standard. There is a true need
for a method to accomplish 1509000 requirements in an appropriate manner, taking
into account the software development problems, and the usual lack of resources
and expertise in SMEs.

2.

THE SPICE MODEL
The choice of the SPICE model was based on the fact that it can be taken as a
repository of best practices of software engineering and driven by the need of
having a framework flexible enough to allow tailoring. The possibility of adapting
the model to specific needs is an essential feature required to carry out the work.
This two characteristics provided the necessary foundation on which to build the
model for achieving 1509000 certification. The SPICE Model is a two dimensional
one, as shown in Figure 1.

TI1e Process Management
Dimension

Figure 1 - SPICE Architecture
In SPICE there are a set of processes that on one hand configure the process
categories and on the other, are composed of practices considered to be basic.
There are five process categories: Customer-Supplier, Support, Engineering,
Management and Organization. Each category contains the processes related with
that area of activity. On the other side we have six capability levels, from zero to 5,
indicating the level of maturity of the processes according to their compliance with
the process attributes associated to the levels. Each process attribute has a set of
management practices that are the activities enabling the processes to achieve the
different levels. At level 1, the software activities are performed in an informal
manner. Each level adds a level of formality and rigour in the way activities are
performed until level 5 is reached, where there is a continuos improvement of the
processes.
Using this structure it is possible to define a set of processes each one with a
certain level of capability, that fulfill some defined criteria, in this case the

rc:quirc:mc:nt~ of ISQSOOO,
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3.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
The project was divided into two major phases. In the first one, the aim was to
define a model in terms of a target profile for a set of processes that would serve as
basis for process improvement oriented to IS09000 certification. In the second
phase, the final objective was to define a practical improvement guide for
companies that wanted to prepare the organization for an IS09000 audit, based on
the model obtained in the first phase. The idea was to have a theatrical model on
one side that could be used as such in other types of work by experts in the SPICE
model. On the other was to provide a sound standard improvement plan that could
serve to a wide variety of organizations without any further external help. The steps
to cover both aspects are explained below.

3.1

Specification of the necessary processes
Initially there is an interdependency analysis of the SPICE processes, looking for
how they relate to each other. The main objective of this task is to reach an
understanding of how processes affect each other and detect side effects of the
implementation of improvement actions that could adversely influence processes.
An analysis on the results was performed with the objective of extracting the most
important relationships. The main criteria used to evaluate the weight of the
relationships was the relevance of the work products.
The following task was the mapping of the SPICE processes to IS09000. The
mapping to both IS09001 and IS09000-3 gives an idea of how to use the SPICE
processes for compliance with the Standards. The mapping to IS09001 for the
selected group of SPICE processes is shown in Table 1.
As support of this activity there was a mapping to the CMM model to double check
relations and widen the understanding of the coverage and implications of the
processes.
Analysing the results obtained, it was gathered a minimum group of processes that
could support the objective of preparing an organisation for an IS09000 audit.
While taking into account the requirements of IS09000, the need to provide basis
for a good software engineering environment has not been ignored. That is why the
final set of processes covers a wide spectrum of practices that maybe are not
essential for obtaining certification, but are critical for good software engineering.
There has been a trade-off between a total coverage and the objective to simplify
as much as possible the scope of the input for the improvement plan, to make it
applicable. As a result, the set of processes in Table 1 emerge as the group that
complies with all requirements posed by IS09000 while guaranteeing consistency of
purposes and no undesirable side effects. It has been a primary concern to keep this
group at a minimum.
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ISO clause
SPICE
process

4.1

4.2 14.3 14.4 4.5 4.6 14.7 4.8 4.9 14.10 4.11 4.12 14.13 4.14 4.15 14.16 14.17 14.18 4.19 4.20
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Table 1 - Selected processes coverage of 1509000
Each of the processes has been chosen according to well defined criteria. The
objective was to create a consistent group, so all or most phases of a software
project had to be covered (CUS.2 Manage Customer Needs, ENG.2 Develop Software
Requirements, ENG.5 Integrate and Test Software and CUS.3 Supply Software). The
management of the project itself is included (process MAN.1, Manage the Project)
since it is the starting point for any successful project.
The strong ISO requirements for a documented quality system requires both SUP.3
Perform Quality Assurance and MAN .2, Manage Quality to be considered. The
process SUP.2 Configuration Management, is needed to abide by ISO requirements
of identification and control of all work products. ORG.4 Provide Skilled Resources
to satisfy the ISO requ irement for training, that none of the other processes covered
at all.
Processes CUS.1, Acquire Software and MAN.4, Manage subcontractors, cover the
requirements for acquiring and subcontracting software. Last but not least, CUS.5
Provide Customer Service and ENG.7 Maintain System and software provide for
maintenance requirements of the Standard.
This is not the only group that cou ld have been chosen. But according to
assessment experience, the previous ana lysis work and thorough discussions, the
group emerged as a compact and sound baseline for an improvement effort with
limited resources. As explained above, each of the processes was chosen based on
both its importance for good software engineering and its fulfilment of ISO9OO1
clauses. It can be seen in Table 1 that all clauses are addressed by one or more
SPICE proeesses, although th~ ~~VNa~~ i~ Mt complete unless the processes are
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performed up to the level of formalism that the Standard requires. The definition of
this level is the next step.

3.2

Specification of the profiles for the selected processes
After the set of processes is determined, the definition of the target profiles has
been developed according to the SPICE model. These profiles are the graphical
expression of the expected level of maturity of the processes. Since ISO requires not
only that the processes exist, but also that they are performed with a certain degree
of formality, it is necessary to define which SPICE level will suffice for each of
them. When rightly implemented together at the appropriate level of maturity, the
chosen processes would drive an organisation in the direction of 1509000
certification without impairing the performance of software related processes and
the development of software products. The ideal profiles defined are shown in
Figure 2.
All chosen processes are necessary to be fully implemented to face an 1509000
aud it. In SPICE terminology this means that all base practices associated with each
of the processes have to be performed. In maturity terms, this situation indicates
that Level 1 is fully achieved for all processes. The only exception the process
ORG.4, Provide Skilled Human Resources, because to fulfil 1509001 requirements for
training is enough to implement some of the practices of this process. There are
occasions where a particular practice is not applicable to an organisation. As long
as there is a sound justification for not doing it, it can be disregarded. 1509000
allows for this sort of behaviour. However, it is not advisable to do so. There might
be implications that affect the overall performance of the processes.
LEVEL1

ORG.4
MAN.4
MAN.2
MAN.1
SJP.3
SJP.2
ENG.7
ENG.5
ENG.2

LEVEL3

LEVEL2

LEVEL4

LEVELS

,,,,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,,,,,,,,,;,;,;,;,;,;,,,;,;,,,;,;,;,;,;,;,;, 1 - - - - - - - - - m - - - - - - - - - i t

OJS.5
OJS.3
OJS.2
OJS.1

0

Not achieved

la Partially achieved •

Largely achieved •

Fully achieved

Figure 2 -SPICE profile
Level 2 for MAN.2 and SUP.3 has to be necessarily fully achieved, which means that
the processes are managed and controlled. These two processes are the cornerstone
6of10
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of the whole group. Both comprise the quality spirit as expressed in the ISO
Standard, and need to be formal to comply with its requirements. This applies as
well to the level 3 attainment. A strong level 3 for both processes is necessary
because of the ISO requirements of having quality policies defined and implemented
at organizational level, which in SPICE terms is to have a process performing with
the practices belonging to level 3.
MAN.1 needs to be strong at level 2 and to have policies at organisational level to
ensure consistency in the way projects are managed. Not only that, but also since
Quality Plans for the projects should be included in the development Plans, an
organisational procedure should be in place to ensure that this happens.
The rest of the processes need various levels of maturity to match 1509000
requirements although in general, level 2 needs to be achieved due to the
mandates for documentation, planning, and configuration management.

3.3

Improvement plan
The model given by the set of chosen processes and their level of maturity conforms
the basis to build the improvement plan as was defined at the beginning.
This improvement plan has to contain all activities that the SPICE model assigns to
the chosen processes and the practices that are associated to levels 2 and 3 such as
planning and quality activities. This gives an idea of the complexity and extent of
this improvement plan of which an outline is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows
the division of the plan in four phases of equal length of time and the work to be
carried out in each of them.
Some assumptions have been made when devising this plan that need to be stated:
• An organization starting an improvement program, however small, has a true
interest in improving. Even the smallest, shortest and cheapest of programs will
require considerable effort to implement.
• The commitment of all parties across the organization is not only necessary, it is
vital to success. The essential tip in any process improvement program is to get
everybody involved, from senior manager to trainees, and make them realize that
they should behave differently. Improvement efforts will not be useful if people,
at any level of the hierarchy, oppose them.
• The importance of the commitment from senior management has to be
emphasized. Without it no program will succeed. Companies which have been
successful in creating a culture of quality have done it under the direction of
senior management who have been assisted by someone who knew what they
were doing.
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• The improvement of processes increases the company results in terms of a better
software product. Gains can be in lower development costs, shorter development
time and better quality products, which can be enough reasons to justify the
effort and the investment to be done.
For practical reasons some related processes are grouped under one heading.
Quality in the graph comprises both SUP.3 Quality Assurance and MAN.2 Manage
Quality. Project Management includes MAN.1 Manage project, SUP.2 Configuration
Management and ORG.4 Provide Skilled Human Resources. Maintenance has CUS.5
Provide Customer Service and ENG.7 Maintain System and software. CUS.1, Acquire
Software and MAN.4, Manage subcontractors are within the Subcontracting group.

....................................................................................................................... ..................................... .
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Figure 3 - Improvement Plan
Each process or group of processes have to reach the level of maturity defined in
the model given in Figure 2. Quality and Project management are in the first phase
of the plan because these processes provide the foundations to build the quality
system as required in IS09000 and to set up a project infrastructure that will
support software development.
Once the basis are in place, the rest of the processes are initiated, except
maintenance that was delayed until the next phase to lighten phase 2. The work on
the quality processes continues. In phase 3, both Quality and Project Management
processes are institutionalized, that is, they are defined and implemented at
organization level. Maintenance processes start being performed according to the
SPICE model and the rest of processes begin to be managed. This means that they
are planned, tracked and controled with actions being taken when they deviate
from the plans. Phase 4 consists on taking maintenance and subcontracting
processes to level 2.
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As a result of the implementation of this outlined plan, the organization will have
built a quality system as required in IS09001. There will be a documented set of
software engineering practices with their quality goals and activities.

3.4

Guide for implementation
The final task of the project is the development of a guide for the implementation
of the plan. This guide has several constraints. It has to be self-explanatory, so it
can be used without external help and it has to give very detailed descriptions of all
tasks involved and their timing. In real terms, the guide contains the improvement
plan defined in the previous section and instructions for implementing the plan.
In the guide it is reflected the requirements, particularly regarding resources, that
are necessary to carry out the improvement plan. Then the guide provides directions
for customization of the plan to the reality of the organization, since some
activities will probably already exist. This can be done as well through a SPICE
assessment on the chosen set of processes.
Once the status of the organization is known the plan can be executed following
the step-by-step indications for the implementation of the different activities.
Since one of the assumptions of the project was that the target user organizations
are low maturity level ones, it has been included some sections on practices that
may not be usual in those organizations such as peer reviews and audits.
The control points included in the plan give evidence of the achievement of the
goals of each phase, and eventually, of the fulfilment of the objective of the
improvement plan, to have a quality system established in the organization that can
face an IS09001 audit.

4.

CONCLUSIONS
This work aims to represent ESl's effort to create awareness and to help SME's get
into the quality and improvement arena, tailoring and adapting what for this type
of organisations are considered complicated, time consuming standards, to their
size and their real necessity of improvement. The real motivation for starting an
improvement program is given by the expectations of a good return-on-investment
(ROI) that a company can achieve by implementing such program. Using a business
driver to lead the improvement plan, a company should guarantee a more direct
and measurable ROI.
The definition of an improvement plan based on a recognized software process
improvement model with a clear business objective caters several needs:
• to mitigate the frequent claim that SPICE lacks clear guidance to conduct
process improvement.
• as input for a SPICE assessment, carried out with the selected processes

co ESI
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• as basis for discussion about the mapping I509001-SPICE inside the software
community
• in SMEs to accomplish 1509001 taking into account the software development
problems, and the usual lack of resources and expertise
• in companies already holding certification, to check whether they have
considered important aspects in software engineering
• to investigate the possible utilization of SPICE as standard assessment method
for compliance with 1509001 requirement for quality audits
• to start raising awareness and providing information to organisations with low
maturity levels.
The approach taken of making an interpretation of 1509000 in software terms and
using the SPICE model as the tool to do so has the added value that SPICE provides
empirical evidence that support the defined model in the form of results of
evaluations from companies holding the 1509000 certification. SPICE is undergoing
the Phase II of its Trials, where the model is used to perform software process
evaluations to check several parameters such as usability and repeatability of
results. We expect to gather more evidence when the Trials are completed, and thus
validate the applicability of SPICE in a business context.
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How to be an expert tester
What is testing expertise?
Instant expertise: software testing models
Developing your expertise
Why do they call me a "guru"?
What works for me

1

I

What is testing expertise?

• Depends on your community
-

I

Your project
Your company
Your industry
Your technology
Academic vs. industrial
Regulated vs. non-regulated
Level of criticality (life, mission, or market)

What is testing expertise?
Components

•Knowledge
-Practices
-Resources
-Tools

•Skills
-Cognitive Skills
-Technology Skills
-People Skills

•Experience

'
Applications

•Learning
•Doing
•Describing
•Collaborating
•Leading
•Evaluating
•Teaching

2

Instant expertise!

TriposTM Software Testing Model
Project
Factors

Test Techniques
-Analysis
- Test Selection Strategy
- Test Execution Strategy

Quality
Criteria

I

-

..._ Perceived _... Quality

Product
Elements

Applying Tripos

f. What is the context of the test process?

2. What will we test?
: . What techniques can we use to test?
- what sort of analyses must we perform?
- how will we select test cases?
- how will we conduct the tests?

11· How will we interpret our results?
'

?· How do we report results so as to assure
__j

an accurate perception of quality?

3

I

The Tripos model

• It's a cognitive model, not a methodology.
• It's a set of mini-models and checklists.
• It's designed to be memorized for instant
use in chaotic testing situations.
• It also helps organize self-study.
• For best results, reinvent it.

I
J

A wider view:
Fundamental testing challenges

I Monitor Quality I
Perform Testing

Coordinate
Processes

J

Study & Learn

Collaborate
w/Team

Test Project Administration & Infrastructure

4

Developing your expertise

I

Interesting testing resources
• CSQE Primer http://qci.abcs.com
• comp.software.testing newsgroup
• comp.software.testing FAQ
ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/softwareeng/testing-Jaq

• IEEE, & ISO standards
http://standards.ieee.org
http:j/www.iso.ch/
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I
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I

To learn testing:
Study more than testing
Quality assurance
Technology
Cognitive science
Graphic design
General systems theory & systems thinking
Decision theory & game theory
Theory of constraints
Philosophy of science
Metrology & statistics
Family psychology

Am I a guru?

• Things I've discovered about being a
recognized expert:
- there is little dialogue among experts.
- almost no one really looks at my work.
- all I have to do is be a little insightful, a little
different, and a little helpful.
- recognition is built on artifacts and rumors.
- feeling like an expert can inhibit learning.

6

I

What works for me
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every failure is a vital asset.
To learn something, try to teach it.
Save every document.
Build an archive.
Keep a testing notebook.
Specialize in what you've experienced.
You won't understand it until you reinvent it.
Being helpful is better than being right.
There is no right or wrong, just pros & cons.

7

SoftY1are Product Elements
Software products have many dimensions. So, to test well, we must take care to consider a
requisite variety of those dimensions. Each category of product elements, listed below, represents
an important and unique aspect of a product. Testers who focus on only a few categories are likely
to miss important bugs. This list is a good generic starting point, but in any particular domain of
technology you should be able to construct a more specific checklist of elements to examine.

Test Items

Everything that the product is made of.

•

Paper: documents that come with the product, such as user manuals, license agreements, etc.

•

Files: the files that comprise the product, such as text files, DLLs, sample data, help files, etc.

•

Programs: the code structures that comprise the product, from executables to individual routines.

Functions

Everything that the product does.

•

User Interface: any functions that exchange data with the user.

•

System Interface: any functions that exchange data with something other than the user, such as with other
programs, hard disk, network, printer, etc.

•

Error Handling: any functions that detect and recover from errors, including all error messages.

•

General: any function not included above, including all of the algorithms that lie at the heart of the product
and differentiate it from other products..

Everything that the product processes.

Data
•

Input: any data that comes from outside the product.

•

Output: any data produced by the product.

•

Internal: any data that are supplied as part of the product, such as tables, included files, default values, etc.

•

Persistent: any modes or states of the product, such as options settings, view modes, contents of documents,
etc. Modes and states have profound effect on the results of tests.

•

Invalid: any data or state that should trigger an error handling function.

Platform

Everything that the product depends upon.

•

External Hardware: hardware components and configurations that are not part of the shipping product, but
are required (or optional) in order for the product to work. Includes CPU's, memory, keyboards, etc.

•

External Software: software components and configurations that are not a part of the shipping product, but
are required (or optional) in order for the product to work. Includes operating systems, concurrently executing
applications, drivers, fonts, etc.
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Quality Criteria Categories
Wh en we say that a product is "high quality" we mean that it satisfies the quality criteria of its stakeholders to a "high"
degree. Determining the complete set of criterion that relate to a product is arguably impossible, bu t y ou can get a good
idea by brainstorming based on categories of criterion. For each category, determine if it is important, and how you
would recognize if the product worked well or poorly in that regard. Drawing from the ISO 9126 quality characteristics
standard, the Encyclopedia of Software Engineering, and other sources, this is a list of criteria categories that w e use at
ST Labs. Note the absence of maintainability and portability as categories-that's because ST Labs, as an independ en t
testing lab, has no influence over them.

Capability
•

Conformance: the product fulfills its design.

•

Suitability: the product fulfills the purpose for which it was designed.

Reliability

Will it work well and resist failure in all required situations?

•

Error handling: the product resists failure in the case of errors, is graceful when it fails, and recovers readily:

•

D ata Integrity: the data in the system is protected from corruption.

•

Security: the product is protected from unauthorized use.

•

Safety: the product will not fail in such a way as to harm life or property.

Usability

How practical is it to use the product?

•

Learnability: the operation of the product can be rapidly mastered by the intended customer:

•

Operability: the product can be operated with minimum effort and fuss.•

•

Performance: the speed and responsiveness of the product, under field conditions, satisfies the customer.

Compatibility

How well does it work with external components and configurations?

•

Application Compatibility: the product works in conjunction with other products on the same platform:

•

Operating System Compatibility: the product works with a particular operating system:

•

Hardware Compatibility: the product works with particular hardware components and configurations.

•

Backward Compatibility: the products works with earlier versions of itself.

lnstallability

How easily can the product be installed onto its target platform?

•

Clean lnstallability: the product can be installed on a normally configured platform system.•

•

Upgrade lnstallability: the product can be installed over an earlier version of itself, already on the platform:

•

Uninstallability: the product can be completely removed from the platform:

Efficiency

How effectively does the product make use of system resources?

•

Storage Efficiency: the product makes efficient use of available storage.

•

Processing Efficiency: the product makes efficient use of processing cycles.

Testability
•

Does it possess the features required to satisfy its users?

How effectively can it be tested?

General design specifications, such as the Windows Interface Guidelines for Software Design, or the Windows
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SoftY1are Testing Techniques
A test technique is a way of creating tests. There are an indefinite number of interesting test
techniques. The list below shows seven general test techniques. We at ST Labs consider these
techniques to be fundamental to professional testing. Each one can be performed either quick and
dirty or with great formality.

..Try ranges and options"

Domain
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify each domain to test.
Analyze the limits and properties of each domain.
Identify combinations of domains to test.
Apply selection strategy:
e.g., exhaustive, hjpical, boundaries, random, invalid

..Overwhelm the product"

Stress
1.
2.
3.

Select test items and functions to stress.
Identify data and platform elements that relate to them.
Select or generate challenging data and platform configurations to test with:
e.g., large or complex data structures, high loads, long test runs, many test cases, law memonJ conditions

,.Do one thing after another"

Scenario
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define test procedures or high level cases that incorporate multiple tests.
Don't reset the system between tests.
Incorporate the element of time.
Combine with other techniques:
e.g., user scenarios, stress scenarios, risk scenarios

..Strive for realism"

User
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify categories of users.
Determine what each category of user will do, how they will do it, and what they value.
Get real user data, or bring real users in to test.
Otherwise, systematically simulate a user (do not assume that you are a user) .

..Repeat testing after changes"

Regression
1.
2.
3.

Identify what product elements changed.
Identify what elements could have been impacted by the changes.
Apply selection strategy:
e.g., recent bug fixes, past bug fixes, likely elements, all elemen ts

..Find big bugs first"

Risk-based
1.
2.
3.
4.

Determine what makes a bug "big."
Analyze risks using experience with similar products and advice from customer.
Focus testing on the highest potential risks
Use test results to refine the risk analysis .

Specification-Based
1.
2.
3.
4.

..Verify every claim"

Identify specifications (implicit or explicit).
Analyze individual claims about the product, and ask customer to clarify vague claims.
Verify each claim.
Expect the specifications and product to be brought into alignment.
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Testing Challenges
1. Monitor product quality.
1. 1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Quality Planning: explore and evolve a clear idea of the qualihJ criteria for your product.
Bug Identification & Quality Assessment: compare your observations of the product with the criteria.
Bug & Quality Tracking: be alert to changes in qualihJ over the course of the project.
Bug & Quality Reporting: keep the team informed about your findings .

2. Perform appropriate testing.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Test Planning: decide what test techniques to use, and how they will be applied.
Product Analysis: understand what the product is and how it works.
Product Coverage: decide what to examine, examine it, and report what was examined.
Test Design: design tests that fulfill the test plan.
Test Execution: execute tests that fulfill the test designs and test plan.
Test Cycle Reporting: report the status and results of testing.

3. Coordinate test schedule with all other activities in the project.
4. Collaborate with the project team and project stakeholders.

5. Study and learn.
5. 1 Technology Study: learn about component technologies used in your product.
5.2 Market Study: learn how your users think, and who your competition is.
5.3 Testing Study:

strive to knaw your job well enough to teach it to others.

5.4 Experiential Learning: preserve notes, collect metrics, and review problems found in the field.
6. Create and maintain the infrastructure of the test project.
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

Resource Estimation: figure out what you need to do the job.
Resource Acquisition & Allocation: get the resources you need and distribute them wisely.
Tester Collaboration: assure that the testers are working together and sharing information.
Tester Assessment & Training: assure that the testers are performing up to par.
Pressure Management: be a buffer between the test team and the pressure to ship.
Relationship Management: establish and monitor relationships to other roles on the project.
Information Management: assure that information is gathered and distn1mted.
Process Management: assure that the test process is sound, S1;nchronized, and visible.
Quality Management: work with development to maintain a reasonable standard ofquality.
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Automated black box, GUI-level regression test tools are popular in the industry. According to the
popular mythology, people with little programming experience can use these tools to quickly create
extensive test suites. The tools are (allegedly) easy to use. Maintenance of the test suites is (allegedly)
not a problem. Therefore, the story goes, a development manager can save lots of money and
aggravation, and can ship software sooner, by using one of these tools to replace some (or most) of those
pesky testers.
These myths are spread by tool vendors, by executives who don't understand testing, and even by testers
and test managers who should (and sometimes do) know better.
Some companies have enjoyed success with these tools, but several companies have failed to use these
tools effectively.
In February, thirteen experienced software testers met at the Los Altos Workshop on Software Testing
(LA WST)2 for two days to discuss patterns of success and failure in development of maintainable black
box regression test suites. Our focus was pragmatic and experience-based. We started with the
recognition that many labs have developed partial solutions to automation problems. Our goal was to
pool practical experience, in order to make useful progress in a relatively short time. To keep our
productivity high, we worked with a seasoned facilitator (Brian Lawrence), who managed the meeting.
These were the participants: Chris Agruss (Autodesk), Tom Arnold (ST Labs), James Bach (ST Labs),
Jim Brooks (Adobe Systems, Inc.), Doug Hoffman (Software Quality Methods), Cem Kaner
(kaner.com), Brian Lawrence (Coyote Valley Software Consulting), Tom Lindemuth (Adobe Systems,
Inc.), Brian Marick (Testing Foundations), Noel Nyman (Microsoft), Bret Pettichord (Unison), Drew
Pritsker (Pritsker Consulting), and Melora Svoboda (Electric Communities). Organizational affiliations

1 Parts of this paper were published in Kaner, C., "Pitfalls and Strategies in Automated Testing" IEEE
Computer, April, 1997, p. 114-116. I've received comments from several readers of that paper and of a
previously circulated draft of this longer one. I particularly thank David Gelperin, Mike Powers, and
Chris Adams for specific, useful comments.
2 A Los Altos Workshop on Software Testing (LA WST) is a two-day meeting that focuses on a difficult
testing problem. This paper describes the first LA WST, which was held on February 1-2, 1997. These
meetings are kept small and are highly structured in order to encourage participation by each attendee.
As the organizer and co-host of the first LA WST, I' II be glad to share my thoughts on the structure and
process of meetings like these, with the hope that you'll set up workshops of your own. They are
productive meetings. Contact me at kaner@kaner.com or check my web page, www. kaner. com.
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are given for identification purposes only. Participants' views are their own, and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the companies listed.
This paper integrates some highlights of that meeting with some of my other testing experiences.

What's the Problem?
There are many pitfalls in automated regression testing. I list a few here. James Bach (one of the
LA WST participants) lists plenty of others, in his paper "Test Automation Snake Oil."3

Problems with the basic paradigm:
Here is the basic paradigm for GUI-based automated regression testing:4
(a) Design a test case, then run it.
(b) If the program fails the test, write a bug report. Start over after the bug is fixed.

(c) If the program passes the test, automate it. Run the test again (either from a script or with the
aid of a capture utility). Capture the screen output at the end of the test. Save the test case
and the output.
(d) Next time, run the test case and compare its output to the saved output. If the outputs match,
the program passes the test.
First problem: this is not cheap. It usually takes between 3 and 10 times as long ( and can take much
longer) to create, verify, and minimally document5 the automated test as it takes to create and run the
test once by hand. Many tests will be worth automating, but for all the tests that you run only once or
twice, this approach is inefficient.

Some people recommend that testers automate 100% of their test cases. I strongly disagree with this. I
create and run many black box tests only once. To automate these one-shot tests, I would have to spend
substantially more time and money per test. In the same period of time, I wouldn't be able to run as many
tests. Why should I seek lower coverage at a higher cost per test?
Second problem: this approach creates risks of additional costs. We all know that the cost of finding
and fixing bugs increases over time. As a product gets closer to its (scheduled) ship date more people
work with it, as in-house beta users or to create manuals and marketing materials. The later you find and
fix significant bugs, the more of these people's time will be wasted. If you spend most of your early
testing time writing test scripts, you will delay finding bugs until later, when they are more expensive.
Third problem: these tests are not powerfuL The only tests you automate are tests that the program has
already passed. How many new bugs will you find this way? The estimates that I've heard range from

3 Windows Tech Journal, October 1995.
4 A reader suggested that this is a flawed paradigm ("a straw paradigm"). It is flawed, but that's the
problem that we're trying to deal with. If you're not testing in a GUI-based environment (we spent most
of our time discussing Windows environments), then this paper might not directly apply to your
situation. But this paradigm is widely used in the worlds that we test in.
5 A reader suggested that this is an unfair comparison. If we don't count the time spent documenting
manual tests, why count the time spent documenting the automated tests? In practice, there is a
distinction. A manual test can be created once, to be used right now. You will never reuse several of
these tests; documentation of them is irrelevant. An automated test is created to be reused. You take
significant risks if you re-use a battery of tests without having any information about what they cover.
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6% to 30%. The numbers go up if you count the bugs that you find while creating the test cases, but this
is usually manual testing, not related to the ultimate automated tests.
Fourth problem: in practice, many test groups automate only the easy-to-run tests. Early in testing,
these are easy to design and the program might not be capable of running more complex test cases. Later,
though, these tests are weak, especially in comparison to the increasingly harsh testing done by a skilled
manual tester.

Now consider maintainability:
Maintenance requirements don't go away just because your friendly automated tool vendor forgot to
mention them. Two routinely recurring issues focused our discussion at the February LAWST meeting.
•

When the program's user interface changes, how much work do you have to do to update the
test scripts so that they accurately reflect and test the program?

•

When the user interface language changes (such as English to French), how hard is it to
revise the scripts so that they accurately reflect and test the program?

We need strategies that we can count on to deal with these issues.
Here are two strategies that don't work:
Creating test cases using a capture tool: The most common way to create test cases is to use the capture
feature of your automated test tool. This is absurd.

In your first course on programming, you probably learned not to write programs like this:
SET A= 2
SET B = 3
PRINT A+B

Embedding constants in code is obviously foolish. But that's what we do with capture utilities. We create
a test script by capturing an exact sequence of exact keystrokes, mouse movements, or commands. These
are constants, just like 2 and 3. The slightest change to the program's user interface and the script is
invalid. The maintenance costs associated with captured test cases are unacceptable.
Capture utilities can help you script tests by showing you how the test tool interprets a manual test case.
They are not useless. But they are dangerous if you try to do too much with them.
Programming test cases on an ad hoc basis: Test groups often try to create automated test cases in their
spare time. The overall plan seems to be, "Create as many tests as possible." There is no unifying plan or
theme. Each test case is designed and coded independently, and the scripts often repeat exact sequences
of commands. This approach is just as fragile as the capture/replay.

Strategies for Success
We didn't meet to bemoan the risks associated with using these tools. Some of us have done enough of
that on comp . software. testing and in other publications. We met because we realized that
several labs had made significant progress in dealing with these problems. But information isn't being
shared enough. What seems obvious to one lab is advanced thinking to another. It was time to take stock
of what we collectively knew, in an environment that made it easy to challenge and clarify each other' s
ideas.
Here are some suggestions for developing an automated regression test strategy that works:
1. Reset management expectations about the timing of benefits from automation

2.

Recognize that test automation d~v~l6~M~t\t i~ ~~ftwnre development.
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3. Use a data-driven architecture.
4. Use a framework-based architecture.
5. Recognize staffing realities.
6.

Consider using other types of automation.

1. Reset management expectations about the timing of benefits from automation.
We all agreed that when GUI-level regression automation is developed in Release N of the software,
most of the benefits are realized during the testing and development of Release N+ 1. I think that we were
surprised to realize that we all shared this conclusion, because we are so used to hearing about (if not
experiencing) the oh-so-fast time to payback for an investment in test automation.
Some benefits are realized in release N. For example:
•

There's a big payoff in automating a suite of acceptance-into-testing (also called "smoke")
tests. You might run these 50 or 100 times during development of Release N. Even if it takes
1Ox as long to develop each test as to execute each test by hand, and another 1Ox cost for
maintenance, this still creates a time saving equivalent to 30-80 manual executions of each
test case.

•

You can save time, reduce human error, and obtain good tracking of what was done by
automating configuration and compatibility testing. In these cases, you are running the same
tests against many devices or under many environments. If you test the program's
compatibility with 30 printers, you might recover the cost of automating this test in less than
a week.

•

Regression automation facilitates performance benchmarking across operating systems and
across different development versions of the same program.

:

Take advantage of opportunities for near-term payback from automation, but be cautious when
automating with the goal of short-term gains. Cost-justify each additional test case, or group of test
cases.
If you are looking for longer term gains, across releases of the software, then you should seriously
thinking about setting your goals for Version N as:
•

providing efficient regression testing for Version Nin a few specific areas (such as smoke
tests and compatibility tests);

•

developing scaffolding that will make for broader and more efficient automated testing in
Version N+ 1.

2. Recognize that test automation development is software development.
You can't develop test suites that will survive and be useful in the next release without clear and realistic
planning.
You can't develop extensive test suites (which might have more lines of code than the application being
tested) without clear and realistic planning.
You can't develop many test suites that will have a low enough maintenance cost to justify their
existence over the life of the project without clear and realistic planning.
Automation of software testing is just like all of the other automation efforts that software developers
engage in--except that this time, the testers are writing the automation code.
•

It is code, even if the programming language is funky.
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•

Within an application dedicated to testing a program, every test case is a feature.

•

From the viewpoint of the automated test application, every aspect of the underlying
application (the one you're testing) is data.

As we' ve learned on so many other software development projects, software developers (in this case, the
testers) must:
•

understand the requirements;

•

adopt an architecture that allows us to efficiently develop, integrate, and maintain our
features and data;

•

adopt and live with standards. (I don't mean grand schemes like ISO 9000 or CMM. I mean
that it makes sense for two programmers working on the same project to use the same
naming conventions, the same structure for documenting their modules, the same approach
to error handling, etc .. Within any group of programmers, agreements to follow the same
rules are agreements on standards);

•

be disciplined.

Of all people, testers must realize just how important it is to follow a disciplined approach to software
development instead of using quick-and-dirty design and implementation. Without it, we should be
prepared to fail as miserably as so many of the applications we have tested .

3. Use a data-driven architecture. 6
In discussing successful projects, we saw two classes of approaches, data-driven design and frameworkbased design. These can be followed independently, or they can work well together as an integrated
approach.

A data-driven example: Imagine testing a program that lets the user create and print tables. Here are
some of the things you can manipulate:
•

The table caption. It can vary in typeface, size, and style (italics, bold, small caps, or
normal).

•

The caption location (above, below, or beside the table) and orientation (letters are
horizontal or vertical).

•

A caption graphic (above, below, beside the caption), and graphic size (large, medium,
small). It can be a bitmap (PCX, BMP, TIFF) or a vector graphic (CGM, WMF).

•

The thickness of the lines of the table' s bounding box.

•

The number and sizes of the table' s rows and columns.

6 As David Gelperin points out, this paper doesn 't reflect on the relationship between the architectural
issues that I raise in this paper and the historical development of programming languages. The datadriven architecture does reflect principles underlying 4th generation programming languages. The
framework-based architecture does reflect principles underlying 3rd generation programming languages.
Many of the ideas in this paper are straightforward applications of good software design. But within the
testing community, these ideas are remarkably underused. A broader discussion, that gives readers
perspective on the issues, would certainly be a service to the community. My much more limited goal is

to rftige ft few llrchitectural issues in ways that my target reader~ (working tt'i5tt'irn and thoir m11n11g"rn)
will find immediately applicable.
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•

The typeface, size, and style of text in each cell. The size, placement, and rotation of
graphics in each cell.

•

The paper size and orientation of the printout of the table.

<<<Big Graphic Goes Here >>>
Caption

Tall row

~ bounding
box

Short row

Figure 1

Some characteristics of a table

These parameters are related because they operate on the same page at the same time. If the rows are too
big, there's no room for the graphic. If there are too many typefaces, the program might run out of
memory. This example cries out for testing the variables in combination, but there are millions of
combinations.
Imagine writing 100 scripts to test a mere 100 of these combinations. If one element of the interface
should change-for example, if Caption Typeface moves from one dialog box to another-then you
might have to revise each script.
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Figure 2 The first few rows of a test matrix for a table formatter
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Now imagine working from a test matrix. A test case is specified by a combination of the values of the
many parameters. In the matrix, each row specifies a test case and each column is a parameter setting.
For example, Column 1 might specify the Caption Location, Column 2 the Caption Typeface, and
Column 3 the Caption Style. There are a few dozen columns.
Create your matrix using a spreadsheet, such as Excel.
To execute these test cases, write a script that reads the spreadsheet, one row (test case) at a time, and
executes mini-scripts to set each parameter as specified in the spreadsheet. Suppose that we're working
on Row 2 in Figure 2's matrix. The first mini-script would read the value in the first column (Caption
Location), navigate to the appropriate dialog box and entry field, and set the Caption Location to Right,
the value specified in the matrix . Once all the parameters have been set, you do the rest of the test. In
this case, you would print the table and evaluate the output.
The test program will execute the same mini-scripts for each row.
In other words, your structure is:
Load the test case matrix
For each row I
(row= test case)
For each column J
(column= parameter)
Execute the script for this parameter:
Navigate to the appropriate dialog
box or menu
Set the variable to the value
specified in test item (I,J)
Run test I and evaluate the results
If the program's design changed, and the Caption Location was moved to a different dialog, you'd only
have to change a few lines of code, in the one mini-script that handles the caption location. You would
only have to change these lines once: this change will carry over to every test case in the spreadsheet.
This separation of code from data is tremendously efficient compared to modifying the script for each
test case.

There are several other ways for setting up a data-driven approach. For example, Bret Pettichord (one of
the LA WST participants) fills his spreadsheet with lists of commands.7 Each row lists the sequence of
commands required to execute a test (one cell per command). If the user interface changes in a way that
changes a command sequence, the tester can fix the affected test cases by modifying the spreadsheet
rather than by rewriting code. Other testers use sequences of simple test cases or of machine states.
Another way to drive testing with data uses previously created documents. Imagine testing a word
processor by feeding it a thousand documents. For each document, the script makes the word processor
load the document and perform a sequence of simple actions (such as printing).
A well-designed data-driven approach can make it easier for non-programming test planners to specify
their test cases because they can simply write them into the matrix. Another by-product of this approach,
if you do it well, is a set of tables that concisely show what test cases are being run by the automation
tool.

7 "Success with Test Automation", Proceedings of the Quality Week 1996 Conference.
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4. Use a framework-based architecture.
The framework provides an entirely different approach, although it is often used in conjunction with one
or more data-driven testing strategies. Tom Arnold (one of the LA WST participants) discusses this
approach in his book8 and courses.
The framework isolates the application under test from the test scripts by providing a set of functions in a
shared function library. The test script writers treat these functions as if they were basic commands of the
test tool's programming language. They can thus program the scripts independently of the user interface
of the software.
For example, a framework writer might create the function, openfile (p). This function opens file p.
It might operate by pulling down the file menu, selecting the Open command, copying the file name to
the file name field, and selecting the OK button to close the dialog and do the operation. Or the function
might be richer than this, adding extensive error handling. The function might check whether file p was
actually opened or it might log the attempt to open the file, and log the result. The function might pull up
the File Open dialog by using a command shortcut instead of navigating through the menu. If the
program that you're testing comes with an application programmer interface (API) or a macro language,
perhaps the function can call a single command and send it the file name and path as parameters. The
function's definition might change from week to week. The scriptwriter doesn't care, as long as
openfile (x) opens file x.
Many functions in your library will be useful in several applications (or they will be if you design them
to be portable). Don't expect 100% portability. For example, one version of openfile () might work
for every application that uses the standard File Open dialog but you may need additional versions for
programs that customize the dialog.
Frameworks include several types of functions, from very simple wrappers around simple application or
tool functions to very complex scripts that handle an integrated task. Here are some of the basic types:

a. Define every feature of the application.
You can write functions to select a menu choice, pull up a dialog, set a value for a variable, or issue a
command. If the UI changes how one of these works, you change how the function works. Any script
that was written using this function changes automatically when you recompile or relink.
Frameworks are essential when dealing with custom controls, such as owner-draw controls. An ownerdraw control uses programmer-supplied graphics commands to draw a dialog. The test-automation tool
will know that there is a window here, but it won't know what' s inside. How do you use the tool to press
a button in a dialog when it doesn't know that the button is there? How do you use the tool to select an
item from a listbox, when it doesn't know the listbox is there? Maybe you can use some trick to select
the third item in a list, but how do you select an item that might appear in any position in a variablelength list? Next problem: how do you deal consistently with these invisible buttons and listboxes and
other UI elements when you change video resolution?
At the LA WST meeting, we talked of kludges upon kludges to deal with issues like these. Some
participants estimated that they spent half of their automation development time working around the
problems created by custom controls.
These kludges are a complex, high-maintenance, aggravating set of distractions for the script writer. I
call them distractions because they are problems with the tool, not with the underlying program that you
are testing. They focus the tester on the weaknesses of the tool, rather than on finding and reporting the
weaknesses of the underlying program.

8 Software Testing with Visual Test 4. 0, IDG Books, 1996.
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If you must contend with owner-draw controls, encapsulating every feature of the application is probably
your most urgent large task in building a framework. This hides each kludge inside a function. To use a
feature, the programmer calls the feature, without thinking about the kludge. If the UI changes, the
kludge can be redone without affecting a single script.
h. Define commands or features of the tool's programming language.

The automation tool comes with a scripting language. You might find it surprisingly handy to add a layer
of indirection by putting a wrapper around each command. A wrapper is a routine that is created around
another function. It is very simple, probably doing nothing more than calling the wrapped function. You
can modify a wrapper to add or replace functionality, to avoid a bug in the test tool, or to take advantage
of an update to the scripting language.
Tom AmoJd9 gives the example ofwMenuSelect, a Visual Test function that selects a menu. He writes a
wrapper function, SelMenu() that simply calls wMenuSelect. This provides flexibility. For example, you
can modify SelMenu() by adding a logging function or an error handler or a call to a memory monitor or
whatever you want. When you do this, every script gains this new capability without the need for
additional coding. This can be very useful for stress testing, test execution analysis, bug analysis and
reporting and debugging purposes.
LA WST participants who had used this approach said that it had repeatedly paid for itself.

c. Define small, conceptually unified tasks that are done frequently.
The openfile () function is an example of this type of function. The scriptwriter will write hundreds
of scripts that require the opening of a file, but will only consciously care about how the file is being
opened in a few of those scripts. For the rest, she just wants the file opened in a fast, reliable way so that
she can get on with the real goal of her test. Adding a library function to do this will save the scriptwriter
time, and improve the maintainability of the scripts.
This is straightforward code re-use, which is just as desirable in test automation as in any other software
development.
d. Define larger, complex chunks of test cases that are used in several test cases.

It may be desirable to encapsulate larger sequences of commands. However, there are risks in this,
especially if you overdo it. A very complex sequence probably won't be re-used in many test scripts, so
it might not be worth the labor required to generalize it, document it, and insert the error-checking code
into it that you would expect of a competently written library function. Also, the more complex the
sequence, the more likely it is to need maintenance when the UI changes. A group of rarely-used
complex commands might dominate your library's maintenance costs.
e. Define utility functions.
For example, you might create a function that logs test results to disk in a standardized way. You might
create a coding standard that says that every test case ends with a call to this function.
Each of the tools provides its own set of pre-built utility functions. You might or might not need many
additional functions.
Some framework risks

You can't build all of these commands into your library at the same time. You don't have a big enough
staff. Several automation projects have failed miserably because the testing staff tried to create the
ultimate, gotta-have-everything programming library. Management support (and some people's jobs) ran

9 Software Testing with Visual Test 4. 0, IDG Books, 1996.
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out before the framework was completed and useful. You have to prioritize. You have to build your
library over time.
Don't assume that everyone will use the function library just because it's there. Some people code in
different styles from each other. If you don't have programming standards that cover variable naming,
order of parameters in function interfaces, use of global variables, etc., then what seems reasonable to
one person will seem unacceptable to another. Also, some people hate to use code they didn't write.
Others come onto a project late and don't know what's in the library. Working in a big rush, they start
programming without spending any time with the library. You have to manage the use of the library.
Finally, be careful about setting expectations, especially if your programmers write their own custom
controls. In Release 1.0 (or in the first release that you start automating tests), you will probably spend
most of your available time creating a framework that encapsulates all the crazy workarounds that you
have to write just to press buttons, select list items, select tabs, and so on. The payoff from this work will
show up in scripts that you finally have time to write in Release 2.0. Framework creation is expensive.
Set realistic expectations or update your resume.

5. Recognize staffing realities.
You must educate your management into several staffing issues.
First, many testers are relatively junior programmers. They don't have experience designing systems.
Poorly designed frameworks can kill the project too. So can overly ambitious ones. To automate
successfully, you may have to add more senior programmers to the testing group.
Second, many excellent black box testers have no programming experience. They provide subject matter
expertise or other experience with customer or communications issues that most programmers can't
provide. They are indispensable to a strong testing effort. But you can't expect these people to write
automation code. Therefore, you need a staffing and development strategy that doesn 't require everyone
to write test code. You also want to avoid creating a pecking order that places tester-programmers above
tester-non-programmers. This is a common, and in my view irrational and anti-productive, bias in test
groups that use automation tools. It will drive out your senior non-programming testers, and it will cost
you much of your ability to test the program against actual customer requirements.
Non-programmers can be well served by data-driven approaches that let them develop test cases simply
by entering test planning ideas into a spreadsheet.
Third, be cautious about using contractors to implement automation. Develop these skills in-house, using
contractors as trainers or to do the more routine work.
Finally, you must educate management that it takes time to automate, and you don't gain back much of
that time during the Release in which you do the initial automation programming. If you are going to
achieve your usual level of testing, you have to add staff. If a project would normally take ten testers one
year for manual testing, and you are going to add two programmer-years of automation work, you will
have to keep the ten testers and add two programmers. In the next Release, you might be able to cut
down on tester time. In this Release, you'll save some time on some tasks (such as configuration testing)
but you'll lost some time on additional training and administrative overhead. By the very end of the
project, you might have improved your ability to quickly regression test the program in the face of late
fixes, but at this last-minute. point in the schedule, this probably helps you test less inadequately, rather
than giving you an opportunity to cut staffing expense.

6. Consider using other types of automation
The LA WST meeting focused on GUI-level regression tools and so I have focused on them in this
article. Near the start of the LA WST meeting, we each described our experiences with test automation.
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Several of us had dramatic successes to report, but most of the biggest successes involved extensive
collaboration with programmers who were writing the application under test. The types of tools used in
these success stories varied widely, reflecting the many different kinds of benefits available from many
different kinds of testing tools.
There is too much hype, mythology, and wishful thinking surrounding GUI-based regression automation.
They can create an illusion of testing coverage where no significant coverage exists, they can cause
serious staff turnover, and they can focus your most skilled staff into designing and maintaining test
cases that yield relatively few bugs.
These tools can be genuinely useful, but they require a significant investment, careful planning, trained
staff, and great caution.

Appendix
Some of the Conclusions Reached by LAWST Participants 10
During the last third of each day, we copied several statements made during the discussion onto
whiteboards and voted on them. We didn't attempt to reach consensus. The goal was to gauge the degree
to which each statement matched the experience of several experienced testers. In some cases, some of
us chose not to vote, either because we lacked the specific experience relevant to this vote, or because we
considered the statement ill-framed. (I've skipped most of those statements.)
If you're trying to educate an executive into costs and risks of automation, these vote tallies might be
useful data for your discussions.

General principles
1. These statements are not ultimate truths. In automation planning, as in so many other endeavors, you
must keep in mind what problem are you trying to solve, and what context are you trying to solve it
in. (Consensus)
2.

GUI test automation is a significant software development effort that requires architecture, standards,
and discipline. The general principles that apply to software design and implementation apply to
automation design and implementation. (Consensus)

3. For efficiency and maintainability, we need first to develop an automation structure that is invariant
across feature changes; we should develop GUI-based automation content only as features stabilize.
(Consensus)
4.

Several of us had a sense of patterns of evolution of a company' s automation efforts over time:
First generalization (7 yes, 1 no): In the absence of previous automation experience, most
automation efforts evolve through:
a) Failure in capture /playback. It doesn't matter whether we're capturing bits or
widgets (object oriented capture/replay);

10 As they are listed in our agreements memos, the statements that we voted on were quite terse. I have

Gilttigorizvd th;m ~nd fyWQrded several of them in order to clarify them for people who weren't at the
meeting. I believe, but may occasionally be mistaken, that my rewordings would not change any votes.
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b) Failure in using individually programmed test cases. (Individuals code test cases on
their own, without following common standards and without building shared
libraries.)
c) Development of libraries that are maintained on an ongoing basis. The libraries
might contain scripted test cases or data-driven tests.
Second generalization (JO yes, 1 no): Common automation initiatives failures are due to:
a) Using capture/playback as the principle means of creating test cases;
b) Using individually scripted tested cases (i.e. test cases that individuals code on their
own, without following common standards and without building shared libraries);
c) Using poorly designed frameworks. This is a common problem.
5.

Straight replay of test cases yields a low percentage of defects. (Consensus)
Once the program passes a test, it is unlikely to fail that test again in the future. This led to several
statements (none cleanly voted on) that automated testing can be dangerous because it can gives us a
falsely warm and fuzzy feeling that the program is not broken. Even if the program isn't broken
today in the ways that it wasn't broken yesterday, there are probably many ways in which the
program is broken. But you won't find them if you keep looking where the bugs aren't.

6. Of the bugs found during an automated testing effort, 60%-80% are found during development of the
tests. That is, unless you create and run new test cases under the automation tool right from the start,
most bugs are found during manual testing. (Consensus)
(Most of us do not usually use the automation tool to run test cases the first time. In the traditional
paradigm, you run the test case manually first, then add it to the automation suite after the program
passes the test. However, you can use the tool more efficiently if you have a way of determining
whether the program passed or failed the test that doesn't depend on previously captured output. For
example:

+ Run the same series of tests on the program across different operating system versions or
configurations. You may have never tested the program under this particular
environment, but you know how it should work.

+ Run a function equivalence test. I I In this case, you run two programs in parallel and
feed the same inputs to both. The program that yol! are testing passes the test if its resu·Its
always match those of the comparison program.

+ Instrument the code under test so that it will generate a log entry any time that the
program reaches an unexpected state, makes an unexpected state transition, manages
memory, stack space, or other resources in an unexpected way, or does anything else that
is an indicator of one of the types of errors under investigation. Use the test tool to
randomly drive the program through a huge number of state transitions, logging the
commands that it executes as it goes. The next day, the tester and the programmer trace
through the log looking for bugs and the circumstances that triggered them. This is a
simple example of a simulation. If you are working in collaboration with the application
programming team, you can create tests like this that might use your tool more
extensively and more effectively (in terms of finding new bugs per week) than you can
achieve on your own, scripting new test cases by hand.)

11 See Kaner, C., Falk, J, and Nguyen, H.Q., Testing Computer Software, 2nd Edition, ITCP, 1993, for
more details on function equivalence testing.
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7.

Automation can be much more successful when we collaborate with the programmers to develop
hooks, interfaces, and debug output. (Consensus)
Many of these collaborative approaches don 't rely on GUI-based automation tools, or they use these
tools simply as convenient test drivers, without regard to what I've been calling the basic GUI
regression paradigm. It was fascinating going around the table on the first day of LA WST, hearing
automation success stories. In most cases, the most dramatic successes involved collaboration with
the programming team, and didn't involve traditional uses (if any use) of the GUI-based regression
tools.
We will probably explore collaborative test design and development in a later meeting of LA WST.

8.

Most code that is generated by a capture utility is unmaintainable and of no long term value.
However, the capture utility can be useful when writing a test because it shows how the tool
interprets a series of recent events. The script created by the capture tool can give you useful ideas
for writing your own code. (Consensus)

9.

We don't use screen shots "at all" because they are a waste oftime. (Actually, we mean that we hate
using screen shots and use them only when necessary. We do find value in comparing small sections
of the screen. And sometimes we have to compare screen shots, perhaps because we're testing an
owner-draw control. But to the extent possible, we should be comparing logical results, not bitmaps.)
(Consensus)

10. Don't lose site of the testing in test automation. It is too easy to get trapped in writing scripts instead
of looking for bugs. (Consensus)

Test Design
11. Automating the easy stuff is probably not the right strategy. (Consensus)
If you start by creating a bunch of simple test cases, you will probably run out oftime before you
create the powerful test cases. A large collection of simple, easy-to-pass test cases might look more
rigorous than ad hod manual testing, but a competent manual tester is probably running increasingly
complex tests as the program stabilizes.
12. Combining tests can find new bugs (the sum is greater than the parts). (Consensus)
13. There is value in using automated tests that are indeterminate (i.e. random) though we need methods
to make a test case determinate. (Consensus)
We aren't advocating blind testing. You need to know what test you ' ve run. And sometimes you
need to be aple to specify exact inputs or sequences of inputs. But if you can determine whether or
not the program is passing the tests that you're running, there is a lot to be said for constantly giving
it new test cases instead of reruns of old tests that it has passed.
14. We need to plan for the ability to log what testing was done. (Consensus)
Some tools make it easier to log the progress of testing, some make it harder. For debugging
purposes and for tracing the progress of testing, you want to know at a glance what tests cases have
been run and what the results were.

Staffing and Management
15 . Most of the benefit from automation work that is done during Release N (such as Release 3.0) is
realized in Release N+ 1. There are exceptions to this truism, situations in which you can achieve
near-term payback for the automation effort. Examples include smoke tests, some stress tests (some
stress tests are impossible unless you automate), and configuration/compatibility tests. (Consensus)
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16. If Release N is the first release of a program that you are automating, then your primary goal in
Release N may be to provide scaffolding for automation to be written in Release N+ 1. Your
secondary goal would be light but targeted testing in N. (Consensus)
17. People need to focus on automation not to do it as an on-the-side task. If no one is dedicated to the
task then the automation effort is probably going to be a waste of time. (Consensus)
18. Many testers are junior programmers who don't know how to architect or create well designed
frameworks. (Consensus)

Data-driven approach
The data-driven approach was described in the main paper. I think that it's safe to say that we all like
data-driven approaches, but that none of us would use a data-driven approach in every conceivable
situation. Here are a few additional, specific notes from the meeting.
19. The subject matter (the data) of a data-driven automation strategy might include (for example):
•

parameters that you can input to the program;

•

sequences of operations or commands that you make the program execute;

•

sequences oftest cases that you drive the program through;

•

sequences of machine states that you drive the program through;

•

documents that you have the program read and operate on;

•

parameters or events that are specified by a model of the system (such as a state model or a
cause-effect-graph based model) (Consensus).

20. Data-driven approaches can be highly maintainable and can be easier for non-programmers to work
with. (Consensus)
Even though we all agreed on this in principle, we had examples of disorganized or poorly thought
out test matrices, etc. If you do a poor job of design, no one will be able to understand or maintain
what you've done.
21. There can be multiple interfaces to enter data into a data file that drives data-driven testing. You
might pick one, or you might provide different interfaces for testers with different needs and skill
sets. (Consensus)

Framework-driven approach
For a while, the framework discussion turned into an extended discussion of the design of a procedural
language, and of good implementation practices when using a procedural language. We grew tired of
this, felt that other people had tackled this class of problem before, and we edited out most of this
discussion from our agreements list. I've skipped most of the remaining points along these lines. Here
are a few framework-specific suggestionss:
21. The degree to which you can develop a framework depends on the size / sophistication of your staff.
(Consensus).
22. When you are creating a framework, be conscious of what level you are creating functions at. For
example, you could think in terms of operating at one of three levels:
•

menu/command level, executing simple commands;

•

object level, performing actions on specific things;
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•

task level, taking care of specific, commonly-repeated tasks.

You might find it productive to work primarily at one level, adding test cases for other levels only
when you clearly need them.
There are plenty of other ways to define and split levels. Analyze the task in whatever way is
appropriate. The issue here is that you want to avoid randomly shifting from creating very simple
tests to remarkably long, complex ones. (Consensus)
23. Scripts loaded into the framework's function library should generally contain error checking.
(Consensus)
This is good practice for any type of programming, but it is particularly important for test code
because we expect the program that we're testing to be broken, and we want to see the first
symptoms of a failure in order to make reporting and troubleshooting easier.
24. When creating shared library commands, there are risks in dealing with people's differing
programming and documentation styles. People will not use someone else's code if they are not
comfortable with it.(Consensus)
25. Beware of "saving time" when you create a scripts by circumventing your library. Similarly, beware
of not creating a library. (Consensus)
The library is an organized repository for shared functions. If a function is too general, and requires
the user to pass it a huge number of parameters, some programmers (testers who are doing
automation) will prefer to use their own special-purpose shorter version. Some programmers in a
hurry simply won't bother checking what's in the library. Some programmers won't trust the code in
the library because they think (perhaps correctly) that most of it is untested and buggy.
26. It is desirable to include test parameters in data files such as .ini files, settings files, and
configuration files rather than as constants embedded into the automation script or into the file that
contains the script. (Consensus)
27. Wrappers are a good thing. Use them as often as reasonably possible. (Consensus)

Localization
We spent a lot of time talking about localization, and we came to conclusions that I found surprising.
We'll probably revisit these in later LA WST meetings, but the frustration expressed in the meeting by
people who who had automated localization testing experience should be a caution to you if you are
being told that an investment in extensive GUI-based automation today will have a big payoff when you
do localization.
27. The goal of automated localization testing is to show that previously working baseline functionality
still works. (Consensus)
28. If organized planning for internationalization was done, and if the test team has manually checked
the translation of all strings (we don't think this can be automated), and if the test team has manually
tested the specific functionality changes made for this localization (again, we don't think this can be
efficiently automated), then only a small set of automated tests is required I desirable to check the
validity of a localization. The automation provides only a sanity check level test. Beyond that, we are
relying on actual use/manual testing by local users. (7 yes, I no.)
29. If baseline and enabling testing (see #28) is strong enough, the marginal return on making test scripts
portable across languages is rarely worthwhile except for a small set of carefully selected scripts. (5
yes, 0 no.)
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30. If translation/ localization was done after the fact, without early design for translatability, then we
will need a thorough retesting of everything. (Consensus) In this case, the baseline language
automation scripts may be of significant value.
31. We disagreed with the following statement: It is important to regress all bugs in a localized version
and, to the extent done in the baseline version, to extend automated tests to establish the same
baseline for each language. (7 no, I yes.)
32. The kinds of bugs likely to arise during a well-planned localization are unlikely to be detected by
baseline regression tests. (9 yes, 0 no).
33. We didn't vote on these points, but I'll insert them here because they provoked thought and
discussion (and because I think Marick' s on the right track.) Brian Marick suggested that in
planning for automated localization testing, we should be thinking in terms of several distinguishable
classes of tests. Here are some examples:
•

Language-independent automated tests, such as (in many but not all cases) printer configuration
tests, other configuration / compatibility tests, and tests of compatibility with varying paper sizes.

•

Specific-language automated tests, if these are worthwhile. If you expect to keep selling new
releases of your product in French, German, and Spanish versions, you might find value in creating
some French-specific, German-specific, and Spanish-specific automated tests.

•

Most tests that are language specific will probably best be handled by manual localization testing.

•

International-specific tests that are handled by automation. These tests check the translatability and
localizability of the software. For example, you might provide dummy translations that use strings
that are too long, too short, etc. You might provide text that will be hyphenated differently in
different countries.

•

Cheaply localizable tests. Marick's expectation is that this class is small. However, some tests
aren't concerned with the strings used or the screens displayed. For example, stress tests to find
memory leaks depend on repeated executions of some functions, but the text and graphics on
display might not matter. Localization of some of these tests, to the minimum degree necessary to
make them useful, will be easy.

The bottom line is that even if you have an extensive suite of automated tests for an English language
product, this might not speed you very much when testing a translation.

j
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